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SUMMARY
This report constitute the final deliverable in the INNWIND.EU project on design and
demonstrations of superconducting direct drive generators for wind turbines in the power range
between 10 to 20 MW and installed at 50 m of water.
The superconducting direct drive generators examined are radial field electrical machines with the
field windings made of superconducting wires and a conventional armature winding based on
copper wire wound in magnetic steel structures and operated at ambient temperature.
Two types of superconducting materials examined are the medium temperature superconductor
MgB2 (magnesium di-boride) in the form of wires and the high temperature superconductor
RBa2Cu3O6+x (Rare-Earth Barium Copper Oxide or RBCO) in the form of coated conductor tapes.
Superconducting field coils have been designed, constructed and tested in order to provide input
to the generator design and optimization in terms of the magnetic field dependent critical current
of the superconductors and the unit cost of the wire and tapes.
The demonstration of the MgB2 technology was done by building a race track coil with an opening
of 0.3 m and a straight section of 0.5 m holding 5 km of MgB2 wire. The coil was tested by cooling
it down to T ~ 20 K (- 253 oC) and it was concluded that it reached the design current, but some
damages were present in the wires after winding in 8 out of the 10 double pancake coils stacked
in the race track coil. The damages resulted in additional heating and a quench of the coil. It was
found that some of the soldering connection between the pancakes were damaged and
subsequent testing showed that 6 out of 8 pancake coils sustained their properties after the
quench. Based on the demonstration then the MgB2 coil technology is estimated to be at a
Technology Readiness Level of TRL = 4 (Demonstrated in laboratory environment). The
demonstration coil was designed by DTU and the construction and test was done by SINTEF.
The properties of the MgB2 wire were used to design and optimize 10 and 20 MW direct drive
generators with a range of different topologies with no magnetic steel laminates (air-cored) and
varying to magnetic steel laminates on both the field and armature structure (iron-cored). The
optimization of the topologies was obtained from a formulation of the Levelized Cost of Energy
(LCoE) of the INNWIND.EU turbines and foundations equipped with superconducting direct drive
generators. It has been found that with the present critical current of the MgB2 wire and cost of 4
€/m as provided by Columbus Superconductors, the most feasible topology is the iron cored
generator, where expensive superconductor is replaced by cheap magnetic steel. The optimal 10
MW generator is found to have a diameter of D = 8.4 m and a length of L = 1.33 m. It has been
integrated as a front mounted generator into the INNWIND.EU nacelle based on the Kingpin
design of DNV-GL. The generator mass is estimated to be 286 tons and it holds about 24 km of
MgB2 wire. The generator has been scaled up to 20 MW, where the diameter of D = 10.8 m and
length of L = 2.25 m is obtained. The weight is estimated to be 688 tons. This is resulting in a
Rotor Nacelle Assembly (RNA) mass scaling as function of the turbine rotor diameter ranging
between 178 m and 252 m, which is slightly better than the INNWIND.EU reference design. The
MgB2 generators have been compared to the expected performance of Permanent Magnet Direct
Drive generators and it is concluded that the superconducting MgB2 generator are currently too
expensive but most likely also too heavy compared to the PMDD. It is proposed that comparisons
between a superconducting and PMDD wind turbine design is done by determining the total cost
of the superconductors, the cryostat needed to provide the thermal insulation and the cooling
machines needed to keep the low operation temperature and then the cost of the R2Fe14B (Rare
earth iron boron) permanent magnet needed for the direct drive. It has been found that the
cryostat and cooling machine cost is about 5 times higher than the cost of the MgB2
superconductors for the 10 MW generator, which is illustrating that in order to make the
superconducting direct drive more competitive, cost reduction on the superconductor will only
help a little, but cost reductions on cryostat and cooling machines are needed. This comparison
can also be turned around and one can ask what the cost of the R2Fe14B permanent magnet
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material should be in order for the two technologies to be equal. Here the analysis is indicating a
magnet cost of 114 €/kg would be needed, which is considerable higher than the current magnet
cost being a factor of about 4 lower due to production over capacity on the world marked.
A scenario study of the impact of future cost reductions of MgB2 wire to 1 €/m or improved
superconducting properties with a critical current being 4 times higher than the present values
has also been conducted. It has been found that the iron cored topology will have a Levelized Cost
of Energy (LCoE) very similar to other topologies with the potential to be more light weight.
However the conclusion that the cost reductions of the cryostat and cooling machines are needed
will also be valid for future more light weight designs.
The generator design and optimization has primarily been done by Delft University of Technology
and DTU, whereas the integration into the INNWIND.EU nacelle has been done by DNV-GL.
Contributions on the properties of power electronics tailored to the superconducting generators
has been done by University of Strathclyde and Aalborg University.
A race track coil made of the high temperature superconducting RBa2Cu3O6+x coated conductor
tape has been demonstrated by Siemens Wind Power. The philosophy of Siemens Wind Power was
that the cooling system would contribute to a reduction of the reliability and an as high as possible
operation temperature was therefore required. This is down selecting the high temperature
superconductor as the only option with a resulting high cost of the coated conductor tape being
about 100 €/m. The coil had an opening of 0.12 m and a straight section of 0.3 m and was made
from 3 single pancake coils stacked into one race track coil. It was found that 5 out of 8 initial
coils passed the test at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) and 3 coils were selected for testing at
T = 30 K using liquid neon. It was found that one of the coils suffered from a damage during the
first ramp up of the current and 69 % of the design current was reached. Test of AC losses where
then performed in order not to burn the coils. It was conclude that the race track coil would be
able to reach the design current if ramped further, but time did not allow that test to be performed
after the AC loss test. Based on the RBCO coil demonstration it is concluded that the Technology
Readiness Level is TRL = 4 (demonstrated in laboratory environment).
The properties of the coated conductor were used to design high temperature superconducting
direct drive generators and different topologies with little and a lot of iron were investigated. For
the 10 MW generator it was found that a diameter of D = 7 m and a length of L = 1.2 m was
optimal. The active materials mass was estimated to be 150 tons and 5.3 km of 12 mm wide
coated conductor tape is needed. The design has been scaled to 20 MW, where the diameter is
found to be D = 11 m and the length is L = 1.2 m. The coated conductor needed is 10.5 km and
the active mass is about 232 tons.
Based on the finding of Siemens Wind Power they conclude that the high temperature
superconducting direct drive generators will first be cost competitive with the Permanent Magnet
Direct Drive extrapolated to 2020 if the cost of the superconductor is reduced by a factor of 10.
Secondly they conclude that the active materials mass will not become lower than for PMDD even
if the cost of the superconductor is reduced. These two conclusions made Siemens Wind Power to
terminate further work on the high temperature superconducting wind turbine generators and no
attempts to construct the cryogenics or integrate the coil technology into a generator was done.
A potential study of partial superconducting direct drive generators has been done to indicate
future developments of the superconducting wind turbines. It is suggested to use a target of 2 %
loss in the generator with a shear force density twice as what is expected for a Permanent Magnet
Direct Drive generator ~ 53 kPa. It is found that the iron cored topologies will be the most efficient
method to achieve such a goal, but that more light weight topologies might be possible if high
excitation current can be provided by the superconductors. The goal of 2 % loss and 106 kPA
shear stress is mapped on to the critical current density plot of most commercial superconducting
wires and it is concluded that MgB2 is mainly suited for the iron cored generators, whereas the
RBCO coated conductor can be used for more light weight deigns. Finally it is found that the low
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temperature superconductor like NbTi and Nb3Sn can be used for almost all the topologies, but
they will have to cooled to T = 4.2 K before they can be used. Since the cost of the cryostat and
cooling system seem to be the bottle neck for making the superconducting generators economical
feasible, the higher operating temperature are believed to be an advantage.
A roadmap of introducing 10 GW of superconducting wind turbine generators to the European
offshore wind energy market is discussed at the end of the report. It is concluded that the
production volume of both MgB2 wire and RBCO tape worldwide is sufficient to fulfil the 10 GW
demand. It will probably also be possible to get the cooling machines, which is currently being
used in the Magneto Resonant Imaging (MRI) industry, but it is believed that an industrialization of
the production of superconducting field coils is needed as well as the manufacturing of the
cryostat for those coils. The INNWIND.EU MgB2 generator topology calls for a cryostat with a warm
magnetic pole piece. This is the same concept as the SUPRApower project and the modular
cryostat of the SUPRApower project has been mapped onto the INNWIND.EU MgB2 generators.
These cryostats are modular and if they only hold one superconducting coil then there is a need
for about 40000 cryostat. Who are going to make those? The wire manufacturer or the wind
turbine manufacturer? This will probable depend on the intellectual properties associated with the
cryostat, but eventually several independent cryostat manufacturers will probably be most
beneficial for the cost reduction.
Finally it is discussed what the disruptive impact of the discovery of a new superconductor like a
room temperature superconductor will be. It is argued that for the wind turbine generator
application, where high magnetic fields will be present, then one will most likely have to cool the
superconductor to about half of the critical temperature TC in order to obtain a sufficient critical
current of the superconductor. Thus even for a room temperature superconductor a cryostat to
provide T = 150 K operation will be needed. It should however be said that constructing a cryostat
for T = 150 K operation is much easier than for a T = 20 K operation. This means the any new
superconductor with a high critical temperature will most likely improve the feasibility of the
superconducting generators, but cryostats and cooling machines will still be involved.
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INTRODUCTION
2.1

Motivation for superconducting generators in wind turbine drive trains

Wind turbine drive trains have to supply a torque to the turbine blades in order to keep the
rotation of the turbine rotor under control. This torque supply is increasing as the turbine rotor
diameter D is scaled up, because the turbine power P is proportional to the turbine rotor diameter
𝑷𝑷 ~ 𝑫𝑫𝟐𝟐

(2-1)

𝑷𝑷 ~ 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻

(2-2)

𝒗𝒗𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕 ~ 𝑫𝑫𝟏𝟏 𝝎𝝎𝟏𝟏 ~ 𝑫𝑫𝟐𝟐 𝝎𝝎𝟐𝟐 ~ 𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄

(2-3)

The torque T is related to the rotor rotations speed ω and the power by

The tip speed vtip of the blade however has to be maintained more or less constant in order not to
create too much wear of the blade

and a consequence of that is that the larger the blade the slower the rotation speed. By combining
these equations then the torque demand scales as
𝑻𝑻𝟐𝟐
𝑻𝑻𝟏𝟏

=

𝑷𝑷𝟐𝟐
𝝎𝝎𝟐𝟐
𝑷𝑷𝟏𝟏
𝝎𝝎𝟏𝟏

𝑷𝑷

= � 𝟐𝟐 �
𝑷𝑷𝟏𝟏

𝟑𝟑/𝟐𝟐

(2-4)

which is growing faster than linear with the power of the turbine. Thus upscaling of a turbine will
result in an upscaling of the drive train torque demand where typical values for a 10 MW turbine
will be in the order of 10 MNm at a rotation speed of 10 revolutions per minute (rpm).
This high torque demand can either be supplied by a gearbox combined with a medium to high
speed generator rotating at 100-1500 rpm or by a direct drive generator connected directly to the
turbine shaft. In the latter case of the direct drive generator then one can determine the volume of
the generator from the shear force density Fd of the active material sitting in the air gap of a radial
ring machine of diameter Dgen and length Lgen.
𝑻𝑻 ~ 𝑭𝑭𝒅𝒅 𝑫𝑫𝟐𝟐𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 𝑳𝑳𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈

(2-5)

For all radial electrical machines the shear force density Fd is proportional to the peak magnetic
flux density in the air gap Bg provided by the field generating active materials and the current
loading AS in the armature windings
𝑭𝑭𝒅𝒅 ~ 𝑩𝑩𝒈𝒈 𝑨𝑨𝑺𝑺

(2-6)

These parameters are often limited for conventional machines, since the peak magnetic flux
density Bg is limited to about 1 Tesla by either joule heating of the field windings, saturation of the
magnetic steel or the strength of Nd2Fe14B permanent magnets. The current loading AS of the
armature winding is limited to about 75-100 kA/m by the heating of the armature wires and
forced air cooling of the lamination steel. Thus if the power rating of a conventional direct drive
generator have to be scaled up by a factor of 2 then that is mostly possible by increasing the size
of the machine. Since size is related to the amount of structural steel then this will also result in a
larger mass.
Superconducting machines are often utilizing that magnetic flux can be generated in coils wound
of superconducting wires without any Joule heating, since the superconductor is practically having
a vanishing resistivity as long as the current density J running in the superconductor is below, what
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is called the critical current density JC. This is removing the limitation of the peak magnetic flux
density Bg of the shear force density and therefore opens up for machines, which are considerable
more compact than conventional machines.
A second possible application of superconducting wires is in the armature windings, whereby the
current loading AS can be increase and resulting in more compact machines. The superconductor
will however be exposed to alternating currents and fields, and the superconductor will experience
AC losses, which must be removed by a cooling machine connected to the superconducting
generator. The challenge is then to ensure that the AC losses and associated cooling losses are
low enough to provide a drive train with a total loss in the order of 3-5 % of the rated power of the
turbine. AC losses will also be present in the superconducting field winding, but they are orders of
magnitude lower.
Finally one can consider to use large blocks of superconducting material to trap magnetic flux
providing magnetic flux densities of several Tesla. This will not be discussed any further, since a
superconducting coil will be needed to magnetize the blocks as they are cold and then one can
just as well build superconducting field winding.

2.2

Superconductor machine topologies

The major topologies of superconducting generators are
a.
b.
c.

2.3

Partial superconducting machines with only the field winding being wound of superconducting
wires and the armature based on conventional winding at ambient temperature.
Fully superconducting where both field and armature windings are made of superconducting
wires.
Bulk superconductors, where pieces of bulk superconductors are magnetized and used as
very strong permanent magnets. These machines are challenged by the magnetization step,
which must be done with a superconducting coil.

Types of superconductors

The superconductors needed for a superconducting wind turbine generators must be
commercially available in long length up to the kilometre range. This is narrowing down the
number of possibilities to the types mentioned in Table 2-1. The primary difference between the
superconducting wires are the critical temperature TC under which they become superconducting.
The low temperature superconductors (LTS) often refer to the two metal alloys NbTi and Nb3Sn,
which are used for Magneto Resonant Imaging (MRI) and high magnetic field magnets for
research and accelerators. These wires are often cooled by immersing them in liquid helium (LHe)
with a boiling temperature of TLHe = 4.2 K or superfluid liquid helium at TLHe,super = 2.2 K.
The medium temperature superconductors (MTS) often refer to the metallic compound MgB2
discovered in 2001, which is considered as a possible replacement for NbTi, but operating at a
temperature of 10-20 K, where cryocooler machine can replace the liquid helium. MgB2 wires for
Magneto Resonant Imaging (MRI) are therefore being developed, because it might expand the
usage of the MRI technique to hospitals in regions, where liquid helium is not easily supplied, but
where a cooling machine can be supplied from the electricity grid. More recent types of medium
temperature superconductor are the Fe based material family discovered in 2006, but they have
not yet been introduced in commercial wires (Pallecchi, Eisterer, Malagoli, & Putti, 2015).
The high temperature superconductors (HTS) often refer to a series of ceramic compounds, which
were first developed for the Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10+x (Bi-2223) ceramic phase enclosed in tubes of silver
and drawn into long round wires or rolled flat into tapes. The critical temperature of the Bi-2223
and Bi-2212 compounds are more than 4-5 times higher than the low temperature
superconductors and one might think that is the origin of the name “high temperature”. This is of
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course true, but another more fundamental difference is that the mechanism responsible of
making the electrons of the ceramic to pair up into superconducting electron pairs is not the same
as for the low temperature superconductors. In the low temperature superconductor the coupling
between the electrons in the superconducting electron pairs is provided by a distortion of the
crystal lattice (phonon mediated), but for the high temperature superconductors the mechanism is
speculated to be of magnet character and explaining this coupling is considered as one of the
grand challenges of solid state physics. A consequence of the new pairing mechanism is a much
higher critical temperature TC and this is reflected in the name of the class “high temperature
superconductors”. It should be mentioned the critical temperature of the HTS are all higher than
liquid nitrogen (LN2), which is much cheaper then liquid helium used to cool the low temperature
superconductors.
The development of the Bi-2212 and Bi-2223 wires and tapes is often called the first generation
(1G) of high temperature superconductor (HTS), but the need of silver to encapsulate the ceramic
turned out to put a limitation on how low a wire cost that can be reached.
The RBa2Cu3O6+x (RBCO) ceramic compound was suggested as an alternative to Bi-2223, because
the superconducting properties are superior to the Bi-2223 compound. The R in the chemical
formula for RBCO can be most of the rare earth elements or Y from the periodic table. The
challenge of using RBCO is however that the crystalline grains of the ceramic phase must be
aligned within a few degrees in order to allow the superconducting electron pairs to flow freely
through the wire. This has been solved by making the coated conductor, where a flat metal
substrate is covered by several nm-thin layers of ceramic buffer materials and then a RBCO layer
of a few micro meters thickness is deposited. The entire tape is then covered with a micro meter
thin silver layer and finally enclosed by a copper layer with thickness between 20-100 micro
meter. The coated conductor is often called the second generator (2G) of the high temperature
superconductor wires and is believed to hold the potential for large cost reduction as the
production volume is scaled up.
The focus of the INNWIND.EU project is primarily on the MgB2 and the RBCO superconductors,
because they can be operated without the need of liquid helium and thereby by the use of
cryogenic cooling machine. The NbTi low temperature superconductor is considered a baseline
representing a very mature wire technology.
Superconductor class
Low temperature
Medium temperature
High temperature (1G)
(1G)
(2G)*

Type
NbTi
Nb3Sn
MgB2
Bi2Sr2Ca1Cu2O8+x (Bi-2212)
Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10+x (Bi-2223)
RBa2Cu3O6+x (RBCO )

TC [K]
10
18
39
90
110
93

Cost [€/m]
0.4
3
1-4
20
20
90-100

Table 2-1 Classes and types of commercial superconducting wires along with the critical temperature TC
provided in the Kelvin [K] temperature scale with the zero point of -273.15 ºC. Costs are reproduced from
(Jensen , Mijatovic, & Abrahamsen, Development of superconducting wind turbine generators, 2013) and
updated with INNWIND.EU quotations (* based on 12 mm tape width).
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2.4

Types of cooling methods

Since the critical temperature of all the commercial superconductor wires are still considerable
below ambient temperature then special cooling methods are needed.
Liquid cryogen in cryostat and refilling cryogen
The simplest cooling method is to immerse the superconductor wire into the liquid form of the
gasses of the period table, with liquid helium (LHe, TLHe = 4.2 K) and liquid nitrogen (LN2, TLN2 = 77
K) being the most used. These liquids are often called cryogens, because the low boiling point
temperature calls for a thermally insulated container called a cryostat. The superconductor can
then be kept cold in the cryostat by allowing the cryogen to evaporate and then to refill the
cryostat with new liquid cryogen produced by a separate machine called a liquefier. This calls for a
lot of infrastructure and often manual work, which might be suitable for a lab, but not for a wind
turbine generator, which must be operating with maintenance intervals of 1-2 years.
Liquid cryogen with zero boil off provided by a cooling machine
A solution to avoid the handling of refilling cryogen onto a cryostat is to place a cryocooler machine
inside the compartment, where the evaporating gas is collected, and then to cool the gas back
into the liquid state, whereby it will drop down into the liquid. This is the method that has been
adopted by the Magneto Resonant Imaging (MRI) industry, where a cryocooler machine is often
sitting at the top of the large donut shaped liquid helium cryostat holding the main
superconducting coil surrounding the patient. This method is well established, but not very suited
for a rotating application like the wind turbine if the cryostat is placed in the rotating frame.
Circulation of cold gas
Cooling of a superconducting coils can also be obtained by circulating a cold gas in tubes
connected to the coil support and to a cooling machine removing the heat introduced by the coil or
the surroundings. A cold fan is needed to provide the circulation and this result in a need for
maintenance, which is not ideal for the wind turbine generator application. The coil can be
mounted in a vacuum inside the cryostat and the cold gas is only present in the circulation tubes.
Any leak of the cold gas from the circulation tubes and into the main vacuum will be problematic,
since the thermal insulation of the cryostat will be reduced heavily.
Circulation of liquid cryogen
One can also circulate the liquid cryogen in tubes connected to superconducting coils at one end
and connected to a cooling machine at the other end. Again a circulation fan is needed and result
in the demand for maintenance. A challenge of this method is that large pressures will build up if
the liquid cryogen is transferred to the gas phase due to a large inflow of heat in case of abnormal
operation.
Conduction cooling in vacuum using cooling machines
Superconducting coils can be cooled in vacuum inside a cryostat by connecting highly thermally
conduction material to the coil in one end and to a cryogenic cooling machine in the other end.
The most used material for such a thermal bridge is high purity copper or even oxygen free copper
sheets or plates, because it holds some of the largest thermal conductivities at low temperatures.
The advantage of this method is that the superconducting coils will heat up slowly if the cooling
machines are turned off, but there is no chance of building up large pressures caused by liquid
cryogens turning into the gas phase as was the case above. A second method of providing high
thermal conductivity between parts is to use heat pipes, where a gas- liquid phase transition is
taking place inside a metal tube. Any leaking of the gas from the heat pipe will again decrease the
main vacuum and result in poor thermal insulation.
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2.5

State of the art superconducting wind turbine generators

During the last decade there have been several design proposals on superconducting wind turbine
generators and the main trends will be outlined below in terms of the preferred superconductor of
the different designs. Two comprehensive reviews of the superconducting generator have recently
been provided as part of the INNWIND.EU project. The first is found in the report of the deliverable
D.3.12 “Summary Report for Work Package 3.1.2 – Investigation of HTS Super-Conducting Direct
Drive Generators” provided by Siemens Wind Power (Azar & Thomas, 2016) and the second is
provided in the PhD thesis of Dong Liu as shown in Appendix A of this report (Liu D. , 2017).

2.5.1

Low temperature superconductors

NbTi is the most mature and well proven superconducting wire, which has also been proposed
used for a 10 MW superconducting wind turbine generator by GE global research in 2012 (Fair,
2012). The advantage of the NbTi is the high peak magnetic air gap flux density reaching about
2.6 Tesla, which can provide a high shear force density of 179 kPa causing the generator to have
dimensions of Dgen = 4.83 m and a length of Lgen = 1.88 m. This is about half the size of the
permanent magnet direct drive wind turbine generator used for comparison in (Fair, 2012). The
weight of the generator is 145 tons and the cost is estimated to be 2.2 M$.
NbTi is the cheapest of the superconducting wires, as shown in Table 2-1, and will therefore not
constitute a large portion of the generator cost. The main drawback of the 10 MW GE Global
Research design is however the low operation temperature of the superconductors and the need
for advanced cooling (Stautner, Fair, & et, 2013). A retractable cryocooler is intended to cooldown
the generator to operations temperature of T = 4.2 K, whereas two smaller cryocooler will keep
the generator at operation temperature with the help of a net of helium heat pipes distributed in
the rotor support structure. Finally the design is proposing to have a superconducting field coil
sitting stationary on the inner ring of the generator and then to have a rotating outer armature
winding. This means that a slip ring system will have to pass all the current of the generator from
the rotating blade frame and back to the stationary tower frame. Such slip rings are used in
Double Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) wind turbines, where about 1/3 of the turbine power is
supplied to the rotor windings. Such a slip ring arrangement will increased the need for
maintenance.
The NbTi superconducting direct drive generators have also been investigated by the group of R.
Qu in 2014 (Y. Liu, 2015). They have proposed a 13.2 MW machine with a diameter of Dgen = 7.3
m and Lgen = 0.98 m being larger than the GE global research design. The weight is 165 tons and
the cost is 2.07 M$.
There have been no major proposals of using Nb3Sn wire for superconducting generators most
likely due to the fact that coils made of Nb3Sn are referred to as “wind and react”. This means that
the wire first have to be wound into the shape of the coil, the wires must then be heated to 600700 oC for weeks in order to form the Nb3Sn phase inside the wires and finally one will have to
apply the insulation to the wires without breaking the brittle Nb3Sn phase in the middle of the wire.
It should however be mentioned that Nb3Sn is one of the primary wires for providing the magnetic
confinement of the fusion plasma in the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER),
which is under construction in France. A large global effort has been made to ramp up the Nb3Sn
wire production volume to deliver the 100000 km (500 tons) of wire for ITER and also to qualify
the wires for the fusion application. This ramp up have changes the annual production from 15
tons/year before to 100 tons/year in the period from 2008 to 2015 and distributed among 9
strand manufactures (ITER, 2017).
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2.5.2

Medium temperature superconductors

The advantage of increasing the operation temperature from T = 4.2 K of the Low Temperature
Superconductors (LTS) to a temperature higher than T = 20 K is high, since the specific heat
capacity of the most solids used for constructing the cold parts of the coil support is increasing
considerable, whereby heat releases in the superconductor coils are causing less temperature
changes. Secondly the heat conduction of most metals is peaking around T = 20 K making it
easier to construct conduction cooled coil configurations avoiding the usage of helium heat pipes.
MgB2 is seen as the enabling technology for using conduction cooled coils operated around T = 20
K for direct drive wind turbines.
This technology has been investigated as part of the INNWIND.EU project and the results will be
outlined in the following sections. It has also been investigated by several other companies and
universities and some of the main findings will be highlighted below.
The SUPRApower project funded under the European Union FP7 scheme has investigated MgB2
coils in a modular cryostat that can be placed onto warm iron poles of an inner rotor for a 10 MW
wind turbine generator (Suprapower, 2017). The operation temperature is T = 20 K and the
armature winding is made of copper (Marino, et al., 2016). References to this type of cryostat will
be made in this report under the discussion of the feasibility of different machine topologies of the
superconducting wind turbine generators.
The machine designer S. Kalsi has proposed a 10 MW MgB2 wind turbine generator based on a
fully superconducting generator with both a superconducting rotor and armature winding (Kalsi,
2014). The generator will need twice the amount of cooling equipment of the partial
superconducting generator and a cryostat for both field and armature part of the generator.
Finally American Magnetic Lab (AML) has proposed a 10 MW superconducting wind generator
based on double helix winding of both rotor and armature (Advanced Magnet Lab, 2017).

2.5.3

High temperature superconductors

One might think that using high temperature superconductors for the wind turbine generators
would allow cooling with liquid nitrogen and thereby simplifying the cooling system as well as
reducing the cost of the generator. This is only partly true, because the critical current density JC of
the HTS wires is decreasing rapidly if the operation temperature Toperation is approaching the critical
temperature of the superconductor TC. Thus one often have to cool the HTS well below about half
of the critical temperature TC, before the HTS are utilized, and Toperation ~ 30-40 K is often proposed
in the case of second generation coated conductors based on RBa2Cu3O6+x (RBCO)
superconductors.
The first industrial proposal on using the high temperature superconductor for wind turbine was
provided by American Superconductors in the form of the 10 MW Seatitan turbine (Snitchler,
2010). The design of the generator is ready to be licensed to wind turbine companies who has an
interest of using it, but it seems that such a match has not materialized yet. AMSC is producing
the second generation (2G) coated conductor based on RBCO and would be able to provide both
the tape and wind generator technology. A recent joint venture between AMSC and BASF on the
further development of the coated conductor technology is believed to hold the potential of cost
reductions of the coated conductor and might enable the usage of high temperature
superconductor for wind generators ((AMSC), 2016).
In the INNWIND.EU project the high temperature superconductor has been investigate for the
direct drive generator application by Siemens Wind Power and the results can be found the
deliverable report D3.12 of the INNWIND.EU project (Azar & Thomas, 2016). The main findings will
be highlighted in this report.
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The EU funded ECOswing project lead by the wind turbine company Envision is demonstrating the
construction of a full size 4 MW direct drive high temperature superconductor generator with the
intension of installation in the two bladed test turbine of Envision (ECOswing, 2017).
The construction and test of a coated conductor based armature winding for a fast rotating 2 MW
DFIG wind turbine generator has recently been reported by Gamesa Innovation and Technology.
The coated conductors are operated at T = 30 K and cooled by a combination of a liquid Nitrogen
tank and a cryocooler (Muñoz, et al., 2017).
In the US there is also an industrial investigation of the high temperature superconducting direct
drive wind generator by the University of Houston and Westinghouse as well as Brookhaven
National Lab and American Superconductors (REACT, 2016). The collaborations have been funded
by the ARPA-E REACT program under DOE and the consortium has reported that the critical current
density of the coated conductors has been increased by a factor of 4 for the wind generator
application.
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2.6

Specifications of the INNWIND.EU reference turbine and drive train design targets

One of the strengths of the INNWIND.EU project is that the entire turbine and offshore foundation
are co-developed, whereby knowledge on the key performance indicators of the different
components are available. This is particular useful for the development of new types of drive
trains for the innovative INNWIND.EU turbines, because a base line design is provided as a
starting point. Below the reference information for the drive train development is provided from
the INNWIND.EU reference turbine.

2.6.1

Turbine

The INNWIND.EU reference turbine for 10 MW power rating and with a rotor diameter of Dblade, 10
MW = 178 m has been defined in the deliverable report D1.21 (Bak, et al., 2013). The turbine is
designed for an IEA wind class Ia. The important information in terms of drive train development is
the mechanical power curve of the turbine rotor as function of wind speed as shown in Figure 2-1.
The cut in rotation speed is 6 rpm, which is increased to 9.6 rpm at rated power. The torque at
rated power thereby becomes T = 10.6 MNm, which must be supplied by the drive train. The 20
MW reference turbine with a rotor of Dblade, 20 MW = 252 m has been defined much later in the
INNWIND.EU project. For simplicity of the drive train development then the power curve of the 20
MW turbine is assumed to be a factor of two higher than what is shown in Figure 2-1 and with a
rotation speed of 6.8 rpm scaled by the rotor turbine size.

Figure 2-1 Mechanical power curve of 10 MW INNWIND.EU reference turbine. The rotation speed at rated
power is 9.6 rpm and the drive train efficiency is assumed to be 94 %. Reproduced Figure 3.12 from (Bak, et
al., 2013).

2.6.2

Foundation

The foundations developed as part of the INNWIND.EU project is targeted for a water depth of 50
m, which is relatively deep compared to the main stream offshore foundation used in European
waters (10-30 m). The reference foundation for the 10 MW INNWIND.EU reference turbine is of
the jacket type. In the design of the drive train only the cost of the foundation is taken into account
in order to obtain an estimate of the impact of the drive train cost on the levelized cost of energy
(LCoE). A more detailed analysis will also investigate the impact of the drive train mass on the
resonances of the entire turbine and foundation structure in order to estimate the impact on
Levelized Cost of Energy.
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2.6.3

Drive train

The reference drive train of the INNWIND.EU 10 MW reference turbine is a two stage gearbox
followed by a medium speed synchronous generator. The properties of the reference drive train is
shows in Table 2-2.

Table 2-2 Properties of the drive train of the 10 MW reference turbine. Reproduced from Table 6.3 of (Bak, et
al., 2013).

2.7

Organization of work on superconducting generators in INNWIND.EU

The task 3.1 on developing superconducting direct drive generators for the innovative
INNWIND.EU turbines is organized into 3 sub-tasks:
1) Development of superconducting direct drive generators for wind turbines (D3.11)
2) Demonstration of a HTS pole pair and direct drive generator design (D3.12)
3) Demonstration of a scaled MgB2 rotor field coil (D3.13)
The two last sub tasks are intended to provide the experimental properties of the HTS coated
conductor tapes as well as the MgB2 wire for the development of the superconducting direct drive
generators in 1) targeted primarily for the 10 MW INNWIND.EU reference turbine. Once the
designs for the 10 MW generators were established then they were scaled to the 20 MW
INNWIND.EU turbine.
The tasks 1) and 3) were mainly conducted by the Technical University of Delft (TUD), SINTEF and
the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) and with the focus only on MgB2 generators. The
second task was conducted by Siemens Wind Power with the focus only on high temperature
superconducting (HTS) direct drive generators. The second task was originally intended to be
“Confidential”, but is was later decided that the research could be made publicly available as in
the form of the deliverable D3.12 (Azar & Thomas, 2016).
The superconductor direct drive generator task 3.1 is part of the work package 3
electromechanical conversion, which consist of the following tasks:
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Superconductor direct drive generator (SCDD)
Pseudo magnetic direct drive (PDD)
Power electronics for SCDD and PDD
Nacelle integration

The superconducting generator task has been interacting with task 3.3 on power electronics for
superconducting direct drive generators and well as task 3.4 for the mechanical integration of the
superconducting direct drive generator into the nacelle.
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2.8

Organization of task 3.1 Superconducting generators

This report provide the documentation of the work done in task 3.1 as part of the INNWIND.EU
project. It will therefore outline the generator design philosophies developed and followed in the
task as well as summarize the findings of the task on power electronics 3.3 and nacelle
integration 3.4.
At the time of writing this report the task 3.12 Demonstration of a HTS pole pairs has been
finished and reported in the deliverable report D3.12 (Azar & Thomas, 2016). These works will
only be summarized and the main findings outlined.
The task 3.13 on demonstrating the scaled MgB2 rotor field coil has almost been completed, with
the construction and initial testing documented in the deliverable 3.13 (Magnusson, Hellesø,
Paulsen, Eliassen, & Abrahamsen, 2016). The final measurements of the coil and the
interpretations are however provided in this report and will be used to discuss the technical
readiness level of the MgB2 coil technology.
Finally it should be said that the details of the superconductor direct drive generator design
method for MgB2 has been reported by the PhD student Dong Liu from Delft University of
Technology and is attached to this report as appendix A. References to the work of D. Liu will be
provided and the main findings will be discussed.
Thus the intension of the this report is to document the information exchange between the tasks
3.1, 3.3 and 3.4 of the work package, to summarize and discuss the finding and finally draw the
conclusion about the possible impact of superconducting direct drive generators on the Levelized
cost of Energy (LCoE) of the INNWIND.EU innovative turbines.
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LEVELIZED COST OF ENERGY (LCOE)
The concept of Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) has been introduced to the wind energy sector in
order to be able to compare different energy production technologies from the investment point of
view as a society. Thus the question posed is often if a country should invest in a natural gas fired
power plant or a wind farm in order provide an additional 1-5 TWh of electric energy the energy
mix of a country (a 500 MW gas power plant and 1 GW offshore wind farm of 10 MW turbines will
roughly provide around 4 TWh). At the end of life of a power producing unit (ex. Gas fired power
plant or wind farm) one can ask how much was the total cost C for the producing all the energy E
and then calculate the Cost of Energy (CoE) by
𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 =

𝑪𝑪

(3-1)

𝑬𝑬

In the above definition in (3-1) of Cost of Energy provides a tool for analysing the historic
production from a power producing technology, but it can also be used as a predictive tool if a
model for the expected cost and energy production can be provided over time.
From an investor point of view one expect a certain interest rate w of an investment every year.
This means that a cost that is first expected after several years do not need the full amount of
money reserved at beginning of the invest, because a smaller amount is expected to grow before
the payment is needed. So if we want to determine the cost reservation Ct,0 at the beginning of the
investment due to a cost Ct at year t then this must be downscaled by the expected interest rate w
by investing in other energy plants before the cost Ct will have to be payed
𝑪𝑪𝒕𝒕,𝟎𝟎 =

𝟏𝟏

(𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕

(3-2)

𝑪𝑪𝒕𝒕

The same consideration must be implemented in the evaluation of the energy production,
because that is the source for generating income I, which will be proportional to the sales price S
of the electricity. Therefore the income It in year t due to an energy production Et will be worth less
It,0 at the beginning of the investment, because it cannot be re-invested with an interest rate of w
in the period in between.
𝑰𝑰𝒕𝒕,𝟎𝟎 =

𝟏𝟏

(𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕

(3-3)

𝑺𝑺𝒕𝒕 𝑬𝑬𝒕𝒕

In order to compare the ratio between cost and income for a power producing plant with a design
life time of LT at the beginning of the investment one have to sum over all the cost contribution as
given by (3-2) and the income given by (3-3), whereby the total levelized cost CL and income IL
becomes
𝑪𝑪𝑳𝑳 = ∑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎
𝑰𝑰𝑳𝑳 = ∑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎

𝟏𝟏

(𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕
𝟏𝟏

(𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕

(3-4)

𝑪𝑪𝒕𝒕

(3-5)

𝑺𝑺𝒕𝒕 𝑬𝑬𝒕𝒕

It is however difficult to predict the electricity sales price as well as possible subsidy schemes for
decades in the future, but if the sales price is considered a constant St = S0, then one can write
the ratio between cost and income
𝑪𝑪𝑳𝑳
𝑰𝑰𝑳𝑳

=

𝟏𝟏
𝑪𝑪
𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕 𝒕𝒕
𝟏𝟏
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
∑𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎(
𝑺𝑺 𝑬𝑬
𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕 𝒕𝒕 𝒕𝒕

∑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎(

=

𝟏𝟏

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝟏𝟏 ∑𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎(𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕 𝑪𝑪𝒕𝒕

𝑺𝑺𝟎𝟎 ∑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎

𝟏𝟏

𝑬𝑬
(𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕 𝒕𝒕

=

𝟏𝟏

𝑺𝑺𝟎𝟎

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳

(3-6)

where the last factor is often referred to as the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE), because the ratio
between levelized cost and income can be determined if one divide with the constant electricity
sales price S0. This is illustrating that the economic feasibility of two different energy producing
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technologies can be compared before an investment discussion is made, because if the same
electricity sale price S0 is assumed then the technology with the lowest Levelized Cost of Energy
will provide the lowest ratio between cost and income.
Using the above concept and by looking at equation (3-6) one can see that a levelized energy
production EL can be defined
𝑬𝑬𝑳𝑳 = ∑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎

𝟏𝟏

(𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕

𝑬𝑬𝒕𝒕

(3-7)

where Et is the annual energy production in year t, w is the expected interest rate of investments
in the energy sector and LT is the design life time of the energy producing technology. It should be
noted that EL is not indicating that less energy is produced physically, but that production and
thereby income in the future cannot be reinvested before that have been produced.
The Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) can be defined by
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳 =

𝑪𝑪𝑳𝑳

𝑬𝑬𝑳𝑳

=

𝟏𝟏
𝑪𝑪
(𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕 𝒕𝒕
𝟏𝟏
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
∑𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎
𝑬𝑬
𝒕𝒕
(𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘) 𝒕𝒕

∑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎

(3-8)

where Ct and Et are the cost and energy production in year t, w is the expected interest rate of
investments in the energy sector and LT is the design life time of the energy producing technology.
This definition of the Levelized Cost Of Energy (LCOE) is similar to the “developer – pre tax” version
of the Levelized Cost Of Energy as defined by the MEGAVIND collaboration (MEGAvind, 2015).

3.1

Definition of Levelized Cost of Energy with focus on drive train

The concept of Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) will be applied to the evaluation of different
superconducting direct drive generators designed in the INNWIND.EU project. In this chapter the
costs associated with the INNWIND.EU wind turbine are presented in more detail in term of Capital
Expenditure and Operational expenditures. The calculation of the annual energy production is
outlined and based on the Weibull wind speed distribution of the INNWIND.EU reference turbine
installed in the North Sea. Finally the specific materials cost of the generator parts are introduced
and a simple sensitivity analysis of the impact of the drive train properties is performed.

3.1.1

CAPital EXpenditures (CAPEX)

The cost per year as introduced in equation (3-8) is often composed of 4 main contributions
𝑪𝑪𝒕𝒕 = 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪,𝒕𝒕 + 𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝒕𝒕 𝒕𝒕 + 𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫,𝒕𝒕 +𝑪𝑪𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭,𝒕𝒕

where
CCAPEX, t
COPEX, t
CDECOM, t
CFUEL, t

(3-9)

is the CAPital EXpenditure needed in year t
is the OPeration and maintenance Expenditure needed in year t
is the DECOMmissioning expenditure needed in year t
is the FUEL expenditure needed in year t

In the INNWIND.EU project we focus mainly on the CAPEX as influenced by different design
choices and only consider the OPEX as being at the same order of magnitude as the current
offshore projects. The impact of decommissioning is neglected, since it is believed to be the same
for any project. Finally the wind power application is getting the wind for free, whereby the fuel
cost is removed CFUEL,t = 0.
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The CAPEX cost for the drive train analysis is split into the cost of the drive train CD and the then
the rest of the cost CR of the INNWIND.EU reference turbine as well as the foundation. These costs
have to be paid already at the installation whereby t = 0 is used.
(3-10)

𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪,𝒕𝒕 = 𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎 + 𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹,𝟎𝟎

The analysis only considers the systems to the output of the power electronics of the turbine and
the cost of the transformer, wind farm collection grid, transformer platform and main cable to land
are neglected in the analysis, but can be included by adding a constant term to the LCoE.
By looking at eq. (3-8) and eq. (3-9), it can be seen that the impact of the CAPEX on the Levelized
Cost of Energy (LCoE) can be determined separately from the OPEX contribution and one can
thereby define a CAPEX part given by
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 =

𝟏𝟏
𝑪𝑪
𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪,𝒕𝒕
𝟏𝟏
∑𝑳𝑳𝑻𝑻
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎(𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕 𝑬𝑬𝒕𝒕

∑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎(

=

𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎 +𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹,𝟎𝟎

∑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎(

𝟏𝟏
𝑬𝑬
𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕 𝒕𝒕

(3-11)

If the annual energy production Et is assumed constant and given by EAEP then the CAPEX
contribution to LCoE can be simplified to

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 =

𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎 +𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹,𝟎𝟎

𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨 ∑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎(

𝟏𝟏

𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕

=

𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎 +𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹,𝟎𝟎

𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳�

𝟏𝟏

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳

∑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎(

𝟏𝟏

𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕

�

=

𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎 +𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹,𝟎𝟎
𝒂𝒂∙𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
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where CD,0 and CR,0 is the CAPEX of the drive train and the rest of the turbine and foundation
respectively, EAEP is the average annual energy production and LT is the design life time. The factor
a is levelizing the energy production and is given by
𝒂𝒂 =

𝟏𝟏

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳

∑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎

𝟏𝟏
(𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕

𝟏𝟏 𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘

= 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳

𝒘𝒘

�𝟏𝟏 − �

𝟏𝟏 𝑳𝑳𝑻𝑻+𝟏𝟏
�
�
𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘

(3-13)

where w is the interest rate and LT is the design life time. The geometric series has been used to
obtain the last expression.
Figure 3-1 shows the behaviour of the levelizing factor a as function of the interest rate w, but by
plotting the inverse of a one obtains a factor indicating how much larger the CAPEX part of the
LCoE is increased. This is termed the lift factor and is also shown in the figure.

Figure 3-1 Left: Levelizing factor a as function of the interest rate w and for different design life times LT.
Right: Lift factor of CAPEX part of LCoE given as 1/a. A lift factor of 2.0 for w = 8 % and LT = 25 years means
that the LCoE CAPEX part is doubled compared to the case of no interest rate w = 0, which result in a lift
factor of 1.
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3.1.2

OPerations and maintenance EXpenditures (OPEX)

The operation and maintenance expenses cover the daily operation such as changing wear parts
of the turbine and foundations as well as both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance
operations. The sum of these contributions are often called operation expenditures (OPEX) and if
they are assumed constant per year COPEX,t = COPEX,C. then the contribution to the Levelized Cost of
Energy (LCoE) will be
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶 =

𝟏𝟏
𝑪𝑪
𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕 𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝒕𝒕
𝟏𝟏
∑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎(𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕 𝑬𝑬𝒕𝒕

∑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎(

=

𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑪𝑪 ∑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎(

𝟏𝟏

𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕
𝟏𝟏
𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨 ∑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝒕𝒕=𝟎𝟎(𝟏𝟏+𝒘𝒘)𝒕𝒕

=

𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑪𝑪
𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨
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which can be considered as a constant that can be added with eq. (3-12).
The Levelized cost of the INNWIND.EU wind turbine and foundation is then found as

3.1.3

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳 = 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 + 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶

(3-15)

Annual Energy Production (AEP)

The annual energy production of the INNWIND.EU wind turbine is determined from the mechanical
power curve of the 10 MW 178 m rotor as shown on Figure 2-1. This is combined with the partial
load efficiency of the drive train including the power electronics and also the wind speed
distribution of the site, where the turbine is intended installed.
The wind speed distribution is described by the Weibull function given by
𝒌𝒌 𝒗𝒗 𝒌𝒌−𝟏𝟏

𝒇𝒇(𝒗𝒗, 𝒌𝒌, 𝝀𝝀) = � �
𝝀𝝀 𝝀𝝀

𝒗𝒗 𝒌𝒌

𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆 �− � � �
𝝀𝝀
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where v is the wind speed and λ and k are called the scale and shape parameters respectively.
The target position of the INNWIND.EU turbines is a position in the North Sea and the wind climate
is characterized by IEC Class Ia with an average wind speed of Vave = 10 m/s and a shape
parameter of k = 2 giving a resulting Rayleigh wind distribution of

where

𝒇𝒇(𝒗𝒗, 𝝈𝝈) =
𝝈𝝈 =

𝒗𝒗

𝝈𝝈𝟐𝟐

𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆 �−

𝒗𝒗𝟐𝟐

𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

�

𝝀𝝀
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(3-18)

√𝟐𝟐

The average of the Rayleigh wind distribution function in eq. (3-17) is
𝝅𝝅

𝒗𝒗𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂 = � 𝝈𝝈
𝟐𝟐

(3-19)

whereby it is seen that the Class Ia corresponds to
𝝈𝝈 = 𝟕𝟕. 𝟗𝟗𝟗𝟗

𝒎𝒎
𝒔𝒔

(3-20)

Figure 3-2 shows the mechanical power curve of the 10 MW reference turbine with a 178 m rotor
as function of wind speed as well as the Rayleigh wind speed distribution of the INNWIND.EU
reference installation site with wind Class Ia.
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The annual energy production is calculated by integrating the product of the mechanical power
curve Pmech(v), the partial load efficiency ε(v) of the drive train and the wind distribution function
f(v,σ) over all wind speeds
𝒗𝒗𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐

𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨 = ∫𝒗𝒗

𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄−𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊

𝑷𝑷𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 (𝒗𝒗) 𝜺𝜺(𝒗𝒗) 𝒇𝒇(𝒗𝒗, 𝝈𝝈)𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅
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where vcut-in is the wind speed of startup and vcut-out is the wind speed at shutdown.
This calculation is however bias by the fact that the mechanical power curve is higher than the
rated power above the rated wind speed in order to be able to subtract the assumed 6 % loss of
the drive train and thereby provide the rated power at the output cable to the turbine. If different
drive trains should be compared using the same mechanical power curve of the INNWIND.EU
reference turbine, then it will more appropriate to integrate eq. (3-21) between the cut in wind
speed and rated wind speed and then assume that the efficiency is adjusted to 100 % above
rated wind speed, because the wind turbine controller will allow a slightly higher rated mechanical
power.

Figure 3-2 Power curve of the 10 MW INNWIND reference turbine and the Weibull wind speed distribution
corresponding to a Class Ia wind site, The cut-in wind speed is vcut-in = 4 m/s, the rated wind speed is Vrated =
11.5 m/s and the cut-out wind speed is vcut-out = 25 m/s. Integrating the two curves result in an ideal annual
energy production of EAEP ~ 52 GWh/year

The partial load efficiency curve is given as the product between the generator and power
electronics partial load efficiency curves, which are determined as part of the generator design in
section 5 and in the deliverable 3.31 on power electronics (Chen, 2014).
For the superconducting generator one will probably have to keep the cooling system running
when the wind speed is below the cut-in wind speed this energy consumption should be
subtracted from the EAEP. If the power for the cryogenic system is constant PCryo then this must be
inserted in eq. (3-21) and integrated over the Weibull distribution when using an efficiency of 100
%.
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3.1.4

Design life time (LT)

The design lifetime of the INNWIND.EU turbine is chosen to be LT = 25 years.
This is in principle an arbitrary number, but the turbine and the foundation must be designed to be
able to withstand both the extreme and fatigue loading during the design life time.

3.1.5

Cost of INNWIND.EU reference turbine components and OPEX

In order to determine the CAPEX of the rest of the turbine structure CR,0 as specified in equation (312), the information about the cost of the different turbine components of the reference turbine
should be taken from the cost model as provided in the deliverable D1.23 (P.K. Chaviaropoulos,
2014) .
Components
Wind turbine (excl. generator system)
Balance of plant
Power electronics
Cryogenic system
Generator support structure
Total cost CR,0

Cost [k€]
7500
17000
800
600a
880a
26780

Table 3-1. Cost of component of the 10 MW INNWIND.EU reference turbine excluding the generator, which
will be optimized by the choice of active materials such as superconductor wire length, Cu, laminates and
glass fiber. The generator cost CD,0 will be in the range of 1-2 M€ depending of the different designs.
Reproduced from Liu et. al. (D. Liu, 2017) indicating that valued for a are obtained from a low temperature
superconducting generator design as a starting point (Y. Liu, 2015)

The OPEX contribution to LCoE of the initial conceptual INNWIND.EU turbines has been estimated
in deliverable 1.22 (Natarajan, 2014) and are shown in Table 3-2 together with the CAPEX for the
turbine and balance of plant (foundations and cables). It should be noted that these reference
turbines are not superconducting, but serves as a reference to give some indications of the
expected cost levels of turbines up-scaled towards the 20 MW power range.
Operation
&
maintenance cost
LCOETURBINE [€/MWh]
LCOEBOP [€/MWh]
LCOEopex [€/MWh]
LCOETOTAL [€/MWh]

Reference
5 MW
31,58
42,10
33,25
106,93

Classical
upscale
10 MW
41,54
39,17
28,49
109,19

Innovative
10 MW
31,11
30,18
23,89
85,18

More
Innovative
15 MW
35,83
26,66
22,26
84,75

More
Innovative
20 MW
40,77
24,30
20,71
85,77

Table 3-2. Predicted CAPEX and OPEX contribution to Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) for different size of
conceptual INNWIND.EU turbines. These conceptual INNWIND.EU turbines were specified at an early stage in
the project by upscaling a 5 MW reference turbine by using appropriate scaling exponents on determining the
mass of the main components and thereby also the cost. Classical upscaling of blade mass of often scaled
with the blade length raised to the power of 3. For more innovative scaling this is done with an exponent
lower than 3. Thus the drive trains of the conceptual turbines shown here are not specified as
superconducting, but rely on an up-scaled reference design being a two stage gearbox and a medium speed
generator. Reproduced from Figure 5 in deliverable report D1.22 and also consult this for further information
about the upscaling of the conceptual INNWIND.EU turbines (Natarajan, 2014).

One can now make an example calculation of the Levelized Cost of Energy of the INNWIND.EU 10
MW turbine based on the numbers of Table 3-1 and Table 3-2.
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳 ~

𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎 +𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹,𝟎𝟎
𝒂𝒂∙𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳

+ 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶 =

𝟏𝟏 𝑴𝑴€+𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝑴𝑴€

𝟎𝟎.𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓∙𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓

𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮
∙𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚
𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚

+ 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

€

𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴

= 𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑

€

𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴
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€
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𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴
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This is considerable lower than what is seen for the Innovative 10 MW turbine in Table 3-2,
because an interest rate of w = 5.75 % over a life time of LT = 25 years has been used to obtain a
= 0.55 (see Figure 3-1). An interest rate of 5.75 % is however what is expected from a society
point of view and is probably considerably higher as seen from a commercial point of view of a
business sector. Thus if an interest rate of w = 12 % is assumed for LT = 25 years then a = 0.35,
whereby the CAPEX part of LCoE is lifted
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳 ~

𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎 +𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹,𝟎𝟎
𝒂𝒂∙𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳

+ 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶 =

𝟏𝟏 𝑴𝑴€+𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝑴𝑴€

𝟎𝟎.𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑∙𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓

𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮
∙𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚
𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚

+ 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

€

𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴

= 𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟔

€

𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴

+ 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

€

𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴

= 𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖

€

𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴
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which is matching the prediction of Table 3-2 for the innovative 10 MW turbine. It is however
interesting that the large decline in the bids on offshore wind power in 2016 is indicating a LCoE ~
56 €/MWh for the Kriegers Flak offshore wind farm with turbine sizes approaching 10 MW
(DanskVindmølleIndustri, 2016).
In the following analysis of the superconducting drive trains then an interest rate of w = 5.75 %
and a design life time of LT = 25 years resulting in a = 0.55 is used in order to target the lower
LCoE. This means that any overhead of companies producing the superconducting drive trains is
included in the materials cost used in the modeling of the generators.

3.1.6

Cost of generator manufactured materials

The cost of the superconducting generator designs will be determined from the mass of active
materials mmat,i that they contain and by assuming unit weight cost Cmat,i of the materials for the
finished state when installed in the turbine. Thus any additional manufacturing cost and profits
are included in the unit weigh cost, which will be considerably higher that the raw materials cost.
𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎 = ∑ 𝑪𝑪𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎,𝒊𝒊 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎,𝒊𝒊
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where the materials that must be summed will typical be superconductor wires for the field
windings, copper wires for the armature, silicon steel for the magnetic circuit of the generators,
glass fiber composite material for support and steel for the structural support.
There are some differences in the cost of material values used by the partners in INNWIND.EU
developing drive trains and the values reported below represent the assumptions behind the MgB2
direct drive generator design.
Material
MgB2 wire [€/m] (potentially reaching 1€/m)
Copper wire in armature [€/kg]
Silicon iron laminates [€/kg]
Glass Fiber re-enforced composite [€/kg]
Structural steel [€/kg]

Unit weight cost of generator materials
4
15
3
15
2

Table 3-3 Unit weight material cost of generator materials of the MgB2 superconducting direct drive wind
turbine design
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3.1.7

Sensitivity analysis of LCoE of the drive train

In order to guide the development of the superconductor generator design then the sensitivity of
the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) with respect to the parameters of eq. (3-15) will be provided.
The following LCoE definition is used
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳 = 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 + 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶 =

𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎 +𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹,𝟎𝟎
𝒂𝒂∙𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳

+

𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑫𝑫+𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑹𝑹
𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨
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where CD,0 is the capital expenditure of the drive train as paid at the beginning of the investment (
hence the index 0 referring to time t = 0), CR,0 is the capital expenditure of the rest of the turbine
and foundation ( again paid at the beginning of the investment and with the index 0 to indicate
that), a is the interest rate levelizing factor given by (3-13), the Annual Energy Production is EAEP,
LT is the design life time of the turbine and foundation, COPEX,D the annual OPEX part related to the
drive train and COPEX,R is the part of the annual OPEX related to the rest of the turbine and
foundation.
The sensitivity analysis is first applied to the CAPEX part by adding correction terms to the main
parameters. In the case of the drive train cost CD,0 then a variation term ΔCD,0 is added, which is
representing the a change of the drive train cost in absolute cost compared to the initial cost,
which is assigned with an index 0. Thus the following definition of LCoECAPEX is obtained
𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,0 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅,0
𝑎𝑎 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,0 + ∆𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,0 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅,0 + ∆𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅,0
=
(𝑎𝑎0 + ∆𝑎𝑎) ∙ (𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴0 + ∆𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ) ∙ (𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿0 + ∆𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿)

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =
=

∆𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,0
∆𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅,0
+
�
𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,0 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅,0 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,0 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅,0
∆𝑎𝑎 ∆𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ∆𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
+
+
�
𝑎𝑎0 ∙𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴0 ∙𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿0 �1 +
𝑎𝑎0 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴0 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿0

�𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,0 + 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅,0 �∙�1 +

= 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 �𝟏𝟏 +

∆𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎

𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎 + 𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹,𝟎𝟎

+

∆𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹,𝟎𝟎

𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎 + 𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹,𝟎𝟎

−

∆𝒂𝒂
𝒂𝒂𝟎𝟎

−

∆𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨
𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨

−

∆𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝟎𝟎

�

(3-26)

where CD,0, CR,0, a0, EAEP0 and LT0 are the initial drive trains cost, the initial cost of the rest of the
turbine and foundation, the initial levelizing factor as given by (3-13), the initial Annual Energy
Production and finally the initial design life time. The variation parameter ΔCD,0 is the absolute
variation of the drive train cost, ΔCR,0 is the variation of the cost of the rest of the turbine and
foundation, Δa is the variation of the levelizing factor, ΔEAEP is the variation in the annual energy
production and ΔLT is the variation of the design life time of the turbine and foundation. The last
line of the above equation is obtained by omitting higher order terms and by relating the variations
relative to the initial parameters. The factor LCOECAPEX0 refer to the first line of the equation, where
all variation terms are set to zero. The interpretation of the sensitivity equation is that a variation
in the cost of either the drive train ΔCD,0 or the rest of the turbine and foundation ΔCR,0 must be
analyzed relative to the entire cost of the system CD,0 + CR,0. A consequence is that a change in the
drive trains cost will have relatively small impact on LCOE, because the drive trains cost is
relatively small compared to the total cost of the structure given by CD,0 + CR,0. It can also be seen
that a relative increase the levelizing factor Δa/ a0 will cause a similar relative decrease of LCOE.
Similar is concluded on a relative change of the Annual Energy Production and the design life time.
A similar analysis is applied to OPEX part giving
𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑫𝑫 + 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑹𝑹
𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 + ∆𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑫𝑫 + 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 + ∆𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑹𝑹
=
𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴0 + ∆𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 =
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=

∆𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑫𝑫
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�
𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 + 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 + 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹
∆𝐸𝐸
𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴0 �1 + 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 �
𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴0

�𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 + 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 � ∙ �1 +

= 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶 ∙ �𝟏𝟏 +

∆𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑫𝑫

𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 +𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹

+

∆𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑹𝑹

𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑿𝑿,𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 +𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹

−

∆𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨
𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨

�

(3-27)

where COPEX,D0 is the initial annual expenditure on the drive train operation and maintenance,
COPEX,R0 is the initial annual expenditure on the rest of the turbine and foundation operation and
maintenance and EAEP0 is the initial Annual Energy Production. The absolute variation of the drive
trains O&M is given by ΔCOPEX,D, whereas the absolute variation of the O&M of the rest of the
turbine and foundation is given by ΔCOPEX,R. The last line is obtained by omitting higher order terms
and LCOEOPEX0 refers to the initial line with all variations equal to zero. The interpretation of the
result is that operation and maintenance part of the LCOE is determined by the variation in the
O&M cost of the drive train ΔCOPEX,D and the rest of the structure ΔCOPEX,R relatively to the sum of
the drive train annual costs COPEX,D0 + COPEX,R0. Finally a variation of the annual energy production
relative to the initial annual energy production ΔEAEP /EAEP0 will result in a similar relative change
of the LCOEOPEX part.
The combined sensitivity of the LCoE then becomes
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0 + ∆𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃0 + ∆𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂
∆𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∆𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂
= (𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0 + 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂0 ) �1 +
+
�
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿0
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿0
∆𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∆𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂
+
�
= 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿0 �1 +
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿0
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿0
= 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝟎𝟎 �𝟏𝟏 +

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 ∆𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝟎𝟎

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪

+

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶 ∆𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝟎𝟎

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶

�

(3-28)

whereby the final sensitivity expression is obtained by inserting eq. (3-26) and eq. (3-27) to the
above
∆𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿0

=
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𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0

+

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂0 ∆𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿0

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂0

∆𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,0
∆𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅,0
∆𝑎𝑎 ∆𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ∆𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0
�
+
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−
−
�
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+
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∆𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑫𝑫
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+
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� (3-29)

where ∆EAEP/EAEP0 is the relative change of the annual energy production. LCoECAPEX0 is the CAPEX
part of the levelized Cost of Energy LCoE0. ∆CD,0/(CD,0+ CR,0) is the change ∆CD,0 of the drive train
cost relative to the sum of the drive train cost CD,0 and the cost of the rest CR,0 of the turbine and
the foundation. ∆a/a0 is the relative change of the levelizing factor taking the interest rate into
account. ∆LT/LT0 is the relative change of the deign life time of the structures. LCoEOPEX0 is the
OPEX part of the levelized Cost of Energy LCoE0. ∆COPEX,D/(COPEX,D+ COPEX,R) is the change of the
annual OPEX expenses of the drive train ∆COPEX,D in relations to the annual OPEX expenses of the
drive train COPEX,D and the annual OPEX expenses related to the rest of the turbine and foundation
COPEX,R.
The interpretation of the above sensitivity analysis is that a relative increase of the Annual Energy
Production ∆EAEP/EAEP0 will result in an equal relative decrease of the LCOE. This is due to the
presence of the Annual Energy Production EAEP in the denominator in both the terms of the LCOE.
It is also seen that a relative increase of either the drive trains cost or the cost of the rest of the
structure relative to the entire cost of the structure must be weighted with the fraction of the
CAPEX part of the LCOE with respect to the entire LCOE in order to determine the relative change
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of the LCOE. Similarly a relative increase of the O&M costs must be weighted by the OPEX part of
LCOE relative to the LCOE in order to determine the impact of an O&M change.

3.1.8

Impact of the drive train on the LCoE

Using the sensitivity equation from the previous section one can estimate the possible impacts of
the drive train on the LCoE of the INNWIND.EU turbine evaluating the terms individually. In the
following approximate numbers obtained from the conceptual INNWIND.EU reference turbines will
be discussed in relation to expected LCOE levels in order to obtain insight into the LCOE reduction
that should be expected from possible drive train improvements.
Annual energy production
The sensitivity analysis shows that the relative change in the annual energy production will result
in a similar relative change of the LCoE. Now how can one improve the annual energy production
seen from the drive train point of view? The main influence comes from the partial load efficiency
of the drive train. This is however already around 94 % as is the case for the INNWIND reference
drive train as shown in Table 2-2, and one can estimate the maximum increase by the fact that
the efficiency will be very hard to increase above 98-99%. Thus
∆𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨
𝑬𝑬𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨

∆𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳

~ + 𝟒𝟒 % ⇒

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳

(3-30)

~ − 𝟒𝟒 %

It should be mentioned that if the annual energy production of the turbine is decreased by
unforeseen downtime due to repairs then this will directly result in an equivalent increase of the
levelized Cost of Energy LCoE. Thus - 10 % availability is expected to result in + 10 % LCoE.
Indicating that the reliability of the drive train is very important.
Cost of the drive train
The largest impact of the drive train cost can be estimated by considering the drive train is
obtained for half the cost of the present reference drive train, which cost about 2 M€ . In that case
the change in the drive train cost ∆CD,0 = CD,0/2 will be half the cost of the drive train giving
∆𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎

𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎 + 𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹,𝟎𝟎

~

−𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎 /𝟐𝟐

𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎 + 𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹,𝟎𝟎

~−

𝟏𝟏 𝑴𝑴€

𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐€+𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝑴𝑴€

= −𝟑𝟑. 𝟒𝟒 %
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This must however be scaled with the ratio between the LCoECAPEX and the full LCoE as obtained
from Table 3-2 for the innovative 10 MW turbine giving
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪

and

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝟎𝟎

∆𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳

=

~

𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟔.𝟑𝟑 €/𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴
𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖.𝟐𝟐 €/𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝟎𝟎

�

~ 𝟎𝟎. 𝟕𝟕𝟕𝟕

∆𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎

𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫,𝟎𝟎 + 𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹,𝟎𝟎

� ~ − 𝟎𝟎. 𝟕𝟕𝟕𝟕 ∙ 𝟑𝟑. 𝟒𝟒% ~ − 𝟐𝟐. 𝟓𝟓 %

(3-32)

(3-33)

Levelizing factor caused by interest rate w
If the interest rate is changed of the sector then one have to evaluate the resulting relative change
the levelizing factor a.
By expanding the expression for the levelizing factor a into the leading terms of the interest rate w
then one get
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where LT is the design life time of the structure.
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Thus lowering the interest rate from w = 12 % to 6 % will result in
∆𝒂𝒂
𝒂𝒂𝟎𝟎

~

∆𝒘𝒘
𝒘𝒘𝟎𝟎

=

𝟔𝟔 %

𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 %
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= 𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓 %

and the resulting impact on the LCoE is
∆𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳

=

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝟎𝟎

�−

∆𝒂𝒂
𝒂𝒂𝟎𝟎

� ~𝟎𝟎. 𝟕𝟕𝟕𝟕 ∙ (−𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓%) ~ − 𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑 %
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This is illustrating that a change in the interest rate w can have a large impact in the Levelized
Cost of Energy. The interest rate level is related to the risk of a project and with more experience
of installing offshore turbines then one would expect the interest rate to approach the long term
level of society being 5.75 %.
Design life time of structures
If the usual design life time of 25 years of offshore wind structures is increased by 1 or 5 years
then the relative change of the LCoE will be
∆𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳

and

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝟎𝟎

=
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𝟏𝟏
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𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

= + 𝟒𝟒 % → 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 %

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝟎𝟎
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∆𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝟎𝟎

� ~𝟎𝟎. 𝟕𝟕𝟕𝟕 ∙ (−𝟒𝟒% → −𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐% )~ − 𝟐𝟐. 𝟗𝟗 % → −𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏. 𝟒𝟒 %
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(3-38)

In the INNWIND.EU project the design life time of the drive trains are assumed to be the same as
the turbine and foundation, which is what is expected for different direct drive generator solutions.
Care should however be taken when comparison to other drive trains with a substantial shorter
life time such as gearboxes. It is not known what the lifetime of a 10-20 MW gearbox for a wind
turbine will be, but if it turns out to be about half of the turbine life time as has been observed for
many current offshore projects then one would have to reflect that into the O&M costs discussed
below.
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Operation and maintenance expenses
As seen from the sensitivity equation (3-29) one have to estimate the ratio between LCoEOPEX and
the total LCoE from Table 3-2 which is
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝟎𝟎

~

𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐.𝟗𝟗 €/𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴
𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖.𝟐𝟐 €/𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴

(3-39)

~ 𝟎𝟎. 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

In order to evaluate a change in the operation and maintenance expenses of the drive train one
first must indicate the ratio between drive train OPEX expenses and OPEX for the rest of the
turbine, foundation and cables. A guess on these numbers are hard to obtain, but some of the
offshore experiences has been collected by the Crown Estate for their wind farm operation in the
UK up to 2013 (Hassan, 2013). The OPEX number have been normalized by the energy production
of a 500 MW wind farm by assuming a wind farm capacity factor of CF = 0.4. Figure 3-3 is showing
the minimum and maximum estimates of the OPEX contributions to the Levelized Cost of Energy.
These OPEX numbers represent gearbox drive trains in turbines with a power level lower than 4
MW. It is interesting to note that the cost associated to the spare parts is below 10 % of the total
OPEX cost. This is clearly indicating that the first component installed initially at the turbine factory
is very cheap compared to the replacement component that must be installed offshore.
The average OPEX contribution to LCoE from Figure 3-3 is 31.2 €/MWh, which is in good
agreement with the number for the classically up scaled 10 MW turbine in
Table 3-2 and the final INNWIND.EU OPEX target is close the minimum of the Crown Estate study.
The cost of the spare parts in average can be determined as 3.5 €/MWh, which for the 10 MW
turbine will be equivalent to 3.5 €/MWh x 52 GWh/year = 182 k€/year or 4.6 M€ during the 25
year life time. The minimum amount of spare parts cost correspond to 2.3 €/MWh and one could
assume that the average above the minimum is representing unscheduled replacement of parts.
This would be 1.2 €/MWh x 52 GWh/year = 62 k€/year or 1.6 M€ during the 25 year life time. If
about half of this is assumed to be associated with drive train issues, then it is of the same order
as the cost of the drive train expected to cost around 1-2 M€ for the INNWIND.EU turbine. Thus
the unscheduled spare part cost seems equivalent of replacing the entire drive train. It is therefore
believed that changing from the gearbox solution and into the direct drive solution is needed to
reduce the OPEX expenses for spare parts of the INNWIND.EU machines. This estimate is however
only based on the direct expenses for the spare parts and did not include the expenses for crane
barge service and offshore accommodation of Figure 3-3, which on average amount to 18 €/MWh.
The difference between the average and the minimum scenario gives 7 €/MWh for the
unscheduled repairs, whereby a drive train replacement making half of that would amount to 0.4
€/MWh + 3.5 €/MWh = 4 €/MWh or 208 k€/year or 5.2 M€ during the 25 year life time. This is
about 2-3 times the cost of the expected cost of the superconducting drive trains and clearly
indicates that there is a potential to allow for a more expensive direct drive generator if the
offshore replacement can be avoided. The superconducting direct drive generator will however
have to compete with other types of direct drive generators like the electrical excited and the
permanent magnet direct drive generators.
The impact on the Levelized cost of energy by removing the unscheduled cost of drive train
replacement amounting to 5.2 M€ can then be evaluated to be
∆𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑫𝑫

𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 +𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹

=

𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐€
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= −𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 %
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by also imposing the ratio between LCoE OPEX to the total gives
∆𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝟎𝟎

=

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶
𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝟎𝟎

∆𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑫𝑫

𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 +𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶,𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹

= 𝟎𝟎. 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 ∙ (−𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 %) = −𝟒𝟒. 𝟖𝟖 %
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In conclusion it has been shown that the primary targets of the drive train development is to
improve the efficiency, since the relative improvement will be directly reflected in the LCoE. The
second priority is to remove any major unscheduled offshore drive train repairs and the change to
the direct drive technology is believed to support that. A challenge of the superconducting direct
drive generators is however not to introduce new major repairs involving crane and boat operation
similar to the gearbox replacement of the reference drive train. The cost of the drive train is of less
importance in reducing the LCoE, since the change of the drive train cost must be seen relative to
the entire cost of the turbine and foundation.
Finally it has been shown that the impact of the drive train developments on the LCoE is limited to
below a - 5% decrease. On the contrary it is very easy for the drive train to increase the LCoE, if the
drive train suffers from possible new unforeseen failure modes like unscheduled maintenance of
the cryogenic system. Major reductions of LCoE in the order of – 15 % might be obtained by
increasing the life time of the entire turbine structure from 25 to 30 years. This will however call
for a redesign of the foundation and turbine to comply with a longer fatigues life time. A -35 %
decrease might be obtained by decreasing the interest rate w of the levelizing factor a of the LCoE
from 12 % to 6 %. The latter seems to be the most plausible explanation of the sudden drop of the
LCoE of offshore wind farm as seen for the Kriegers Flak farm (DanskVindmølleIndustri, 2016).
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Figure 3-3 Estimate of the operation and maintenance contribution to the levelized cost of energy as
determined from the study of The Crown Estate in 2013 (Hassan, 2013). The minimum and maximum are
shown at top and bottom respectively.
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHIES OF INNWIND.EU SUPERCONDUCTING GENERATORS
4.1

“Light weight and not to expensive”

The initial INNWIND.EU philosophy on designing superconducting generators was to reduce the
generator mass, whereby additional mass savings in the tower and foundation were believed to
cause a cost reduction that would allow for a more expensive superconducting generator.
This philosophy has been termed “Light weight and not too expensive” and was investigated for a
10 MW MgB2 direct drive generator (Abrahamsen, Magnusson, Jensen, Liu, & Polinder, 2014),
(Abrahamsen, et al., 2014).
As part of the evaluation of the innovative INNWIND.EU concepts as performed in deliverable
D1.24 (Chaviaropoulos, et al., 2015), there was an investigation of how much materials and cost
saving in the tower and foundation that could be expected by reducing the turbine generator mass
per ton. The conclusion was that this was very limited since the 10 MW INNWIND.EU reference
turbine placed on a jacket foundation resulted in a crossing of the 3P excitation frequency of the
turbine rotor with the first fore-aft and side-to-side resonance of the turbine – foundation structure
as illustrated in Figure 4-1 (Berger, Sørensen, Gintautas, Kühn, & Kraft, 2015). The resonance
frequency of the turbine- foundation structure can in a very simplified picture be seen as dictated
by the structure stiffness k as well as the Rotor Nacelle Assembly (RNA) mass at the top of the
tower
𝒇𝒇𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 ~�

𝒌𝒌

𝒎𝒎𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹

(4-1)

Thus from a systems point of view it would be desirable to move the resonance frequency down
below the 3P excitation (moving the red band of Figure 4-1 down). This can either be done by
decreasing the stiffness constant k or by increasing the tower top mass mRNA. The consequence of
this conclusion on the generator design philosophy was that the one should not expect any
coupling between a lower mass of the generator and a resulting lower cost of the rest of the
system CR in equation (3-25). A demand for increasing the mRNA was even suggested at some point
indicating that the usual motivation of superconducting generators being able to provide a light
weight generator that can reduce coupled costs in the tower and foundation was not valid. The
generator design philosophy was therefore changed to focus mainly on the impact of the
generator efficiency and cost on the LCoE of the INNWIND.EU turbine and foundations.
It should be noted, that it was reported at the INNWIND.EU meeting in May 2017 that the
deliverable 4.36 “Design solution for a support structure concept for future 20 MW” will contain
an analysis of the resonances of the 20 MW INNWIND.EU turbine mounted on a jacket. This
analysis is indicating that no crossing of the resonances and the excitations is expected at 20 MW,
whereby a light weight generator will most likely become attractive again. Thus a warning to the
designers of future superconducting generators for wind turbines is that the generator is such an
integrated part of the turbine and that special combinations of external parameters such as
turbine rotor size and water depth might result in system requirements not being feasible.
Future development of superconducting direct drive generators should most likely be focused at
the power level of P = 13-15 MW as seen in the latest offer of DONG Energy for OWP West and
Borkum Riffgrund West 2 with installation in 2024 (Dong Energy A/S, 2017).
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Figure 4-1. Illustration of the 1P and 3P excitations of the turbine rotor in comparison to the predicted
resonances of jacket foundations at 10 MW and 20 MW (red points). It is seem that the jacket resonances
are crossing right through the 3P excitation band resulting in severe reduction of the foundation life time.
Reproduced from figure 3-1 of deliverable report 1.35 (Berger, Sørensen, Gintautas, Kühn, & Kraft, 2015).

4.2

“Cheap and not too heavy”

Since the generator design philosophy of “light weight and not too expensive” was found not to
comply with the 10 MW INNWIND.EU offshore structure, because no premium of a small weight
could be argued, then the philosophy was changed to “Cheap and not too heavy”. The assumption
behind this philosophy is that the drive train is only changing the cost CD,0 in the expression for the
levelized cost of Energy and that the term describing the cost of the rest of the structure CR,0 is
assumed as constant. The last assumption is only valid as long as the generator mass is not
becoming too heavy, whereby it will start to have a large influence on the turbine and foundation
loads. Thus this new design philosophy calls for the following two tasks
1) Investigate how to optimize the superconducting generator that will minimize the LCoE of
the INNWIND.EU system
2) Determine a method of defining when the mass of the generator is “not too heavy”
The first task can be done by focusing purely on the construction of the generator, whereas the
second task involves several iterative design loops, where the superconducting design of the
generator is also integrated into the nacelle and then one can evaluate the loads on the turbine to
address the questions if the generator turned out to be too heavy. The documentation of these
steps are reported in the following chapters in the case of the MgB2 generator.
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4.3

“As high superconducting operation temperature as possible”

The design philosophy chosen by Siemens Wind Power for investigating superconducting
generators suitable for their direct drive turbines was focused on obtaining as high an operation
temperature of the cooling system of the generator as possible (see D3.12). The reasoning behind
this choice is that the cryogenic cooling system is seen as introducing a large uncertainty on the
reliability of the turbine and with a potential risk of availability of the turbine and also increased
maintenance costs. In general terms one can say that increasing the operation temperature from
Toperation ~ 4 K suitable for the Low Temperature Superconductors (LTS) and up to Toperation ~ 20 K
can simplify the design of the cryostat and the cooling system considerably. Such an operation
temperature will however exclude the usage of both NbTi with Tc,NbTi ~ 10 K and also Nb3Sn with
Tc,Nb3sn ~ 18 K. If the operation temperature is increased even further to Toperation ~ 30 K one can
also improve the efficiency of the cooling system and possibly also use heat pipes based on the
gas-liquid phase transition of neon at Tboilingpoint,LNe ~ 24 K.
At such a high operation temperature of T = 30 K it is only the high temperature superconductors
(HTS) of the first (1G Bi-2212 and Bi-2223) and second (2G RBa2Cu3O6+x) generation that are
applicable, since most superconductors must be cooled to about of half of their critical
temperature TC before they can support a suitable critical current density JC. MgB2 has a TC ~ 39 K
and would therefore not be applicable. The 1G HTS wires are enclosed in silver and are not
believed to be able to provide a low cost wire even if scaling up the production volume. This leaves
only the 2G coated conductor RBCO wire as the option for a Toperation ~ 30 K operation system. The
2G coated conductor wire demonstrated for rotor coils and used for the generator design by
Siemens Wind Power is state of the art wire with a width of 12 mm. The result of the work by
Siemens Wind Power is described in deliverable D3.12 (Azar & Thomas, 2016) and the main
results will be summarized in later chapters.
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OPTIMIZATION FOR LOWEST LCOE OF SUPERCONDUCTING GENERATORS
The methodology for investigating superconducting direct drive generators for the INNWIND.EU
turbines will be briefly outlined in this chapter, whereas the details can be found the PhD thesis of
Dong Liu (see appendix A and (Liu D. , 2017)). The main ideas of the methodology is explained in
order to provide the background of how a series of generator designs were obtained and reported
in later chapters.
Two demonstrations of scaled superconducting rotor field coils based on MgB2 and the high
temperature superconducting coated conductor tape RBa2Cu3O6+x are reported and used as input
for the generator design.

5.1

Generator topologies

The main challenge of designing the superconducting generators for large offshore wind turbines
is to determine the best combination of the active materials making up the electromagnetic circuit
of the generator and the structural steel parts making sure that the active materials stay in
position under all load conditions of the turbine.
A generator consist of a magnetic field generating part, which is moving relative to some coils
called the armature, in which a voltages can be induced. The active materials of the field
generating part are either coils wound around some magnetic steel poles or permanent magnets
mounted onto magnetic steel poles. Similarly, the armature coils are often wound into a series of
slots made in magnetic steel laminated plates.
If the active materials are arranged on the surfaces in between two cylinders which are rotating
relative to each other then one calls that a radial machine, since the magnetic field in between the
field and armature part is directed in the radial direction of the air gap between the two rings. In
terms of the superconducting INNWIND.EU generators they are all considered to be radial direct
drive generators, with superconducting field windings and conventional copper armature windings
at ambient temperature. The major difference to a normal machine is that the superconducting
coils have to be thermally isolated and cooled down to the operation temperature by a suitable
cooling system. The thermal isolation is provided by placing the superconductors inside a cryostat,
which must either enclose the superconducting coils, the coils and the pole pieces or the entire
rotor structure. This choice have large consequences for the design of the cryostat and the cooling
system, because the cold mass is different and the heat radiation onto the cold mass will be very
different. Secondly one will have to decide if the pole of the field coils should be as cold as the
superconductor or if it should remain at room temperature.
Thus a method for selecting the superconducting generator with the lowest Levelized Cost of
Energy (LCoE) before designing a detailed cryostat design was formulated by specifying certain
minimum amount of open space needed around the superconducting winding or in between the
field winding and the armature. The cryostat wall is constructed from 5-10 mm of stainless steel,
10-20 mm vacuum space, some layers of structural support and space for Multi-Layer Insulation
(MLI). This will roughly sum up to about 40 mm of space around the superconducting windings or
extra space in the air gap of the machine.
Figure 5-1 shows how the active material of one pole of the direct drive generator can be specified
as being either superconductor winding in the field coils or Cu in the armature and if the field pole
is made of non-magnetic or magnetic material. These different configuration are referred to as the
topologies T1 to T12. Secondly different field pole piece are extending half way through the field
coil (T1 – T 3, T5 – T 7 and T9 to T11) or all the way through the field coil (T4, T8 and T12). In the
last case then the pole piece is ending at the physical air gap between the field structure and the
armature structure.
The physical air gap hgap is chosen to be 0.1 % of the air gap diameter Dgen
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𝒉𝒉𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 = 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏−𝟑𝟑 𝑫𝑫𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈

(5-1)

Figure 5-1 Different topologies of superconducting generator pole, which will be placed onto the sides of two
tubes rotating relative to one another. The lower part the topologies consist of the superconducting field
winding (red), which is supported by either a non-magnetic pole piece (brown) or a magnetic pole piece (gray).
Similarly the top part of the topology consist of the armature windings (yellow), which is either supported by
non-magnetic material (brown) or by magnetic steel laminates(gray). The topologies T1 – T4 all have a nonmagnetic armature winding. T1 also have a non-magnetic support of the superconducting winding and a
large physical air gap of the field pole piece allowing a cryostat wall between the field winding and the
armature. The topologies T2 and T3 are replacing the non-magnetic material of the field winding with
magnetic steel laminates. The topology T4 have a magnetic pole piece of the field winding extending very
close to the armature structure in order to close the magnetic circuit with as small an air gap as possible. The
effect is this choice is that the cryostat holding the superconducting winding must have a hole in the center,
which is at room temperature. The topologies T5 – T8 have a magnetic back iron of the armature and T9 to
T12 also have magnetic teeth to support the armature windings. Reproduced from Figure A3.4 in appendix A.

The superconducting field coils are supplied by a DC current If, which result in a periodic magnetic
field in the field structure with a peak field in the air gap of Bg. If the field and armature structure
are rotating with a certain relative speed as specified by the turbine then one will have a certain
voltage and current controlled by a back-to-back power electronic converter connected to the
armature windings. The current in the armature windings result in a periodic current loading AS in
the armature structure and eventually the shear force density Fd acting between the surfaces of
the field and armature structure will be given as
𝑭𝑭𝒅𝒅 ~ 𝑩𝑩𝒈𝒈 𝑨𝑨𝒔𝒔

(5-2)

The principle for optimizing the generator active material is then to change the dimensions of the
field and armature coils, the types of materials in the pole pieces, evaluate the levelized cost of
energy according to the framework of chapter 3 and to continue to change the dimensions until
the lowest LCoE is obtained. Then one can compare the topologies T1 to T12 in order to
understand the difference in LCoE between them.
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5.2

Machine sizing and pole number

A direct drive generator is made of a large number of poles as illustrated in Figure 5-2 and the
number of poles are related to the diameter of the generator Dgen, which is specified as an
external fixed parameter being between 6 to 15 meters. Once the topology of the pole and the
generator diameter are known then one can determine the torque per length of the machine from
(5-2) and the generator diameter. The generator have to be able to provide the rated torque TR as
dictated by the turbine and this can be used to determine the length of the generator Lgen by
𝑳𝑳𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 =

𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝑹𝑹

𝝅𝝅𝑫𝑫𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈 𝟐𝟐 𝑭𝑭𝒅𝒅

(5-3)

From this the generator dimensions are known and the active masses can be calculated from the
specification of the pole topology.
Different generator diameters are investigated in separate studies, because the diameter of the
INNWIND.EU generators are attempted limited in order to be able to mount the generator in front
of the turbine blades taking advantage of the Kingpin nacelle configuration of the INNWIND.EU
nacelle configuration as illustrated in Figure 5-2.

Dgen

Lgen

Figure 5-2 Illustration of superconducting direct drive generator with the armature winding (yellow) mounted
on the outer tube sitting in front of the turbine hub and the superconducting field coils (blue) sitting on the
inner tube attached to the Kingpin of the nacelle (Abrahamsen, et al., 2014).
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5.3

Critical current of superconductor and load line

The DC current of the field winding If can pass through the superconducting coil with a very small
voltage drop per length E as long as the coil current is not approaching what is known as the
critical current IC of the superconducting wire
𝑬𝑬 = 𝑬𝑬𝟎𝟎 �

𝑰𝑰𝒇𝒇

�

𝑰𝑰𝑪𝑪 (𝑩𝑩,𝑻𝑻)

𝒏𝒏(𝑩𝑩,𝑻𝑻)

(5-4)

where the E0 = 10-4 V/m and the exponent of the power-law is called the n-value often in the range
of n = 20-30. Both the critical current and the n-value are non-linear functions of the local
magnetic flux density B as well as the local temperature T along the superconducting wire. The
critical surface of IC as function of B and T is often provided by the manufacturer of the
superconducting wire or is determined on small pieces of the wires. The physical meaning of the
power law stated above is that the power dissipation per length of the superconducting wire P is
given by the product of the electric field of (5-4) and the coil current
𝑷𝑷 = 𝑬𝑬𝑰𝑰𝒇𝒇 = 𝑬𝑬𝟎𝟎 𝑰𝑰𝒇𝒇 �

𝑰𝑰𝒇𝒇

𝑰𝑰𝑪𝑪 (𝑩𝑩,𝑻𝑻)

�

𝒏𝒏(𝑩𝑩,𝑻𝑻)

(5-5)

Thus if the coil current If is reaching the critical current IC then a power dissipation per length
becomes PC = E0 IC. In the case of a wire with an IC = 200 A this gives PC = 10-4 V/m ∙ 200 A = 20
mW/m. This might seem as a small power dissipation, but a consequence of the power-law is that
if the power dissipation causes local heating of the wire then IC will decrease and the coil current
might exceed the critical current. If the coil current if becomes 20 % higher than the critical current
IC the power dissipation increases by a factor (If/IC)n = (1.2)20 = 38, whereas if it is 20 % lower than
the critical current the dissipation become (If/IC)n = (0.8)20 = 10-2.
The operational current Icoil of a superconducting field coil is determined from what is known as
the load line of the coil. The field produced by the superconducting coil is proportional to the
current in the coil and by using the finite element method one can determine the maximum field
position of a superconducting field coil as it is combined with the active materials of the generator.
A complication is if the active material are govern by non-linear materials characteristics, such as
the magnetization curve of the steel laminates (see Figure A3.7). By plotting the current of the coil
as function of the maximum field Bmax on can combine that with a plot of the critical current IC of
the superconductor wire used as shown in Figure 5-3. The operation current Icoil of the coil is found
by imposing a 25 % current margin between the operational point of the coil and the critical
current IC(B,T) of the superconductor. The 25 % safety margin is seen as a reasonable
conservative starting point of a design of a superconducting generator, but in the final design one
will have to determine the maximum temperature of the superconducting wire in the case that the
coil is pushed out of the superconducting state. Such an event is called a quench and result from
the coupled feedback of an increased local heat, which will result in lower local critical current
density and thereby an even higher local heat. Eventually the superconductor will locally turn
normal conducting and this zone will then spread to the rest of the coil, unless sufficient cooling is
provided to the coil.
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Figure 5-3 Load line of MgB2 wire in 10 MW generator. The critical current density of the MgB2 wire (blue) at T
= 20 K is reached by the operation current in the coil (red) at J = 170 A/mm2. A safety margin of 25 % is
imposed to ensure safe operation at the operation point of the coil. Reproduced from Figure A3.8.

The DC voltage drop USC of the superconducting field winding coil is given by the integral of the
electric field of (5-4) along the superconducting wire
𝑳𝑳

𝑳𝑳

𝑼𝑼𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺,𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 = ∫𝒍𝒍=𝟎𝟎 𝑬𝑬(𝒍𝒍)𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅 = ∫𝒍𝒍=𝟎𝟎 𝑬𝑬𝟎𝟎 �

𝑰𝑰𝒇𝒇

𝑰𝑰𝑪𝑪 �𝒍𝒍,𝑩𝑩(𝒍𝒍),𝑻𝑻(𝒍𝒍)�

𝒏𝒏�𝒍𝒍,𝑩𝑩(𝒍𝒍),𝑻𝑻(𝒍𝒍)�

�

𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅
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where l is the local position and L is the total wire length. The critical current IC is now depending
on the local properties of the superconducting material at position l as well as the local magnetic
field B(l) in the superconducting material and also the local temperature T(l) of the material at
position l. The local material properties depend on the local chemistry of the superconductor,
where the ratio between magnesium and boron in MgB2 might not be the stoichiometric 1:2, or in
the high temperature superconductors RBa2Cu3O6+x, which is not superconducting if the oxygen
concentration is x < 0.5. Secondly the local superconducting properties will also depend on local
mechanical strain, which can destroy the connection at the grain boundaries of the
superconducting crystalline grains. Thus when winding a superconducting wire into a
superconductor coil one must ensure that the wire is not exposed to stresses and strains above
the critical levels. This also means that a critical bending diameter DC is assigned to
superconducting wires in order to ensure that the local IC is not decreased during the winding and
subsequent impregnation. For the MgB2 and RBCO the values are DC,MgB2 ~150 mm and DC,RBCO
~11 mm. Thus MgB2 can only be used for large coils with an inner diameter of 15 cm, whereas
RBCO can be used for small coils with a diameter down to 1.1 cm.
The detection of a quench of a superconductor coils is often detected by measuring the voltage
drop U across the coil and then to compare that with a certain threshold value. In order to remove
the energy of the coil during a quench a dump resistor will be switched in across the
superconducting coil to discharge the coil. Such a system is call the quench detection and
protection system and have to be designed for a specific superconducting generator. In the
INNWIND.EU project a quench protection system was made for the MgB2 coil demonstrator and it
is believe that this can be transferred to a generator system with some adaptation.
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The operation point obtained from the load line is used in the generator optimization process to
determine how much superconductor wire that is needed in combination with the magnetic steel
laminates in order to provide a certain peak magnetic flux density Bg in the air gap of the
superconductor generator as given by (5-2).

5.3.1

Critical current of superconductors as input of INNWIND.EU generator designs

Two superconductor field coil demonstrations have been constructed and tested as part of the
INNWIND.EU project in order to obtain state-of-the-art input on the critical current for the generator
design in task 3.11 as well as 3.12 (Azar & Thomas, 2016). A MgB2 superconductor race track coil
made up of 10 double pan cake coils have been designed and tested in the Task 3.13
(Magnusson, Hellesø, Paulsen, Eliassen, & Abrahamsen, 2016). A high temperature
superconducting 2G coated conductor coil has been designed and tested as part of task 3.12
(Azar & Thomas, 2016).
The critical current characteristics as obtained from the superconductor tape manufactures were
used as a first input for the generator design. The critical current obtained in the field coil
demonstrations were then compared to the initial values and the Technology Readiness Level of
the coil manufacturing was evaluated.

MgB2 critical current input for the design
The MgB2 wire consist of 19 filament of MgB2 inside a matrix of Ni, which is rolled into a tape like
shape with a width of 3 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm. A copper strip of width 3 mm and
thickness of 0.2 mm was soldered onto the Ni matrix in order to provide a stabilizing materiel with
high electrical as well as thermal conductivity. 5 km of wire was delivered from Columbus
Superconductor at a cost of about 4 €/m (Columbus Superconductors SpA, 2017). It was
discussed with Columbus superconductor if the wire cost could be reduced by ordering larger
quantities (2-3 orders of magnitude more than the INNWIND.EU order) and it was believed that a
cost of 1 €/m could be realistic. It was also discussed if a wire with a better critical current IC in
high magnetic field in the range of B = 2-4 Tesla could be supplied. It was believed that it would be
possible, but with the relative small quantity of wire ordered by INNWIND.EU then only standard
production wire could be supplied, since a large cost would be associated to optimizing a
production line for a custom wire.
The cost ranges outlined above will be used in the evaluation of the MgB2 generator costs.
Figure 5-4 is showing a plot of the critical current specification of the MgB2 wire as well
magnetization measurement of the expected scaling of the critical current at magnetic flux
densities higher than 2 Tesla (Magnusson, Hellesø, Paulsen, Eliassen, & Abrahamsen, 2016). The
critical current is lower at magnetic flux densities above B = 2 T compared to the original critical
current data supplied for the MgB2 wire. Some future scenarios of the wire development has
therefore also been investigated in order to determine, which will be most beneficial for the
feasibility of the MgB2 generator technology. The MgB2 wire development scenarios are
1) Standard:

MgB2 cost = 4 €/m

Critical current IC(B) = IC,INNWIND(B) at T = 20 K

2) Low cost:

MgB2 cost → 1 €/m

Critical current IC(B) = IC,INNWIND(B) at T = 20 K

3) Better wire: MgB2 cost = 4 €/m
4) Both:

MgB2 cost → 1 €/m

Critical current IC(B) → 4 x IC,INNWIND(B) at T = 20 K
Critical current IC(B) → 4 x IC,INNWIND(B) at T = 20 K

Figure 5-5 is showing the present design critical current density of MgB2 at T = 20 K as well as the
future scenario of an improved critical current of a factor of 4. These two curves were used for
evaluating the topologies T1 to T12 of the MgB2 generators.
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Figure 5-4 Engineering critical current density JE(B) of the MgB2 wire delivered from Columbus
Superconductors as function of applied magnetic flux density. The data with the label T = 20 K JE and T = 16
K JE are the transport critical current measurements supplied from Columbus Superconductors on the
different batches of wire. The remaining data was obtained from magnetization measurements on pieces of
the MgB2 wire and then scaled to the B = 1 T and T = 20 K transport measurement. Reproduced from Figure
1.15 of D3.13 (Magnusson, Hellesø, Paulsen, Eliassen, & Abrahamsen, 2016).

Figure 5-5 Design engineering critical current density of JE(B) of the MgB2 wire at T = 20 K wire with current
properties as well as a future scenario of a 4 times better critical current. Reproduced from Figure A3.16.
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RBCO coated conductor tape critical current input for generator design
A high temperature superconducting 2G coated conductor race track coil has been constructed
and tested as part of task 3.12 (Azar & Thomas, 2016). The RBCO coated conductor tape used for
the coil demonstration is of the Gadolinium based type with the rare earth element R = Gd in the
RBa2Cu3O6+x chemical formula. The manufacture of the tape in unknown due to confidentially
concerns in task 3.12 (Azar & Thomas, 2016). The critical current density of the RBCO tape used
for the generator design with an operation temperature of T = 30 K is shown in Figure 5-6 together
with the load line.

Figure 5-6 Critical current density of the coated conductor used for the design of the high temperature
superconducting direct drive generators. The load line and a critical current density imposing a 22 % safety
margin are also shown. Reproduced from Figure 22 of D3.12 (Azar & Thomas, 2016).
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5.3.2

Critical current and Technology Readiness Level of INNWIND.EU MgB2 coil
demonstration

The Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of the MgB2 wire for wind turbine coils manufacturing has
been investigated in task 3.13 by the construction of a scaled rotor field coil demonstration
(Magnusson, Hellesø, Paulsen, Eliassen, & Abrahamsen, 2016).
Approximately 500 m of MgB2 wire were wound into double pan cake coils with an inner opening
of 0.3 m and a straight section of 0.5 m using wet winding into a low temperature Stycast 2850.
The total length of the coils were about 1 m and the width 0.5 m. 10 pan cake coils were stacked
into the final race track coil with a height of 8 cm. Each double pan-cake coil was cured
individually and 10 pan cakes were then glued together with Stycast 2850 into a race track coil
resembling a short version of a high field MgB2 10 MW wind turbine generator design
(Abrahamsen, Magnusson, Jensen, Liu, & Polinder, 2014). The opening of 0.3 m of the race track
coil was chosen as double the critical bending diameter DC = 0.15 m as specified by Columbus
Superconductor (Columbus Superconductors SpA, 2017).
The initial testing of the race track coil is reported in deliverable report 3.13 (Magnusson, Hellesø,
Paulsen, Eliassen, & Abrahamsen, 2016) and it was found that the initial coil test was suffering
from a problem in providing enough cooling from the 1 stage of the cold head to the radiation
shield of the cryostat.
A coil temperature of T = 18 K at both ends of the coil was reached after 7 days, but it was found
that the Bi-2223 high temperature superconductor tapes used as current leads from the radiation
shield and to the coil were not superconducting. This was due to the insufficient cooling of the
radiation shield, which ended up having a temperature of 140 K instead of the design target of 70
K.
A low current test of the MgB2 race track coil was conducted to investigate the IV - curves of the
10 double pancake coils of the race track demonstrator. Large voltage drops in the range of 20-45
µV across the two outer pancake coils no. 1 and no. 10 as well as coil no. 6 were observed at a
coil current of only 16 A as shown in Figure 5-7. The remaining coils showed a voltage drop
corresponding to the noise level ~ 1-3 µV of the measurements. This indicated that 7 out of 10
coils were showing the expected superconducting characteristics.
The cold head connection to the radiation shield was fixed and a second cool down of the coil was
performed. This resulted in a coil temperature of 11 K and 14 K at the two ends of the coil. The
radiation shield reached a temperature of 53 - 54 K and the high temperature current leads were
superconducting. Figure 5-7 is showing the voltage drop across the pancake coils 1-10 during the
second test where the coil current was ramped up to 130 A and stabilized, whereby the inductive
voltage contribution from the coil inductances have decayed. The temperature of the coil
increased to 14 K and 17 K during the ramp due to the additional heating of the current leads.
The voltage drop of the pan-cake coils are expected to follow the power law dependence and the
critical voltage drop is given as U0 = E0 ∙ L, where E0 = 10-4 V/m and L is the length of the wire
reaching the critical current. For the pan-cake coil then the two inner most turns will be exposed to
the highest magnetic flux density and will therefore reach the critical current first. Thus by
choosing L = 4 m one can obtain an estimate of the critical voltage drop
𝑼𝑼𝟎𝟎 = 𝑬𝑬𝟎𝟎 𝑳𝑳 = 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏−𝟒𝟒

𝑽𝑽

𝒎𝒎

∙ 𝟒𝟒 𝒎𝒎 = 𝟒𝟒 ∙ 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏−𝟒𝟒 𝑽𝑽 = 𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒 𝝁𝝁𝝁𝝁

(5-7)

This voltage drop criteria has been included in Figure 5-7 as a horizontal line. It is seen that
several coils are passing this criteria even at I = 50 A due to the development of a voltage drop
even at low currents. Thus the superconductors seem to contain damaged segments, which will
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make the determination of the critical current difficult and also make the detection of quenches of
the coil difficult. It was decided to perform a third test in which the coil current was ramped to I =
146 A. This resulted in a quench of the race track coil and a burnout of the soldering connections
between pan-cake coil 9 and 10. The jump of the voltages at the critical current in most of the
pan-cake coils can be seen by the last point of the third test in Figure 5-7.
The cryostat was opened after the quench and a series connection of coil 1 to 8 was reestablished before the race track coil was cooled down again. A fourth test, where the race track
coil current was ramped to I = 50 A, was performed while the voltage drop across coil 1 to 8 was
measured. It was found that the IV curve of coils were unchanged after the quench except for coil
no 7 as shown in Figure 5-8. This is indicating that the thermal properties of the race track coil are
quite good and the quench is most likely associated with the damaged and weak segments of the
wires in the pan-cake coils.

Discussion of MgB2 race track results
It is clear from Figure 5-7 that coil 4 and 5 are looking perfectly superconducting with a constant
voltage drop corresponding basically to the noise floor of the measurement all the way up to I =
140 A after which a sharp increase of the voltage is observed. In deliverable 3.13 (Magnusson,
Hellesø, Paulsen, Eliassen, & Abrahamsen, 2016) is was predicted in table 6 that that the
operational current Ioperation, 20 K = 130 A @ 20 K and Ioperation, 15 K = 183 A @ 15 K for the race track
coil taking into account the critical current scaling measure by Vibrating Sample Magnetometer
(VSM) on the actual wire used in the coil. Thus the measurements on coil 4 and 5 confirm the
superconductor properties of the MgB2 wire for the application as a generator field race track coil.
It is however also clear from Figure 5-7 that the rest of the coils are showing a gradually increasing
voltage drop already from coil currents much lower than the critical current IC, which was predicted
as IC, 20 K = 173 A @ 20 K and IC, 15 K = 244 A @ 15 K (Magnusson, Hellesø, Paulsen, Eliassen, &
Abrahamsen, 2016). This is indicating that a fraction of the 500 m of wire in these pan-cake coils
is damaged and has lower superconducting properties. Qualitatively what happen is that the
current will be shared between the weak superconducting section and the Ni matrix and the Cu
strip connected in parallel with the superconducting filaments. Thus at low current the
superconducting filaments will carry all the current, but as the critical current of the weak section
is exceeded then current is forced into the normal metal.
The voltage drop across coil 2, 3, 7, 8 and 9 is increasing gradually above the noise floor at about
I = 50 A, whereas coil 1, 2 and 10 shows a gradually increasing voltage above the noise floor
already above I = 10 A. There seem to be some systematic pattern with the pan-cake coils facing
the Cu cooling support plates showing the worst behaviour, the coils in position 3 and 4 being
slightly better and the middle coils basically perfect. This could be reflecting thermal stresses
building up due to the mis-match in the thermal expansion coefficients of Cu and the MgB2 wire or
mechanical stresses due to the winding and mounting procedure. It is also worth noting that the
outer coils will experience the largest magnetic flux density, whereby any weak sections of the
wires will have a further reduction of the critical current. But the fact that the voltage drop is
observed at I/IC ~ 10 A / 173 A = 5 % for 3 of the coils is indicating a physical damage of the
wires.
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Figure 5-7 Voltage drop across the 10 pan-cake coils making up the INNWIND.EU MgB2 race track field coil
demonstrator as function of the coil current. Each pan-cake coil holds about 500 m of MgB2 wire. The pancake coils are stacked in order from 1-10 and series connected resulting in 5 km of wire in the race-track
coil. The race track was cooled to T = 18 K in the first test (dashed lines) and only tested to I = 16 A due to
insufficient cooling of the radiation shield of the cryostat. The coil current was ramped to I = 130 A in the
second test (closed symbols) where the race track end temperatures changed from 11 → 14 K and 14 → 17
K due to heating of the current leads. The coil current was increased to I = 146 A in the third test (open
symbols), which resulted in a quench and a destruction of coil 9 and 10 as well as the series connection
between the coils. The expected voltage drop corresponding to the inner two turns reaching the critical
current is shown as a horizontal dashed line.

Figure 5-8 IV curves of pan-cake coils before (dashed) and after (full) quench of the INNWIND.EU Race Track
coil. It is seen that all coils but coil no. 7 show the same IV curves after the quench, which is indicating very
good thermal properties of the race track coil. Coil no 9 and 10 burned during the quench and was
disconnected in the fourth test of the Race track coil.
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Voltage drop model of MgB2 wire with weak sections
In order to extract more detailed information about the damaged section then a model of the
current sharing in the pan-cake coils is formulated. Figure 5-9 is showing a circuit diagram of how
a superconducting wire can be considered as a parallel coupling of a superconductor sections and
a normal resistor sections. The voltage drop of a superconductor section is
𝒊𝒊
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where E0 is the electric field at the critical current iC, L is the length of the superconducting section
under evaluation, n is the n-value of the power law for the section and isc is the supercurrent
running in the filaments.
The voltage drop across the normal resistor is equal to the superconductor voltage drop
𝑼𝑼𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 = 𝑹𝑹𝑵𝑵 𝒊𝒊𝑵𝑵 ⇒ 𝒊𝒊𝑵𝑵 =

𝑼𝑼𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔
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where iN is the current running in the normal metal, RN is the normal metal resistance of the
section, which can also be expressed from the normal metal resistivity ρN, the cross section area
of the normal metal AN and the length of the section L. A value of ρN =1.4∙10-9 Ωm at T = 20 K and
AN = 1.19 mm2 have been estimated from data provided from Columbus Superconductor.
The total current running through the wire section then becomes
𝒊𝒊 = 𝒊𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 + 𝒊𝒊𝑵𝑵 = 𝒊𝒊𝑪𝑪 �
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The above equation is valid for each section of the wire, but the voltage U measured by the
voltmeter in Figure 5-9 consist of the sum of 3 sections U = Usc2 + Usc3 + Usc4. If however the
critical current of section 2 is much larger that for section 3 (ic2 >> ic3) then USc2 is basically zero
and can almost be neglected from the sum even though L2 is several hundreds of meters of wire.
Similarly, if the superconductor in section USC4 is completely destroyed then only the normal
resistor RN4 will appear in the circuit diagram as shown in Figure 5-9 b.
A 3 segment model of the wire can then be formulated as
𝑼𝑼𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 = 𝑼𝑼𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 + 𝑼𝑼𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 + 𝑹𝑹𝑵𝑵 𝒊𝒊 + 𝑼𝑼𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏

(5-11)

where USC2 is the good superconductor segment, USC3 is the weak superconductor segment, RN is
the resistance of the segment where no superconductor is present and finally a constant noise
voltage Unoise as given by the measuring method is added. For small currents in the 3 segment
model then little current sharing is present and the voltage drop USC is reasonable described by
just the power-law, since most of the current is running in the superconductor, iSC ~ i.
Figure 5-10 is showing the response of the 3 segment model when the good superconducting
section is assumed to have iC2 = 140 A and an n-value of n2 = 20. The length of the good segment
is assumed to have a length equivalent to the two inner most turns of the pan-cake coil giving L2 =
4 m. The weak section is assumed to have iC3 = 40 A, n3 = 4 and a length of L3 = 0.1 m. The
normal resistor RN is determined from the initial slope of the IV curves of coil 1, 6 and 10 of Figure
5-7 and a value of RN ~ 2 µΩ obtained. Figure 5-10 is showing the ideal expected voltage drop
Uideal of the wire as the sum of the noise floor and the good superconductor, but also the full 3
segment model including the weak superconductor section as well as the normal resistive voltage
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drop. Thus the 3 segment model seems to provide a reasonable description of the observed
voltage drop of coil 1, 6 and 10 in Figure 5-7.
The 3 segment model can be used to quantify the properties of the weak superconducting
segment by subtracting of the normal resistance voltage drop as well as the voltage drop of the
good superconductor segment giving
𝑼𝑼𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 = 𝑼𝑼𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 − 𝑼𝑼𝑹𝑹 − 𝑼𝑼𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 − 𝑼𝑼𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏

(5-12)

The simplest way to describe the weak superconductor section USC3 is to assume that it is given by
a power-law
𝒊𝒊
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(5-13)

Figure 5-11 is showing the voltage drop of the weak segment of coil no. 1 after subtracting the
normal resistance voltage drop and the expected voltage drop of the good superconductor
section. It is seen that USC3 is falling on a straight line in the Log-Log plot, which is confirming that
the power-law description is reasonable. The power law (5-13) has been fitted to the upper part of
USC3, whereby the n-value is determined to be n3 = 3.7 being considerable lower than the expected
20. The fit can however not provide information about both the critical current iC3 and the length of
the weak segment L3, because only the ratio
𝑳𝑳
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(5-14)

is obtained as a fitting parameter. This means that a many combination of critical currents and
lengths will be able to describe the observed voltage drop of the weak section. The power law fit
was therefore done by assuming that the length of the weak segment can be fixed to L3 = 1 m and
the equivalent iC3 = 45.2 A was then determined. Figure 5-12 is showing how these parameters
can equally well be obtained by other combinations such as L3 = 0.02 m and iC3 = 20 A or L3 = 10
m and iC3 = 100 A. If the critical current is assumed to be the same as for the good
superconductor iC3 = 140 A then the length of the weak segment of a small n-value will have a
length of L3 = 50 m.
Figure 5-13 is showing the superconducting parameters of the power-law fitted to the weak
segments of the INNWIND.EU pan-cake coils when the length of the weak sections are assumed
fixed at L = 1 m as described above. It is seen that the n-values are in the range between 2-4,
which is considerable smaller than 20 as expected for the good superconducting segments
represented by coil 4 and 5. The critical currents of the weak segments are found to be in the
range of 26 – 110 A, which is considerable lower than the expected critical current of 140 A of the
good segments.
For the coils showing a large voltage drop of the weak segment then the current sharing model of
equation (5-10) can be used to obtain further information about the length of the weak segment,
because the normal resistance will scale with the segment length. Figure 5-14 is showing a fit of
the current sharing model to the UCS3 voltage of coil no. 1 and it can be seen that the current
increases linearly with the voltage for large voltages indicating the current sharing between the
superconductor and the normal metal. An n-value of n = 4.5 is obtained from the fit. The critical
current is found to be IC = 39.9 A and the length of the weak segment is L = 36 cm. Figure 5-15
shows the properties of the weak segments as obtained by fitting the current sharing model to the
measurements of the coils, where a sufficient current sharing was present in order to make a
reasonable fit. This is shown together with the properties obtained by the power-law fit. It is seen
that both models agree that the n-values are in the range between 2-5. The critical current of the
weak segment of coils no. 1 is found to have decreased from Ic,powerlaw = 45 A to Ic,current share = 40 A
obtained from the power-law to the current sharing model fit. The length of the weak segment is
found to be L = 36 cm for the current sharing model. A similar result is obtained for coil no. 2
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where Ic,powerlaw = 48 A to Ic,current share = 31 A, but the length is decreased to L = 6 cm. In case of coil
6 and coil 10 then a considerable reduction of the critical current to IC = 7-8 A is observed and the
length of the weak section is decreasing towards L = 1-3 cm.
It can be concluded that weak superconducting segments have been identified in 8 out of 10 pancake coils of the INNWIND.EU race track coil demonstrator. The superconducting properties of the
weak sections show n-values in the range of 2-5, which is considerable lower than the expected
value of 20 for the good segments of the wire. The critical current is reduced to IC, weak = 26-110 A
and should be compared to IC = 140 A for the good segment of the wire. The length of the weak
segments have been determined to be in the range L = 1-36 cm, which is a very small fraction of
the total wire length of 500 m in each double pan-cake coil. Additionally 3 out of 10 coils showed
a small segment of no superconductivity, which cause a normal resistance in series with the wire.
The non-superconducting and weak superconducting segments are believe to be the reason for
the destructive quench of the race track coil.
It therefore remains a questions if the weak segments were introduced by the winding technique
or if such weak segment were present in the wire already after the wire manufacturing. The fact
that weak segments are observed in most of the pan-cake coil is indicating that either they are
quite likely to be found in each 500 m wire piece or the winding method is introducing them
consistently. A wire qualification test has been proposed, where the remaining 20 – 50 m pieces
of the wires from the INNWIND.EU pan-cake coils are wound onto a coil former with an opening of
only 15 cm equivalent to the critical bending diameter and then tested at T = 20 K by measuring
the voltage drop up to I = 100 A. This should reveal if any weak segment are found in a wire piece
of about 1/10 of the 500 m piece length used for the winding. Such an experiment will also
indicate if it should be recommended to test up to 1 km of wire on the spool of the manufacturer
in the future by cooling it down to T = 20 K and pass a current of I < 50 A. If the wire is good then
it will show a flat IV curve, but if it is bad one will be able to see the weak segments and the wire
can be discarded before winding. Eventually such a test will have to be not needed in order to
bring the wire cost towards the 1 €/m, but it might be useful in the work on scaling up the wire
production volume in order to improve the quality.
Based on the findings above the Technology Readiness Level of the MgB2 field coil technology has
been raise from TRL = 3 (characteristic proof of concept) to about TRL = 4 (component validation
in laboratory environment).
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Figure 5-9 Circuit model for current sharing of a superconducting wire with a normal resistor in parallel for
stabilization. a) A current i is supplied by a power supply to the ends of the wire, which is divided into 5
sections. A voltmeter U is measuring the voltage drop across the 3 middle sections in a 4 point measurement
setup. The normal resistance of the sections are denoted RN1 to RN5 and the voltage drop across the
superconducting sections are denoted Usc1 to Usc5. The current sharing result in i = isc + iN for each section,
where isc is the current running in the superconducting filaments of the wire and iN is the current running in
the metal matrix and copper strip around the filaments. b) Illustration that the voltage drop measured by U
can be composed of a good Usc2 and a weak USC3 superconducting section with the critical current as current
IC2 >> IC3. In the case that superconductivity is almost completely suppressed in section 4 then only the
voltage drop across the normal resistor RN4 is observed.

Figure 5-10 Prediction of a 3 segment model of the voltage drop of the pan-cake coils of the INNWIND.EU
Race track coils. The ideal response of the coil Uideal would be a combination of a noise floor Unoise and the
power law of the good superconductor USC1, with a critical current of IC = 140 A and a n-value of 20. The
observed measurement are however also showing a resistive voltage drop UR and the voltage drop
corresponding to a weak superconductor section USC2 with a critical current of only IC2 = 40 A and a n-value of
only 4. The total voltage drop is the combination of the four contributions.
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Figure 5-11 Voltage drop of pan-cake coil no. 1 after subtracting the normal resistor RN4 and also the
contribution of the expected voltage-e drop of the good section denoted Usc2 in Figure 5-9. A power law of the
form U = E0L(I/IC)n has been fitted to the resulting voltage drop of pan-cake coil no. 1. The slope of the curve
is given by the n-value and it can be seen that the obtained n ~ 3,7 is considerable smaller than the n ~ 20
expected for the good superconducting section Usc2. The fit is obtained by fixing the length of the weak
superconducting section to L = 1 m.

Figure 5-12 Interdependency between the critical current IC and the length L of the weak section of the pancake coil no. 1 as obtained from the power law fit. The value of IC obtained by fixing L = 1 m is indicated by
arrows, but any combination of IC and L on the curve will produce the observed voltage drop of the weak
superconducting section.
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Figure 5-13 Critical current and n-values of the weak section of pan-cake coils of the INNWIND.EU race track
coil obtained by fitting a power law to the voltage drop of the pan-cake coils. The values for coil 4 and 5 are
indicating expected values of the two perfectly working coils.

Figure 5-14 Fitting of current sharing model to the voltage drop of the weak section of pan-cake coil no.1
after correcting for the section without superconductivity and the section with good superconducting
properties.
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Figure 5-15 Superconducting characteristics of weak sections of the pan-cake coils no. 1, 2, 6 and 10
obtained from both the power-law model fit and the current sharing model fit to the measurements.
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5.3.3

Critical current and Technology Readiness Level of INNWIND.EU RBCO coil
demonstration

A high temperature superconducting second generation (2G) coated conductor race track coil has
been constructed and tested as part of task 3.12 (Azar & Thomas, 2016). The critical current of
the coil has been used for the generator design of Siemens Wind Power in phase B of task 3.12.
The RBCO tape used for the coil demonstration is of the Gadolinium based type with the rare earth
element R = Gd in the RBa2Cu3O6+x chemical formula. The tape consist of a 75 µm Hastelloy
substrate, a 2 µm GdBCO high temperature superconducting film and a 100 µm copper stabilizer
layer. The width of the tape is 12 mm and the unit length cost is stated as 100 €/m, but future
wire costs of 60 €/m and 20 €/m have been suggested. The manufacture of the tape in unknown
due to confidentially concerns of task 3.12 (Azar & Thomas, 2016).
The critical current of the RBCO tape has been measured as function of applied magnetic flux
density and temperatures as shown in Figure 5-16. The GdBCO coated conductor was wound into
8 single race track coils with an opening of 120 mm and a straight section of 300 mm using a wet
winding technique. Each coil holds about 102 turns resulting in a winding thickness of 22 mm.
The opening of the coil is similar to the pole size of current permanent magnet direct drive (PMDD)
wind turbine generators, but the length of the coil is down scaled compared to the PMDD
generators to reduce the cost of the demonstration. The coils were equipped with an outer and
inner current connection block, whereby several coils could be stacked in series connected into a
race track field coil. The 8 single winding coils were first tested by cooling in liquid nitrogen to T =
77 K and measuring the voltage drop across the coils as the current was ramped up. It was found
that 3 out of 8 coils were showing non-superconducting behaviour at low current, whereas the rest
were superconducting up to the design current IC = 180 A at T = 77 K. The damages of 3 of the
coils are believed to be caused by a too fast cooling rate from 300 K to 77 K in 10-15 minutes
using the liquid nitrogen, since the last coils were cooled at a considerable slower rate and
resulted in no observed damage.
The race track field coil was constructed by combining 3 of the best performing coil from the T =
77 K test and Figure 5-17 a) is showing the test of the full race track coil at T = 77 K. The race
track coil was then tested at T = 30 K using a cooling circuit of liquid neon. Figure 5-17 b) is
showing the voltage drop across the individual coils and it is seen that two of the coils were fully
superconducting up to I = 450 A. One coil showed a faster increasing voltage drop at I = 450 A
during the first ramp and this resulted in a permanent change of the IV- curve in subsequent IV
curve measurements. Thus it was concluded that 2 out of 3 coils were proving the
superconducting properties up to 69 % of the design current of 650 A and then AC loss
measurements were performed before any burn out of the race track coil would happen if the coil
current was increased further towards the 650 A design target. No further tests were done to
measure the properties of the two coil, because that would need a re-design of the current leads
or a replacement of the damaged coil.
The Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of the high temperature superconducting coated conductor
race track coil demonstration of the INNWIND.EU project must be concluded to have shown an
increase from TRL = 3 (characteristic proof of concept) to about TRL = 4 (component validation in
laboratory environment). Further work on industrializing the coil manufacturing with a high
success rate is needed before the technology is attempted lifted to TRL = 5 (component validation
in a relevant environment).
It should be mentioned that second generation coated conductor tape for wind turbine generators
is also investigated in the ECOswing project (ECOswing, 2017) as well as the HTS-Gen project
(Song, et al., 2017). In those project functional field coils have been produced, but no information
about the success rate is available.
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Figure 5-16 Critical current of the high temperature superconducting GdBCO coated conductor tape used for
the field coil demonstration of task 3.12. Reproduced from Figure 3 (Azar & Thomas, 2016).

Figure 5-17 Voltage drop across the coated conductor high temperature superconducting single race track
coils U4, U6 and U8 combined into the final demonstration race track coil. a) Measured after cooling down
the coils in liquid nitrogen (LN2) to T = 77 K and b) after cooling down to T = 30 K using a liquid neon cooling
setup. A critical current criteria of 1 mV is indicated by the horizonthal line. Coil U4 showed a steep increase
of the voltage at I = 450 A and T = 30 K. A subsequent increased voltage drop at low currents indicates the
appearance of a weak segment in the tape of coil U4, but coil U6 and coil U8 are expected to be able to
comply with the target current of Ioperation = 650 A. Reproduced from Figure 11 (Azar & Thomas, 2016).
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5.4

Losses and efficiency

The losses of the superconducting generator are mainly associated with
1)
2)
3)
4)

The joule heating of the armature wires due to the phase currents.
Hysteresis losses of the magnetic steel laminates when exposed to AC magnetic field.
Eddy current losses in conducting material exposed to time varying magnetic fields.
Losses in the superconductors due to the DC coil current as well as the AC magnetic
field from the armature.
5) Losses of the power electronics controlling the currents in the armature windings.
6) Power consumption of the cryogenic cooling machines.

The items 1-3 are described in chapter 3 “Topology comparison based on currently available MgB2
superconductors” page A71 (Liu D. , 2017). Item 4 is examined in chapter 4 “Ripple field AC
losses in MgB2 superconducting field windings” page A89 (Liu D. , 2017). Item 5 is examined in
the deliverable report “Converter Designs tailored to SC and PDD concepts” of the task 3.31
(Chen, 2014).
The power consumption of the cryogenic cooling system is assumed to be maximum 1 % of the full
rated power of the turbine in order to maintain an efficiency of the system higher than 90 %. In
chapter 3 of (Liu D. , 2017) a constant cooling power of 50 kW is assumed and that is twice the
loss specified in the work of GE global research in NbTi (Fair, 2012).
All the loss terms outlined above are determined as function of the wind speed and subtracted
from the mechanical power curve of the turbine when the annual energy production is calculated
for the evaluation of the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE).

5.5

Genetic algorithm for optimization

The method used to search for the most optimal generator design is called the genetic algorithm,
since a number of initial generator designs are created and evaluated in terms of the lowest
levelized cost of energy after which a new generation of designs are created from the ones with
the lowest cost of energy ( see page A73 of (Liu D. , 2017)) . This loop of selecting and generating
new designs are repeated until the levelized cost of energy is converging towards a minimum as
illustrated in Figure 5-18.
It is only the CAPEX part of the Levelized Cost of Energy given by (3-12) that is implement in the
genetic algorithm for the optimization, because the OPEX contribution to the LCoE is assumed to
be added as described in chapter 3.
A series of constraint ranges are imposed on the optimization parameters in order to limit the
design space from approaching unrealistic dimensions as described in table A3.4 on page A74 of
(Liu D. , 2017).
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Figure 5-18 Illustration of the flow diagram of the generator design optimization method based on the genetic
algorithm. Reproduced from Figure A3.5 of (Liu D. , 2017).
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5.6

Results for 10 MW MgB2 generators

The 12 topologies T1 to T12 outlined in Figure 5-1 have been optimized for the lowest CAPEX
contribution to the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) as given by equation (3-12) for the 10 MW
INNWIND.EU turbine with the 4 scenarios of the MgB2 wire development as outlines in 5.3.1.
Figure 5-19 shows the magnetic flux density of the topologies for the original scenario of the
present current density JE of MgB2 wire and a cost of 4 €/m. The number of pole pair range
between 12 and 22 (see table A3.5) and it can be seen that qualitatively very different generators
are obtained with very different magnetic flux densities at the superconducting windings.

Figure 5-19 Magnetic flux density distribution in the unit of [T] of 10 MW generator topologies T1 to T12 after
optimization for the lowest CAPAX contribution to the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) and operated at T = 20
K. T1 contains no magnetic steel laminates and constitute a “light weight, but expensive” generator. T12
includes magnetic steel in field back iron, field pole, armature teeth and armature back iron, and thereby
constitute a “cheap, but heavy” design. The diameter of the air gap is fixed to Dgen = 6 m for all the
topologies. Reproduced from A79 of (Liu D. , 2017).

Figure 5-20 shows the active length of the generators as obtained from equation (5-3) for the
optimized 10 MW topologies and Figure 5-21 is showing the resulting amount of MgB2
superconductor needed. The masses of the active materials can then be determined as shown in
Figure 5-22 as well as the cost of the active materials as shown in Figure 5-23. In order to
calculate the CAPEX part of the LCoE as given by (3-12) then the annual energy production is
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determined as in Figure 5-24 by subtracting the losses of the different topologies. Finally the
CAPEX contribution to the LCoE is obtained as shown in Figure 5-25.

Figure 5-20 Active generator length Lgen of the optimized topologies T1 to T12 for the 10 MW MgB2 wind
turbine generators with a diameter of the air gap of Dgen = 6 m. The scenarios refer to: Original is present
critical current density JE and a cost of 4 €/m. Scenario 1: Cost reduced to 1 €/m. Scenario 2: Critical current
density JE increased by a factor of 4. Scenario 3: Both 1 and 2. Reproduced from Figure A3.21.

Figure 5-21 Length of MgB2 superconductor wire needed for the optimized topologies T1 to T12 when
operated at T = 20 K in a 10 MW generator with an air gap diameter of Dgen = 6 m. The scenarios refer to:
Original is present critical current density JE and a cost of 4 €/m. Scenario 1: Cost reduced to 1 €/m.
Scenario 2: Critical current density JE increased by a factor of 4. Scenario 3: Both 1 and 2. Reproduced from
Figure A3.22
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Figure 5-22 Active material mass of optimized topologies T1 to T12 when operated at T = 20 K in a 10 MW
generator with an air gap diameter of Dgen = 6 m. The scenarios refer to: Original is present critical current
density JE and a cost of 4 €/m. Scenario 1: Cost reduced to 1 €/m. Scenario 2: Critical current density JE
increased by a factor of 4. Scenario 3: Both 1 and 2. Horizontal lines indicate expected active mass of 10
MW Permanent Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD) generator. Reproduced from Figure A3.23.

Figure 5-23 Active materials cost of optimized topologies T1 to T12 when operated at T = 20 K in a 10 MW
generator with an air gap diameter of Dgen = 6 m. The scenarios refer to: Original is present critical current
density JE and a cost of 4 €/m. Scenario 1: Cost reduced to 1 €/m. Scenario 2: Critical current density JE
increased by a factor of 4. Scenario 3: Both 1 and 2. Reproduced from Figure A3.20.
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Figure 5-24 Annual energy production of optimized topologies T1 to T12 when operated at T = 20 K in a 10
MW generator with an air gap diameter of Dgen = 6 m. The scenarios refer to: Original is present critical
current density JE and a cost of 4 €/m. Scenario 1: Cost reduced to 1 €/m. Scenario 2: Critical current
density JE increased by a factor of 4. Scenario 3: Both 1 and 2. Reproduced from Figure A3.19.

Figure 5-25 CAPEX contribution to Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) of the topologies T1 to T12 when operated
at T = 20 K in a 10 MW generator with an air gap diameter of Dgen = 6 m. The scenarios refer to: Original is
present critical current density JE and a cost of 4 €/m. Scenario 1: Cost reduced to 1 €/m. Scenario 2: Critical
current density JE increased by a factor of 4. Scenario 3: Both 1 and 2. Reproduced from Figure A3.18.

5.6.1

Discussion of 10 MW MgB2 optimization

From Figure 5-25 it is concluded that the light weight topology T1 is also the least economical
feasible due to the high amount of MgB2 superconductor needed to create the magnetic flux
density in the generator when the present cost and properties of the MgB2 is used for the
optimization. The topology T12 based on steel laminates to close the magnetic circuit is the most
economical feasible when using the present MgB2 properties.
This result is not too surprising, since replacing expensive superconductor with cheap steel
laminates is reducing the cost of the generator considerably. The question is however what is the
weight of these topologies?
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By looking at Figure 5-22 it is seen that T1 holds the potential of providing an active mass of only
60 tons, which is lower than the active mass of 68 – 91 tons expected for a 10 MW Permanent
Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD) generator as marked by the horizontal lines. Thus T1 has been
identified as “light weight, but expensive”. It is also seen that the cheap topology T12 will have an
active mass of the order 155 tons, which is considerable higher than what is expected for the
PMDD. Thus T12 is cheap, but probably also too heavy to be competitive to the PMDD.
Based in the current properties of the MgB2 wire one will conclude that introducing magnetic steel
laminates in the generator topology is the best way to improve the economic feasibility of
superconducting direct drive generators based on MgB2. It is however also shown that the weight
of the active materials of such a generator will most likely not be competitive with the permanent
magnets direct drive generators. This is showing that it is important to also analyze how the
feasibility of the topologies T1 to T12 will develop in case the MgB2 is improving in the future as
specified by the scenarios: Original, scenario 1 with ¼ cost of the wire, scenario 2 with 4 times
higher critical current density and scenario 3 being both 1 and 2.
The topology T1 will benefit a lot from better MgB2 wires and the LCoE will approach the other
topologies in the scenario 3 in Figure 5-25. Secondly the weight of the active materials could be
reduced to about 30 tons in Figure 5-22. This is however not the case for topology T12 which is
only expected to show a small reduction in the LCoE in Figure 5-25 and also a reduction of the
active materials mass from 155 tons to about 115 tons. This is still higher than what is expected
for the PMDD and is illustrating that T12 is limited for future development, since it resembles a
conventional electrically excited generator, where the field windings are “just” replaced by a
superconducting winding used to magnetize a magnetic steel structure.
In scenario 3 one can see that the LCoE of most of the topologies in Figure 5-25 are approaching
the same level and one can therefore look for topologies with a better weight performance than
T12 in Figure 5-22. It is seen that the topologies T1 to T5 and also T9 holds this potential, but it
should be said that these topologies will need torque transferring elements connecting the
superconducting coils mechanically to the room temperature part of the generator.
Following the INNWIND.EU design philosophies it is clear that the T1 with the current MgB2
properties is indeed lightweight, but also too expensive. Especially with the INNWIND.EU
conclusion on the 10 MW turbine and foundation that a more heavy nacelle would be beneficial in
order to avoid the crossing of the fundamental resonance of the jacket foundation and the 3P
excitation of the turbine rotor then the T12 was chosen as the preferred topology in order to
comply with the design of “Cheap and not too heavy” In the following design of the INNWIND.EU
nacelle and the integration of the superconducting generator then the T12 topology is used,
because this will provide the highest generator weight and any future improvements by obtaining
better superconductors or better design will only improve the feasibility and not compromise the
turbine and foundation design by increasing the loads.
Finally it must be concluded that it has not been possible to identify a clear winner among the 12
topologies in terms of LCoE and also generator weight with the current properties of MgB2. The
future scenarios are indicating that the cheap T12 topology is too heavy to compete with the
Permanent Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD) and other topologies like T1 to T5 and T9 should be
considered. The topology choice has a large influence on the design of the cryostat holding the
superconducting coils and since no clear winner could be identified the ambition of the
INNWIND.EU cryostat design has been downscaled. It should however be said that the cryostat
needed for the T12 topology is the same as has been developed by the SUPRAPOWER consortium
(Suprapower, 2017). No further work on that cryostat concept will be done in INNWIND.EU in order
not to duplicate the work of SUPRAPOWER. The INNWIND.EU MgB2 coil demonstrator was however
designed in accordance with the T5 topology and from the analysis above it is clear that an
improved MgB2 wire is needed before the T5 topology can compete with the permanent magnet
direct drive technology.
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5.7

Results for 10 MW RBCO generators

The design optimization of generators based on the high temperature superconducting coated
conductors have involved topologies with a reduced as well as a large quantity of magnetic steel
laminates in the magnetic circuit. Figure 5-26 is showing 3 topologies changing from both aircored rotor and stator to both iron-cored rotor and stator. In Figure 5-27 the torque per generator
length is shown as function of the superconductor winding cross sectional area for the 3
topologies. It is clearly seen that the iron-cored topology will be economically most feasible,
because the usage of the expensive RBCO coated conductor is reduced considerable. Thus only
the iron-cored topology was investigated further in task 3.1.2.
A series of topology parameter studies were performed in order to determine the optimal
combinations of generator properties such as pole number, superconductor cross sectional area,
losses and pole width. Figure 5-28 shows the final design of the 10 MW generator based on the
iron-cored topology and Table 5-1 contains the generator properties.

Figure 5-26 Topologies of generator pole suggested for the optimization of the high temperature coated
conductor based generators. a) The rotor holding the superconducting winding (green) contains no magnetic
steel laminates and is termed air cored. Similarly the stator is termed air-core, since the teeth are made of
non-magnetic material. b) The teeth of the stator are made of magnetic steel laminated and the stator is
termed iron-core. c) The rotor is equipped with a magnetic steel laminated core and the rotor is termed iron
core. Reproduced from Figure 19 in (Azar & Thomas, 2016).

Figure 5-27 Generator torque per generator length plotted as function of the superconductor winding cross
sectional area per pole for the topologies with iron-core stator and rotor, iron-core stator and air-core rotor
and air-core rotor and stator. The air gap diameter of the generator is Dgen = 7 m, the length is Lgen = 1 m, the
stator current density is Ja = 3.5 A/mm2 and the copper loss is Pcu/Lgen = 274 kW. The iron-core rotor and
stator topology result in a much lower usage of the expensive coated conductor and indicates a higher
economic feasibility of this topology, which was chosen for the design of the RBCO based generators.
Reproduced from Figure 20 in (Azar & Thomas, 2016).
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Figure 5-28 Final layout of iron cored high temperature superconducting coated conductor generator for 10
MW with Dgen = 7m and Lgen = 1.2 m. a) Flux lines under no-load and b) magnetic flux density distribution.
Reproduced from Figure 45 in (Azar & Thomas, 2016).

Table 5-1 Properties of 10 MW coated conductor high temperature superconducting generator. Reproduced
from Table 10 of (Azar & Thomas, 2016).

5.7.1

Discussion of 10 MW RBCO optimization

From Figure 5-27 it is seen that the iron-cored topology is found to be the most economical design
when considering the current cost and properties of the coated conductors used in the RBCO coil
demonstration. The generator obtained has an outer diameter of Dgen = 7 m and an active length
of Lgen = 1.2 m. Thus the findings of the RBCO generators are very similar to the MgB2 finding and
the iron-cored topology for the RBCO generators is basically the same as the T12 for the MgB2
study. The cost of the RBCO generator is shown in Table 5-1 to be around 0.8 M€, which is the
same order of magnitude obtained in Figure 5-23 for the T12 of the MgB2 generator, but using
different unit cost of the copper and laminates. The weight of the iron in the RBCO generator is
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estimated to be around 141 tons and the copper to about 15 tons, whereby a total mass around
160 tons is expected. Again this is quite similar to the weight of the active materials as found for
the MgB2 generator in Figure 5-22.
In conclusion then the 10 MW RBCO generator is found to be most economical by choosing an
iron cored rotor and stator, but similarly as for the 10 MW MgB2 generators it is found that the
weight of the active materials are high and will not be competitive with the expected weight from
the Permanent Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD) generators.
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF SUPERCONDUCTING GENERATORS
In year 2 and 3 of the project (2014 & 2015), the power electronics designers from task 3.3
needed indicative values for the superconducting (SC) generator parameters. In that stage of the
project, the SC generator design was far from finalised. Therefore, it was decided to calculate the
SC generator parameters for a number of different possible SC generator designs to give the
power electronics designers the possibility to proceed. These parameters are outline in this
chapter in section 6.1.
The main question of the work were the following.
-

Does the relatively low frequency of the SC generator (in the order of a few Hz) make it
necessary to overrate the power electronics converter when compared to more common
frequencies (in the order of 50 Hz)?

-

Would it be possible to split the power electronics into four parallel converters to reduce
short-circuit torques without significantly increasing the cost of the power electronics?

In deliverable 3.31 “Power electronics tailored for SC and PDD generators” (Chen, 2014) it was
concluded that the superconducting generators would fit to conventional power converters without
major concerns and that the cost of the converters are in the order of 80 k€/MW. Also the
influence of segmenting the generator into 4 was investigated and it was concluded that no major
effect on the power electronics would result.
Furthermore, the concern about the high short circuit torque of superconducting generators
approaching 10 times the rated torque of the turbine is discussed in section 6.2.
It has been found that segmentation of the armature windings can solve this issue without a large
increase of the cost of the power electronics.
The superconductor generator properties used in the work of deliverable D3.31 has not yet been
reported as part of the INNNWIND.EU project and we have decided to include this information
here in order to provide the complete information used for previous work. The main conclusions of
the D3.31 on power electronics have been found as being representative also for the
superconducting direct drive generators obtained in the optimization studies obtained later in the
INNWIND.EU project and also for the designs presented in this report.

6.1

Superconductor generator properties for power electronics design

The following two sections hold a series of electrical specifications of the 10 MW and 20 MW
superconducting MgB2 generator that was provided to the design of power electronics tailored for
the superconducting generators in task 3.3. The content was compiled quite early in the
INNWIND.EU project and the generator topologies are therefore not directly connected the
superconducting direct drive topologies presented in chapter 5. The generator topologies
presented in the next chapters have been renamed into Generator G5-9 for the 10 MW generators
and G10-G11 for the 20 MW generators. The relation to the topologies are explained in the text.
Finally the G5-G11 topologies outlines in the following two sections provide the input for the power
electronics evaluation as reported in deliverable D3.31 and which is described in chapter 6.1.3.
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6.1.1

Synchronous Inductances, Reactances and Phase Resistances of 10 MW
Superconducting Generators (written by D. Liu in 2014 as internal working
document of INNWIND.EU on defining the superconducting direct drive
generators for designing power electronics in deliverable report D3.31)
I. INTRODUCTION

This report aims at providing the synchronous inductances, reactances and phase
resistances of four 10 MW superconducting generator designs to the power electronic
converter designers. Each generator design has two configurations. One is not
segmented in the armature and the other has the armature divided into four identical
segments. The synchronous inductances have two components. One is direct axis (d-axis)
synchronous inductance and the other is quadrature axis (q-axis) synchronous
inductance, corresponding to the d- and q- axis of a synchronous generator. Four sets of
synchronous inductances, reactances and resistance are provided from the nonsegmented generators and four sets are provided from the segmented generators,
corresponding to the four different generator designs.
II. GENERATOR DESCRIPTION

Based on an optimization result, four superconducting generator designs have been
selected as promising candidates, resulting in four different designs:
•
•
•
•

G5: iron field yoke, iron armature yoke, non-magnetic field pole core and nonmagnetic armature tooth (a non-optimised version of topology T6 from Figure 5-1).
G6: iron field yoke, iron armature yoke, iron field pole core and non-magnetic
armature tooth (a non-optimised version of topology T7 from Figure 5-1).
G8: iron field yoke, iron armature yoke, non-magnetic field pole core and iron
armature tooth (a non-optimised version of topology T10 from Figure 5-1).
G9: iron field yoke, iron armature yoke, iron field pole core and iron armature
tooth (a non-optimised version of topology T11 from Figure 5-1).

These designs have been selected because they are topologies with a significant amount
of iron, resulting in a low LCoE.
Each generator design from G5 to G9 has two configurations:
•
•

One is not segmented in the armature.
The other has the armature divided into four identical segments.

Armature segmentation

The armature segmentation is realised by dividing the armature into four identical
segments. Each segment has an integer multiple number of pole pairs. The three phase
winding of each segment can be distributed in two ways according to how the phase
terminals are connected with the power electronic converters (an example with 12 pole
pairs is illustrated in Fig. 1):
•

One power electronic converter is connected with one segment of the generator.
Each segment is connected with only one converter. This way allows an individual
converter to be connected to the armature segment prior to the assembly of the
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whole armature. But during a short circuit of the terminal of one converter, the
whole connected segment will be shorted and a severe asymmetry of the
generator will occur.
•

One power electronic converter is connected with multiple segments. Each
segment is connected with multiple converters. This way needs the connection
between the converters and the armature segments during assembly of the
armature segments. However, during a short circuit of the terminal of one
converter, none of the segments will completely be lost and symmetry of the
generator remains.

Which way of segmentation is employed does not influence the inductances and the
resistances at all. Therefore, the detailed design of segmentation will not be introduced
in this report. In this report, however, the first way of segmentation will be used as the
definition of segmentation, as shown in Fig. 1(a). This is to avoid misunderstandings and
confusions for the use of the term “segment”. One should thus keep in mind that this is
not the only way of segmentation.
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Fig. 1. Schematics of the connection between power electronic converters and armature segments
with 12 pole pairs. (a) One power electronic converter is connected with one segment and each
segment is connected with only one converter. (b) One power electronic converter is connected
with all the four segments and each segment is connected with multiple converters. (Sx – segment
numbering, Px – pole pair numbering, Cx – converter numbering)

Generator designs

The four generator designs with a whole piece of non-segmented armature are
summarized in Table I. The four generator designs with the armature segmented into four
identical parts are summarized in Table II. The generator designs are plotted in Fig. 2 with
their magnetic flux density distributions. These plots are not changed by the way of
armature segmentation.
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C3

C4

Table I: Parameters of the four generator designs (non-segmented)
G5
G6
G8
G9
Number of pole pairs p
12
12
20
20
Electrical frequency f [Hz]
1.93
1.93
3.22
3.22
Generator axial length ls [m]
3.05
2.66
2.98
2.85
Field current density Jf [A/mm2]
93.34 107.2 117.7 121.6
Number of conductors per slot ns
2.71
2.82
1.71
1.70
Air gap radius rs [m]
3
Armature current density Js,rms [A/mm2]
3
Rated generator power [MW]
10
Rated line-to-line generator voltage [V]
3300
Rated phase current if not segmented [A]
1750
Rated speed [rpm]
9.65

In this stage of conceptual design of the SC generator, the number of conductors per slot
is not an integer. It is assumed that in a later stage, the number of conductors per slot
can be made an integer by fine-tuning the design and by using higher numbers of
conductors per slot and connecting coils in parallel.
The designs for the non-segmented generator will be used for the power electronic
converter connected to the generator terminal, which has a power of 10 MW and a lineto-line voltage of 3300 V. The designs for the segmented generator will be used for the
power electronic converter connected to one segment of the generator, which has a
power of 2.5 MW and a line-to-line voltage of 3300 V.
Table II: Parameters of the four generator designs (with four segments)
G5
G6
G8
G9
Number of pole pairs p
12
12
20
20
Number of segments
4
Number of pole pairs per segment
3
3
5
5
Electrical frequency f [Hz]
1.93
1.93
3.22
3.22
Generator axial length ls [m]
3.05
2.66
2.98
2.85
Field current density Jf [A/mm2]
93.34 107.2 117.7 121.6
Number of conductors per slot ns if segmented 10.83 11.28
6.84
6.79
Air gap radius rs [m]
3
Armature current density Js,rms [A/mm2]
3
Rated power per segment[MW]
2.5
Rated line-to-line voltage per segment [V]
3300
Rated phase current if segmented [A]
437.4
Rated speed [rpm]
9.65
III. SYNCHRONOUS INDUCTANCE

The synchronous inductance must be separated into d-axis synchronous inductance Ld
and q-axis inductance Lq, due to saliency originating from iron field pole cores and/or
magnetic saturation. In the four generator designs, the relation Ld =Lq is not true. In G5
and G8, even though the field pole is non-magnetic, the high saturation in the d-axis due
to the superconducting field winding excitation will make the relative permeability not
equal between d-axis and q-axis. In G6 and G9, besides the saturation effect, the iron
salient poles will result in more inequality between d- and q-axis synchronous
inductances.
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The calculation of synchronous inductances Ld and Lq follows:
λd
=

2
2 
2 


λa cosϑ + λb cos  ϑ − π  + λc cos  ϑ + π  

3
3 
3 



(1)

2
2 
2 


λq =
− λa sin ϑ + λb sin  ϑ − π  + λc sin  ϑ + π  
3
3
3 



Id
=

2
2 
2 


I a cosϑ + I b cos  ϑ − π  + I c cos  ϑ + π  

3
3 
3 



(2)

2
2 
2 


Iq =
−  I a sin ϑ + I b sin  ϑ − π  + I c sin  ϑ + π  
3
3 
3 


λd
Ld =
Id

(3)

λ
Lq = q
Iq

where λ is the flux linkage, I is the armature current, d/q represents the direct and
quadrature axis, a/b/c represents the three phases, and ϑ is the electrical angle
between the d-axis and the axis of phase a.

G5

G8

G6

G9

Fig. 2: Generator designs plotted with their magnetic flux density distribution in [T] (color)
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For the non-segmented generator, the base impedance ZB1 for calculating per unit values
is defined as
Z=
B1

2
U B21 U abN
1
1.089 Ω
=
=
PB1
PN 1

(4)

where UabN 1 = 3300 V is the rated line-to-line voltage of the generator terminal and PN1 =
10 MW is the rated power of the generator.
For the segmented generator, the base impedance ZB4 for calculating per unit values is
defined as
Z=
B4

2
U B2 4 U abN
4
4.356 Ω
=
=
PB 4
PN 4

(5)

where UabN4 = 3300 V is the rated line-to-line voltage of one segment of the generator,
and PN4 = 2.5 MW is the rated power of one segment of the generator.
The synchronous inductances of the four designs with non-segmented armature are
given in Table III. These parameters are used for the 10-MW-3300-V power electronic
converter connected to the generator terminal. The synchronous inductances of the four
designs with segmented armature are given in Table IV. These parameters are used for
the 2.5-MW-3300-V power electronic converter connected to the terminal of one segment
of the generator. All the inductance calculations are done in 2-D finite element programs.
The saturated inductances are obtained when the field current density is set according to
Table I and Table II. The saturated values will be used for evaluating the generator
performance and for the design of the power electronic converter. Due to the fact that
the armature reaction is weak in such superconducting generators, it is assumed that the
saturated inductances remain the same at all rotational speeds (electrical frequencies)
of the generator. Accordingly, the synchronous reactances are proportional to the
rotational speeds (electrical frequencies). In Table III and Table IV, the values of
synchronous reactance are obtained at the rated speed (rated electrical frequency).
Since these inductances are obtained in 2-D finite element simulations, it is needed to
take the end winding inductance into account by appropriate means. Here Kalsi’s model
[1] is used as correction factors to estimate the effect of end winding dimensions on the
total inductance. The correction factor ALCF is defined by
ALCF = 1 +

LEndTurn
3 ⋅ ls

(6)

where LEndTurn is the length of an end turn beyond the end of a stator slot and ls is the
active axial length of the machine. This correction factor is modelled for air-core
machines, so it is an extreme case. For the four designs G5, G6, G8, and G9, the
correction factors cannot be so large due to the presence of iron cores. In order to
estimate the inductance with the end winding but not to overestimate the inductance
values, the end winding inductance correction factor is averaged between 1 and ALCF
calculated by (6) for the four designs here by
′ =
ALCF

1 + ALCF
2
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Table III and Table IV also give the correction factors ALCF calculated by (6) and the
resulting synchronous inductances and reactances with the correction factors ALCF . The
power electronic converter should use the corrected synchronous inductances and
reactances.
'

IV. PHASE RESISTANCE

The resistance per phase of the armature winding is calculated for 100 °C, at which the
resistivity of copper is ρ=
2.2 × 10−8 Ωm. The resistance is calculated simply by
Cu
Rs = ρ Cu

lCu
ACu

(5)

lCu is the total length of copper conductors per phase, including the end winding length,
and ACu is the cross-sectional area per copper conductor. It is noted that for the
segmented generator, the resistance is the phase resistance of a single segment and
used for a single converter connected to this segment.
The resistances and the inductances of the segmented machines expressed in Ω and H
are 4 times as high as the resistances and the inductances of the non-segmented
machines. Expressed in per unit values, they are equal.
Table III: Synchronous inductance, synchronous reactance and phase resistance (non-segmented)
G5
G6
G8
G9
Ld2D [mH]
7.49
11.84
11.85
9.44
Lq2D [mH]
13.53
18.56
15.31
14.64
Saturated
(with field winding excitation)
Xd2D [p.u.]
0.083
0.132
0.220
0.175
Xq2D [p.u.]
0.151
0.207
0.284
0.272
End winding inductance correction factor AL’CF
1.174
1.199
1.107
1.112
Saturated
Ld [mH]
8.79
14.20
13.12
10.50
(used for converter,
Lq [mH]
15.88
22.25
16.95
16.28
with field winding excitation and
Xd [p.u.]
0.097
0.158
0.244
0.195
end winding inductance)
Xq [p.u.]
0.177
0.248
0.314
0.302
45.52
43.34
40.73
38.99
Resistance per phase Rs (mΩ)
Resistance per phase Rs (p.u.)
0.0418 0.0398 0.0374 0.0358
Table IV: Synchronous inductance, synchronous reactance and phase resistance (with four
segments)
G5
G6
G8
G9
Ld2D [mH]
29.89
47.34
47.39
37.67
Lq2D [mH]
54.01
74.25
61.24
58.39
Saturated
(with field winding excitation)
Xd2D [p.u.]
0.083
0.132
0.220
0.175
Xq2D [p.u.]
0.150
0.207
0.284
0.271
End winding inductance correction factor AL’CF
1.174
1.199
1.107
1.112
Saturated
Ld [mH]
35.09
56.76
52.46
41.89
(used for converter,
Lq [mH]
63.41
89.03
67.79
64.93
with field winding excitation and
Xd [p.u.]
0.097
0.158
0.244
0.195
end winding inductance)
Xq [p.u.]
0.176
0.248
0.314
0.301
182.08 173.37 162.91 155.94
Resistance per phase Rs (mΩ)
Resistance per phase Rs (p.u.)
0.0418 0.0398 0.0374 0.0358
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V. CONCLUSION

The synchronous inductance, the synchronous reactance and the resistance have been
calculated and shown in Table III for an armature phase of the non-segmented generator
designs and in Table IV for an armature phase of one segment of the segmented
generator designs. The inductances were calculated with saturation due to field
excitation. The saturated inductances and reactances with end winding correction factors
are used for evaluating the generator performance and for the design of the power
electronic converter. Both values and per-unit values of synchronous reactance are
provided. The parameters in Table III will be used for calculation and simulation of
currents with respect to time in the power electronic converter which is connected to the
10-MW-3300-V non-segmented superconducting generator terminal. The parameters in
Table IV will be used for calculation and simulation of currents with respect to time in the
power electronic converter which is connected to a 2.5-MW-3300-V segment of the
generator.
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6.1.2

Synchronous Inductances, Reactances and Phase Resistances of 20 MW
Superconducting Generators (written by D. Liu in 2015 as internal working
document of INNWIND.EU on defining the superconducting direct drive
generators for designing power electronics in deliverable report D3.31)
I. INTRODUCTION

This report aims at providing the synchronous inductances, reactances and phase
resistances of two 20 MW superconducting generator designs to the power electronic
converter designers. Each generator design has two configurations. One is not
segmented in the armature and the other has the armature divided into four identical
segments. The synchronous inductances have two components. One is direct axis (d-axis)
synchronous inductance and the other is quadrature axis (q-axis) synchronous
inductance, corresponding to the d- and q- axis of a synchronous generator. Two sets of
synchronous inductances, reactances and resistance are provided from the nonsegmented generators and two sets are provided from the segmented generators,
corresponding to the two different generator designs.
II. GENERATOR DESCRIPTION

Based on an optimization result, two superconducting generator designs have been
selected as promising candidates, resulting in two different designs:
•

G10: iron field yoke, iron armature yoke, iron field pole core and iron armature
tooth (a non-optimised version of topology T12 from Figure 5-1).

•

G11: iron field yoke, iron armature yoke, iron field pole core and non-magnetic
armature tooth (a non-optimised version of topology T8 from Figure 5-1).

Because the generator diameter becomes large with 20 MW power, modular cryostats [1]
are employed to avoid a thin-large tube-shape cryostat [2] which accommodates all the
superconducting coils. Salient iron poles can then be used to shorten the distance
between the rotor and the stator, significantly reducing the active material cost and the
generator length [3]. The generator designs are plotted in Fig. 1 with their magnetic flux
density distributions for G10 and G11. These plots are not changed by the way of
armature segmentation.
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G10

G11

Fig. 1: Generator designs plotted with their magnetic flux density distribution in [T] (color)

G10 and G11 have two configurations respectively:
•

One is not segmented in the armature.

•

The other has the armature divided into four identical segments.

The way of how the armature is segmented does not influence the inductances and the
resistances for the power electronic converter design.

Generator designs

The two generator designs with a whole piece of non-segmented armature are
summarized in Table I. The two generator designs with the armature segmented into four
identical parts are summarized in Table II. The generator designs are plotted in Fig. 2 with
their magnetic flux density distributions. These plots are not changed by the way of
armature segmentation.
In this stage of conceptual design of the SC generator, the number of conductors per slot
is not an integer. It is assumed that in a later stage, the number of conductors per slot
can be made an integer by fine-tuning the design and by using higher numbers of
conductors per slot and connecting coils in parallel.
Table I: Parameters of the two generator designs (non-segmented)
G10 G11
Number of pole pairs p
36
24
Electrical frequency f [Hz]
4.09 2.73
Generator axial length ls [m]
2.61 2.49
Number of conductors per slot ns
1.55 2.32
Air gap radius rs [m]
5
Armature current density Js,rms [A/mm2]
3
Rated generator power [MW]
20
Rated line-to-line generator voltage [V]
6600
Rated phase current if not segmented [A]
1750
Rated speed [rpm]
6.82
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Table II: Parameters of the two generator designs (with four segments)
G10 G11
Number of pole pairs p
36
24
Number of segments
4
Number of pole pairs per segment
9
6
Electrical frequency f [Hz]
4.09 2.73
Generator axial length ls [m]
2.61 2.49
Number of conductors per slot ns if segmented 3.10 4.64
Air gap radius rs [m]
5
Armature current density Js,rms [A/mm2]
3
Rated power per segment[MW]
5
Rated line-to-line voltage per segment [V]
3300
Rated phase current if segmented [A]
875
Rated speed [rpm]
6.82

The designs for the non-segmented segmented generator will be used for the power
electronic converter connected to the generator terminal, which has a power of 20 MW
and a line-to-line voltage of 6600 V. The designs for the segmented generator will be
used for the power electronic converter connected to one segment of the generator,
which has a power of 5 MW and a line-to-line voltage of 3300 V.
If only one design can be chosen for the power electronic converter design, generator
design G10 will be recommended because generator design G10 (fully iron cored) results
in the lowest LCoE.
III. SYNCHRONOUS INDUCTANCE

The synchronous inductance must be separated into d-axis synchronous inductance Ld
and q-axis inductance Lq, due to saliency originating from iron field pole cores and/or
magnetic saturation. In the two generator designs, the relation Ld =Lq is not true. Without
heavy saturation, Ld should be larger than Lq. With heavy saturation due to the
superconducting field winding excitation, however, the d-axis becomes quite saturated in
G10 and G11 and Lq becomes larger than Ld.
The calculation of synchronous inductances Ld and Lq follows:
λd
=

2
2 
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λa cosϑ + λb cos  ϑ − π  + λc cos  ϑ + π  
3 
3 
3 



2
2 
2 


λq =
− λa sin ϑ + λb sin  ϑ − π  + λc sin  ϑ + π  
3
3 
3 


Id
=

2
2 
2 


I a cosϑ + I b cos  ϑ − π  + I c cos  ϑ + π  
3 
3
3 




2
2 
2 


Iq =
−  I a sin ϑ + I b sin  ϑ − π  + I c sin  ϑ + π  
3
3 
3 


λ
Ld = d
Id

λ
Lq = q
Iq
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where λ is the flux linkage, I is the armature current, d/q represents the direct and
quadrature axis, a/b/c represents the three phases, and ϑ is the electrical angle
between the d-axis and the axis of phase a.
For the non-segmented generator, the base impedance ZB1 for calculating per unit values
is defined as
Z=
B1

2
U B21 U abN
1
2.178 Ω
=
=
PB1
PN 1

(4)

where UabN 1 = 6600 V is the rated line-to-line voltage of the generator terminal and PN1 =
20 MW is the rated power of the generator.
For the segmented generator, the base impedance ZB4 for calculating per unit values is
defined as
Z=
B4

2
U B2 4 U abN
4
2.178 Ω
=
=
PB 4
PN 4

(5)

where UabN4 = 3300 V is the rated line-to-line voltage of one segment of the generator,
and PN4 = 5 MW is the rated power of one segment of the generator.
The synchronous inductances of the two designs with non-segmented armature are given
in Table III. These parameters are used for the 20-MW-6600-V power electronic converter
connected to the generator terminal. The synchronous inductances of the two designs
with segmented armature are given in Table IV. These parameters are used for the 5-MW3300-V power electronic converter connected to the terminal of one segment of the
generator. All the inductance calculations are done in 2-D finite element programs. The
saturated inductances are obtained when the field current density is set according to
Table I and Table II. The saturated values will be used for evaluating the generator
performance and for the design of the power electronic converter. Due to the fact that
the armature reaction is weak in such superconducting generators, it is assumed that the
saturated inductances remain the same at all rotational speeds (electrical frequencies)
of the generator. Accordingly, the synchronous reactances are proportional to the
rotational speeds (electrical frequencies). In Table III and Table IV, the values of
synchronous reactance are obtained at the rated speed (rated electrical frequency).
Since these inductances are obtained in 2-D finite element simulations, it is needed to
take into the end winding inductance into account by appropriate means. Here Kalsi’s
model [4] is used as correction factors to estimate the effect of end winding dimensions
on the total inductance. The correction factor ALCF is defined by
ALCF = 1 +

LEndTurn
3 ⋅ ls

(6)

where LEndTurn is the length of an end turn beyond the end of a stator slot and ls is the
active axial length of the machine. This correction factor is modelled for air-core
machines, so it is an extreme case. For the two designs G10 and G11, the correction
factors cannot be so large due to the presence of iron cores. In order to estimate the
inductance with the end winding but not to overestimate the inductance values, the end
winding inductance correction factor is averaged between 1 and ALCF calculated by (6) for
the two designs here by
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AL'CF =

1 + ALCF
2

(7)

Table III and Table IV also indicate the correction factors ALCF calculated by (6) and the
resulting synchronous inductances and reactances with the correction factors ALCF . The
power electronic converter should use the corrected synchronous inductances and
reactances.
The resistances and the inductances of the segmented machines expressed in Ω and H
are equal to the resistances and the inductances of the non-segmented machines
because the voltage level of the non-segmented generator is double the voltage level of
the segmented generator. Also expressed in per unit values, they are equal.
'

IV. PHASE RESISTANCE

The resistance per phase of the armature winding is calculated for 100 °C, at which the
resistivity of copper is ρ=
2.2 × 10−8 Ωm. The resistance is calculated simply by
Cu
Rs = ρ Cu

lCu
ACu

(8)

lCu is the total length of copper conductors per phase, including the end winding length,
and ACu is the cross-sectional area per copper conductor. It is noted that for the
segmented generator, the resistance is the phase resistance a single segment and used
for a single converter connected to this segment.
Table III: Synchronous inductance, synchronous reactance and phase resistance (non-segmented)
G10
G11
Ld2D [mH] 14.600 16.616
Lq2D [mH] 19.707 18.990
Saturated
(with field winding excitation)
Xd2D [p.u.]
0.172
0.131
Xq2D [p.u.]
0.233
0.149
End winding inductance correction factor AL’CF
1.106
1.172
Saturated
Ld [mH]
16.148 19.474
(used for converter,
Lq [mH]
21.796 22.256
with field winding excitation and
Xd [p.u.]
0.190
0.154
end winding inductance)
Xq [p.u.]
0.258
0.175
58.73
63.89
Resistance per phase Rs (mΩ)
Resistance per phase Rs (p.u.)
0.0270 0.0293
Table IV: Synchronous inductance, synchronous reactance and phase resistance (with 4
segments)
G10
G11
Ld2D [mH] 14.600 16.616
Lq2D [mH] 19.707 18.990
Saturated
(with field winding excitation)
Xd2D [p.u.]
0.172
0.131
Xq2D [p.u.]
0.233
0.149
End winding inductance correction factor AL’CF
1.106
1.172
Saturated
Ld [mH]
16.148 19.474
(used for converter,
Lq [mH]
21.796 22.256
with field winding excitation and
Xd [p.u.]
0.190
0.154
end winding inductance)
Xq [p.u.]
0.258
0.175
58.73
63.89
Resistance per phase Rs (mΩ)
Resistance per phase Rs (p.u.)
0.0270 0.0293
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V. CONCLUSION

The synchronous inductance, the synchronous reactance and the resistance have been
calculated and shown in Table III for an armature phase of the non-segmented generator
designs and in Table IV for an armature phase of one segment of the segmented
generator designs. The inductances were calculated with saturation due to field
excitation. The saturated inductances and reactances with end winding correction factors
are used for evaluating the generator performance and for the design of the power
electronic converter. Both values and per-unit values of synchronous reactance are
provided. The parameters in Table III will be used for calculation and simulation of
currents with respect to time in the power electronic converter which is connected to the
20-MW-6600-V non-segmented superconducting generator terminal. The parameters in
Table IV will be used for calculation and simulation of currents with respect to time in the
power electronic converter which is connected to a 5-MW-3300-V segment of the
generator.
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6.1.3

Power electronics tailored to Superconducting Generators

The two main types of power converters tailored to the MgB2 superconducting generators
are the current industrial standard back-to-back converter and a current source inverter
with active filters as shown in Figure 6-1 and reported in task 3.3 (Chen, 2014).
The generator specification of initial superconducting direct drive generator designs as
outlined in chapter 6.1.1 and chapter 6.1.2 were passed on to the power electronics
development task 3.3. The generators termed G5-G9 (10 MW SC generators in 6.1.1)
and G10-G11 (20 MW superconducting generators in 6.1.2) are handled in the
deliverable report D3.31 of task 3.3 as generator type T5-T9 and T10-T11. The relation to
the previous topology definition of chapter 5 is given in the introduction of chapter 6.1.1
and chapter 6.1.2.
The back-to-back converter is well established and the only challenge imposed by the
superconducting generators is the possible low frequency down to only a few Hz. Such a
low generator frequency could open up for different power converter and the Current
Source Inverter with active filter is based on thyristors with a very low switching frequency
and therefore much higher reliability than the IGBT semiconductors used in the standard
back-to-back converter. It was found that the CSI might be cheaper than the back-to-back
converter, but more work is needed to clarify if the low voltage ride through
characteristics can comply with the grid code specification.
It was therefore concluded that the most suitable converter for the superconducting
generators is the back-to-back converter and it was also found that the low frequency of a
few Hz would not result in higher losses and thereby a more expensive converter. In order
to investigate the possibility to segment the superconducting generator electrically then
the cost of a 4 segmented power converter was also evaluated as illustrated in Figure
6-2. This means that instead of using one 20 MW power converter, the generator is
wound into 4 machines on the same ring and then 4 x 5 MW power converters are used
to operate the wind turbine. The conclusion in terms of the cost for the different power
converted are listed in Table 6-1 and it is seen that the cost for the segmented and nonsegmented are very similar around 0.8 M€/MW. It should be noted that the translation of
generator G5-G11 into generator type T5 to T11 should be applied to the results of
deliverable D3.31 as reported in Table 6-1.
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Figure 6-1 Two main power converters tailored for the MgB2 superconducting generators. Top: Back-to-Back
converter based on IGBT semiconductors. Bottom: Current Source Inverter with active filters based on
thyristors. Reproduced from Figure 1.2 in deliverable 3.31 (Chen, 2014).

Figure 6-2 Back-to-back power converters connected to a generator wound into 4 segmented armature
windings. This configuration is seen as a means to reduce the short circuit torque level of MgB2
superconducting generators. Reproduced from Figure 2.2 in deliverable D3.31 (Chen, 2014).
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Table 6-1 Cost of power converters for the MgB2 superconducting generators as well as the Magnetic Pseudo
Direct Drive (PDD) for 10 MW and 20 MW wind turbine systems as reported in deliverable D3.31 (Chen,
2014). The generator type T5-T11 in the table are the generators G5-G9 specified in chapter 6.1.1 and the
generators G10-G11 specified in chapter 6.1.2. The Voltage Source Converters (VSC) are the chosen
technology for the superconducting generators, because some questions remain if the Current Source
Inverters (CSI) can comply with the low voltage ride trough. It should however be noted that the CSI has the
potential for a cost reduction. Reproduced from Table 5-1 in Deliverable report D3.31 (Chen, 2014).
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6.2

Short circuit torque considerations

Superconducting generators generally have small inductances compared to conventional
synchronous generators due to the large air gap resulting from the space needed for the cryostat
to provide thermal insulation to the superconducting field winding. A result of the low inductances
is that a very high torque in the order of 10 times the rated torque of the generator will result if the
generator terminals are shorted (see chapter 5 on page A101 in (Liu D. , 2017)).
The rated torques of the INNWIND.EU turbines TR = 10 MNm and 30 MNm for the 10 MW and 20
MW respectively will therefore result in detrimental short circuit torques if a factor of 10 must be
applied. Usual design procedures for wind turbine nacelles is to assume that the short circuit
torque is limited to 3 times the rated torque and methods to reduce the short circuit torque of
superconducting machines have therefore been investigated.
The two main ideas on reducing the short circuit tore are examined
1) Provide an electromagnetic shield between the field winding and armature winding
2) Segment the generator into several electrically independent machine connected to
separate boxes of power electronics.
I has been found that option 1) is not solving the problem, but that option 2) holds the potential of
a solution (chapter 5 on page A101 in (Liu D. , 2017)).
The short circuit peak torque can in a simple model be described as
𝑻𝑻𝒆𝒆,𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 =

𝑬𝑬𝟐𝟐𝒇𝒇

(6-1)

𝑿𝑿𝒍𝒍

where Ef is the no load voltage of the generator and Xl is the leakage reactance. If however the
generator is segmented into Nseg segments then both Ef and Xl is reduced by the number of
segments whereby
𝑻𝑻𝒆𝒆,𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 =

𝑻𝑻𝒆𝒆,𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑

(6-2)

𝑵𝑵𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔

Thus the 10 times rated short circuit torque can be reduced to the design criteria of 3 times rated
torque by introducing a segmentation into Nseg = 4 segments.
This hypotheses has been investigated for 4 of the topologies of the 10 MW MgB2 generators,
namely design A to D as shown in Figure 6-3. The designs were defined as follows
Design A:
Design B:
Design C:
Design D:

Based on an air cored superconducting field pole and armature windings
without magnetic teeth, but a magnetic back iron. This design is similar
to the topology T5 as specified in section 5.1.
Based on an air cored superconducting field pole and armature windings
with magnetic teeth and a magnetic back iron. This design is similar to
the topology T9 as specified in section 5.1.
Based on a superconducting field winding supported by a magnetic pole
and armature windings without magnetic teeth, but a magnetic back
iron. This design is similar to the topology T8 as specified in section 5.1.
Based on a superconducting field winding supported by a magnetic pole
and armature windings with both magnetic teeth and a magnetic back
iron. This design is similar to the topology T12 as specified in section
5.1.
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Figure 6-4 shown that the peak short circuit torque of all 4 designs can be reduced below 3 times
rated torque by segmentation. No major increase of the cost of the power converter supporting
such a configuration is expected, but future studies will have to determine if the torque reduction
is weaker if the full details of the armature winding configuration is taken into account.
We did not separately study short circuits in the 20 MW generator because we are convinced that
the problem and the solution at 20 MW is the same as at 10 MW.

Figure 6-3. MgB2 generator topologies used for examination of the short circuit torque and segmentation of
the generators. Reproduced from Figure A5.2 (Liu D. , 2017).

Figure 6-4 Short circuit peak torque of the MgB2 generator topologies shown in Figure 6-3 as function of the
number of segment by which the generators are split. Reproduced from Figure A5.4 (Liu D. , 2017).
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SIZE SPECIFICATIONS OF SUPERCONDUCTING GENERATORS
The optimization methods outlined for the MgB2 and the RBCO generators have been used to
specify the active materials and dimensions of the machines at 10 MW and 20 MW. The
properties of the active materials of the MgB2 generators have been used as input for the
integration into the nacelle in of the INNWIND.EU turbines, whereas the results of the RBCO
design was used to evaluate the feasibility of the coated conductor superconductor technology for
direct drive wind turbine generators.

7.1

MgB2 generators

The following section contain the generator designs obtained from the MgB2 optimization and is
reported in the original form as passed onto the task 3.4 Nacelle integration. The results of the
nacelle integration has been reported in deliverable report D3.41 (Stehouwer, van Zinderen, &
Hossain, 2017) and the main result will be summarized in the following chapter 8.
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7.1.1

Electromagnetic Design of 10 and 20 MW Superconducting Generators (written
by D. Liu 2016 as input for the Nacelle integration task as reported in deliverable
D3.41).
I. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the electromagnetic design of the 10 MW and 20 MW
superconducting generators for the stage of the mechanical construction design. The
electromagnetic design is given with three diameters for the 10 MW generator and with
one diameter for the 20 MW generator. This report provides the general parameters, the
dimensioning parameters and the schematic of the individual pole of the generator. In
addition, the physical and mechanical properties of the used electromagnetic materials
are provided.
II. GENERAL PARAMETERS
This superconducting generator is designed for a 10 MW and a 20 MW direct drive wind
turbines. The generator is a synchronous machine with a rated rotational speed of 9.60
rpm (10 MW) and 7.13 rpm (20 MW). The field winding is superconducting which is
achieved by using superconducting MgB2 wires to carry the DC excitation current in the
rotor. The operating temperature for the superconducting field winding is T = 20 K. The 3phase armature winding located in the stator is made from conventional copper
conductors working with AC currents and AC fields. The rated line-to-line voltage from the
stator winding is 3300 V (10 MW) and 6600 V (20 MW)
Table 1. General parameters of the electromagnetic design
Nominal power
Rated speed
Drive train type
Generator type
Field winding type
Cryogenic temperature
Stator winding type
Rated line-to-line voltage
Rotor core type
Stator core type
Cryostat type
Stator winding cooling method
Specific electrical loading
Field current density in coil
Field current density in tape

10 MW
20 MW
9.60 rpm
7.13 rpm
Direct drive
Synchronous machine
Superconducting DC (MgB2)
20 K
Copper AC
3300 V
6600 V
Salient iron poles with iron core back
Iron teeth with iron yoke
Modular racetrack
Forced-air cooling
A = 75 kA/m
Jf,coil = 111 A/mm2
115 A/mm2
2
Jf,wire = 178 A/mm
184 A/mm2

Both the stator yoke and the stator teeth are made from silicon steel laminates. In the
rotor, silicon steel laminates are also used in the field pole shoe to reduce the eddy
current losses caused by the stator teeth. The core back and the field pole core are made
from cast iron. Generally speaking, the generator employs iron cores in the stator and the
rotor.
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The cryostat is modular and in the shape of racetrack. The superconducting field coils are
individually accommodated in the modular cryostats. The stator winding is cooled by
forced air so that the electrical loading of the generator is limited at A = 75 kA/m (RMS
value). The operating field current density in the superconducting field winding is limited
around Jf,coil = 113 A/mm2 in the coil and Jf,wire = 181 A/mm2 in the wire, considering a
filling factor of 62.5%. All the general parameters of the electromagnetic design are
summarized in Table 1.
III. DIMENSIONING PARAMETERS
The generator has a structure with an inner stator and an outer rotor as sketched in Fig.
1. The inner stator is connected to the “kingpin” axle (the stationary supporting shaft).
The outer rotor is connected to the rotating hub of the wind turbine and rotates via a
bearing on the “kingpin” axle.

Air

hry

rro

Iron rotor core back

Iron field pole core

hfpc

rryi
hps

g
rri

Iron field pole shoe

Field winding (MgB2)

τp
Iron stator tooth

hs

Stator winding (copper)

rso
rsyo hsy

rsi

Iron stator yoke

Air

Fig. 1. Schematic of one pole of the superconducting generator design

Based on this structure, the dimensioning parameters of the generator are designed for
three air gap diameters and summarized in Table 2. The air gap diameter Ds is defined as
the diameter of the outer boundary of the stator (the air gap radius is rs). The air gap
length g is set to 0.1% of the air gap diameter Ds. The generator design with Ds = 6.0 m is
obtained through an optimization, from which the generator designs with Ds = 8.4 m and
Ds = 10.8 m are scaled up by keeping the same pole pitch τp = 471 mm. With the same
pole pitch, the number of pole pairs for the three diameters can be obtained. Here one
pole of the generator can be seen as a unit. The increase of the diameter is just to
increase the number of the unit.
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Table 2. Dimensioning parameters of the electromagnetic design
Power (MW)
Stator outer diameter Ds (m)
Number of phases m
Number of slots per pole per phase q
Pole pitch τp (mm)
Stator slot height hs (mm)
Stator yoke height hsy (mm)
Stator tooth width bt (mm)
Stator slot width bs (mm)
Extension of stator end winding in axial length Lsw,ext (mm)
Rotor core back height hry (mm)
Field pole core height hfpc (mm)
Field pole core width wfpc (mm)
Field pole shoe height hps (mm)
Field pole shoe width wps (mm)
Field coil height hcoil (mm)
Field coil side width wcoil (mm)
Extension of field end winding in axial length Lfw,ext (mm)
Distance between two field coil sides of one coil dcoil (mm)
Cryostat height hcr (mm)
Cryostat side width wcr (mm)
Cryostat outer width dcr,o (mm)
Cryostat inner width dcr,i (mm)
Extension of cryostat in axial length Lcr,ext (mm)
Number of pole pairs p
Frequency fe (Hz)
Axial stack length Ls (m)
Aspect ratio kasp
Shear stress σt (kPa)
Normal stress σr (kPa)
Ds2Ls (m3)
Air gap length g (mm)

6.0
3
5
471
102
122
20.2
10.9
408
118
105
278
35
332
11.4
20.2
200
358
91
100
478
278
240
20
3.22
2.44
0.41
76.1
513.8
87.8
6

10
8.4

10.8

20
10.8

28
4.50
1.31
0.16
72.3
486.0
92.4
8.4

36
5.79
0.80
0.07
71.6
459.9
93.3
10.8

36
4.23
2.25
0.21
71.6
459.9
262.4
10.8

The shear stress in the air gap is 71.6-76.1 kPa. The normal stress is 459.9-513.8 kPa.
The slight decrease with the increased diameter is caused by the increase of the air gap
length. The mass of each active material is indicated in Table 2 as an input to the
mechanical construction design.
For mechanical construction design, the radius of each part of the generator is of
importance. Table 4 summarizes the radii of the stator and the rotor in case of that the
mechanical design needs to simplify the machine geometry to concentric rings. The
generator size is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the three diameters.
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One pole unit

Ds=6 m
Ls =2.44 m

Ds=10.8 m
Ls =0.80 m

Ds=8.4 m
Ls =1.31 m

Fig. 2. Size comparison for the designed 10 MW superconducting generator with three different
diameters Ds = 6.0 m, Ds = 8.4 m and Ds = 10.8 m. The 20 MW generator looks similar to the 10.8
m 10 MW generator but with a stack length of 2.25 m instead.

The cryostat follows the shape of field coils (racetrack) as sketched in Fig. 3. The
dimensioning parameters are all indicated. The end winding extension length in the axial
direction is also defined. The value of these parameters is listed in Table 2.
Table 3. Radii of the stator and the rotor
Power (MW)
Stator outer diameter Ds (m)
Outer diameter of the generator Dso (m)
Radius of the outer boundary of the rotor rro (m)
Radius of the inner boundary of the rotor yoke rryi (m)
Radius of the inner boundary of the rotor rri (m)
Radius of the outer boundary of the stator rso=0.5Ds (m)
Radius of the outer boundary of the stator yoke rsyo (m)
Radius of the inner boundary of the stator rsi (m)
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6.0
6.528
3.264
3.146
3.006
3.000
2.898
2.776

10
8.4
8.933
4.467
4.348
4.208
4.200
4.098
3.976

10.8
11.338
5.669
5.551
5.411
5.400
5.298
5.176

20
10.8
11.338
5.669
5.551
5.411
5.400
5.298
5.176
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Ls

Lcr,ext

dcr,o

Cryostat shape

dcr,o
hcr
wcr

dcy,i
Cross-section

Fig. 3. Sketch of the cryostat shape and its dimensioning parameters

Ls

Lsw,ext

τp
τp
τp

Fig. 4. Sketch of the shape of a stator winding turn and its dimensioning parameters

One turn of the stator winding follows the shape sketched in Fig. 4. The dimensioning
parameters are all indicated. The end winding extension length in the axial direction is
also defined. The value of these parameters is listed in Table 2. The end winding forms
an equilateral triangle with each side of the length equal to a pole pitch τp.

IV. MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The properties of the materials used in the electromagnetic design are summarized in
Table 4. The unit cost of these materials is also estimated and given in this table. The
mechanical properties of the electrical steels for the core are indicated in Table 5. The
grade of the silicon steel laminate is chosen for low iron losses. AISI M15 is a typical
silicon steel for large electrical machines. In the rotor the steel laminates are used in the
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pole shoe to reduce the iron losses near the stator teeth. Solid cast iron EN-GJS-400-15
is used in the pole core and the rotor core back, where the iron losses are very small.
The mass and the cost of the active materials can be calculated based on the selected
materials. Table 6 shows the masses and Table 7 shows the costs. The cryostat masses
are also estimated for the diameters Ds = 6.0 m, Ds = 8.4 m and Ds = 10.8 m respectively.
The cryostat cost has not been estimated yet.
Table 4. Choice of the electromagnetic materials
Grade or type
Silicon steel laminate for the stator core
Silicon steel laminate for the rotor pole shoes

Mass density
[kg/m3]

M15 (250-35A5)
M15 (250-35A5)
EN-GJS-400-15

Unit
Cost*
[€/kg]

7650

3

7650

3

Solid cast iron for the rotor pole core and core
7200
back
Copper conductor for the stator winding
No standard
8900
Superconducting wire for the field winding Columbus MgB2
0.015 kg/m
(raw wires)
Superconducting field winding (racetrack Homemade
6500
coils)
* These unit costs are only for the MgB2 generators of work package (WP3).

3
15
4 €/m
NA

Table 5. Mechanical properties of the silicon steel for the stator and rotor cores
EU IEC grade

Yield strength
(MPa)

Tensile strength
(MPa)

Elongation
(% in 50
mm)

250-35-A5 (AISI M15) [1]

358

490

23

EN-GJS-400-15 (ISO 1083 400-15)

250

370-390

15

[2]

Table 6. Masses of the electromagnetic design
Power (MW)
Stator outer diameter Ds (m)
Rotor Field winding mass, including end winding (ton)
Rotor iron mass (ton)
Cryostat mass (ton)
Stator Stator iron mass (ton)
Copper mass, including end winding (ton)
Total rotor mass (ton)
Total stator mass (ton)
Total mass (ton)
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6.0
0.36
70.78
3.87
63.99
13.93
75.00
77.92
153

10
8.4
0.32
51.77
3.38
49.37
13.06
55.46
62.43
118

10.8
0.30
40.59
3.16
38.86
13.02
44.04
51.88
96

20
10.8
0.52
111.5
8.89
106.7
24.27
120.39
130.97
251
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Table 7. Costs of the electromagnetic design
Power (MW)
Diameter (m)
Superconducting wires (k€)
Copper conductors (k€)
Rotor iron (k€)
Stator iron (k€)
Total cost (k€)

6.0
93
209
212
192
706

10
8.4
80
196
155
148
579

10.8
75
195
122
117
509

20
10.8
140
364
334
321
1159

V. SUMMARY
The electromagnetic design of the 10 and 20 MW superconducting generators has been
described. Its diameters, lengths, shear stresses, dimensions and masses have been
provided as input to the mechanical construction design. The type of each
electromagnetic material has been indicated. The mechanical properties of the silicon
steel and the cast iron have been provided so that they can be incorporated to the
mechanical construction design.
REFERENCES
[1] AK Steel, Nonoriented Electrical Steels Product Data Bulletin, pp. 9. Online Available [2015]:
http://www.aksteel.com/pdf/markets_products/electrical/non_oriented_bulletin.pdf
[2] Online Available [2015]:
http://www.steelnumber.com/en/steel_composition_eu.php?name_id=1520
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7.2

High temperature superconducting generator design

The 10 MW high temperature superconducting Rare Earth-Barium-Copper-Oxide (RBCO) coated
conductor based generator design was up-scaled in task 3.1.2 to 20 MW by following two
methods
1) Keep the diameter of the 10 MW generator and optimize to obtain the rated torque of
the 20 MW turbine
2) Optimize the 20 MW generator with the diameter as a free parameter
The parameters of the resulting generators are outlined below and have been reported in the
deliverable report D3.12 (Azar & Thomas, 2016).

7.2.1

RBCO generators at 10 MW and 20 MW

The properties of the 10 MW and 20 MW RBCO coated conductor high temperature
superconductor generators are shown in table Table 7-1. It is clearly seen that it is economical
most feasible to increase the diameter of the 20 MW generator to Dgen = 11 m, whereby the cost
of the generator is only increased by a factor of 2 when upscaling from 10 MW to 20 MW. Figure
7-1 shows the final designs of the RBCO coated conductor generators.

Table 7-1 Properties of RBCO coated conductor high temperature superconducting generators for 10 MW
and 20 MW. Reproduced from Table 14 of (Azar & Thomas, 2016).
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Figure 7-1 Final design of RBCO high temperature superconducting pole for 10 MW and 20 MW turbines.
Reproduced from Figure 80 of (Azar & Thomas, 2016).

7.2.2

Topology and price sensitivity of high temperature superconducting generators

The impact of different generator topologies termed Iron-cored stator & iron cored rotor topology
(ISIRT), Iron-cored stator & air-cored rotor topology (ISART) and Air-cored stator & air cored rotor
topology (ASART) have recently been investigated for a 10 MW coated conductor based direct
drive generator (Guan, et al., 2017). It was found that the amount of coated conductor was
increased from 5.3 km to 81.7 km and finally 156.4 km for the iron cored going towards the air
cored topologies as shown in Table 7-2. Thus the iron-cored topology was clearly preferred with
the current cost of the coated conductor quoted to be 100 €/m. It was however also examined
what the impact of a cost reduction of the coated conductor to 20 €/m would have on the
topologies and this is also shown in Table 7-2. The total active materials cost is found to be about
0.8 M€ for 100 €/m and this could be reduced to 0.33 M€ if the cost of the coated conductor is
reduced to 20 €/m. It should be noted that the cryogenic cooling system cost is not included.
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Table 7-2 Properties of 10 MW coated conductor high temperature superconducting direct drive generators
based on different generator topologies. Reproduced from Guan et. al. (Guan, et al., 2017).

7.2.3

Conclusion on RBCO generators based on the active materials

Based on the obtained specification of the active materials of the RBCO direct drive generators as
outlined in Table 7-1 and Table 7-2 it has been estimated how large a cost reduction of the RBCO
tape that is needed for the RBCO coated conductor direct drive generator to be economical
competitive with the Permanent Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD) generator technology of Siemens
Wind Power when extrapolated to 2020. The result is shown in Figure 7-2 and it is seen that the
cost of the RBCO tape must be reduced to about 10 % in order to be competitive. In absolute
numbers this is from 100 €/m and down to 10 €/m for 12 mm tape high temperature
superconducting coated conductor tape. An analysis showing the impact of tapes with improved
superconducting properties have not been performed, but it expected to result in a lower usage of
tape.
Secondly it has been evaluated what the total mass of the active materials are for the RBCO
coated conductor direct drive generator in comparison to the PMDD of Siemens Wind Power as
extrapolated to 2020. This is shown in Figure 7-3 and shows that the RBCO coated conductor
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direct drive active materials are expected to remain heavier that the PMDD active materials even
if the superconductors were obtained for free. This is a consequence of the iron-cored topology
and reflects that the magnetic circuit of the PMDD is closed more effectively than for the RBCO
coated conductor generator.
This above analysis resulted in a conclusion from Siemens Wind Power that the high temperature
superconducting direct drive generator technology will not be competitive with the PMDD by 2020
and no further development was done in the INNWIND.EU project.

Figure 7-2 Evaluation of the economic feasibility of the RBCO superconducting direct drive generator in
comparison to the Permanent Magnet Direct Drive generator technology of Siemens Wind Power as
extrapolated to 2020. It is estimated that 30 % of the active materials cost must be added to account for the
cooling system. Reproduced from Figure 3 of (Azar & Thomas, 2016).

Figure 7-3 Evaluation of the active material mass of the RBCO coated conductor generator in comparison
with the Permanent Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD) generator of Siemens Wind Power extrapolated to 2020.
Reproduced from Figure 4 of (Azar & Thomas, 2016).
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NACELLE INTEGRATION
The integration of direct drive generators into large offshore turbines has such a large impact on
the turbine design that it is difficult not to consider a direct drive generator as a component
tailored to a specific turbine.
In the INNWIND.EU project it was suggested at an early stage to use the so called kingpin design
from DNV-GL as template for the nacelle layout. The motivation for the kingpin nacelle is that it is
believe that the only way to support the hub of a 20 MW turbine is to have two main bearings
positioned at each side of the hub and a stationary pin going through the hub. This configuration
has been described in details in deliverable D3.41 (Stehouwer, van Zinderen, & Hossain, 2017).
The main question associated with the integration of a superconducting direct drive generator was
if it should be positioned down-wind from the turbine rotor, as what is done with most permanent
magnet direct drive generators today, or if the generator should be positioned in front of the
turbine rotor. In the INNWIND.EU project it was decided to place the superconducting generator in
front of the turbine rotor due to the following arguments:
1) The superconducting direct drive (SCDD) generators hold the potential to be light weight,
which is an advantage to reduce the overhang mass of a front mounted generator.
2) A front mounted generator can be replaced without changing the rest of the turbine,
which will allow a comparison between the superconducting direct drive generator and
also the Magnetic Pseudo direct drive PDD studied in the INNWIND.EU project.
3) A front mounted SCDD can be removed from the turbine without dismounting the turbine
rotor blades, whereby maintenance cost might be reduced in case of the need for major
repairs.
4) A front mounted SCDD will allow space inside the centre of the generator for installation
of cryogenic cooling equipment.
The following sections will outline the design of the generator support and the integration into the
INNWIND.EU nacelle.

8.1

Front mounted MgB2 generators

The dimensions of the active materials of the 10 MW MgB2 generators specified in section 7.1 has
been used as input for the design support structures of the generators and for the integration into
the INNWIND.EU nacelle. Figure 8-1 is showing the cross sectional view of a front mounted 10 MW
generator and the kingpin nacelle layout, where a stationary kingpin is supporting the turbine hub
using two separated tapered roller bearings. The kingpin is connected to the tower by the
mainframe.
The front mounted generators has been denoted as concept-1 and are shown for the generator
diameters Dgen = 6.0 m, 8.4 and 10.8 m in Figure 8-2. It is however a questions if the front
mounted generators have any advantages over a back mounted generator superconducting
generator, which has been denoted concept-2 and are shown in Figure 8-3.
From a geometric point of view one can see that the Dgen = 8.4 m is matching the dimensions of
the nacelle structure quite well, whereas the Dgen = 10.8 m is getting close to the blade root due to
the 2.5 degree cone angle of the hub. Thus the Dgen = 8.4 m seems the most feasible from an
integration point of view for the front mounted generator. This problem is not present for the back
mounted generator and one could easily integrate the Dgen = 10.8 m generator.
In the following sections the difference in mass and cost of the two concepts are reviewed.
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Figure 8-1 Cross section view of the INNWIND.EU nacelle with the Dgen = 8.4 m 10 MW MgB2 generator
mounted in front of the turbine blades. The inner and stationary structure of the generator is attached to the
stationary kingpin going all the way through the rotor hub and connected to the main frame. The turbine rotor
hub is supported by two separated tapered roller bearings and the generator rotor structure is attached to
the turbine hub using hydraulic pads. The generator rotor structure is supported by a set of generator bearing
allowing the dismounting of the entire generator from the nacelle. Reproduced from Figure 4-4 in
(Stehouwer, van Zinderen, & Hossain, 2017).
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Figure 8-2. Left: Front mounted 10 MW MgB2 generators with generator diameters of Dgen = 6.0 m , 8.4 m
and 10.8 m. This configuration has been termed concept-1. Right: illustration of Dgen = 8.4 m generator
mounted in front of the INNWIND.EU nacelle and on the D = 178 m INNWIND.EU reference turbine.
Reproduced from Figure 4-3 in (Stehouwer, van Zinderen, & Hossain, 2017).
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Figure 8-3 Left: Back mounted 10 MW MgB2 generators with generator diameters of Dgen = 6.0 m , 8.4 m and
10.8 m. This configuration has been termed concept-2. Right: Illustration of Dgen = 8.4 m generator mounted
behind the rotor blades of the INNWIND.EU nacelle and on the D = 178 m INNWIND.EU reference turbine.
Reproduced from Figure 4-5 in (Stehouwer, van Zinderen, & Hossain, 2017).
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8.1.1

Structural support of generator

The structural support for the active materials are provided by a stationary inner part and a
rotating outer part as illustrated in Figure 8-4. A set of generator roller bearings keep the position
of the two support parts, whereby the generator can be dismounted from the nacelle in case
repairs are needed. The generator rotor support part is connected to the turbine hub using a
torque connection based on hydraulic pads as shown in Figure 8-5. The hydraulic pads are
depressurized in case the generator must be removed from the turbine. Figure 8-6 and Figure 8-7
are showing the assembled generator as well as the inner and out structural support of the
generator.
The final structure of the generator is shown in Figure 8-8, where the superconducting coils are
mounted inside modular cryostats allowing a warm magnetic steel laminate pole piece to go right
through the cryostat in order to realize the T12 topology introduced in chapter 5.1. This cryostat
design is basically similar to the cryostat developed of the SUPRApower project and it is assumed
that their concept can be transferred to the INNWIND.EU generator (Suprapower, 2017).
Finite element simulation of the deflection of the generator parts during different load situations
have been performed as part of the task 3.4 and been reported in deliverable D3.41 (Stehouwer,
van Zinderen, & Hossain, 2017). It has been found that gravity forces are the largest contribution
to the deflection of the air gap of 35 % between the rotor and stator. Secondly it was found that
when the short circuit torque was added to the gravitational forces then the mechanical air gap
deflections of 42 % were larger than the 10 % target, but there were no closure of the air gap.
It was judged that an air gap deflection of only 10 % can be obtained with further engineering and
by possibly adding a second generator bearing. Taken the uncertainties of the generator
specifications into account then it was concluded that the structural generator concept is
technically possible to realize, but considerable industrial work is needed before it can be
manufactured.

Figure 8-4 Structural support for the active materials of the 10 MW MgB2 generators. The inner structural
generator part is stationary and connected to the kingpin, whereas the outer structural generator part is
rotating and is supported by a set of generator bearings. Reproduced from Figure 3-1 in (Stehouwer, van
Zinderen, & Hossain, 2017).
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Figure 8-5 Torque coupling between generator rotor structural part and the turbine hub based on hydraulic
pads. Reproduced from Figure 3-2 in (Stehouwer, van Zinderen, & Hossain, 2017).

Figure 8-6. Front mounted 10 MW MgB2 generator with Dgen = 8.4 m. Left: Seen from the back where the
center tube is connected to the stationary kingpin and the back parts provide the torque coupling using
hydraulic pads. Right: Seen from the front. The inner part is stationary and the outer part is rotating.
Reproduced from Figure 3-3 in (Stehouwer, van Zinderen, & Hossain, 2017).
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Figure 8-7 Structural generator support parts for the 10 MW MgB2 generators. Left: Stationary inner part.
Right: Rotating outer part. Reproduced from Figure 3-4 in (Stehouwer, van Zinderen, & Hossain, 2017).

Figure 8-8 Assembled 10 MW MgB2 generator where the active material of the generator is shown mounted
onto the generator support structures, In this case the superconducting coils inserted in modular cryostats
(cyan) are mounted on the outer rotating support part for the generator topology T12, where a warm
magnetic steel laminate pole piece is going through the cryostat all the way to the armature surface expect
for a 8 mm air gap. The armature windings are placed on the inner stationary generator support structure
again corresponding to the topology T12. Reproduced from Figure 3-5 in (Stehouwer, van Zinderen, &
Hossain, 2017).
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8.1.2

Weight and cost of superconducting generator including support structure

The weight and cost of the 10 MW MgB2 generator support structures and nacelle components of
both the front (concept-1) and the back mounted generator (concept-2) have been evaluated. The
results are shown in Table 8-1 and Table 8-2 for the two concepts.
It is seen in Table 8-1, that the structural mass of 152 tons is starting out as equal to the mass of
the active materials of 153 tons for the 6.0 m front mounted generator, but that the structural
mass is increasing to 191 tons whereas the active material mass is decreasing to 96 tons for the
10.8 m generator. The total mass of the generator is therefore about 286 tons and the same for
both the 8.4 m and the 10.8 m generator. The cost of the structural mass is only 392 k€
compared to the cost of the active mass being 706 k€ for the 6.0 m generator, but for the 10.8 m
generator then the cost of the structural and active mass are about the same resulting in a
generator cost of about 1.0 M€. It should be noted that this cost does not include the cooling
system or the power electronics, which is added later in the determination of the Levelized Cost of
Energy (LCoE).
A similar trend is observed for the back mounted generator in Table 8-2. By comparing the masses
of the front and back mounted generators then it can be seen that the front mounted generator
solutions has a lower weight by 39 tons, 29 tons and 23 tons when increasing the generator
diameter from 6.0 to 10.8 m. Similar one observe that the cost difference of the front mounted
generator is 95 k€, 73 k€ and 58 k€ lower than the back mounted generator when increasing the
generator diameter from 6.0 to 10.8 m. The relative difference between the front and back
mounted superconducting generator is thereby below 11 % for the mass and below 8 % for the
cost.
Thus it is concluded that the front mounted superconducting generator seems to have a small
advantage in terms of weight of about 30 tons and cost of about 70 k€. The front mounted
generator with the lowest weight are either the 8.4 m or 10.8 m generator. The front mounted Dgen
= 8.4 m is chosen as the most feasible, because that diameter is equal to the equivalent size of
the nacelle. This generator have a weight of 286 tons and a cost of 1.01 M€ excluding the
cryogenics and power converter.

Table 8-1 Weigh and cost of the front mounted (Concept-1) superconducting 10 MW MgB2 generators with
Dgen = 6.0 m (SDDD1), 8.4 m (SCDD2) and 10.8 m (SCDD3) as shown in Figure 8-2 . The generator active
mass and cost are coming from chapter 6.1. Reproduced from Table 3-2 in (Stehouwer, van Zinderen, &
Hossain, 2017).
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Table 8-2 Weight and cost of the back mounted (Concept-2) superconducting 10 MW MgB2 generators with
Dgen = 6.0 m (SDDD1), 8.4 m (SCDD2) and 10.8 m (SCDD3) as shown in Figure 8-3. The generator active
mass and cost are coming from chapter 6.1. Reproduced from Table 3-3 in (Stehouwer, van Zinderen, &
Hossain, 2017).

8.2

Initial load simulation of 10 MW MgB2 front mounted direct drive generator

Initial turbine load simulations including a 10 MW MgB2 direct drive front mounted generator have
been performed by formulating an aero-elastic-model of the kingpin nacelle holding an early
version of the 10 MW MgB2 generator (Abrahamsen & Natarajan, 2016). The starting point was a
10 MW MgB2 generator with a diameter of Dgen = 6.6 m and a length of Lgen = 2.44 m, which is
similar to the small diameter generator discussed in section 8.1. The total weight of active and
structural mass was estimated to be mgen = 363 tons, which is somewhat larger than what was
presented in section 8.1, because the hub extenders holding the pitch bearings are more heavy in
the configuration shown in Figure 8-9 than the configuration of section 8.1.
In order to understand if the front mounted generator was “too heavy” then a series of generators
with a shorter length and thereby lower mass were also investigated. It was assumed that that the
initial torque could be provided with the shorter generators by replacing the generator active
materials with more advanced superconductors resulting in a higher shear force density. The 10
MW low temperature superconductor NbTi direct drive wind turbine design of GE Global research
with a total mass of 142 tons (Fair, 2012) was used as end mass target of the shorter MgB2
generators. The shorter MgB2 generators investigated therefore had a length of 75 %, 50 % and
40 % of the original design. The MgB2 generator of 40% length had a weight of 145 tons being
quite close to the mass of the GE NbTi generator (Fair, 2012).
The code HAWC2 was used to perform the aero elastic simulations of the nacelle integrated with
the INNWIND.EU 10 MW onshore reference turbine in order to investigate both extreme and
fatigued loads of the main and yaw bearings of the nacelle. Figure 8-10 is showing the extreme
loads on the main bearing, the low speed shaft (LSS) and the thrust for the reference geared drive
train as well as for the Direct Drive kingpin (DDK) with 100 %, 75 %, 50 % and 40 % of the initial
design mass. Similarly Figure 8-11 is showing the extreme loads of the yaw bearing for the same
configurations. Figure 8-12 is showing the fatigue damage equivalent loads of the main and yaw
bearing for a life time of 20 years.
One way to determine if the front mounted 10 MW MgB2 generator is “too heavy” is to estimate
when the loads of the front mounted generator is similar to the loads obtained from the reference
drive train. Using this criteria it can be seen from Figure 8-10 that the main bearing loads of the
DDK-75 configuration will have the same loads as the reference. Thus a 75 % reduction of the
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generator mass to 0.75 x 363 tons ~ 272 tons would be needed. From Figure 8-11 it is seen that
the front mounted generator will increase the yaw bearing load even for the 40 % configuration. It
should however be noted that the 70 MNm moment indicated is observed for other load cases of
the reference drive train. Finally the fatigue loads on the yaw bearing is seen to be quite similar for
the geared and front mounted generators in Figure 8-12, but the fatigue loads of the main bearing
are considerable higher for the front mounted generator. The aero elastic simulation of the front
mounted generator is however only representing one main bearing and it is believed that the two
separated main bearings will be able to comply with this higher fatigue loads.
It was concluded from the aero elastic simulations that if the mass of the front mounted generator
was reduced to about 75 % of the initial design mass of 363 tons then one could claim that the
loads due to the front mounted generator mass would not exceed that loads already observed for
the reference drive train. By comparing the mass of the Dgen = 8.4 m generator of section 8.1 m
which is mgen = 286 tons, then one can see that the final generator mass is quite close to fulfil this
criteria and it is concluded that the front mounted generator design is not violating the design of
the INNWIND.EU reference turbine.

Figure 8-9 Front mounted 10 MW MgB2 superconducting generator integrated into the kingpin nacelle layout.
a) Rotating parts of the nacelle. b) Stationary parts of the nacelle. Inset: full assembly of the turbine nacelle.
Reproduced from (Abrahamsen & Natarajan, 2016).
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Figure 8-10 Variation in the extreme load under Design Load Case (DLC) 2.3 for different nacelle
configurations: Geared is the gearbox drive train of the INNWIND.EU reference turbine and the Direct Drive
kingpin is denoted DDK with the number indicating the percentage of the original length or mass.
Reproduced from (Abrahamsen & Natarajan, 2016).

Figure 8-11 Extreme loads on the yaw bearing along with the peak tower top displacement for the geared and
the Direct Drive kingpin configurations. Reproduced from (Abrahamsen & Natarajan, 2016).
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Figure 8-12 Variation of the damage equivalent moments over a 20 year lifetime for the geared drive train of
the reference turbine and the Direct Drive kingpin with 100 % and 40 % of the initial design length or mass.
Reproduced from (Abrahamsen & Natarajan, 2016).

8.3

Nacelle integration of high temperature superconducting generator

The initial thinking of integrating the coated conductor high temperature superconducting coils
into the direct drive wind turbines of Siemens Wind Power was to replace the outer permanent
magnet rotor with a superconducting version as illustrated on Figure 8-13. The priorities were to
have as high an operation temperature of the coils resulting in the choice of the High Temperature
superconductors and secondly to have all cooling machines sitting in the nacelle in a position
where they could be serviced by a technician entering the turbine as part of the normal
maintenance. Such a solution call for a cryogenic rotating coupling by which a cold gas or
cryogenic liquid can be transferred into the rotating frame which is cooled by a gas or liquid flow.
The company Stirling Cryogenics is providing this technology for rotating electrical machines and
was considered as a starting point for design of the cryogenic system (Stirling Cryogenics, 2018).
In the formulation of the description of work on the high temperature superconducting generator
task of INNWIND.EU there were however a series of phases with go/no go criteria between them.
The first phase A was the demonstration of the coated conductor coil technology, Phase B was
generator design based on the superconductor properties obtained from the coils, Phase C was
cryostat design and Phase D was demonstration in a rotating frame. The criteria between phase B
and the remaining phases was that the RBCO direct drive generator would be more feasible than
the permanent magnet direct drive of Siemens Wind Power in 2020. This turned out not to be the
case and the work of designing the cryostat and demonstrating it was not performed.
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Figure 8-13 Initial proposal on integration of high temperature superconducting coated conductor coils into
the direct drive turbine of Siemens Wind Power. The permanent magnet outer rotor is replaced by high
temperature superconducting coils. The cooling of the superconducting coils is provided from a cooling
device placed central in the nacelle in order to be able to perform maintenance on the cooling device.
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INNWIND.EU SUPERCONDUCTING GENERATORS
9.1

MgB2

The INNWIND.EU 10 MW MgB2 superconducting direct drive generator has a diameter of Dgen =
8.4 m and an active length of Lgen = 1.3 m as shown in Figure 9-1. It is based on the T12
generator topology, where the field winding pole is made of magnetic steel laminates kept at
ambient temperature and the MgB2 winding is positioned in a cryostat wrapped around the pole
piece. The number of field winding poles is 56 and the pole pitch is 0.47 m. The cross sectional
area of the MgB2 coil is 20 mm x 12 mm holding a current density of 113 A/mm2 at a temperature
of T = 20 K as specified in section 7.1.1.
The T12 topology calls for a cryostat, which has a hole in the middle, and the superconducting
winding is placed around the warm pole piece being a part of the magnetic circuit of the generator
rotor. This cryostat is of the same type as has been demonstrated in the SUPRApower project
(Suprapower, 2017) as illustrated in Figure 9-2. In the SUPRApower design a series of cryocooler
cold heads are placed on the superconducting rotor windings and a rotating gas connection is
placed in the centre of the hub, whereby the helium gas compressor running the cold heads can
be placed in the static frame of the turbine as shown in Figure 9-3. It is believed that the
SUPRApower technology can be transferred directly to the INNWIND.EU design and no further
detailed design of the cryostat have been done in order not to replicate the work of the
SUPRApower project. It is however assumed that the cost of the INNWIND.EU cryostats and
cooling system should be in the order of 600 k€ and that a constant power consumption of 50 kW
is possible as indicated for a low temperature superconducting (LTS) wind turbine generator
design in (Y. Liu, 2015). The cost comparison of the SUPRApower cryostat is done in the next
section.
The INNWIND.EU 10 MW MgB2 generator is placed in front of the kingpin nacelle and the
generator weight is estimated to be 286 tons. The T12 generator topology is chosen, because it is
found, to provide the lowest Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) with the current MgB2 properties. It is
however also found that the 10 MW MgB2 generator is most likely not going to be competitive with
the Permanent Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD) generator technology in terms of mass, because
magnetic steel laminates are added to the generator in order to reduce the amount of MgB2 used.
Thus it is argued that with future better and cheaper MgB2 wires then other and lighter weight
generator topologies might be feasible compared to the PMDD. In this sense the 10 MW
INNWIND.EU MgB2 generator is seen as a reference for comparison of future designs.
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Figure 9-1 INNWIND.EU 10 MW MgB2 superconducting direct drive wind turbine generator with a diameter of
Dgen = 8.4 m, an active length of Lgen = 1.3 m and a weight of mgen ~ 286 tons mounted in front of the kingpin
nacelle.

Figure 9-2 Illustration of modular cryostat for operating a superconducting MgB2 field winding at T = 20 K in a
wind turbine generator developed as part of the SUPRApower project (Suprapower, 2017). The MgB2 coil is
placed inside a radiation shield, which is connected to a cryocooler coldhead. All the cold part are placed in a
stainless steel vacuum vessel in order to provide thermal insulation. The coldhead is supplied with high
pressure helium lines connected to a compressor. Reproduced from (Sun, Sanz, & Neumann, 2015)
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Figure 9-3 Illustration of the SUPRApower project integration of the cryocooler cold heads in the
superconducting field windings and how the coldheads are supplied with high pressure helium gas lines
through a rotating gas coupling connected to helium compressors in the static frame of the turbine.
Reproduced from (Marino, et al., 2016).
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9.1.2

Mapping SUPRApower cryostats and cooling system to INNWIND.EU generator

The cold heads used in the SUPRApower project are the COOLPOWER 10 MD from Oelikon Leybold
connected to the COOLPAK 6000 HMD/6200 HMD helium compressors (Oerlikon, 2017). This
cold head can provide a cooling power of 18 W at T = 20 K on the 2 stage of the cold head with an
electrical power input of 7 kW to the compressor. The heat load into the SUPRApower cryostat can
be used to estimate the equivalent heat load of the INNWIND.EU generators, by scaling the heat
radiation and heat conduction through the coil support with the stack length ratio of the two
generators, and by scaling the heat load associated with the current leads with the coil current.
The stack length of the SUPRApower cryostat is LSUPRAcryo = 0.52 m and the INNWIND.EU 10 MW
8.4 m generator has LINNWIND 8.4 m = 1.13 m. Table 9-2 is showing how the SUPRApower cryostat
(Sun, Sanz, & Neumann, 2015) and cooling system is mapped onto the INNWIND.EU generators.
This is done by estimating the heat load per cryostat and then assuming that each pole is
equipped with an individual cryostat. The number of poles is npole, 10MW = 56 and npole, 20MW = 72 for
the INNWIND.EU 10 MW and 20 MW generator respectively. The SUPRApower project has
investigated a method of sharing the cryocooler cold heads between several cryostats and this
method is assumed transferred to the INNWIND.EU generators as well. The number of cold heads
needed to provide the cooling of the generator is thereby estimated from the heat load at T = 20 K
on all the poles of the generator divided by the cooling capacity of the coldhead as shown in Table
9-1. The total power consumption of the generators is then determined from the power
consumption of the compressors. Also the cost, weight and volume of the cold heads and
compressors are estimated in Table 9-2.
It is concluded that the power consumption for the cooling of the INNWIND.EU turbines are found
to be Pcooling = 104 kW and 263 kW for the 10 MW and 20 MW generators. This is equivalent to
1.0 % and 1.3 % of the rated power of the generators and about twice as high as the initial design
target of 50 kW for the 10 MW INNWIND.EU generator. It should however be noticed that the
largest heat load contribution at T = 20 K in Table 9-2 is the AC losses of the superconducting coil
QAC. The AC losses of a preliminary INNWIND.EU 10 MW generator has been investigated in
section A4 and it was found to be in the order of 2.5 W for the iron-cored design with 40 poles and
an air gap diameter of 6 m (see figure A4.6). This is indicating that the INNWIND.EU AC losses are
expected to be smaller, whereby the number of cold heads needed could be reduced. The AC
losses are however highly non-linear and future work should determine the loss level more
accurately as an industrial design is available. It is however seen that a loss lower than about 1%
should be possible.
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The cost of the cryocooler cold heads and the compressors needed for the INNWIND.EU
generators have also been estimated in Table 9-2. The cost is estimated to be about 223 k€ and
563 k€ for the 10 MW and 20 MW generators respectively. In the initial design target of the
cooling cost 600 k€ was assumed for the 10 MW. This will mean that the cryostats can be built for
600 k€ - 223 k€ = 377 k€ or 7 k€ per cryostat. This is probably quite low compared the research
environment used for the current development, but could serve as in indication of the level
needed after an industrialization. Thus the cost of the INNWIND.EU cryostats are assumed to be a
factor of 1.7 times the cost of the cold heads. This result in a cryostat cost of 1.0 M€ for the 20
MW INNWIND.EU generator and a total expenses on cold heads, compressors and cryostats of
1.51 M€, which is included in the next section.

Coldhead 10 MD & compressor
Cooling power @ 2 stage T = 20 K [W]
Cooling power @ 1 stage T = 80 K [W]
Maintenance interval [Years]
Weight per cold head [kg]
Compressor power consumption [W]
Maintenance interval [Years]
Weight per compressor [kg]
Compressor volume [m3]
Compressor & Cold head cost est. [k€]*

18
110
5-10
20
7000
3-5
104
0.114
15

Table 9-1 Properties of Oerlikon Leybold coldhead COOLPOWER 10 MD and helium compressor COOLPAK
6000 HMD / 6200 HMD used in the SUPRApower cryostat.* This cost includes an assumed discount of 50 %
due to large number of units as compared to current cost (Oerlikon, 2017).
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4,3
562,9
38
676
386
2,25
20
9,4
0,1
5,4
Coil

3,4

0,4

12,2
INNWIND 20 MW

Shield

22,1

4,6

0,0

38,9

80

2,25

386

2803

25

103,8
15
267
374
1,13
20
0,1
2,7
Coil

1,7

0,2

11,8
INNWIND 10 MW

Shield

11,1

2,3

0,0

4,8

13
1413
374
1,13
80

0,52
20
2,2
0,03
0,79
Coil

1,07
5,11
SUPRApower

Shield

0,1

1,25

25,2

95

95
0,52
80
3
0

9,2

262,7

222,5

4653

1,7
1840

Volume
[m3]
Weight
[kg]
Coldhead
Compres
[k€]
Comp
power
[kW]
Cold
head
𝑄𝑄Total
[W]
[A]

Icoil

[m]

Lstack

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
[K]
𝑄𝑄𝑎𝑎
[W]
𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
[W]
𝑄𝑄𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
[W]
𝑄𝑄𝑟𝑟
[W]
𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠
[W]
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Table 9-2 The heat load contributions for the
SUPRApower modular cryostat (Sun, Sanz, &
Neumann, 2015) are projected onto the
INNWIND.EU MgB2 generators by scaling with
the stack length Lstack and the coil current Icoil.
The heat contributions are: Support Qs,
Radiation Qr, AC losses in superconductor QAC,
Current lead heat load Qcl. The total heat load
per cryostat is Qa and the total heat load of the
generator at the temperatures Ta is given by
QTotal. The number of coldheads needed is
used to determine the compressors power
consumption and the cost, weigh and volume.
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9.1.3

Scaling MgB2 generator to 20 MW

The design of the MgB2 superconducting generator has been scaled to 20 MW using the
specification of the active materials for the 20 MW generator as outlines in section 7.1 and the
scaling of the structural support as specified in delivery 3.41 (Stehouwer, van Zinderen, &
Hossain, 2017). The results are shown in table Table 9-3 where the input parameter is the turbine
rotor diameter, because the mass scaling of the nacelle components is determined by
𝑴𝑴𝟏𝟏
𝑴𝑴𝟎𝟎

𝑫𝑫

= � 𝟏𝟏�
𝑫𝑫𝟎𝟎

𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪

(9-1)

where the reference design has a diameter of D0 and a weight of m0, whereas the up-scaled
design has a diameter D1 and weight m1. The scaling is governed by the Cubic Scaling Factor CFS.
The input design for the nacelle components are based on a D = 210 m turbine rotor, which is
considered as the current limit in terms of nacelle components of what can be constructed with
today’s technology (See D3.41 for a discussion of Technology Readiness Levels (Stehouwer, van
Zinderen, & Hossain, 2017)). The active materials for the MgB2 generators have been obtained at
P = 10 MW corresponding to a D = 178 m turbine and at P = 20 MW corresponding to a D = 252
m turbine rotor. The scaling factor of the MgB2 active materials has been determined between at
the two turbine diameters and is combined with the structural generator support, which is scaled
according to D3.41. The equivalent turbine power is estimated in Table 9-3 by assuming a wind
power density of 400 W/m2.
Figure 9-4 is showing the mass scaling of the main components of the turbine holding the MgB2
superconducting generators from Table 9-3. Two more points has been added for a D = 154 m
and D = 164 m rotor obtained by down scaling the INNWIND.EU nacelle design. The D = 154 m
rotor is similar to the Siemens Wind Power SWP 6.0-154 turbine with a power of 6 MW (Siemens,
2016) and the D = 164 m is similar to the Vestas V-164 turbine (de Vries, 2013). The active
materials mass of the generator is plotted along with the total generator mass. By adding the
blade and nacelle mass then the Rotor Nacelle Assembly (RNA) mass is shown as function of
turbine rotor diameter. The RNA mass of the INNWIND.EU reference turbines are shown for
comparison as well as the RNA of the Vestas V-164. The expected total generator mass of a 10
MW Permanent Magnet Direct Drive generator designed by Polinder in 2007 is also marked
(Polinder, Bang, van Rooij, McDonald, & Mueller, 2007).
It is concluded that the MgB2 superconducting direct drive generator provide a mass which is quite
similar to the reference drive train at D = 178 m and 10 MW, but it is scaling slightly better than
the reference at D = 252 m and 20 MW. Similarly it is seen that down scaling the RNA to a D =
164 m rotor is giving a MgB2 RNA mass similar to the Vestas V-164. Thus even though the MgB2
superconducting generators were design by the philosophy of “cheap and not too heavy” then the
mass scaling does turn out to be slightly better than the INNWIND.EU reference generators.
Table 9-4 is summarizing the mass and estimated cost of the 10 MW and 20 MW MgB2
superconducting direct drive turbine components by applying an assumption of some unit cost for
the different materials. These unit cost include manufacturing and are therefore larger than just
the raw materials cost. The cost and mass breakdown is illustrated in Figure 9-5 for the 10 MW
MgB2 generator turbine. This is instructive for discussing the cost contribution to the
superconducting drive train. First of all one sees that the cost of the MgB2 superconductors is only
85 k€ compared to 223 k€ for the cooling system and 377 k€ for the cryostats. This should be
compared to the total generator cost of 1.7 M€ and the superconductors therefore only
correspond to 5 % of the generator cost. However if the cooling system and cryostat is added to
the superconductor cost then that is about 40 % of the generator cost. It is therefore clear that
future cost reductions of superconducting direct drive generators will most likely be related to the
cooling system and the cryostat manufacturing.
In order to compare the cost of the 10 MW MgB2 generator to a permanent magnet direct drive
generator then the 10 MW PMDD generator paper from 2007 of Henk Polinder is used (Polinder,
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Bang, van Rooij, McDonald, & Mueller, 2007). This is of course an old design, which is reflected in
the unit cost of the R2Fe14B permanent magnet materials being quoted at CPM,2007 = 25 €/kg.
People working in the field of permanent magnets will most likely recall the price peak of the rare
earth elements in 2011 and the resulting jump of the R2Fe14B magnet price. PM magnet materials
cost higher than CPM,2011 > 100 €/kg were reported in 2011, but since then several major
companies have decreased the usage of R2Fe14B magnets and the world market has an
overcapacity, which has resulted in a decreasing price development since 2011. Today it seems
that the magnet cost is back down to the level used in the Polinder paper from 2007 and we will
therefore use this PM cost level for the comparison. It was found by Polinder that 6 tons of
R2Fe14B magnets will be needed for a 10 MW PMDD with a diameter of Dgen = 10 m and a stack
length of Lgen = 1.6 m. The cost of the permanent magnets is CPM,total = 6 ton x 25 €/kg = 150 k€
and the total generator cost is 1.24 M€. Thus the SCDD is about 37 % higher than for the PMDD of
Polinder. This is indicating that the INNWIND.EU generator is still too expensive, but also that there
is not several orders or magnitude in difference. The INNWIND.EU generator is based in the ironcored technology and is therefore quite similar to the PMDD of Polinder. So one method for
evaluating the competition between the SCDD and the PMDD could be to directly compare the
cost of the PM magnet material to the cost of the superconductors, the cooling system and the
cryostats.
𝑪𝑪𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷 𝒎𝒎𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷 > 𝑪𝑪𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 𝒎𝒎𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 + 𝑪𝑪𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄 + 𝑪𝑪𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄

(9-2)

where CPM is the unit cost of the R2Fe14B magnets, mPM is the mass of magnets expected to be
around 0.6 ton/MW, CSC is the unit cost of the superconductors, msc is the mass (or length) of the
superconductors, Ccooling is the cost of the cooling system and Ccryostat is the cost of the cryostat(s).
This can be used to determine at what PM magnet cost the superconducting direct drive generator
will become competitive and by inserting the numbers outlined above for MgB2 one gets CPM > 114
€/kg. Thus at the beginning of the INNWIND.EU project the SCDD was basically providing a similar
cost as the PMDD, but in the period until now the cost of the R2Fe14B material has decreased by a
factor of 4 moving the competitive advantage back to the PMDD.
The above analysis is however not taking into account the added loss due to the cryogenic cooling
nor the reduced availability due to the maintenance of the cooling system.
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Concept 1SCDD2

Drotor[m]

210
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Mass [t]

Mass [t]

Mass [t]

Mass [t]

Mass [t]

Hub

2,8

Component
mass [t]
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Blade

2,7

Pitch Bearings

2,5

Other Rotor parts

69,2

93,3

110,0

183,3

246,2

200

128,0

170,6

200,0

327,2

434,9

28

18,5

24,2

28,0

44,2

57,5

2,6

18

11,7

15,4

18,0

28,9

38,0

3

5

3,0

4,2

5,0

8,6

11,9

Kingpin

2,8

50

31,5

42,4

50,0

83,3

111,9

Main shaft

2,8

0

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

Mainframe

2

73

52,4

64,9

73,0

105,1

129,8

2,3

9

6,2

7,9

9,0

13,7

17,4

Lantern

2

0

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

Main bearing
housing
Other nacelle
parts
Generator
kingpin
Total nacelle

3

0

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

2,5

35

23,2

30,2

35,0

55,2

71,8

2

13

9,3

11,6

13,0

18,7

23,1

541

353,1

464,7

541,0

868,2

1142,5

Main Bearings

Yaw bearing

Generator
SCDD2

Drotor[m]

178

CSF

Active materials

2,17

Component
mass [t]
118

Structural
support
Total mass

2,75
2,75

RNA mass [t]
Rotor area [m2]
Turbine Power
[MW] 400 W/m2
Rotation speed
[rpm]
Rotation speed
calculated [rpm]
Rotation speed
[rad/sec]
Torque [MNm]

Mass [t]

Mass [t]

Mass [t]

Mass [t]

118,0

148,7

168,9

250,9

315,4

168

168,0

225,2

264,7

437,0

583,9

286

286,0

373,8

433,6

687,9

899,3

639,1

838,5

974,6

1556,2

2041,7

24872
9,9

30775
12,3

34619
13,8

49851
19,9

61544
24,6

9,6
0,85

Mass [t]

7,13

9,6

8,8

8,3

7,1

6,5

1,00

0,92

0,87

0,75

0,68

9,9

13,4

15,9

26,7

36,0

Table 9-3 Properties of the MgB2 superconducting direct drive generator nacelle scaled as function of the
turbine rotor diameter ranging from D = 178 m to D = 280 m using the Cubic Scaling Factors (CSF) as
specified in deliverable D3.41 (Stehouwer, van Zinderen, & Hossain, 2017). The scaling factor of the MgB2
generator active materials are determined from the MgB2 generator designs obtained at 10 MW and 20 MW
in section 7.1. The scaling of the nacelle components are obtained from the D = 210 m reference design.
The power rating of the turbines are determined by assuming a wind power density of 400 W/m2.
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Concept 1SCDD2
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2038
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SCDD2
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24,3
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49,4

106,7

3
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320

MgB2 rotor 4€/m
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Iron rotor
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3
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437

3
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1311

1,8

4,7
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Main Bearings
Kingpin

Cryostats

3,4

8,9
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19,3

21,4
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1595
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660

1583

4588

7558
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Turbine Power
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24872

49851

9,9

19,9

Table 9-4 Mass and cost of components in 10 MW and 20 MW MgB2 superconducting direct drive wind
turbines.
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Figure 9-4 Mass scaling of the main components of the front mounted MgB2 superconducting direct drive
generator as function of the turbine diameter. The MgB2 generator active materials mass (green) is added to
the structural generator mass whereby the total generator mass (red) is obtained. By adding also the blade
mass (blue) and the nacelle mass then the Rotor Nacelle Assembly (RNA) mass (black) is obtained. The RNA
of the INNWIND.EU reference designs for P = 10 MW and 20 MW are shown (stars) as well as the RNA of the
Vestas V-164 (de Vries, 2013) and the total generator mass of a 10 MW permanent magnet direct drive
(PMDD) generator design by Polinder (Polinder, Bang, van Rooij, McDonald, & Mueller, 2007) .
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Figure 9-5 10 MW MgB2 superconducting direct drive wind turbine rotor, generator and nacelles component
cost and weight breakdown. a) Component cost in [k€] and b) component weight in [ton] according to the
components outlined in Table 9-4. The components associated with the superconducting drive train have
been displaced from the center.
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ROADMAP OF SUPERCONDUCTING WIND GENERATORS AND FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT
From the analysis of the superconducting generators of INNWIND.EU it is seen that neither the
MgB2 nor the RBCO direct drive generators with iron cored field and armature windings will be
economical feasible with the current cost of the superconducting MgB2 or RBCO wires. In this
chapter it is discussed if that can change by upscaling the wire production volume or by further
improvement of the superconducting properties of the wires.

10.1 Roadmap for superconducting wind turbine generators
In order to discuss the potential upscaling of the superconductor wire production imposed by a
demand from the offshore wind turbine sector then it is instructive to formulate a potential
roadmap for the introduction of the superconducting wind turbine generator technology. Figure
10-1 is showing a proposal on the introduction of superconducting wind turbine generator in
comparison to the present European as well as worldwide wind capacity. The intention of the road
map is to indicate that a 10 MW superconducting direct drive could from a technical point be
installed in a few years from now. After the initial test of the first two turbines it will however be
preferable to scale up the production considerable in order to attain about 1 % of the world
market or 10 % of the European offshore market by 2030. This will correspond to 1000 turbines
of 10 MW installed by 2030 and can be used to estimate the needed amount of superconducting
wire.
In case of the MgB2 direct drive then it was found in section 7.1 that LMgB2 = 20 km of 3 .0 x 0.7
mm MgB2 wire is needed for the 10 MW generator if the current wire is operated at T = 20 K.
Similarly section 7.2 showed that LRBCO = 5.4 km of the 12 mm coated conductor tape is needed
for the 10 MW high temperature superconducting direct drive generator if it is operated at T = 30
K. It should be noted that the INNWIND.EU MgB2 coil demonstrator was based on 5 km of MgB2
wire, which is equivalent to about 20 % of the wire needed for the iron cored 10 MW generator.
Thus the MgB2 wire is available in quantities that is needed for the first demonstration turbine
indicated in the roadmap of Figure 10-1. The RBCO coated conductor demonstration coil was
based on 250 m of RBCO tape, which is in the order of 5 % of the tape needed to build one 10
MW iron cored high temperature superconducting generator. Thus considerable higher quantities
of RBCO tape will be needed to demonstrate the first 10 MW turbine as indicated in Figure 10-1.
It is interesting to compare the superconducting generator roadmap in Figure 10-1 with the wire
production capacity of the companies producing both MgB2 and also RBCO. Table 10-1 is listing
the different major superconductor wire companies as well as the estimated maximum production
capacity and the usual length of the superconducting wire produced. From the superconductor
wind generator scenario it is seen that 20.000 km of MgB2 and 6000 km of RBCO tape over a
period of about 10 years is needed. For the MgB2 wire then the wind imposed demand
corresponds to about 15 % of the expected production capacity of the two main manufactures. For
the RBCO tape then the wind imposed demand corresponds to the production of one of the main
manufactures or about 15 % of the world marked production. This is a remarkable change from
the earlier discussions of using superconductors for wind turbine generator. In 2010 it was
concluded that the worldwide production of coated conductors would have to be scale up by a
factor of 36 in order to provide about 10 GW of offshore wind power capacity (Abrahamsen, et al.,
2010). The difference to the present scenario is a considerable smaller usage of the
superconductor due to the better understanding of the impact on the generator cost and that the
number of RBCO coated conductor manufactures have increased from 2 to more than 10 as seen
below.
Thus the INNWIND.EU iron-cored based superconducting wind turbine generators can be supplied
from the main manufactures of the wires in order to provide 10 GW of superconducting offshore
wind. In case a more light weight generator topology is needed then the wire demand will increase
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to about 50-200 km of MgB2 wire per 10 MW generator as shown in Figure 5-21. In that case the
10 GW offshore superconducting wind power demand will exceed the current MgB2 production
volume by 65 %, which can most likely be solved by gradual upscaling and there is therefore no
need of orders of magnitude scale upscaling. A similar conclusion is reached for the coated
conductors if the tape demand per 10 MW turbine in increased by a factor of 10, but scenario
studies of the coated conductor high temperature superconductor generators will have to be
performed in order to determine how much more wire is needed for other topologies.
It can be concluded that the amount of wire needed to provide about 10 GW of offshore wind
capacity is available for both MgB2 and RBCO, but a remaining questions is if the coils
manufacturing, cryostat manufacturing and cooling system manufacturing is available?
Both the MgB2 and the RBCO coil demonstrations have shown that it is not easy to construct
superconducting field coils that retain the superconducting properties under the operation
condition of the wind turbine generator. In order to produce the 10 GW of superconducting
offshore turbines holding about 32-40 field coils per 10 MW generator then a production of
32000 – 40000 superconducting coils must be manufactures over 10 years. This number is
orders of magnitude from the current level and clearly calls for initiative of an industrialization. The
question is if the turbine manufacturer is to take this task as part of the turbine company or if
subcontracting to a sector of superconductor coil manufactures would be needed. The first
approach is probably what is preferred if the coil manufacturing holds crucial intellectual
properties (IP), but the last approach is probably what is needed in order to drive down the cost by
competition.
A second question is if the superconducting coils can be considered as independent from the
cryostat and cooling system where they must be installed? Again one can ask if the turbine
company will have to manufacture the cryostats them self or if that should be subcontracted? The
conclusion is probably the same as for the coils manufacturing that it will be related to IP. There is
however a large difference between the cryostats needed for the iron cored topology, where the
modular cryostat concept as introduced by SUPRApower (Suprapower, 2017) and the concept of
ECOswing (ECOswing, 2017) or GE Global research (Fair, 2012) with one large cryostat holding all
superconducting coils. The first could be considered as a serial produced product that will fit
different turbine manufactures, whereas the latter is tailored to a specific turbine dictating the
cryostat diameter and length. If each superconducting field coil must be placed in individual
cryostats then one would again need 32000 – 40000 cryostats to make the 10 GW, which should
be compared to the other case of 1000 large cryostats. A more ideal situation is most likely that
many superconducting field coils are placed in a segmented cryostats that can be combined into
the generator field structure. In order to reduce the segmented cryostat size below the generator
diameter then one will have to segment the generator field structure into at least 3 segments and
by most 6 in order to reduce the number of cryostat connections.
It should also be asked how the cooling system is connected to the cryostat(s) in order to keep the
superconducting field windings at the operation temperature? The modular cryostats proposed by
SUPRApower contains one cold head per 4 superconducting coils, whereby about 10000 cold
heads will be needed for the 10 GW superconducting generator scenario. This number is quite
high, since there were about 22000 Magneto Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanners working globally
at hospitals in 2008 with one cold head in about half of them to re-condense the helium inside the
cryostat back into liquid helium (zero-boil off) (Radebaugh, 2009). Thus the 10 GW
superconducting generator scenario corresponds in numbers of cold heads to the MRI industry.
Cold heads are however also use for cryopumps at the same scale as the MRI industry and it
therefore seems possible to scale up the production to meet the superconductor wind turbine
demand. The cost of the cryocoolers must however be reduced compared to the MRI application
before the superconducting wind turbine generators will be feasible. Another issue with the
cryocoolers is a usual maintenance interval of about 3-5 years, where regular replacement
procedures must be implemented.
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An alternative to the cold head solution is to use larger size cooling machines like the Stirling
cooler or Turbo Brayton coolers, whereby one might be able to reduce the number of devices to 1
machines per turbine or 2 in order to have redundancy. This is the methods outlined for the
INNWIND.EU high temperature superconductor solution in section 8.3. In the case of the front
mounted INNWIND.EU superconductor generator one could consider to place the entire cryogenic
system inside the armature structure and for the Turbo Brayton it might be possible to place it in a
rotating frame, whereby only power have to be transferred into the rotating frame. The advantage
of the Turbo Brayton cooling machine is also the very low requirement for maintenance, since the
machine is based on magnetic bearings. The cost is however a challenge.
Finally the critical material usage of the superconducting generator should be compared to the
alternatives such as the permanent magnet direct drive (PMDD) generator. The RBCO coated
conductor high temperature superconducting RBa2Cu3O6+x tapes are based on rare earth
elements with R = Gadolinium (Gd) or Yttrium (Y) as the preferred choices. The strong R2Fe14B
permanent magnets used for the PMDD generator are often based R = Neodymium (Nd) and
Praseodymium (Pr) with addition of R = Dysprosium (Dy) in order to increase the coercivity of the
magnets at the relative high operation temperature around 100-120 oC of PMDD generators. Thus
the critical material of the two technologies are different segments of the rare earth elements and
will therefore be decoupled. Secondly the amount of rare element materials that is needed for the
two technologies is very different. The coated conductor holds a 1 micrometer thin layer of the
high temperature superconductor, which gives a RBCO volume of VRBCO ~ 10-6 m x 1.2∙10-2 m x
5350 m = 6.4 ∙ 10-5 m3 ~ 64 cm3 for the entire 10 MW high temperature superconducting
generator outlined in section 7.2. The mass of the critical material is therefore less than 1 kg for
the entire 10 MW generator, since the mass density of RBCO is about 5 g/cm3 (Abrahamsen, et
al., 2010). The mass of R2Fe14B magnets needed for the PMDD is in the order of 0.6 ton/MW
(Polinder, Bang, van Rooij, McDonald, & Mueller, 2007). This amount to 6000 tons of R2Fe14B
needed to provide 10 GW of offshore wind power as shown in Figure 10-1 and should be
compared to a demand of 1 ton of RBCO high temperature superconductor (not plotted). In case
of the MgB2 wire then the raw materials magnesium and boron are not considered as critical
materials, but larger quantities are needed as indicated in the figure for an air-cored as well as for
an iron-cored 10 MW MgB2 generator. The reason that the Rare Earth elements are considered
critical for Europe is that mining and processing of the heavy rare earth elements are completely
dominated by Chinese sources ( Kooroshy, Tiess, Tukker, & Walton , 2015).
Based on the road map analysis it is concluded that the superconducting wire production volume
is sufficient to provide 10 GW of superconducting wind turbine generators, but an industrialization
of the coil and cryostat manufacturing is needed. Secondly it is still an open question, which
cooling system is the best for the superconducting wind turbine generators and this will have to be
linked to the down-selection of the generator topology as well as the maintenance contribution to
the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE).
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Material

Company

MgB2

Columbus Superconductors (Italy)
HyperTech (USA)
American Superconductors (USA)
Superpower (USA/Japan)
STI (USA)
METOX (USA)
SuperOX (Russia)
Theva (Germany)
Bruker (Germany)
Deutche Nanoschict / BASF (Germany)
SUNAM (Korea)
Fujikura (Japan)
Shanghai Superconductor technology (China)

RBCO

Capacity
[km/year]
3000
10000
1000
1000
750
150
25
200
1000

Wire length [m]
5000
4000
1000
1000
1000
500
600
600
100
500
500

Table 10-1 List of manufactures of MgB2 wire and RBa2Cu3O6+x (RBCO) high temperature superconducting
coated conductor tapes (Noe, 2016). The approximate wire production capacity and wire piece length by
2016 is listed (collected from contribution to CCA2016 (CCA2016, 2016)).

Figure 10-1 Historic wind power capacity of Europe and the world as well as predicted development until
2030. A scenario of the introduction of superconducting direct drive (SCDD) has been added by assuming the
first 10 MW SCDD is installed in 2018 (green), the next in 2020, then 10 turbines by 2022, 100 turbines by
2026 and finally 1000 turbines by 2030. The mass of active materials needed for the MgB2 generators is
shown on the right hand axis and is also compared to the mass of Nd2Fe14B permanent magnets needed for
the equivalent magnetic Pseudo Direct Drive (PDD) and the Permanent Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD)
generators. Reproduced from (Abrahamsen, Liu, Magnusson, & Polinder, 2015).
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10.2 Philosophy of twice shear force density of Permanent Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD)
In the previous section it was shown that superconducting wind turbine generators can be built
with the current superconducting wire and tape technology, but as also indicated in section 5.6
and 7.2, then the iron-cored generators targeting the lowest Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) will
most likely not be light weight enough to outperform the Permanent Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD)
generators. There is no question that superconductors can provide very light weight generators as
shown in 5.6, but they are currently too expensive for the wind turbine application.
What will it take for the superconducting direct drive generators to become competitive with the
PMDD?
Well the SCDD will probably have to provide something that is currently hard to obtain with the
PMDD, but at the same cost.
The main property to target is the generator efficiency, but here the design of the cryogenic system
can have a large impact.
The second property is probably the shear force density of the generator, because the
superconducting field winding can be used to increase the magnetic flux density in the air gap
beyond the saturation flux density of the magnetic steel laminates used in the iron-cored topology
proposed for the INNWIND.EU superconducting generators. The shear force density will be related
to the size of the active material of the generator and thereby also to the mass.
This design philosophy of increasing the magnetic flux density in an electrical machine is quite
different from what is usually done, because full saturation of the magnetic steel laminates is
often avoided by all means. In order to understand how the different topologies outlined in section
5.1 would behave in case of more powerful superconductors then a study was conducted, where it
was asked how to obtain twice the shear force density in the SCDD as compared to the PMDD by
increasing the current carrying capacity of the superconductors (Liu, polinder, Abrahamsen, &
Ferreira, 2017) and (Appendix A). The current carrying capacity of the superconducting field
winding were specified by the total excitation current of the field winding being the product of the
number of windings and the current in each wire (often called the ampere-turns of the winding).
This quantity was increased for a typical pole configuration with a pole pitch of 0.4 m without
considering the choice of the superconductor nor the operation temperature. The impact on the
shear stress of the different topologies could be obtained as shown in Figure 10-2. It is seen that
iron-cored topology T12 is providing the largest shear stress with the least excitation current and is
reaching twice the shear stress of the Permanent Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD) at IEX = 200 kAturns. Similarly the air cored technology T1 is first reaching twice the shear stress of the PMDD at
IEX = 750 kA-turns, which is indicating a need of 4 times as much wire, 4 times as much current in
each wire or 2 times as much current and 2 times more wire. The shear stress is plotted up to
extremely high and also unrealistic values in order to investigate the limit of fully saturated iron
machines. It is seen that the iron-cored topologies are showing an un-linear increase of the shear
stress at low excitations due to the saturation of the iron, whereas the air-cored topology is linear
in the response.
The obtained shear stresses of the topologies were used to determine the performance of 10 MW
superconducting direct drive generators with different diameters and length by fixing the pole
pitch, but just increasing the pole pair number to match the diameter. Figure 10-3 shows the
generator loss as function of the field excitation and the vertical dashes lines indicate a loss level
of 2 % (200 kW) and 3 % (300 kW). It is seen that the losses can be decreased with higher field
winding excitation, because the superconductor is producing more magnetic flux and the amount
of current in the armature can be reduced. The loss limit of 3 % can be reached for all topologies
based on an armature current density of 3 A/mm2, but the 2 % loss limit cannot be met by all.
Decreasing the armature current density to 2 A/mm2 is however opening up for that. Based on
this map of losses one can link the different topologies to the excitation demand. It should be
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noted that the cryogenic cooling losses should be added to the values of Figure 10-3. Figure 10-4
is showing how the stack length is scaling with excitation current for the different topologies and
Figure 10-5 is showing how the active mass of the 10 MW generator topologies are scaling. Here it
is seen that the iron-cored topology T12 is showing the lowest active mass for field excitation
currents up to IEX = 200 kA. At IEX = 300 kA then the active material mass for all topologies are
equal mSC, 6m = 70 ton for D = 6 m, mSC, 10m = 50 ton for D = 10 m and, mSC, 14m = 40 ton for D = 14
m. The permanent magnet direct drive in (Polinder, Bang, van Rooij, McDonald, & Mueller, 2007)
is indicating mPMDD = 65 ton for a Dgen = 10 m and Lstack = 1.6 m. Thus the active mass is
decreasing below the equivalent PMDD and the shorter generator length of for instance the T12
with Lgen, T12 ~ 0.5 m showing the result of the higher shear stress. For higher excitation currents
then the more air-cored generators have lower weight, but it is seen that the weight reduction is
relatively small.
With the above analysis one can see that twice the shear force density is possible to a loss level of
2 %. Tracking these generator properties one can determine the properties that is demanded from
the superconducting winding and whereby the possible selection of the different superconductors
available. This is done by choosing a proper cross sectional area of the field winding being either
20 mm x 20 mm or 40 mm x 40 mm and then determining the magnetic flux density at the edge
of the superconducting winding. From that the current density of the field winding can be plotted
along with the operating magnetic flux density on top of the engineering current density of
commercial available superconductors. This analysis is shown on Figure 10-6, where the
operations points of the T12, T9, T8 and T5 are indicated with ellipses for a 40 mm x 40 mm field
winding cross section. The span along the field axis is indicating the perpendicular magnetic flux
density as the lower limit and the average magnetic flux density as the upper limit.
It is seen that the iron-cored topology T12 can be realized using all the types of superconductor,
but moving for more air cored type like T8 then MgB2 will have to provide improved
superconducting properties. The MgB2 engineering critical current density as obtained for the
INNWIND.EU demonstration coil is shown as well as some short length wire properties of the
experimental samples. Here the experimental values of MgB2 are corresponding to the 4 x JE
scenario discussed in 5.3, but such values were not available in long length at the time of the
INNWIND.EU wire purchase. It is also noticed that the T9 and T5 topologies with a loss level of 2 %
and shear force density of twice the Permanent Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD) generator level
cannot be obtained even with the experimental MgB2 wire.
The RBCO coated conductor can be used to realize both the T12 and the T8 topology with the
present superconducting properties, but it should be noticed that recent work have resulted in a 4
x times improved RBCO tape, which will also allow the realization of the T9 and T5 topology
(REACT, 2016). Finally it is seen that the low temperature superconductor NbTi and Nb3Sn have
no problem in realizing all the topologies.
Based on the above analysis then it is concluded that MgB2 is most suited for the iron cored
topologies, whereas the RBCO coated conductor opens up for a larger design space. Based on the
current cost of the superconductors then it is also seen that MgB2 will probably be the cheapest
wire technology to realize the superconducting wind turbine generators now, but that the RBCO
coated conductor hold a large potential if the tape cost is reduced in the future.
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Figure 10-2 Shear stress evaluation of superconducting topologies T1 (fully air cored) to T12 (fully iron-cored)
as function of the excitation current of the field winding quantified by the Ampere-turns. The two horizontal
lines indicate the usual shear stress level of a permanent magnet direct drive generator (PM) as well as the
target of the superconducting direct drive being twice the shear stress level of the PMDD (2 x PM).
Reproduced from A7.3 (Liu D. , 2017).

Figure 10-3 Evaluation of the superconducting direct drive generator loss as function of the field winding
excitation current for 10 MW generators with a diameter of Dgen = 6.1 m, 10.2 m and 14.3 m as well as
armature winding current densities of JS = 2 A/mm2 and 3 A/mm2. The two horizontal lines indicate a 2 %
and 3 % generator loss. Reproduced from A7.6 (Liu D. , 2017).
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Figure 10-4 Stack length of 10 MW superconducting direct drive generator with topologies T1 to T12 as
function of excitation current of the field windings. The two horizontal lines indicate the usual permanent
magnet direct drive generator length as well as half of that. Reproduced from A7.8 (Liu D. , 2017).

Figure 10-5 Active material mass for 10 MW superconducting direct drive generators with topologies T1 to
T12 as function of the excitation current of the field winding. Dashes horizontal lines indicate when the
topologies show the same active mass. Reproduced from A7.9 (Liu D. , 2017).
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Figure 10-6 Mapping of 10 MW superconducting direct drive generators onto the engineering critical current
density as function of magnetic flux density for the main commercial superconducting wires. Reproduced
from A7.10 (Liu D. , 2017).
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10.3 Disruptions?
It is indicated in the present report that the choice of generator topology and cooling system for
superconducting wind turbine generators is not clear in order to beat the permanent magnet
direct drive generator. Thus one could ask what will happened if a much more powerful
superconductor is discovered tomorrow?
Well first of all one might ask what the chance of finding a new superconductor is and what kind of
properties could be imagined?
Figure 10-7 is showing the irreversibility field BIrr of most of the commercial superconductors used
for the INNWIND.EU generators as function of operation temperature. BIrr is indicating the
transition where the critical current of the superconductor decreases to zero and above this field
the superconductor can no longer support a loss free current. They are however still
superconducting, but some tube shaped regions of rotational supercurrent called vortex lines
created by the magnetic field will start to move due to the transport current and dissipate heat. A
superconductor used for a generator having magnetic flux density up to several Tesla must
therefore have a BIrr substantially higher in order to provide sufficient critical current density. This
is basically why both MgB2 and RBCO must be cooled down to half of the TC in order to be use in
wind turbine generators.

Figure 10-7 Plot of the irreversibility field Birr above which the critical current of most commercial
superconductors is vanishing as function of the operation temperature. The critical temperature TC, where
the superconducting phase is first established, is indicated below the top axis and boiling points of the liquid
form of most common gasses are indicated above the top axis. On top of that is a plot of the upper critical
field BC2 of the gas H2S frozen to the solid state and exposed to a very high pressure of 195 GPa as reported
by Drozdov et. al. in Nature in 2015 (Drozdov, Eremets, Troyan, Ksenofontov, & Shylin, 2015). The critical
temperature of TC = 203 K is observed as well as a substantial BIrr ~ 10 T at T = 170 K. Based on previous
plot from (Jensen, Mijatovic, & Abrahamsen, Development of superconducting wind turbine generators,
2013).
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It seems that the main challenge remaining for the superconducting direct drive generator is to
decrease the cost of the cryogenic system, while demonstration a sufficient reliability of the
cooling system. In that context it would be very beneficial to increase the operation temperature
and the plot of Upper critical field BC2 of the new superconductor H2S in Figure 10-7 is therefore
interesting, since the critical temperature is TC = 203 K (Drozdov, Eremets, Troyan, Ksenofontov, &
Shylin, 2015). It should be said that H2S is a gas and that it must be cooled down and exposed to
a large pressure, before it becomes superconducting. Thus it will not be possible to make a wire
out of this material, but it proves that materials with a critical temperature of TC = 203 K (-70 oC)
do exist. If we apply the rule of thumb that one would have to cool down to ½ of TC to use it for a
generator then a T = 100 K operation might be possible. The cryostat and cooling system for T =
100 K is much easier to make than designing a T = 20-30 K cryostat, which is the target
temperature of INNWIND.EU generators.
The discovery of H2S is maybe not of large practical importance, since it is not possible to make a
wire out of it, but it is important input to the discussion of how high a critical temperature TC that is
predicted from theoretical solid state physics. For 75 years after the discovery of superconductivity
in 1911 it was stated that TC would never exceed about 25 K, but with the discovery of the HTC
ceramic superconductor like the RBa2Cu3O6+x (RBCO) used in the coated conductors the limit was
challenges by a TC = 93 K. It was clear that a new theory was needed to explain the
superconducting state of the RBCO compound and this theoretical explanation is still not present
today. It did however also start a discussion if a room temperature superconductor would be
possible based on the old theory and it was argued that light elements like hydrogen, might
become a room temperature superconductor if frozen and pressed. The H2S is now giving
experimental evidence to this idea and it is believed that a room temperature superconductor is
possible (Kresin, 2017).
One could ask if any cryostat design effort on superconducting wind turbine generators is wasted
if a new superconductor is found and the answer is no, since the Toperation = ½ TC will most likely
still apply. Thus a room temperature superconductor will most likely need a cryostat for T ~ 140 K,
which is very similar to a T = 100 K cryostat since a thermal isolation preventing condensation of
water or the collection of ice will still be needed as long the operations temperature is
substantially below the freezing point of water. Increasing the operation temperature of a 20-30 K
cryostat and cooling system of a superconducting wind turbine generator to about 100 K will only
make the design easier and less costly, whereby the performance of the generator is expected to
improve. In order to get rid of the cryostat and cooling system one would need to find a
superconductor with a TC in the order of 600 K and that might require a lot of patience.
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CONCLUSION ON SUPERCONDUCTING WIND TURBINE GENERATORS
The INNWIND.EU task on superconducting direct drive wind turbine generator has investigated the
following series of technical challenges of superconducting wind turbine generators
1) Which superconducting direct drive generator topology is providing the lowest Levelized
Cost of Energy?
A substantial effort has be done to establish a method for optimizing superconducting
direct drive wind turbine generators for offshore installation in 50 m of water with the
lowest Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) based on a series of material cost specifications. It
has been found that the Iron-cored topologies are providing the lowest LCoE with the
current properties of MgB2 and RBCO coated conductors (section 5).
2) Can superconducting wires be wound into operational field coils for a superconducting
wind turbine generator?
Two coil demonstrations have shown that it is possible to make field winding coils, but it
was also found that industrialization is needed to increase the Manufacturing Readiness
Level (MRL) of the technologies (section 5.3 ).
3) Will the AC losses in superconductor associated with operation in a direct drive wind
turbine generator cause unacceptable low efficiencies?
It has been shown that the AC losses of MgB2 in direct drive generator are small in
comparison to the other losses of the generator (Appendix A section 4) and that will not
excluded the usage of superconductor for direct drive wind turbines.
4) Is it possible to limit the short circuit torque of superconducting direct drive wind turbine
generators?
It has been shown that segmentation of the generator into 4 segments can solve this
problem and little extra cost associated with the power converter is foreseen (section
6.2).
5) Will the low frequency of superconducting generator demand more expensive power
converters due to higher losses?
It has been found that this will not be the case and a cost of ~ 80 k€/MW is expected for
the power converters for the superconducting generator both for the segmented and nonsegmented case (section 6.2).
6) Can a superconducting generator be integrated with the kingpin nacelle in a front
mounted position?
This has been examined for the iron cored MgB2 superconducting direct drive generator
and aero elastic load simulations have indicated that the 10 MW turbine can be realized
with further engineering work in the kingpin bearing design. Secondly it has been found
that the difference of cost of the structural mass supporting a front or back mounted
superconducting generator is small (section 8).
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The following feasibility challenges have also been investigated:
7) Will “a light weight” generator result in large cost savings of the remaining turbine
structure?
In the case of the INNWIND.EU 10 MW offshore turbine and jacket foundation it was
found that the turbine excitations were coinciding with a resonance of the foundation.
Thus reducing the weight would move the resonance closer to the excitation and thereby
reduce the lifetime of the foundation considerably. Thus it was concluded that reducing
the generator weight would not be beneficial. This frequency overlap was later removed
by redesign, but is has been shown that improving generator efficiency and operation and
maintenance cost of the superconducting generator is expected to have the largest
impact on the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) (section 4).
8) Will the active generator mass of the SCDD with the lowest LCoE be lower than the active
mass of Permanent Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD) generators?
The current path to the lowest LCoE for the superconducting machines is to introduce as
much magnetic iron in the generator and thereby reduce the usage of superconductor.
This result in active masses being higher that what is expected from the PMDD generator
(section 5).
9) Will the iron cored superconducting direct drive generator resulting in the lowest LCoE be
lower than the LCoE of the Permanent Magnet Direct Drive generators?
No, not yet. The cost of the cryogenic cooling system and the cryostats of the
superconducting direct drive generators are larger than the cost of the superconductors
in the case of MgB2 and will most like also be in the future for RBCO. Thus it is proposed
to compare the cost of the permanent magnets of the PMDD with the combined cost of
superconductors, cryostat and cooling system in order to determine if the SCDD is
competitive. It has been shown that a R2Fe14B permanent magnet cost of CPM > 114 €/kg
is needed before the current 10 MW MgB2 INNWIND.EU generator becomes competitive
(see section 9). The current world market cost of the R2Fe14B magnets is estimate to be
about a factor of 4 lower that the criteria above.

11.1 MgB2
Detailed optimization studies of the MgB2 direct drive generators have been performed and
designs for 10 MW and 20 MW have been obtained using an iron-cored topology to reduce the
Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE). The generators have been integrated into the kingpin nacelle in a
front mounted version and the Rotor Nacelle Assembly (RNA) mass has been determined. It is
found that the RNA is scaling slightly better than the INNWIND.EU reference turbines.
The cost of the iron cored MgB2 generators is however not expected to be competitive to the
Permanent Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD) generator, because the cost of the cryogenic cooling
system and the cryostats must be added to the superconductor and then compared to the cost of
the R2Fe14B permanent magnet material. With the current MgB2 wire cost of 4 €/m then the cost
of the R2Fe14B permanent magnet material will have to go beyond 114 €/kg compared to the level
about 4 times lower today. Reducing the cost of the superconductor will not change this much,
since the cryostat and cooling system are more expensive than the superconductor is. Thus
further work is needed to reduce the cost of the cryostat and cooling system of the
superconducting direct drive generators.
The weight of the active material of the iron cored MgB2 direct drive generator is higher than for
the PMDD, since heavy iron is added to decrease the amount of expensive superconductors. It has
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been investigated if more light weight designs can attain a lower Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE)
and this seem to become the case if either the cost of MgB2 is reduced by a factor of 4 to 1 €/m,
if the critical current density as function of magnetic field is increased by a factor of 4 up to a few
Tesla of applied field or if both the scenarios will take place. These more light weight generator
topologies will open up the design space for the cryostats, but the cryostats will have to be
equipped with stronger force transmitting parts. Thus it has not been possible to select a clear
winning superconducting direct drive generator topology in terms of the low LCOE and a light
weight.
An MgB2 high field race track field coil with an opening of 0.3 m and a straight section of 0.5 m
have been designed, constructed and tested at T ~ 20 K. It was found that the coil reached the
predicted operation current, but it was also found that 3 out of the 10 double pan-cake coils
showed a section with a resistive signature and 8 out of 10 coils contained segment of weak
superconducting properties. Further tests are undertaken to clarify if these weak segments can be
related to the INNWIND.EU winding procedure. The race track coil was quenched as part of the
testing and this resulted in a burnout of the connections between two of the coils. The remaining
coils were subsequently tested again, whereby the initial properties were re-observed. This is
indicating that the coil design is conceptually correct, but the manufacturing problems resulting in
the weak superconducting segments must be solved in future work. It is believed that the high
field MgB2 coils demonstrated in the INNWIND.EU project is one of the largest high field MgB2 coils
ever build and based on that the Technology Readiness Level of the technology is estimated to be
TRL = 4 ( Component validation in laboratory environment).

11.2 High Temperature superconducting coated conductors
The high temperature superconducting direct drive generators have been investigate by Siemens
Wind Power and it is found that the cost of the RBCO coated conductor will have to be reduced by
a factor of 10 to a level of 10 €/m, before the technology is competitive with the Permanent
Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD) generator technology of Siemens Wind Power.
Secondly it is concluded that the weight of the active materials of the iron-cored high temperature
superconducting generator topology will be higher than of the PMDD even if the superconductor
cost is reduced towards zero. It has been shown that much lower weight topologies can be
obtained using the high temperature superconductors, but the cost is too high.
A RBCO coated conductor race track coil consisting of 3 single layer coils with an opening of 0.12
m and an straight section of 0.3 m has been demonstrated at T = 30 K and 77 K. The coils
passed the T = 77 K test, but one of the single layer coils shown degradation when cooled to T =
30 K. The critical current was ramped to 69 % of the design current after which AC loss
measurements were done. Based on the manufacturing difficulties then the Technology
Readiness Level (TRL) of the RBCO coil technology is estimated to be TRL = 4 (Component
validation in laboratory environment). Further work on industrialization of the coil manufacturing is
needed before the TRL can be raised.
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OUTLOOK
Based on the findings of the work on superconducting direct drive wind turbine generators the
following recommendations are given for further work:
1) Superconducting direct drive generators can still not compete with the Permanent
Magnet Direct Drive (PMDD) generator due to the high cost of the cryostat and cooling
system. The superconducting wires in terms of NbTi, Nb3Sn and MgB2 seem to be cheap
enough (some reduction of MgB2 will be beneficial), but the high temperature
superconducting tapes will need cost reductions, which up-scaling to mass production
should allow. Thus effort on how to design, construct and test the cryostat and cooling
system for superconducting generators is the main barrier and further work is needed
where the wind turbine environment is projected onto the superconducting coils, cryostat
and cooling system to test their reliability. It has not been possible to down select a single
generator topology providing the lowest Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) in the present
work if more powerful superconductors than MgB2 are taken into account. The choice of
generator topology, cryostat and cooling system most likely have to be selected using a
multi physics optimization approach searching for the lowest Levelized Cost of Energy.
The competition from the PMDD with current magnet costs around 30 €/kg is however
very tough. The reader is referred to the final comparison in deliverable report D3.44 of
the drive trains of the electromechanical work package to obtain the quantitative
differences in the LCOE of the MgB2 superconducting generators presented in this report
and several reference drive trains (Abrahamsen, Liu, & Polinder, 2017).
2) Winding superconductors into operational generator field coils has been shown to be
difficult and with high failure rates in the INNWIND.EU demonstrations. In order to provide
about 40000 superconducting field coils in a 10 year period to provide 10 GW of offshore
wind turbines then industrialization of the superconductor coil manufacturing is needed.
The same is true for the cryostat and to some extend the cooling system. Here a major
questions is if the industrialization should be done by some wind turbine manufacture
including coil manufacturing, cryostat construction and cooling system installation into
their generator activities or if it can be done by the industrial sectors with in the
superconducting and cryogenic industry supplying sub-components to the wind industry.
Thus the discussion if to use modular cryostats versus one (few) large cryostat(s) with the
same size as the generator have to be settled. The first investigation of this question will
be answered by comparing the outcome of the EU projects SUPRApower (MgB2)
(Suprapower, 2017) and ECOswing (RBCO coated conductors) (ECOswing, 2017).
3) It has become clear that the possible “light weight” properties of superconducting direct
drive generators is not giving a considerable impact on the LCoE. Thus light weight is just
“nice to have” if the generator is as cheap as the alternatives. The main focus of the
superconducting machines should therefore be the efficiency (including availability) and
on the cost. It has been shown that the minimum loss of a partial superconducting direct
drive generator, which also have a high shear force density of twice the level of a PMDD,
is around 2 % before adding the cryogenic losses. If this should be decreased even
further then the fully superconducting direct drive generators with also the armature
being wound from superconducting wire could be considered. Such machines will
however have a more complicated cryostat and cooling system, which should not make
the cost increase much. An advantage of such a fully superconducting machine will be a
low heat dissipation in the generator structures and thereby a possible much lower
operation temperature compared the traditional direct drive generators.
4) The advantages of light weight and no magnetic field during installation have not been
examined in the INNWIND.EU project, because the INNWIND.EU turbine will anyhow need
very large cranes to install the remaining turbine parts and these cranes do currently not
exist. The advantage of having no field in the generator during installation might however
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be beneficial, because there will be no attractive forces between the generator rings as in
the PMDD. A full design of both a SCDD and PMDD as well as knowledge of installation
procedures is however needed in order to evaluate this benefit.
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INTRODUCTION

This appendix holds the PhD thesis of Dong Liu on the topic “INCREASING THE FEASIBILITY OF
SUPERCONDUCTING GENERATORS FOR 10 MW DIRECT-DRIVE WIND TURBINES”. The work have
been done as part of the task 3.11 superconducting generators in the INNWIND.EU project and
will be seen as providing the details of the method on optimizing superconducting direct drive
generators for the lowest Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) when based on the MgB2
superconductor. The method can however be applied to other superconductors by replacing the
characteristic properties of MgB2.
Secondly a series of technical challenges such as AC losses, short circuit torque and the future
potential of superconducting generators for wind turbines have been evaluated.
References to this work will be provide in the main report “Direct drive superconducting
generators for INNWIND.EU wind turbines”.
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S UMMARY
In recent years, superconducting synchronous generators (SCSGs) have been proposed as an alternative to permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSGs).
They are expected to reduce the top head mass and the nacelle size for such large
wind turbines. In 2012, the INNWIND.EU project initiated this research to investigate SCSGs for 10-20 MW direct-drive offshore wind turbines. However, the feasibility of SCSGs was limited by a few critical issues, such as high costs, AC losses in the
superconducting winding and excessive short circuit torque. Furthermore, SCSG
designs proposed in the literature were various but all less competitive than PMSGs.
There had been no agreement on the most feasible SCSG designs.
This thesis aims at increasing the feasibility of SCSGs for large wind turbines and
identify the most feasible SCSG designs by investigating the following four questions:
• How to reduce the capital cost of energy of an SCSG by selecting appropriate
generator topologies?
• Is the AC losses of the selected generator topologies acceptable?
• Can the short circuit torque be reduced to an acceptable level?
• What is the potential of SCSGs to have significant advantages over PMSGs?
This thesis focuses only on partially superconducting generators in which the
field winding is superconducting while the armature winding is with copper conductors. This type of SCSGs is considered more feasible than fully superconducting
generators for the moment. A 10 MW reference wind turbine provided by the INNWIND.EU project is used throughout this thesis.
T OPOLOGY COMPARISON BASED ON CURRENTLY AVAILABLE M G B2 SUPERCONDUCTORS
The levelized cost of energy (LCoE) of a wind turbine using an SCSG could be much
higher than that of conventional wind turbines due to the employment of costly
superconducting wires and cryogenic cooling systems. The high LCoE hinders the
commercialization of SCSGs for wind power industry and limits the feasibility of
SCSGs. Electromagnetic designs for reducing the capital cost of energy of SCSGs
are assessed by comparing twelve different generator topologies. These topologies
combine iron and non-magnetic material in the rotor back core, rotor pole core, stator tooth and stator yoke. Each topology is optimized for the lowest levelized capital
ix

x
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cost of energy (LCCoE). The optimization applies the genetic algorithm. The optimization method combines 2D stationary finite element (FE) models and analytical
models to calculate the active material costs and energy production. A commercial
MgB2 superconducting wire supplied by Columbus Superconductors is used in the
field winding operating at 20 K.
Based on the current unit cost and current density capability of the employed
MgB2 wire, the topologies with more iron have a lower LCCoE than the other topologies with more non-magnetic cores. The fully iron-cored topology with salient iron
poles is most advantageous regarding the LCCoE as well as the resulting annual energy production, active material cost and superconductor length.
Since the superconductor technology is developing fast, only using the current
properties of the MgB2 wires may limit the perspective of comparing the topologies.
The topologies that are less advantageous at present may become promising in the
long run. Three scenarios on the employed MgB2 wire are therefore investigated,
assuming
1) reducing the wire cost per unit length to 1/4,
2) four times engineering critical current density, and
3) the combination of both.
These scenarios can effectively lower the capital LCCoE for all the topologies,
especially those with more non-magnetic cores. The third scenario, considered as a
long-term goal, results in very small differences of LCCoE among the twelve topologies. Then the topologies with more non-magnetic cores will catch up those with
more iron. Aiming at a lower LCCoE, however, those topologies having the most
iron in the core are still the most promising candidates for both now and the long
term, although they could result in large generator masses.
R IPPLE FIELD AC LOSSES IN M G B2 SUPERCONDUCTING FIELD WINDINGS
The most promising fully iron-cored topology with salient poles has iron teeth in
the stator. These iron teeth produce high-order magnetic field harmonics. These
harmonics produce AC losses in the superconducting field winding. The AC loss
level is evaluated by combining 2D transient FE models for calculating the magnetic
field and analytical models for calculating the AC losses. The result shows that the
amount of AC losses produced by iron teeth can be very small and this topology is
feasible from the perspective of AC loss production.
R EDUCING THE SHORT CIRCUIT TORQUE
SCSGs usually have larger magnetic air gaps than conventional generators because
of space for a cryostat or use of non-magnetic cores. As a result, the inductance
becomes lower and then the short circuit torque can become as high as more than
10 times the rated torque which is too high for wind turbine constructions. Three
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approaches of suppressing the short circuit torque are assessed. The first is to use
an electromagnetic shield between the field winding and the armature. The second is to use iron teeth instead of non-magnetic teeth in the stator. The third is to
use armature winding segmentation with multiple power electronic converters. 2D
transient FE models are used to simulate the torque during a no-load three-phase
short circuit. The first and second approaches are not effective. The third approach
of armature winding segmentation can effectively suppress the short circuit torque
for all the four selected generator designs when only one segment is shorted, assuming the segments are independent of each other in the FE model. Increasing the
number of segments improves the torque reduction and four segments can limit the
peak torque below 3 times the rated torque.
P OTENTIAL OF PARTIALLY SUPERCONDUCTING GENERATORS
By conducting a comparison between 10 MW SCSGs and PMSGs, the SCSGs are not
competitive yet if the cost or cost of energy is chosen as the primary design objective.
It is needed to look for significant advantages which will make SCSGs sufficiently attractive in the wind energy industry. The potential of partially SCSGs for 10 MW
direct-drive wind turbines is assessed by investigating their performance for a very
wide range of excitation currents. Performance indicators such as shear stress and
efficiency and other generator characteristics are compared for the twelve generator topologies. To be sufficiently attractive, superconducting generators must have
significant advantages over permanent magnet direct drive generators which typically have shear stresses in the order of 53 kPa and efficiencies of 96%. Therefore, as
an example, it is investigated what excitation is required to obtain a doubled shear
stress and an efficiency of 98% for four selected topologies. To achieve this generator
performance, the four topologies require a range of excitation from 200 to 550 kAt
(Ampere-turns) with a low armature current density of 2 A/mm2 . The more iron is
used in the core of these topologies, the easier they achieve this performance. By examining the maximum magnetic flux density at the location of the superconducting
field winding, feasible superconductors can be chosen according to their engineering current density capabilities. It is found that high- and low temperature superconductors can meet the performance criteria for many of the four topologies. MgB2
superconductors are feasible for the fully iron-cored topology with salient poles but
needs cooling down to 10 K.

OOO
From the perspective of electromagnetic design, this thesis points out a direction to
increase the feasibility of SCSGs for large direct-drive wind turbines:
• Aiming at a lower LCCoE, iron-core based generator topologies are more feasible than the other topologies and the used lengths of superconducting wires are
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shorter. The fully iron-cored topologies are most feasible and their AC loss level
is acceptably low. If low generator weight is also desired, however, the topologies
with more non-magnetic cores can be considered once the superconducting wire
becomes much cheaper and capable of much higher current densities.
• Currently, the SCSG do not show advantages of LCCoE over PMSGs. To make
superconducting generators attractive to wind energy industry, the shear stress and
efficiency of the generator should be much higher than those of permanent magnet
generators. Such advantages may offset the disadvantages of high generator costs
and complicated cryogenic cooling.
• To achieve competitive shear stresses and efficiencies, the excitation of the superconducting field winding should be increased to a high level. To realize such
high excitation, LTS and HTS are more feasible than MgB2 wires at present. In addition, iron-core based generator topologies are again more feasible than the other
topologies to reach high shear stresses and efficiencies, especially the fully ironcored topologies.
• Aiming at an acceptable short circuit torque, armature winding segmentation
with multiple power electronic converters can be considered.
This direction may not be the only one. However, it takes into account the key
feasibility issues at the moment from the electromagnetic design perspective. Prototypes can be built following this direction to demonstrate and prove this technology.
This thesis makes a step of contribution to increase the technology readiness level
of SCSGs for large direct-drive wind turbines. Efforts are still going on to achieve
a mature SCSG design that should be proven to be compact, lightweight, efficient,
reliable and cheap.

S AMENVATTING
De afgelopen jaren is er steeds meer interesse in supergeleidende synchrone generatoren (SCSG). Supergeleidende synchrone generatoren (SCSG) worden steeds meer
als een alternatief voor permanent magneet synchrone generatoren (PMSG) gezien.
Het is de verwachting dat de topmassa en de gondel afmetingen gereduceerd kunnen worden bij grote windturbines. In 2012 is het INNWIND.EU proje-ct gestart met
als doel om het gebruik van SCSG in 10-20 MW direct aangedreven offshore windturbines te onderzoeken. Echter, de haalbaarheid van SCSG is gelimiteerd door een
paar kritische zaken, waaronder: hoge kosten, wisselstroomverliezen in supergeleidende spoelen en een zeer hoog kortsluitkoppel. Verder waren zeer verschillende
SCSG ontwerpen in de literatuur niet competitief met PMSG’s. Er is geen convergentie in de ontwerp methodologie van een SCSG, er is niet één ontwerp dat eruit
springt.
Dit proefschrift heeft als doel om de toepasbaarheid te vergroten van SCSG voor
grote windturbines en om de meest waarschijnlijke ontwerpen te identificeren. Dit
wordt gedaan op basis van de volgende 4 vragen:
• Hoe kan de kostprijs van energie beperkt worden door de generator topologie?
• Is het mogelijk om de wisselstroomverliezen terug te brengen tot een acceptabel niveau?
• Kan de kortsluitstroom beperkt worden tot een acceptabel niveau?
• Wat is het significante potentiële voordeel van een SCSG boven een PMSG ontwerp?
In dit proefschrift wordt de focus gelegd op generatoren welke gedeeltelijk supergeleiding gebruiken. De veldwikkeling is gebaseerd op supergeleidende technologie. De stator is gebaseerd op koper technologie. Dit type SCSG wordt op dit
moment beschouwd als een meer haalbare oplossing dan een volledige generator
gebaseerd op volledige supergeleidende techniek. Een 10 MW referentie windturbine ontwerp is aangeleverd door het INNWIND.EU project en wordt in dit proefschrift veelvuldig gebruikt.
V ERGELIJKING VAN TOPOLOGIEN OP BASIS VAN BESCHIKBARE M G B2 SUPERGELEIDERS
De genormaliseerd kosten van energie (zgn. Levelized Cost of Energy, LCoE) van een
windturbine gebaseerd op een SCSG ontwerp kan veel hoger zijn dan van conventionele windturbines. Dit komt doordat er gebruik wordt gemaakt van dure super
xiii
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geleidende geleiders en cryogene koeling. De hoge LCoE verhindert de vermarkting
van SCSG binnen de wind turbine industrie en beperkt de haalbaarheid van SCSG.
Elektromagnetische ontwerpen om de kapitaalkosten van SCSG te reduceren zijn
onderzocht door twaalf verschillende generator ontwerp topologien met elkaar te
vergelijken. In deze topologien worden verschillende combinaties van ijzer en nietmagnetische materialen voor het: rotor juk, rotor pool kern, stator tand en stator juk
met elkaar vergeleken. Iedere topologie is geoptimaliseerd voor de laagste genormaliseerd gekapitaliseerde kosten van energie (zgn. Levelized Capital Cost of Energy, LCCoE). Een genetisch algoritme is gebruikt voor de LCCoE optimalisatie. De
optimilisatie methode combineert 2D stationaire eindige elementen (FE) modellen
en analytische modellen om de materiaalkosten en energie productie te berekenen.
Een commerciele MgB2 supergeleidende draad welke geleverd werd door Columbus
Superconductors is gebruikt in de veld spoel welke operationeel is op 20 K.
Gebaseerd op de huidige kosten en mogelijken in de stroomdichtheid van het
toegep-aste MgB2 draad hebben de topologien met meer ijzer een lagere LCCoE dan
de andere topologien met meer niet-magnetische kern materialen. De versie met
een volledige ijzer kern topologie en uitspringende ijzeren polen is de meest interessante optie met betrekking tot de LCCoE en de totale opgewekte energie, materiaal
kosten en gebruikte lengte van supergeleidend materiaal. De supergeleidende technologie ontwikkelt zich snel, alleen is de nu beschikbare MgB2 draad een beperkend
element in de vergelijking tussen de verschillende topologien. De topologien die nu
minder interessant zijn kunnen een winnaar zijn in de toekomst. Drie verschillende
scenario’s in de ontwikkeling van het MgB2 draad zijn onderzocht:
1) De kostprijs van de draad per lengte eenheid word ¼ van de huidige prijs,
2) De nuttige stroomdichtheid in de applicatie stijgt met een factor 4, en
3) Optie 1 en 2 samen.
Deze scenario’s kunnen effectief de LCCoE verlagen voor alle topologien, in het
bijzonder die met niet-magnetische kern materiaal. De derde optie is een langer
termijn doel, en zal resulteren in hele kleine verschillen in de LCCoE tussen de 12
topologien.
In dat geval zullen de topologieen met niet-magnetisch materiaal in de buurt
komen van topologieen die meer ijzer gebruiken. Teneinde een zo laag mogelijke
LCCoE te krijgen zijn die topologieen die het meeste ijzer in de kern hebben desalniettemin de meest geschikte kandidaten voor nu en in de toekomst, hoewel zij
leiden tot in een hoger gewicht van de generator.
W ISSELSTROOMVERLIEZEN IN SUPERGELEIDENDE M G B2 VELDWIKKELINGEN
De meest veelbelovende topologie is gebaseerd op een volledig ijzeren kern met uitspringende polen en maakt gebruik van een stator met ijzeren tanden. Deze ijzeren
tanden produceren een magnetisch veld met harmonischen van hogere orde. Deze
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harmonischen produceren wissselstroomverliezen in de supergeleidende veldwikkeling. Het nive-au van deze AC verliezen wordt bepaald door combinatie van 2D transiente FEM modellen die het magnetische veld bepalen in combinatie met analytische modellen die de wisselstroomverliezen bepalen. De resultaten laten zien dat
de wisselstroomverliezen die geproduceerd worden door de ijzeren tanden erg laag
kunnen zijn en daarmee is deze topologie geschikt uit oogpunt van beperking van
wisselstroomverliezen.
R EDUCTIE VAN KORTSLUITKOPPEL
SCSG’s hebben een grotere magnetische luchtspleet dan conventionele generatoren
door de ruimte benodigd voor een cryostaat of het gebruik van niet-magneti-sche
kern materialen. Het gevolg hiervan is dat de inductantie lager wordt en dat hierdoor het koppel als gevolg van een kortsluiting meer dan 10 keer zo groot kan
worden als het nominale koppel. Een dergelijk koppel is te groot voor een wind turbine constructie. Drie methoden om het kortsluitkoppel te beperken worden onderzocht. De eerste is het gebruik van een elektromagnetische afscherming tussen
de veldwikkelingen en het anker. De tweede methode is het gebruik van ijzeren in
plaats van niet-magnetische tanden in de stator. De derde methode is segmentatie
van de ankerwikkeling met behulp van meerdere vermogensomvormers. 2D transient FEM modellen worden gebruikt om het koppel gedurende een kortsluiting in
onbelaste toestand te bepalen. De eerste en de tweede methode zijn niet effectief.
De derde methode die gebruik maakt van segmentatie van de ankerwikkeling is in
staat om effectief het kortsluitkoppel te verlagen voor alle vier ontwerpen van de
generator, wanneer een segment wordt kortgesloten, ervan uitgaande dat de segmenten onafhankelijk van elkaar zijn in het FE model. Verhoging van het aantal
segmenten verlaagt het kortsluitkoppel; vier segmenten beperken het kortsluitkoppel tot minder dan drie keer nominaal koppel.
H ET POTENTIEEL VAN GEDEELTELIJK SUPERGELEIDENDE GENERATOREN
Door het uitvoeren van een vergelijking tussen 10 MW SCSG en PMSG blijkt dat
SCSG’s nog niet competitief zijn als er op basis van de energie kostprijs ontworpen
word. Er moet worden gekeken naar specifieke voordelen van SCSG welke ze interessant kunnen maken voor de windturbine industrie. Het potentieel van gedeeltelijke SCSG voor 10 MW direct aangedreven windturbines is uitgevoerd door hun
prestaties voor verschillende bekrachtigings-stromen te onderzoeken. De 12 topologien zijn vergeleken met elkaar op basis van onder andere genomen: kracht-dichtheid en rendement. Om aantrekkelijk genoeg te zijn moeten SCSG’s een significant
hogere krachtdichtheid en rendement hebben dan PMSG, een PMSG heeft typisch
een krachtdichtheid van 53 kPa en een rendement van 96%. Als voorbeeld is onderzocht voor 4 topologien wat de impact is op de bekrachtiging is om de kracht-
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dichtheid te verdubbelen en een rendement van 98% te bereiken. Om dit te bereiken
hebben de 4 topologien een bekrachtiging van 200 to 500 kAt (Ampere-turns) nodig
met een bekrachtigings-stroomdichtheid van 2 A/mm2. Des te meer ijzer er gebruikt wordt in het ontwerp des te makkelijker het doel bereikt kan worden. Door
de maximale magnetische fluxdichtheid in de supergeleidende veldwikkeling te onderzoeken, kan er een geschikte supergeleider gekozen worden op basis van hun
stroomdichtheid ontwerpspecificatie. Uitkomst is dat hoge en lage temperatuurgeleiders aan de eisen kunnen voldoen voor de meeste van de vier topologien. MgB2
supergeleiders zijn haalbaar in een volledig ijzer kern topologie met uitspringende
polen, echter is een temperatuur van 10 K noodzakelijk.

OOO
In dit proefschrift wordt er vanuit perspectief van het het elektromagnetische ontwerp gewezen op een richting om de haalbaarheid van SCSG in grote direct aangedreven windturbines te vergroten.
Als het doel een zo laag mogelijke LCCoE is, dan is een generatorontwerp gebaseerd op een ijzer-kern meer haalbaar dan andere topologien en is de noodzakelijke lengte van supergeleidend materiaal korter. De ontwerpen op basis van ijzerkernen zijn het best haalbaard en de wisselstroomverliezen zijn op een acceptabel
niveau. Als een laag generator gewicht ook een eis is dan moeten de concepten met
meer niet-magnetisch materiaal in overweging genomen worden als de supergeleidende draden een stuk goedkoper worden en veel hogere stroomdichtheden kunnen halen.
Op dit moment heeft een SCSG in de LCCoE analyse geen voordeel boven een
PMSG. Om supergeleiding aantrekkelijk te maken voor de windturbine industrie
moet de krachtdichtheid en het rendement veel beter zijn dan een permanent magneet generator. De voordelen van een hoger rendement en hogere krachtdichtheid
kunnen de nadelen van hogere kosten en de cryogene koelingcompense-ren.
Om competitieve krachtdichtheden en rendementen te halen moet de sterkte
van de bekrachtiging van de veldwikkeling naar een hoger niveau gebracht worden.
Om dit mogelijk te maken zijn LTS en HTS beter kandidaten dan MgB2 draden op
dit moment. Daarbij zijn ontwerpen gebaseerd op ijzerkernen beter haalbaard dan
andere topologien om de hoge krachtdichtheden en rendementen te halen. In het
bijzonder de ontwerpen met een volledig ijzeren kern. De kortsluitkoppels kunnen
gereduceerd worden door de generator op te delen in meerdere segmenten en door
ieder segment zijn eigen vermogensomzetter te geven.
Dit is niet de enige ontwerprichting. Echter houdt deze ontwerprichting rekening met de hoofdfactoren van de huidige elektromagnetische ontwerpmethodologie. Prototypes kunnen gebouwd worden volgens deze richtlijn om deze technologie te valideren en te demonstreren. Dit proefschrift helpt mee in de ontwikkeling
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en opbouw van kennis voor grote direct aangedreven SCSG windturbine generatoren. De huidige stand van de techniek in het vakgebied wordt in dit proefschrift
samengevat. De ontwikkeling gaat verder, de techniek zal steeds meer volwassen
worden om een bewezen compacte, lichtgewicht, hoog rendement en goedkope
SCSG generatoren te ontwikkelen.
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1. I NTRODUCTION

1.1. B ACKGROUND
H e conservation of fossil fuels and the need for reducing green house gas emission accelerates the development of renewable energy. Wind energy, as a promising renewable energy source, is developing rapidly nowadays. Onshore wind energy
has been extensively developed in the last two decades. A few countries with a vast
land area, such as China, have established large-scale wind farms inland [1]. A large
number of wind turbines of 1-3 MW form such wind farms. In those with small land
areas, such as European countries, the capacity for onshore wind farms is limited,
which are greatly constraining the development of onshore wind energy utilization
in such countries [2].
For this reason, offshore wind has been drawing increasing attention in European countries [3], [4]. In offshore regions, particularly the North Sea, wind resources are superior to those of onshore regions, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The naturally vast area of ocean makes offshore wind energy quite promising to European
countries around the North Sea. Denmark, Norway, UK, Netherlands and Germany
are building and testing offshore wind farms in the North Sea. An advanced high
voltage direct current (HVDC) network is also under development to connect those
offshore wind farms to inland power grids [5].
However, utilization of offshore wind energy brings about much higher costs in
installation, maintenance and repair due to long distances between a wind farm
and its neighboring land. Harsh offshore environment elevates the difficulties and
complexities. As a result, the costs of building and maintaining an offshore wind
farm can be several times higher than those of an onshore wind farm.
An effective way to lower such costs is to decrease the number of individual wind
turbines in a wind farm. Then the major costs of a wind farm, expensive foundations
and grid connections, can effectively be limited. To maintain the same capacity of
the wind farm, an individual wind turbine must have a very large power rating. Most
onshore wind turbines are in the range of 1-3 MW. An offshore wind turbine needs
to be much larger to be competitive. A large wind turbine is more expensive than
a smaller one regarding the capital expenditure (CAPEX) of the turbine itself. However, the costs of installation, maintenance and repair of a wind farm of large wind
turbines are thought to be reduced when the number of wind turbines effectively
decreases. As a whole, the cost per unit energy production can be reduced, which is
highly desired in wind energy industry.
The trend of the power rating of a single offshore wind turbine, as illustrated
in Fig. 1.2, proves that offshore wind turbines are becoming increasingly larger in
recent years. The deployment of 4-6 MW turbines seen in 2015 will be followed by
the gradual introduction of 6-8 MW turbines closer towards 2018 [7]. In industrial
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Figure 1.1: Annual mean wind speed in Europe at 80 m high. Reproduced from [6].

practices, Siemens is commercially supplying 8 MW offshore wind turbines [8] and
Vestas has also increased the power level of a single wind turbine to 8 MW [9].
Large wind turbines (e.g. over 6 MW) put forward new issues with drive trains.
A drive train in a wind turbine converts the kinetic energy from wind into electrical
energy. Conventional drive trains for wind turbines below 6 MW are categorized into
two main types. One is a high-speed or medium-speed generator integrated with a
gearbox. This gearbox is located between the faster generator rotor and the slower
aerodynamic rotor (i.e. the wind turbine rotor with three blades). This geared drive
train mainly contains the following concepts:
• A high speed doubly-fed induction generator with a partially rated power converter. A three-stage gearbox is used.
• A high speed synchronous generator with a fully rated power converter and
a three-stage gearbox is used. A modification is the medium speed synchronous
generator with a fully rated power converter and a single or double stage gearbox is

4
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Figure 1.2: Average power rating of offshore wind turbines newly installed per year in Europe. [7]

then used.
The other drive train type is simply a low-speed synchronous generator directly
connected to the low-speed aerodynamic rotor without a gearbox. Both the rotors
rotate at the same speed. A fully rated power converter is used. This type is called
direct drive and two generator types are primarily employed to it. One is electrically excited synchronous generator (EESG) and the other is permanent magnet
synchronous generator (PMSG). Using fully rated converters decouples the generator and the power grid, and enables the electrical output to comply with the latest
grid codes.
For small and medium wind turbines in onshore applications, these two drive
trains are both extensively employed. Geared generators are compact and lightweight
due to high speed operation. Direct-drive trains are, however, expected to be more
reliable because of the removal of the less-reliable gearbox [10]. The resulting size
and weight of an onshore direct-drive generator are not problematic for the wind
turbine support, installation and transportation.
In offshore wind energy conversion, when larger wind turbines (above 6 MW) are
desired for a low cost of energy, geared drive trains encounter a challenge with the
large and expensive gearbox. Such big gearboxes are not easy to be manufactured
and their reliability is of a question. Direct-drive generators, such as EESGs and
PMSGs, would become very large in size due to low rotational speeds (e.g. 10 rpm
for a 10 MW wind turbine). Larger sizes usually mean higher costs. Since EESGs
are usually less efficient than PMSGs due to resistance in the excitation circuit, the
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PMSGs are of more interest in the design of direct-drive wind turbines. However,
PMSGs need a large amount of rare-earth materials, i.e. permanent magnets. Since
the natural resources of rare-earth materials are limited, the fact of markets shows
that permanent magnets (PMs) are not cheap and their price is hardly predictable.
Due to such uncertainty of PM costs, European countries are looking for alternatives
which can replace permanent magnets or reduce the use of permanent magnets for
wind energy conversion with large wind turbines.
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Figure 1.3: Trend of wind turbine sizes, including the expectation by the INNWIND.EU project. The most
left turbine is the largest inland, which has a power below 4 MW and was established in around 2000.
Then the record of sizes is being broken by offshore wind turbines.

The INNWIND.EU project funded by the European seventh framework (FP7)
started in 2012 and has been studying two promising candidate generator systems
which could become such alternatives [11]. One of the generator systems is pseudo
direct drive (PDD) generator system and the other is superconducting generator system. Both are intended for 10-20 MW direct-drive wind turbines whose sizes are
sketched in Fig. 1.3.
A PDD generator applies a magnetic gearbox for contactless torque transmission [12] so that the generator can be made small, lightweight and reliable, [13, 14].
This generator system is being studied, designed and demonstrated by Magnomatics Ltd. and the University of Sheffield. A superconducting generator makes use of
the large current capability of superconducting materials to produce high magnetic
fields so that the generator can be made small, lightweight and efficient [14–16].
Within the INNWIND.EU project, the superconducting generator system is being
studied, designed and demonstrated by DTU Wind Energy, Delft University of Tech-
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nology, SINTEF and Siemens Wind Power. The INNWIND.EU project aims at finding a promising alternative for large offshore wind turbines and considers these two
generator systems.

1.2. M OTIVATION
U perconducting machines have been studied for several decades. Besides theoretical studies, a few laboratory or industrial practical demonstrations were also
designed and operated, especially for military ship propulsion [17, 18]. These studies focused on proving the technical feasibility of superconducting machines. However, successful industrial applications for power engineering are still far away. The
challenges for industrial application involve many aspects, such as cryogenic cooling, performance of large-scale superconducting wires, mechanical construction
and costs. Applying superconducting generators in wind energy conversion systems
has drawn attention. This is because this generator has potential in large offshore
wind turbines to reduce the size and weight of the tower head.
Theoretical studies and ship propulsion experiences on superconducting machines may not be directly transplanted to wind energy conversion, since they may
have quite different requirements. First of all, wind energy industry requires a low
cost of energy. Secondly, a wind turbine itself puts mechanical and spatial constraints onto the drive train. Thirdly, offshore wind energy conversion requires a
high reliability and availability. These special issues challenge the drive train and
particularly the performance of the superconducting generator.
The performance of an electrical machine significantly depends on the electromagnetic design. However, academia and industry have not yet found or agreed
on a dominant design concept. There are many trade-offs in the design process
depending on a specific application and its requirements. For example, military or
aerospace engineering may not very much care about costs but size, weight and efficiency are essential. As a result, such applications tend to use lightweight but costly
materials and designs.
Unlike in military applications, wind energy conversion rigorously requires low
costs and high energy production which can facilitate commercialization. Small size
and weight of a generator are advantages as expected by both the academia and
commercial companies [15, 16, 19–22]. However, size and weight may become less
important (but still important) in large offshore wind turbines. Those electromagnetic designs of generator which result in low costs per unit energy production are
preferred. Therefore, they should be found out in the first place.
Despite the intention of low costs of energy, there are still many different electromagnetic design concepts being proposed and developed. AMSC [21], General Electric (GE) [20] and the Suprapower project [23] proposed designs using HTS (BSCCO
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or YBCO), LTS (NbTi) and MgB2 , respectively. Moreover, GE employed a retrofit stator core with steel laminates but a novel non-magnetic rotor core for the superconducting field winding. Suprapower proposed conventional salient iron rotor poles
but introduced non-magnetic teeth to the stator core. Keysan designed transverseflux superconducting generators which are quite different from conventional radialflux ones [24]. In addition to all the above mentioned partially superconducting concepts, AML Superconductivity and Magnetics is developing a fully superconducting design [22] in which both the field and armature windings are superconducting
[25, 26]. These concepts have formed a vast range of electromagnetic design possibilities.

Figure 1.4: Size and weight reduction by using superconducting generators for 10 MW direct-drive wind
turbines. The permanent magnet generator is estimated based on [27]. The partially superconducting
generator is estimated based on [20]. The fully superconducting is estimated by [28].

An electromagnetic design of a superconducting machine usually starts from
topology selection, which defines the combination of ferromagnetic and non-magnetic
in the machine cores. Using ferromagnetic cores or not can make the cost, efficiency, size and weight of a generator quite different [29, 30]. Generally speaking,
the design of a superconducting machine is made by integrating a particular topology with currently available superconductors. Such a design is capable of certain
performance for evaluation. For offshore wind energy conversion, we evaluate different designs by the cost of energy.
Unlike such forward thinking from design to performance, a design can also be
made and evaluated through reverse thinking from required performance to design.
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This way of thinking is enabled due to the fact that the superconductor technology
is still developing fast. A design based on the present superconductor technology
will probably be out of date soon in near future. Hence, we may not limit ourselves
to the currently available superconductors. Instead, we can set the values of desired
performance indicators, such as a specific size, weight, efficiency or cost, for the application. Then, we find out the required design parameters and suitable or potentially suitable superconductors to achieve such high performance. This approach
is expected to reveal the potential performance of a superconducting generator for
future.
Accompanying the general electromagnetic design, i.e. topology selection, AC
losses are always an issue uniquely with superconductors. Some generator designs
may produce excessive AC losses in the superconducting winding due to ripple magnetic fields from winding distribution or slotting effects [31, 32]. Such losses either
reduce the efficiency or challenge the cooling system. Hence, an electromagnetic
design should also be evaluated from the perspective of AC losses.
Another unique challenge for designing a superconducting machine is the high
short circuit torque due to a large magnetic air gap. The peak torque during a short
circuit (at the generator terminal) could reach as high as more than ten times the
rated torque [33], which is way beyond the mechanical limit usually designed for a
wind turbine. This problem must be addressed. Otherwise, application of superconducting generators in wind turbines will stay infeasible.

1.3. R ESEARCH O BJECTIVE

I

N

line with the background and motivation, the objective of this thesis is to

"Provide insights and solutions from the perspective of electromagnetic design to
increase the feasibility of superconducting generators for large wind turbines."
To achieve this objective, this thesis will investigate the following four aspects of
feasibility:
• Costs,
• AC losses,
• Short circuit torque, and
• Performance, i.e. shear stress and efficiency,
These four aspects greatly determine the feasibility level of superconducting generators applied in large wind turbines. Apparently, electromagnetic design is the
backbone of this research. However, we cannot overlook the role that mechanical
and cryogenic cooling designs play in such a complicated multi-physical system.
Appropriate considerations will be taken to form realistic electromagnetic designs.

1.4. R ESEARCH QUESTIONS
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1.4. R ESEARCH QUESTIONS

A

C cording to the research objective, four research questions must be answered in

this thesis:
•Q1: Which topologies result in the lowest cost of energy, based on currently available superconductors? The purpose of answering Q1 is to "find out superconducting
generator topologies suitable for wind turbine application and provides insights to
selection of topologies for superconducting generator design".
•Q2: What are the levels of AC losses in the superconducting winding of different
electromagnetic designs due to ripple magnetic fields? Are the AC losses acceptably
small or not? The purpose of answering Q2 is to "evaluate the technical feasibility of
AC loss levels in superconductors of different electromagnetic designs".
•Q3: How can the short circuit torque be effectively suppressed by electromagnetic
design? The purpose of answering Q3 is to "assess that the short circuit torque of a
superconducting generator can be sufficiently small for mechanical construction of a
wind turbine".
•Q4: How competitive is a superconducting generator compared with a permanent magnet generator? The purpose of answering Q4 is to "evaluate the feasibility
of performance indicators of a superconducting generator when comparing it to a
technically mature competitor".
•Q5: What is the potential of a superconducting generator for large wind turbines? What are the design parameters and suitable superconductors required to
achieve high generator performance? The purpose of answering Q5 is to "reveal the
prospect of superconducting generators for wind energy conversion".

1.5. T HESIS L AYOUT
A sed on the research questions, this thesis has a structure shown in Fig. 1.5 and
is divided into seven chapters. Chapters 3-7 answer the four research questions
in the order which constitute the scientific contributions of this thesis.
• Chapter 2 introduces superconductivity and describes how a superconducting
generator is integrated into a large offshore wind turbine.
• Chapter 3 overviews possible topologies for a 10 MW superconducting machine and compares them by the criterion of cost of energy. Chapter 3 answers Q1.
• Chapter 4 models the AC losses in the superconducting winding due to ripple
magnetic fields and evaluates the loss level for different 10 MW superconducting
generator designs. Chapter 4 answers Q2.
• Chapter 5 models the short circuit torque of 10 MW superconducting generators and then presents and evaluates the methods to suppress the excessive short
circuit torque. Chapter 5 answers Q3.

B
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• Chapter 6 compares 10 MW superconducting generators and permanent magnet generator under the same design and optimization methods and the same operating conditions. Chapter 6 answers Q4.
• Chapter 7 reveals the potential performance of 10 MW superconducting generators and the requirements to design parameters and superconductors to achieve
high performance. Chapter 7 answers Q5.
• Chapter 8 concludes this thesis and gives recommendations for future work.

Increase of feasibility

Figure 1.5: Thesis structure.
Electromagnetic design of generator
(with contributions)

Mechanical integration of a
superconducting generator to large
direct-drive wind turbine
(Chapter 2)

Forward thinking: given currently
available superconductors, find best
performance

Evaluation of AC losses in
superconducting field windings
produced by ripple fields due to design

Reduction of short circuit torque due
to large magnetic air gaps

Evaluation of competitiveness of
superconducting generators

Reverse thinking: given desired
performance, find superconductors
and required design parameters

Topology comparison: cost of energy
(Chapter 3)

Ripple field AC losses
(Chapter 4)

Short circuit torque
(Chapter 5)

Comparison with permanent magnet
generators
(Chapter 6)

Potential performance
(Chapter 7)
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2.1. I NTRODUCTION
U perconducting machines take advantage of the large current density capability of superconductors for exciting high magnetic fields. This chapter starts with
introducing basic physical properties of superconductor. Then the basic structure
of a superconducting machine is described and its fundamental properties, such as
machine type, partially or fully superconducting, radial or axial flux and cryogenic
cooling method, are reviewed for wind turbine applications. In the end, integration
of a superconducting generator to a 10-20 MW direct-drive wind turbine nacelle
concept is introduced, followed by an brief overview of the other 10 MW up-to-date
superconducting nacelle concepts. The objective of this chapter is to depict a superconducting drive train and its integration into a large wind turbine.

S

2

2.2. I NTRODUCTION TO S UPERCONDUCTIVITY
Superconductivity is a phenomenon where some materials exhibit no electrical resistance below certain cryogenic temperatures. It was discovered on 8 April, 1911
by Heike Kamerlingh Onnes, who was studying the resistance of solid mercury at
cryogenic temperatures using the recently produced liquid helium as a refrigerant.
At the temperature of 4.2 K, he observed that the resistance abruptly disappeared
[34, 35].
Superconductors have two distinct properties: zero resistance and Meissner effect. Basically, all superconductors can be divided into two basic types: Type-I and
Type-II superconductors. Alternating currents or magnetic fields produce losses in
superconductors. Striped superconductors are anisotropic, and their B − J critical
characteristics and AC losses depend on the direction of the applied magnetic field.

2.2.1. Z ERO RESISTANCE
The first property of superconductors is zero resistance. The temperature for achieving zero resistance for a superconductor has become increasingly higher over the
last 100 years, from 4.2 K to above 100 K and even 203 K (H2 S at 150 GPa pressure).
The material which can be superconducting has also become more various, from
mercury to, for instance, NbTi, YBaCuO, MgB2 and H2 S. The coolant for cooling superconductors originates from liquid helium and now goes to liquid nitrogen and
even liquid tetrafluoromethane (CF4 ). The time line of the development of superconductors is shown in Fig. 2.1.
Zero resistance of a superconductor is true under the condition of unchanged
currents and magnetic fields. However, losses will occur if a superconductor is with
changing currents or magnetic fields. Thus, strictly speaking, we should say that
superconductors have zero DC resistance for the sake of considering their AC resis-
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Figure 2.1: Timeline of the development of superconductors from 1911 to 2010 [36]. The boiling point of
different coolants is also indicated. In 2015, it was discovered that sulfur hydride (H2 S) becomes superconducting at 203 K at a high pressure of 155 GPa [37].

tance.

2.2.2. M EISSNER EFFECT AND T YPE -I SUPERCONDUCTORS
In 1933, Walther Meissner and Robert Ochsenfeld discovered the Meissner effect,
which is the second property of superconductors [38]. This effect shows that the
magnetic field is not fixed inside a superconductor when it is cooled down through
the critical temperature. Instead, the magnetic field is forced out of the material.
The magnetic field is suddenly expelled from the center of the material, forcing the
field lines to run around the superconductors, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. When the
material becomes superconducting, screen currents occur near the surface of the
material, screening the inside from the outside magnetic field [39].
This effect occurs in Type-I superconductors which suddenly lose their superconducting properties once the field strength reaches above a certain magnetic field
strength Hc1 [40]. This type of superconductivity is normally exhibited by pure metals, e.g. aluminum, lead, and mercury.

2.2.3. T YPE -II SUPERCONDUCTORS
The superconductors currently applied in electrical apparatus, e.g. NbTi, Nb3 Sn,
MgB2 , BSCCO and ReBCO, are all Type-II superconductors, which are capable of
higher magnetic fields compared to Type-I superconductors [40, 42].
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Figure 2.2: Meissner effect in a superconductor. The conductor on the left is in the normal state (not
superconducting) when it is above its critical temperature. The conductor on the right is in the superconducting state when it is below its critical temperature and the magnetic field inside the conductor is
zero. The external magnetic field is below Hc1 in the both cases. Reproduced from [41].

Type-II superconductors behave the same as Type-I superconductors below Hc1 .
But at a higher magnetic field strength, the flux lines gradually penetrate the superconductor whose superconducting properties remain. When the magnetic field
strength increasingly reaches above a value Hc2 , the superconducting properties are
lost. The region between Hc1 and Hc2 can be considered as a transition from no
magnetic field penetration to full penetration. Although the flux lines seem to enter
the superconductor, they are still shielded from the superconducting parts by current vortices. This transition region is called a mixed state. The mixed state makes
Type-II superconductors usable since such superconductors can withstand higher
magnetic fields. All the states of Type-I and Type-II superconductors are depicted in
Fig. 2.3b.

2.2.4. C HARACTERISTICS OF A SUPERCONDUCTOR
E − J CHARACTERISTIC
A superconductor can be characterized by its E − J characteristic, where E is the
electric field and J is the current density. This characteristic measures the resistance
in a superconductor when a certain current density is applied. In a limited range
(below the current density for a flux flow state [44]), an E − J characteristic can be
modeled by the power law:
E = Ec (

J n
) ,
Jc

(2.1)

Hc
Hc1
Superconducting
(Meissner)
Temperature
Tc
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Superconducting
(Meissner)

Tc

Temperature

Tc
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Figure 2.3: Phase diagrams for Type-I and Type-II superconductors with the superconducting, mixed and
H
normal states indicated. Reproduced from [43].

Normal

where E c = 1 µV/cm, J c is the critical current density when E reaches E c , and n is
the power value which indicates how fast a superconductor transits from the superconducting state to the normal state. To illustrate the power law, H
a few measured
c
E − J characteristics of a superconductor are plotted in Fig. 2.4.
Superconducting
(Meissner)

Temperature

Tc

Figure 2.4: E − J characteristic of multi-filamentary NbTi superconductor at T = 4.23 K and B = 5 T. High
(low) values of n are the results of large (small) diameter filaments [45].
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C RITICAL SURFACE
A superconductor is only superconducting within its critical surface, which is constrained by current density J , temperature T and magnetic flux density B , as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Superconductivity exists within the volume bounded by the surfaces bordered by the functions: f 1 (T = 0, J , H ), f 2 (H = 0, J , T ) and f 3 (J = 0, H , T ).
Each superconductor has its unique critical surface. A superconductor operating
outside its critical surface leaves its superconducting state. Thus, most designs with
superconductors (except for applications like a fault current limiter (FCL)) must ensure that all the superconductors are operating within this limit enclosed by critical
current density J c , critical temperature Tc and magnetic flux density B c .

Figure 2.5: Critical surface of a typical Type-II superconductor [41].

When temperature is fixed, we can obtain a B − J characteristic at this temperature. The B − J characteristic of different superconductors at 4.2 K is plotted in Fig.
2.6. A series of B − J characteristics of a certain superconductor at different temperatures is practically useful especially when the operating point of the superconductor
is determined.

2.2.5. O RIGIN OF LOSSES IN A SUPERCONDUCTOR
As the first property, a superconductor has zero DC resistance. Thus, DC losses do
not exist in a superconductor. However, AC losses can be produced in a Type-II
superconductor due to the penetration of magnetic fields. In the penetration depth,
an electric field is excited by a changing magnetic field by
∇×E =

∂B
,
∂t

(2.2)
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Figure 2.6: Critical characteristics of different superconductors at 4.2 K. Bi-2212 and Bi-2223 are both 1G
HTS (BSCCO) with different wire architectures. YBCO is 2G HTS (ReBCO). B ⊥ and B ∥ are the magnetic
fields perpendicular and parallel to the longer side of a superconductor (tape plane), respectively. LHC
stands for large hadron collider. MRI stands for magnetic resonance imaging. Reproduced from [46].

and the resistive loss (Joule loss) per unit volume p is then produced by
p = J ·E.

(2.3)

where J is the current density flowing in the penetration depth of the superconductor, as illustrated in Fig. 2.7. This current density reaches as high as the critical value
J c according to Eq. (2.1). The AC loss due to this mechanism is called hysteresis loss.
The hysteresis loss can be reduced by decreasing the dimensions of the superconductor [47].
Furthermore, a superconducting wire consisting of multiple superconducting
filament is subject to coupling losses. These filaments are embedded in a normalmetal matrix. Eddy current losses are produced in the matrix by alternating magnetic fields. Besides, alternating magnetic fields produce electric fields which drive
currents to flow in both the filaments and the matrix, as illustrated in Fig. 2.8. These
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Figure 2.7: Cross-section of a superconductor in a changing external magnetic field. The screening currents in the white region shield the interior (gray) from the magnetic field. [47]

currents couple different filaments through the matrix at the end of the filaments.
In the filaments, the current flows without resistance and is therefore large. In the
matrix, the same large current encounters the resistance of the matrix and produces
high losses. The coupling currents can be decreased by applying a twist to the filaments, by reducing the dimension of the wire or by increasing the resistivity of the
matrix material [47].

Figure 2.8: Coupling currents between non-twisted filaments in a composite conductor [47]. In (a), the
filaments are shown in the gray and the arrows are coupling currents.
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2.2.6. A NISOTROPY
A round superconductor has isotropic properties which are independent of the direction of applied magnetic fields. A striped superconductor is, however, anisotropic.
The anisotropy of a striped superconductor especially affects the B − J critical characteristic. A perpendicular magnetic field lowers the critical current density compared to a parallel one of the same value [48, 49] as shown in Fig. 2.9. This effect can
also be observed in striped wires as shown in Fig. 2.6 (Bi-2223 and YBCO). In this
figure and by convention, B ⊥ and B ∥ are the magnetic fields perpendicular and
parallel to the longer side of a superconductor, respectively. In addition, AC losses
of a single striped superconductor or a striped wire of multiple superconductor filaments are also dependent on the direction of the magnetic field [50]. The significant
effect of anisotropy on the performance of a striped superconductor must be taken
into account in the design process of a superconducting apparatus.

Figure 2.9: Critical current density measurements performed on a sample YBCO film at temperatures of
30-70 K. The data was obtained in a magnetic field of B = 1 T. At θ = 0 (θ = −90◦ ), and the magnetic field
is parallel (perpendicular) to the striped superconductor. Reproduced from [49].

2.2.7. O VERVIEW OF SUPERCONDUCTOR TYPES
Superconductors can be divided into three categories according to the operating
temperature: low temperature superconductor (LTS), magnesium diboride (MgB2 )
and high temperature superconductor (HTS).
LTS operates at liquid helium temperatures (4 K) or even lower temperatures.
Typical LTS’s are niobium-titanium (NbTi) and niobium-tin (Nb3 Sn). NbTi is an alloy and Nb3 Sn is a compound. Wires of either NbTi or Nb3 Sn are multi-filamentary.
MgB2 is superconducting below Tc = 39 K and is expected to operate at 10-20 K,
a temperature range between 4 K (liquid helium) and 65 K (liquid nitrogen). MgB2
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wires are multi-filamentary.
The term of high temperature means that all HTS has critical temperatures over
the boiling point of nitrogen (77 K). HTS is further divided into the 1st generation
(1G) HTS (i.e. BSCCO) and the 2nd generation (2G) HTS (i.e. ReBCO). The composition of BSCCO is Bi2 Sr2 Can−1 Cun O2n+4 . Typical BSCCOs are Bi-2212 (n = 2)
and Bi-2223 (n = 3). Regarding the 2G HTS, the industry currently uses Rare Earth
compounds (Yttrium, Samarium, Neodymium, Gadolinium) with Barium-CopperOxide (BCO) to surpass the 1G HTS in electrical performance but at higher cost.
BSCCO wires are multi-filamentary while ReBCO wires are generally coated.
Table 2.1 summarizes the most popular commercial superconductors and their
properties and typical applications. The cross-section of wires consisting of these
superconductors is sketched in Fig. 2.10.
Table 2.1: Properties of most popular commercial superconductors.
Category
Composition

LTS

MgB2

NbTi

Nb3 Sn

HTS

MgB2

BSCCO (1G)

92 K
coated

Critical temp.

9.2 K

18 K

39 K

85-110 K†

Wire architecture

MF††

MF††

MF††

MF††

Magnetic field level
Applicable temp.
AC loss level

high

low, medium

≤4.2 K

10-20 K

ReBCO (2G)

medium, high
20-77 K

medium

medium

medium

medium

high

Wire cost

low

low

medium

high

high

Application

MRI, accelerator

machine

power cable, machine, maglev, FCL

† 85 K: Bi-2212, 110 K: Bi-2223.
† † Multi-filamentary.

2.2.8. S UPERCONDUCTORS UNDER CONSIDERATION
At present, LTS is mainly used in high-field application such as magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) [52] and accelerator magnets [53, 54] cooled by liquid helium. GE
has proposed a 10 MW generator design using NbTi at 4.2 K, which has established
a concept for LTS generators [20]. HTS cooled by liquid nitrogen at 77 K is mainly
used in power cables [55] and fault current limiters (FCLs) [56]. When it comes to
generators, HTS usually has to be cooled down to below 40 K to achieve good performance. Furthermore, HTS materials are currently rather expensive (one order more
expensive than LTS and MgB2 ). MgB2 seems to lie in a moderate position. It requires a temperature of 10-20 K to make a generator with decent performance but it
is much cheaper than HTS. Although MgB2 has shortcomings such as low magnetic
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(a) MgB2

(b) LTS

(c) BSCCO

(d) ReBCO

Figure 2.10: Cross-section sketch of LTS (NbTi or Nb3 Sn), MgB2 and HTS (1G: BSCCO and 2G: ReBCO).
Except that ReBCO is coated superconductors, BSCCO, MgB2 and LTS are all multi-filamentary superconductors. Coated superconductors are in strip shape while multi-filamentary ones can be round or
striped. [51]

field capability and hardness of the material, it is considered as a good starting point
to design a superconducting generator for wind turbines. In this thesis, we mainly
use MgB2 for the electromagnetic study for designing a superconducting generator.
LTS and HTS will be discussed in Chapter 7 when we look for the potential performance of a partially superconducting generator.
The MgB2 wire used in this thesis is fabricated by Columbus Superconductors
[57]. The cross-section of the wire is depicted in Fig. 2.11. A single wire has 19
MgB2 filaments embedded, and arranged approximately elliptically, in a nickel matrix. The fill factor is 21.5% and the twist pitch is 0.3 m. The dimension is 0.5 mm
x 3 mm with an additional 0.2 mm thick copper strip soldered to one longer side of
the wire. The critical characteristics of the employed MgB2 wire in the J − T plane
are shown in Fig. 2.12. At 10 K and 20 K, a current density above 100 A/mm2 can be
achieved in the magnetic field below 5 T and 3 T, respectively. The operating temperature remarkably limits the current density in high magnetic fields. However, to
avoid cooling difficulties similar to LTS, we primarily study the performance of the
MgB2 at 20 K in this thesis as a starting point. Other temperatures will be involved in
Chapter 7 when we look for the potential performance of a partially superconducting generator.
Note that engineering (critical) current density is different from (critical) cur-
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Figure 2.11: Cross-section of a single MgB2 wire used in this thesis.

Figure 2.12: Critical characteristics of the employed MgB2 in the J − T plane.

rent density for characterizing a superconducting material. Engineering (critical)
current density is defined as the (critical) current density of a superconducting wire.
Critical current density is defined as the critical current density of the superconduct-
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ing region of a superconducting wire. In large-scale applications, such as electrical
machines, engineering critical current density is extensively used instead of critical
current density. In this thesis, we use the term "critical current density" for engineering critical current density for the purpose of simplicity unless particularly pointed
out.

2.3. S UPERCONDUCTING M ACHINES
U perconducting machines are electrical machines which have superconducting
windings to excite the magnetic field and produce the electromagnetic torque.
Superconducting generators are superconducting machines which operate in generator mode. The used superconducting materials are multi-filamentary or coated
wires consisting of multiple superconductors and other functional materials.
With zero DC resistance, superconducting wires are capable of carrying very
large current densities. Superconducting machines take this advantage to excite
magnetic fields which can be much greater than conventional machines using copper wires or permanent magnets.

S

2.3.1. S IZING OF AN ELECTRICAL MACHINE
Interests of applying superconductors in electrical machines originate from sizing
electrical machines. The electromagnetic power of an electrical machine is defined
by
P = ωm Te

(2.4)

where ωm is the mechanical rotational speed of the rotor of a machine and Te is
the electromagnetic torque of a machine. In large direct-drive wind turbines, the
rotational speed ωm is very low due to the limitation of keeping a safe tip speed of
the wind turbine blades. Hence, the electromagnetic torque Te must be sufficiently
high to achieve the electromagnetic power and then the nominal output power.
The average electromagnetic torque Te is a function of the average shear stress
σ, the air gap diameter D and the active length L of a machine [58]:
Te =

π 2
D Lσ
2

(2.5)

where the average shear stress σ of an electrical machine can be calculated by
σ=BA

(2.6)

where B and A are called the magnetic loading (average air gap magnetic flux density) and electrical loading (linear current density) of a machine, respectively. The
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electrical loading A is proportional to the current density of the armature winding
A ∝ J s . The magnetic loading B is determined by the field current density J f [59].
The electromagnetic torque Te must be very high in a direct-drive generator. To
limit the size of the generator (D or L), we need to increase the shear stress σ by
either increasing the magnetic loading B or the electrical loading A. The need for
such increases means that we need to increase the current density either in the field
winding J f or in the armature winding J s or both.
Large wind turbines require electromagnetic torques in the order of about 10 MNm
for 10 MW and about 30 MNm for 20 MW. The generator size can roughly be estimated for a 10 MW direct-drive wind turbine. If we use copper conductors for the
field and armature windings, the current density of about J f = J s = 3 A/mm2 will
result in a generator diameter of about D = 10 m if the generator length is set to
L = 1 m. Instead, if we apply superconducting field winding with J f = 260 A/mm2 , it
is possible to reduce the generator diameter to D = 4.3 m with the generator length
of L = 1.88 m [20]. Further, if we apply both superconducting field and armature
windings with J f = 160 A/mm2 and J s = 100 A/mm2 , it is claimed to reduce the generator diameter to D = 3.8 m with the generator length of only L = 0.8 m [26].
Hence, the reduction of generator size will be remarkable by applying superconductors, like what is expected in Fig. 1.4. It can be expected that the weight of
electrical machines can also be effectively reduced with a smaller size, both of which
are radically the motivation to study and develop superconducting machines.
Table 2.2: Overview of three fundamental machine types.
DC

Induction

Rotor winding

AC

AC (variable frequency)

DC

Stator winding

DC

AC (fixed frequency)

AC (variable frequency)

Power capacity

Synchronous

low

high

high

Primary application

motor, diesel gen.

motor, DFIG

power generator

Application in MW
wind turbines

none

geared DFIG

direct-drive or geared

Suitability for MW
SC generators

low

low

high†

† Only when the field winding is superconducting while the armature is not.

2.3.2. M ACHINE TYPE
Electrical machines can generally be divided into three basic types: DC (direct current) machine, induction machine and synchronous machine [60]. Each type can
operate in both generator and motor modes, but only one of the modes can be de-
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signed for satisfactory performance. Above all, not all the three machine types are
suitable for applying superconductors. When talking about the suitability of a machine type, we have two criteria:
• adoption of superconductors, and
• feasibility for mega-watt wind turbines.
By overviewing the properties of the three generator types in Table 2.2, the choice
space is narrowed down to only synchronous generators which meet both of the criteria.

2.3.3. B ASIC STRUCTURE OF A SUPERCONDUCTING SYNCHRONOUS GEN ERATOR
A superconducting synchronous generator has a DC field winding and an AC armature winding. The field winding is superconducting with superconductors at a
low temperature. The armature winding can be either superconducting at a low
temperature or non-superconducting with copper conductors at an ambient temperature. Appropriate cooling must be provided to the superconducting winding(s)
to maintain the low operating temperature. Structural support must withstand the
high torque produced by high magnetic fields. A torque tube or more precisely, a
torque transfer element must transfer the torque through the cold winding to warm
supports of the generator [61, 62].
One of the basic structures of a superconducting synchronous generator is sketched
in Fig. 2.13, which has been widely proposed in the literature. The rotor is accommodated in a cryostat which maintains the operating temperature for the superconductors. Effective cooling is achieved by several means and cryocooler cooling shown
in this figure is a popular concept. The electromagnetic part of a superconducting
machine consists of field winding, armature winding and the cores to support the
windings and increase the magnetic field.
Superconducting coils are usually designed in racetrack shape as illustrated in
Fig. 2.14. This shape facilitates manipulating the bending of wires according to the
minimum bending radius of superconductors [64, 65]. Each superconducting field
coil forms a pole of the synchronous generator. Each pole excites a magnetomotive
force (MMF) which is almost squarely distributed along the air gap circumference.
Individual field coils are connected in series to form the field winding.

2.3.4. PARTIALLY OR FULLY SUPERCONDUCTING
If a generator has a superconducting field winding with a non-superconducting armature winding, we call it a partially superconducting generator (Fig. 2.13). If both
windings are superconducting, as illustrated in Fig. 2.15, we call it a fully superconducting generator. In wind turbine application, most of attention is being paid to
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(a) Generator structure. Source: AMSC. [63]

(b) Electromagnetic composition. [15]

Figure 2.13: Sketch of a superconducting synchronous generator structure. There are many possibilities
of a superconducting machine design. This is only one of them, which is HTS partially superconducting
machine, and its magnetic flux is in the radial direction.

Figure 2.14: Racetrack superconducting coil (MgB2 ) for test in the INNWIND.EU project. [66]

partially superconducting generators mainly due to three reasons:
• The level of AC losses in a superconducting armature winding is unacceptable
for currently available cryogenic cooling technology [26, 29, 67]. The unacceptability is high for HTS but low for multi-filamentary LTS and MgB2 with ultra-fine filaments.
• Conventional armature winding design can easily be retrofitted to use and only
the rotor needs new design [20, 21]. Design of a superconducting armature winding
and its cooling takes much more innovative efforts [25, 68–70].
• The cold mass of a partially superconducting generator is smaller compared
to that of a fully superconducting generator. The cold mass can further be reduced
when special cryostat design applies to the field winding, e.g. modular cryostat pro-
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posed by Technalia [23]. Cooling for smaller cold mass can be easier to manipulate,
although the thermal capacity will become smaller.

2

Figure 2.15: Sketch of a fully superconducting machine concept. This is one possibility with an HTS field
winding and an MgB2 armature winding. [70]

However, fully superconducting generators have their own advantages. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the ultimate and most exciting advantage is significant reduction of the generator size (to boost the power density, in other words), because
the superconducting armature winding produces a high electrical loading. As listed
in Table 2.3, we can also break down the advantages and disadvantages of these two
superconducting types from the generator design point of view.
Some meaningful attempts have been made to utilize superconductors in the
armature winding. Conceptual designs are being developed to reduce the AC losses
in the armature winding [71–75]. Fully superconducting generators are considered
as a long-term goal for being applied to wind turbines. On one hand, the AC losses
will become increasingly smaller and finally acceptable as the superconducting materials are advancing. On the other hand, the cryogenic cooling technology will one
day become capable of the high level of AC losses that a superconducting armature
winding produces today.
At present or in near future, the most feasible option is thought to be partially
superconducting generators, although their effects on increasing power density is
not as remarkable as fully superconducting generators.

2.3.5. R ADIAL OR AXIAL FLUX
Electrical machines can also be divided into radial, axial [76, 77] and transverse flux
machines [78, 79], regarding the direction of magnetic flux as their names suggest.
Radial flux generators have dominated the power generation industry as well as the
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Table 2.3: Comparison between partially and fully superconducting generators.
Partially superconducting

Fully superconducting

superconducting

superconducting

Armature winding

non-superconducting

superconducting

Magnetic loading

high

high

Electrical loading

low

high

moderately high

very high

low

high††

Field winding

2

Power density†
AC loss
Magnetic air gap

large

small†††

Size and weight†

moderately small

very small

high

very high

wind energy, ship propulsion

aerospace

Cost†
Proposed application

† Compared to conventional synchronous generators.
†† Ultra-fine filaments can limit the AC loss of a superconductor at a moderate level.
††† Assuming the field and armature windings are located within the same cryostat.

wind turbine market. Because not only people can use the well established design
and operation experiences of such machines, but also they are superior to axial flux
and transverse flux ones in most aspects. Transverse flux concepts are not mature
yet in any power generator. They have low power factors due to large armature leakage fields so the output active power is small. Although power factors can be corrected by a few means, such as active current control by power converters or magnetic circuit optimization, transverse flux machines have rather complicated structures with complex core designs for manufacturing [80]. Thus, we only compare
here the radial and axial flux machines (Fig. 2.16) as given in Table 2.4. Nevertheless,
transverse flux superconducting generators are being investigated for wind turbine
applications (Fig. 2.17). The latest concept can be found in [24] with a few merits
highlighted.
Radial flux machines have been concluded to be better than axial flux machines
regarding costs when the output is more than 100 kW [29]. Thus, the radial topology
is more suitable for generators for mega-watt wind turbines. Axial flux machines are
pointed out to become attractive when the number of poles is high and axial length
is short [83]. However, superconducting machines usually have a small number of
poles which could be a result of the minimum bending radius of superconductors as
well as space limitation from mechanical supports [29]. In large offshore wind wind
turbines (10-20 MW), radial flux generators are therefore preferred when cost and
reliability are of highest design priority.
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Figure 2.16: Sketch of axial flux and radial flux machine structures. Left: axial flux. Right: radial flux. [29]

Figure 2.17: Concept of transverse flux superconducting machine. Left: axial cross-section view. Right:
vertical cross-section view. [81]

2.3.6. C RYOGENIC COOLING
Superconductors must operate below their critical temperatures. In most cases,
they need to be cooled down further to a lower temperature to attain satisfactory
performance. For example, LTS prefer 4.2 K or even lower, MgB2 are proposed for
10-20 K, and HTS are usually proposed for 20-50 K for electrical machines and 77 K
for cables and FCLs. In such a vast range of cryogenic temperatures, the cooling efficiency is quite different. Cooling methods and applied coolants are not the same
either. Moreover, couplings must be designed to incorporate the cooling system to
the rotating electrical machine.
C OOLING EFFICIENCY
In general, the cooling efficiency at the required cryogenic temperatures is low. Two
factors limit the cooling efficiency. One is the Carnot efficiency which depends on
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Table 2.4: Comparison between radial and axial flux superconducting generators [82].

Torque to volume ratio

2

Radial flux

Axial flux

larger

smaller

Torque to mass ratio

smaller

larger

Generator diameter†

larger

smaller

Generator length

larger

smaller

easy

difficult for large diameter

design dependent

low††

racetrack (locally concentrated field)

can be circular (more uniform field)

Air gap maintaining
Cogging and noise
Field coil shape

† Due to structural stability.
†† Slotless machines.

temperature gradients [84] and the other is the efficiency of refrigerators.
The Carnot efficiency η c is defined as
ηc =

TL
T H − TL

(2.7)

where TL is the cryogenic temperature and T H is the ambient temperature. It can be
seen that the lower the cryogenic temperature, the lower the Carnot efficiency. For
example, η c = 1.4% for TL = 4.2 K and η c = 34.5% for TL = 77 K, both with T H = 300 K.
At present, the typical efficiency of a refrigerator is 20% which has to be multiplied to the Carnot efficiency. Consequently, the overall cooling efficiency η is
even much lower. For example, η = 0.28% for TL = 4.2 K and η = 6.9% for TL = 77 K
(T H = 300 K).
Another way to express the overall cooling efficiency is the specific power or socalled cryogenic penalty (= 1/η). This expression means the number of watts of
input power required to remove 1 W of heat at the cryogenic temperature. For example, it requires 14.5 W of input power to remove 1 W of heat from the 77 K region. The cryogenic penalty is 357 W input for 1 W at 4.2 K. The cryogenic penalty
at cryogenic temperatures is shown in Fig. 2.18. In this figure, the boiling point of
widely used coolants and the critical temperature of different superconductors are
also provided for giving a clearer picture of how the cryogenic penalties affect the
selection of superconductor types.
C ONDUCTION ( INDIRECT ) OR DIRECT COOLING
The cooling methods for superconductors can be divided into direct and indirect
cooling [41, 86, 87]. LTS magnets employing NbTi or Nb3 Sn are in general cooled
by submerging them into liquid helium (LHe). This cooling is called pool-boiling
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Figure 2.18: B − T critical characteristic of different superconductors, on top of which is the cryogenic
penalties at different cryogenic temperature. Different superconductors lie in different ranges of critical
temperatures and cryogenic penalties. [85]

method which can also apply to other liquid coolants such as liquid hydrogen (LH2 ),
neon (LNe), nitrogen (LN2 ) and oxygen (LN2 ). When demanding more effective and
controllable cooling, superconducting magnets are cooled by a forced flow of liquid coolants through conduits between superconductor strands. Very large magnets
may use both the approaches.
Coolant
tubeCoolant
tube

Coil

Coil
Coil

(a) Coil in close contact with coolant
tubes.

Coil

Cryocooler
Cryocooler

(b) Coil in contact with a cryocooler.

Figure 2.19: Sketch of conduction cooling concepts. Reproduced from [88].

Indirect cooling is also referred to as conduction cooling. This cooling method
is simple and convenient with cryocooler refrigerators [89]. The heat generated in
part of superconducting coils is transfered to the cold head of a cryocooler by thermal conduction. The thermal resistance between the coil and the cryocooler must
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be designed sufficiently low. The heat transfer can also be realized through tubes in
close contact with the surface of a superconducting coil. A coolant which can operate in a closed cycle or with a storage container flows inside the tubes to transfer
heat. These two conduction cooling concepts are sketched in Fig. 2.19.
The popular cryocoolers are cryogen free: Gifford-McMahon (G-M) [90, 91], Stirling [92] and Pulse-Tube coolers [93]. All of them apply regenerative heat exchange
with oscillating gas flow. The G-M concept is most popular, primarily because it
isolates the compressor from the regenerator and displacer and then allows a modified commercial air-conditioning compressor to be used [88]. For low temperature
applications, the coolers usually have two stages of temperature, e.g. 300 K-30 K4 K or 300 K-80 K-20 K, for the purpose of increasing the Carnot efficiency. Singlestage coolers are also used but usually for high temperatures. Stirling cryocoolers
are more efficient but more costly than G-M cryocoolers. At present, pulse-tube
cryocoolers to date only have small cooling capacities and they need further development.

(a) Gifford-McMahon
(Sumitomo
RDK415D).

(b)
Stirling
(CryoTel GT).

(c) Pulse-tube (Sumitomo RP-062B).

Figure 2.20: Commercial products of three typical cryogen-free cryocooler concepts with regenerative
heat exchange.

In wind turbine applications, either direct or indirect cooling can be adopted to
a superconducting generator. Regarding cost and construction complexity, conduction cooling with cryocoolers is preferred. The cryocoolers and compressors can
be placed outside the generator. Only the cold heads are plugged into the cryostat
of the generator and contact the thermal conductor. However, conduction cooling
may lead to non-uniform temperature distribution over a superconducting coil and
must be carefully examined.
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C RYOSTAT
A cryostat is used to house and maintain the superconducting winding in cryogenic
environment suitable for the operation of superconductors [94]. Usually, a cryostat
means a cryostat assembly which contains a shell, a vacuum chamber, multi-layer
thermal insulation and torque transfer elements. With conduction cooling, thermal conductors or cooling tubes are also integrated into the cryostat. Thermally, a
cryostat prevents ambient and radiation heat from getting into the cryogenic environment. Mechanically, it transfers the force or torque from the cold parts to the
warm parts of the generator. Magnetically, its electrically conductive shell may act
as a damping winding or an electromagnetic shield.
Conventionally, a cryostat is shaped cylindrically as large as capable of accommodating the whole rotor or only the field winding assembly, as shown in Fig. 2.21
and Fig. 2.22. This configuration originates from the design and practice of superconducting magnets for MRI and accelerators but results in a relatively large cold
mass to be cooled. To minimize the cold mass inside the cryostat as well as modularize the superconducting winding, a modular cryostat concept has been proposed
by [23] and [30]. As illustrated in Fig. 2.23, each superconducting field coil has its
own cryostat in the same racetrack form. Shells, vacuum chambers and multi-layer
thermal insulation are still necessary. Forces are transfered from the cold coil to
the warm rotor pole core in the coil center through the cryostat wall. Besides the
advantages of cold mass and modularity, this concept enables to employ salient
poles which have been extensively applied in conventional synchronous generators. More advantages and applications of such combination of salient poles and
modular cryostat will be involved or discussed in every later chapter.

Figure 2.21: Cylindrical cryostat of a commercial product (Babcock Noell GmbH). [95]
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Figure 2.22: Sketch of the cross-section of a cylindrical cryostat in a partially superconducting machine.
The superconducting field winding assembly is located within the cryostat. Reproduced from [96].

(a) Assembly.

(b) Coil and cooling.

Figure 2.23: Modular cryostat assembly with its components, proposed by the Suprapower project [97,
98].

R OTATING OR STATIONARY SUPERCONDUCTING FIELD WINDING
When cooling the rotating superconducting field winding of a synchronous generator, coupling or sealing is required between the stationary part of the cryogenic
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cooling system and the rotating cryostat and field winding. However, the rotating
coupling can be avoid by letting the field winding stand still but the armature winding rotate. This reversal of the rotating role requires brushes and slip rings to couple
the rotating armature winding to the power converter. The full power will impose
onto the brushes which require sophisticated contact. The superconducting field
winding remains stationary for simpler cooling system coupling. GE proposed in
[20] this concept of rotating armature for their LTS generator design for 10 MW wind
turbines.
However, a rotating coupling is not so difficult to realize that most of the superconducting machine designs have still proposed rotating field windings. Although
the cooling efficiency may drop due to slight leakage, it is not necessary to introduce less-reliable fully rated brushes to a rotating armature winding. The advantage
of rotating field windings may not be recognized by LTS generators but can apply
well to HTS generators.
So far, most of the superconducting machine prototypes have employed the GM cryocoolers. The cold heads are placed inside the generator and pinned to the
rotating cryostat. As sketched in Fig. 2.24 for instance, the cold heads connect to
stationary compressors outside the generator housing through a rotating coupling.

Figure 2.24: Rotating coupling concept: the cryogenic system connected to the rotating and stationary
parts of a superconducting generator through rotating coupling (based on G-M cryocoolers). Reproduced from [23].

The rotating coupling concept can also be visualized in Fig. 2.25 proposed by
Stirling Cryogenics. Two Stirling cryocoolers are placed outside the generator housing and exchange the warm and cold helium gas out of and into the cold heads in
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the generator. The superconducting coils are cooled by the oscillating helium gas
flow via cold heads.

2

(a) Coupling.

(b) Principle.

Figure 2.25: Sketch of the coupling and principle of Stirling cryocoolers for rotating generators, as proposed by [99].

When it comes to a modular cryostat shown in Fig. 2.23, the cooling is more
straightforward. the cryocooler’s cold head closely contacts the thermal conduction plates (copper). The heat generated by each coil is transferred to the cold head
through the copper plates attaching the coil.

2.3.7. D EMONSTRATING PROTOTYPES OF SUPERCONDUCTING MACHINES
Over the last decades, a few pilot projects experimentally demonstrated the feasibility and operation of superconducting machines. At the beginning, the superconducting machine prototypes were designed, built and tested for ship propulsion as
motors. Then, more power generators were built and tested. In recent years, a few
projects are trying to demonstrate superconducting generators in wind turbine applications. These projects and the corresponding superconducting machines are
summarized in Table 2.5.

2.4. I NTEGRATION OF S UPERCONDUCTING G ENERATORS IN
W IND T URBINES
A sed on the previous overviews and discussions, we can make a few fundamental choices for a superconducting generator design for wind turbines. The following properties are now preferred for designing the generator:
• Synchronous machine.
• Partially superconducting- only the field winding is superconducting while the
armature winding is not.

B

Ongoing
Ongoing

EcoSwing* [107]

ICMAB-CSIC* [108]

2 MW

3.6 MW

10 MW

10 MW

4 MVA

400 kW

1.3 MW

20 MVA

1.7 MW

8 MVar

36.5 MW

5 MW

3.5 MW

Power

-

15 rpm

-

10 rpm

3600 rpm

1500 rpm

10500 rpm

3600 rpm

214 rpm

-

120 rpm

230 rpm

1800 rpm

Speed

*The details of the ongoing wind power projects are very limited.

Ongoing

AML* [28]

2006

Siemens [105]
Ongoing

2006

Siemens [105]

AMSC Sea-Titan* [106]

2008

GE [104]

2006

AMSC [63]
2009

2011

AMSC [101]

1985

2006

AMSC [17]

GE [103]

2002

AMSC [100]

Converteam [102]

Report
year

Designer

-

YBCO

MgB2

2G HTS

BSCCO-2223

BSCCO-2223

BSCCO

NbTi

BSCCO-2223

BSCCO

BSCCO-2223

BSCCO-2223

BSCCO-2223

SC material

-

-

-

-

25-30 K

25-30 K

30 K

4K

30 K

-

30 K

32 K

35 K

Cryogenic
Temperature

Table 2.5: Demonstrating projects and superconducting machine prototypes built or being built.

Wind power generator

Wind power generator

Wind power generator

Wind power generator

Power generator

Power generator

Airborne generator

Power generator

Power generator

Synchronous condenser

Ship propulsion

Ship propulsion

Ship propulsion

Application
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• Radial magnetic flux.
• Conduction cooling with cryocoolers.
• Rotating superconducting field winding.
Given these five choices, a superconducting generator can be integrated into a
direct-drive wind turbine nacelle and connected to the power grid through a fully
rated power electronic converter, as sketched in Fig. 2.26. Various converter concepts and control strategies have been concretely reviewed in [80, 109, 110] for direct
drive systems.

Figure 2.26: Sketch of direct-drive concept. The direct-drive (superconducting) synchronous generator
is connected to the power grid through a fully rated power electronic converter. [14]

Different nacelle structures may result in different integration concepts [111,
112]. Here, we introduce three up-to-date wind turbine integration concepts for
10 MW wind turbines available in detail and then the conceptual nacelle from the
INNWIND.EU project for 10-20 MW wind turbines. All these concepts are aimed
at improving the feasibility of integrating a superconducting generator to a large
direct-drive wind turbine.

2.4.1. T HREE CONCEPTS IN THE LITERATURE
A few integration concepts have also been proposed by other research projects prior
to or in parallel with the INNWIND.EU project. Some are completely new while the
others evolve from conventional concepts. Many interesting concepts are proposed
for 10 MW direct-drive wind turbines which employ partially or even fully superconducting synchronous generators. Three of them have been published and the
details can be found in the literature. The others, e.g. AMSC’s and AML’s concepts,
are not available in detail due to confidentiality issues. Here, the three published
concepts are briefly introduced.
GE CONCEPT
GE proposed their integration concept in [20] for a 10 MW direct-drive LTS generator. There are two shafts together supporting the generator as shown in Fig. 2.27.
One is stationary in the center for supporting the inner field assembly. The other
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for supporting the outer armature assembly is rotating on the stationary shaft via a
bearing. The field assembly is inside a cryostat in which liquid helium is cooling the
field winding through conduction cooling tubes. The liquid helium is liquefied by
cryocoolers located at the two ends of the field assembly.
This concept is novel and suitable for the designed small generator diameter.
The nacelle is located behind the hub, but the two-shaft concept can also be used
for a front nacelle when an inner stationary field winding is preferred.

Figure 2.27: Integration concept by General Electric for a 10 MW direct-drive LTS generator. [20]

S UPRAPOWER CONCEPT
The European FP7 project Suprapower [98] has proposed a conceptual nacelle integration. They designed such a large-diameter generator to reduce the generator
weight that the generator is axially very short. The small aspect ratio results in the
current nacelle concept as depicted in Fig. 2.28. The rotor with field winding is
spinning on a stationary hollow shaft via long supporting beams and a bearing. The
stator with armature winding is fixed to a large frame which houses both the rotor
and stator.
As introduced in 2.3.6, the field coils are housed in individual modular cryostats.
Distributed cryocoolers exchange the warm and cold helium gas with the compressors which are concentratedly placed in the hollow shaft. The nacelle is placed behind the hub and may not be capable of being in front due to the large diameter.
S IEMENS CONCEPT
Siemens Wind Power [113] designed a nacelle concept by changing the current directdrive PM generators into a superconducting version. As shown in Fig. 2.29, in the
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Figure 2.28: Integration concept from the Suprapower project for a 10 MW direct-drive MgB2 generator.
Patented by Tecnalia. [98]

center of the nacelle is also a stationary hollow shaft supporting the inner armature
winding. The outer field winding is driven by the spinning hub. This layout and the
placement of the cooling system are both similar to those of the "Kingpin" nacelle,
but the location of the nacelle is behind the hub and the generator can be designed
with an either large or small diameter.

2.4.2. INNWIND.EU CONCEPT
For the INNWIND.EU project, a conceptual nacelle using a kingpin [114] is designed
for direct-drive generator systems. As shown in Fig. 2.30, the nacelle is located in
front of the turbine hub. The designers claim that this concept not only can be used
for 10-20 MW wind turbines but will be the only feasible option for 20 MW [85]. In
this concept, the stationary axle (called kingpin) holds both the blades and the generator through one or two bearings. The shorter distance between the large blades
for capturing 10-20 MW power and the tower will effectively reduce the bending
moment. The front generator will not add significant mechanical loads to the tower
because the nacelle weight is negligible compared to the whole mechanical loads.
To adapt to the stationary kingpin, the generator would better have an inner stationary armature winding and an outer rotating field winding. As illustrated in Fig.
2.31, the hollow axle provides a tunnel for placing cryogenic cooling pipes connect-
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Figure 2.29: Integration concept by Siemens Wind Power for a 10 MW direct-drive HTS generator. (1Nacelle. 2-Tower. 3-Stator support. 4-Rotating superconducting field winding. 5-Stationary hollow shaft.
6-Hub. 7-Cryostat. 8-Fixed armature winding.) [85]

ing cryocoolers at the generator side to compressors at the tower side.

(a) Nacelle with a generator

(b) Housing of the nacelle.

Figure 2.30: INNWIND.EU nacelle concept using a kingpin for 10-20 MW direct-drive wind turbines. The
generator is located in front of the hub. [11]

Mechanically, the generator can be supported by the main bearing of the hub or
a separate bearing, depending on the mechanical load from the generator. A possi-
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Figure 2.31: Two possibilities of arranging the superconducting field winding and the copper armature
winding in the INNWIND.EU nacelle concept. The superconducting field winding will rotate if placed
outside. The axle hollow can be used as a channel for placing pipes connecting rotating cryocoolers’ cold
heads to stationary compressors. [85]

(a) Nacelle profile with kingpin axle.

(b) Generator’s rotor profile with field
coils.

Figure 2.32: A single-bearing scenario of mechanical integration of the superconducting generator to the
conceptual INNWIN.EU nacelle. The stationary kingpin holds both the hub and the generator. It is also
possible for the generator to have a separate bearing with a lengthened kingpin. Courtesy of DNV GL.

ble scenario of mechanical integration with a single-bearing is depicted in Fig. 2.32.
Note that the generator for this scenario employs modular cryostats with salient
poles, which is just a particular design possibility to be examined in later chapters.
This nacelle may not like large generator diameters due to the limitation of the conic
angle of blades, suggesting that the generator diameter would better remain sufficiently small.
The INNWIND.EU nacelle concept will exclusively be adopted throughout the
following chapters.
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2.5. C ONCLUSION
H is chapter has introduced and pictured a superconducting drive train for 1020 MW direct-drive wind turbines, from superconductors to superconducting
generators then to superconducting drive trains. Relevant concepts around superconducting machines, e.g. superconductivity, cooling efficiency, have been described.
The integration shows that it is realistic to mount a superconducting generator in a
direct-drive wind turbine.
Whatever the nacelle structure, a superconducting generator for this application
has four fundamental properties:
• Synchronous machine. This choice is believed to dominate the design of superconducting machines.
• Partially superconducting. This choice may change to fully superconducting
as long as either AC losses can effectively be reduced to acceptable levels or cooling
technologies become sufficiently advanced to handle the AC losses in a superconducting armature winding.
• Radial magnetic flux. This choice is believed to dominate the design of superconducting machines.
• Rotating superconducting field winding. Rotating field is considered easier
than rotating armature. The choice of this property may not be critical and in some
cases dependent more on mechanical construction of a wind turbine nacelle.
To simplify the construction of the conceptual INNWIND.EU nacelle, the generator structure of inner armature and outer field is selected. However, this choice
does not change the electromagnetic performance of the generator. In next chapters, we will therefore not be limited by this generator structure. Both inner and
outer field winding can be considered.
The choice of cooling method, i.e. conduction or direct cooling, does not change
the electromagnetic performance of the generator either. We assume conduction
cooling with cryocoolers in the next chapters just for providing a context of cooling,
as shown in Fig. 2.31, for electromagnetic studies.
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3.1. I NTRODUCTION
UPERCONDUCTING synchronous generators are drawing more attention for 1020 MW direct-drive wind power conversion [11], because they can be lightweight
and compact and reduce the levelized cost of energy (LCoE) of the wind turbine
[14–16]. Due to the high magnetic field production by superconducting coils, many
possibilities exist for designing a superconducting generator. The superconducting
coils can be applied only in the DC field winding or also in the AC armature winding. A commonly applied approach is to use an superconducting field winding at
a low temperature with a copper AC armature winding at an ambient temperature
[29, 115–117]. In such partially superconducting generators, excessive AC losses in
the armature winding can be avoided and the feasibility of superconducting generators increases. Among typical superconductor types, MgB2 could be a starting point
as a low-LCoE possibility. This superconductor material is usually for operating temperatures of 10-20 K. It is not as expensive as high temperature superconductors but
requires less rigorous cryogenic cooling than low temperature superconductors.

S

3

For a partially superconducting generator design, many topologies can be considered from the perspective of electromagnetics. A topology differently combine
iron and non-magnetic cores in the rotor back core, rotor pole core, stator tooth and
stator yoke. They differ in the magnetic reluctance of an electrical machine. Choice
of topology could significantly change the cost and efficiency of a superconducting
generator and consequently affect the levelized capital cost of energy (LCCoE) of a
wind turbine employing this superconducting generator.
This chapter considers twelve topologies employing MgB2 in the field winding,
which cover most of the applicable radial-flux possibilities. Some of them have
already been proposed in the literature or industry. This chapter compares these
topologies regarding the LCCoE of a 10 MW direct-drive wind turbine. This chapter only focuses on the LCCoE as the key performance indicator. The other costs,
e.g. installation, operation and maintenance costs, are not taken into account since
the LCCoE should be evaluated in first place to identify promising candidates which
then move onto further evaluations.
Since the superconductor technology is developing fast, only using the current
unit cost and critical characteristic of the MgB2 wires may limit the perspective of
comparing the topologies. The topologies that are less advantageous at present may
become promising in the long run. Three scenarios are therefore investigated, assuming 1) reducing the wire cost per unit length to 1/4, 2) four times engineering
critical current density and 3) the combination of both. The purpose is to check
if the topologies providing the lowest LCCoE at present will be overtaken by other
topologies if the properties of the MgB2 wire significantly improve.
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3.2.1. D EFINITION OF TOPOLOGY
H e term of topology can be defined differently. In electrical machinery, the generalized definition of topology covers the following design options:
• Radial/axial/transverse flux.
• Inner/outer rotor/stator.
• Rotating/stationary field winding/armature winding.
• Ferromagnetic/non-magnetic core.
• Fully/partially superconducting.
Regarding superconducting machines, the choice of fully or partially superconducting is another topology issue, but we only consider partially superconducting
according to the conclusions in Chapter 2.
As discussed in Chapter 2, only the radial flux is considered for superconducting
generators for large wind turbines. The choice of inner or outer rotor and the choice
of rotating field or armature winding do not matter unless the nacelle or cryogenic
design puts limits onto the structure of the generator. Here we suppose that these
two choices are not fixed but open in the rest of this thesis, because this thesis will
not address the nacelle design or the cryogenic design.
Hence, only the choice of ferromagnetic or non-magnetic core remains, which
can also be defined as topology in a narrow sense. In the rest of this thesis, particularly, a topology is defined as the combination of ferromagnetic and non-magnetic
materials in four core components:
• Field core back,
• Field pole core,
• Armature tooth, and
• Armature yoke.
The other three design options covered in the generalized definition of topology will
not be considered as topology issues anymore in the rest of this thesis.

T

3.2.2. D ESIGN ISSUES RELATED TO TOPOLOGY
In a conventional synchronous machine with a copper field winding or permanent
magnets, the core material is usually ferromagnetic, e.g. laminate steel for stator
cores and solid steel for the rotor cores. The ferromagnetic material will be saturated when the magnetic flux density goes to a high level, e.g. 1.8 T. A synchronous
machine is usually designed for operating with light saturation in its ferromagnetic
cores. The purpose of such a design is to produce a sufficiently high magnetic flux
density but to avoid negative effects caused by heavy saturation.
This design philosophy would probably change when a superconducting field
winding comes into a synchronous machine for field excitation. In the supercon-
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ducting field winding flows a rather high current density. e.g. 100 to 200 A/mm2 ,
which can excite a high magnetic flux density to, e.g., 3 T or even higher in the armature winding. With such a high magnetic flux density, the ferromagnetic core
will be heavily saturated. In this case, the use of ferromagnetic cores has four main
drawbacks:
• High magnetic flux density in the ferromagnetic material will induce more iron
losses, especially when the electrical frequency is high.
• The magnetic flux leakage between adjacent ferromagnetic armature teeth will
cause eddy currents in the copper conductors in the armature slots, if the copper
conductors are not specially designed for reducing eddy currents.
• Ferromagnetic armature teeth will cause slotting effects which can induce AC
losses in the superconducting field winding. Too much AC losses are not acceptable due to both cryogenic cooling capability and efficiency reduction. The slotting
effects will reduce if iron teeth are saturated.
• Ferromagnetic materials are heavy so they may reduce the power density. This
conflicts with the initial motivation of employing superconducting windings in a
wind turbine generator to increase the power density.
It is thus needed to find an alternative material to overcome such downsides of
ferromagnetic materials. Generally, this alternative material should have five properties:
• Low iron losses with a high magnetic flux density,
• Less or even no slotting effects,
• Lightweight,
• Not too expensive, and
• Mechanically strong.
From electromagnetics point of view, the suitable material can be characterized as non-magnetic materials. Here a non-magnetic material should also be nonconductive, because we do not want eddy currents in such a material either. Many
composite materials are both non-magnetic and non-conductive while stainless steel,
for example, is not magnetic but conductive.
Considering mass density, mechanical strength and unit cost, glass fiber G10
has been extensively applied to electrical apparatus [118]. G10 is a composite which
is both non-magnetic and non-conductive. Its mass density is about 1850 kg/m3 ,
which is only about a quarter of the mass density of ferromagnetic steel. Mechanically, G10 is comparable to ferromagnetic steel. A comparison is summarized in
Table 3.1 to show the key property differences between glass fiber G10 and ferromagnetic steel.
Using non-magnetic material, e.g. G10, in the machine cores does not definitely
mean a better machine design. Despite its advantages over ferromagnetic steel, it
has four main disadvantages:
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Table 3.1: Property comparison between glass fiber G10 and a typical ferromagnetic steel.
Glass fiber G10 (FR-4)

Ferromagnetic steel

Relative permeability

1

8000

Electrical conductivity

0

2·106 S/m

Thermal conductivity

0.81 W/(m·K)

50 W/(m·K)

Tensile strength

>310 MPa

490 MPa

Mass density

1850 kg/m3

7650 kg/m3

3
• It is not magnetic. The magnetic reluctance of a machine becomes much larger
if non-magnetic material replaces ferromagnetic steel. The machine thus demands
more superconducting materials to excite a sufficiently high magnetic field, which
can be quite costly.
• It has a poor thermal conductivity. If a non-magnetic material is applied to
armature teeth, the cooling of the armature winding will need special attention. For
example, indirect forced-air cooling may not be capable anymore but direct cooling
would be required.
• It introduces manufacturing difficulties. Large machines have hardly employed
non-magnetic cores and their manufacturing is nearly all based on the experience
of ferromagnetic steel. Therefore, a design of large machines with non-magnetic
cores leads to extra costs in money and time due to difficulties in manufacturing the
non-magnetic core structures.
• It is generally more expensive than ferromagnetic steel. For example, the current market price of glass fiber G10 is approximately in the order of 15 e/kg while
that of ferromagnetic steel laminates is only about 3 e/kg.
As a result of the above-mentioned facts, comparisons between ferromagnetic
and non-magnetic cores are necessary for designing a superconducting machine.
Based on such comparisons, the design process may require a few critical trade-offs
between adopting ferromagnetic and non-magnetic core materials [29]. Generally,
the comparison criteria can be the following characteristics for a superconducting
machine:
• Cost,
• Size,
• Weight,
• Efficiency,
• Electromagnetic performance, and
• Thermal performance.
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3.2.3. I SSUES ON USING FERROMAGNETIC CORES
Using ferromagnetic cores in a superconducting machine needs special attention
due to the high magnetic field. Magnetic saturation, losses, forces and slotting effects are worthy of a discussion.

3

M AGNETIC SATURATION
A ferromagnetic core saturates in a high magnetic field while a non-magnetic core
does not. It is then a question of whether to use ferromagnetic cores or not in a
superconducting machine, because a superconducting field winding can produce a
high magnetic field which can potentially severely saturate the ferromagnetic cores.
Ferromagnetic materials will have lower magnetic permeabilities when heavily
saturated. The relative permeability of a heavily saturated ferromagnetic core will
approach µr = 1 which is the same as that of a non-magnetic material, e.g. air. However, saturation at this time instant depends on its previous state. With the same
magnetic field intensity H , the magnetic flux density B has already become much
higher in a ferromagnetic core than that in a non-magnetic core, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.1. This shows that saturation of a ferromagnetic core does not deteriorate
the excitation of high magnetic fields although the excitation is significantly limited. However, the negative effects of iron cores in high magnetic fields must not be
ignored.

Figure 3.1: Sketch of higher magnetic flux density of iron with full saturation compared to that of air
without saturation.

L OSSES AND FORCES
Negative effects could occur in ferromagnetic cores when the magnetic flux density
is quite high. One effect is iron losses as a function of magnetic flux density and
frequency. However, the fundamental frequency of a 10 MW direct-drive generator
could be as low as 3 Hz, for example. In this case, iron losses may be very small.
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Another effect is that part of the magnetic flux lines will go through the conductors, i.e. superconducting wires in the field winding and copper conductors in the
armature winding. Eddy currents will be induced in these conductive parts and resulting losses could cause problems. Moreover, magnetic forces will directly be imposed on the current-carrying conductors. Hence, special designs will be necessary
to suppress the induction of eddy currents and to well support these conductors.
In addition, superconducting wires must be sufficiently strong to withstand large
mechanical stresses.
S LOTTING EFFECTS
Besides armature winding distribution, slotting effects due to ferromagnetic armature teeth change the air gap flux density at a high frequency [119]. This air gap flux
density contains space harmonics which are not synchronous with the rotor rotation. In Fig. 3.2, an example shows the space harmonics of flux density in an air
gap. The left figure (Fig. 3.2a) is from a machine with non-magnetic armature teeth
and the right one (Fig. 3.2b) is from the same machine with iron armature teeth instead. The spectrum shows that space harmonics contents significantly rise from
using non-magnetic to using ferromagnetic armature teeth.

(a) With non-magnetic teeth

(b) With iron teeth

Figure 3.2: Slotting effects with iron teeth compared to effects of non-magnetic teeth.

Such space harmonics can go to the region of superconducting field winding and
produce AC losses in the superconducting wires and iron losses in the ferromagnetic
core parts. If an electromagnetic shield is placed between the field winding and the
armature winding for screening the space harmonics and protecting the superconducting wires, eddy current losses will still be produced in this shield itself. All these
losses due to slotting effects could lead to reduction of the efficiency and increase of
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cooling budgets.

3.2.4. I NFLUENCE OF CRYOSTAT DESIGN ON TOPOLOGY
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As introduced in Chapter 2, different cryostat designs are accompanied with cold or
warm core concepts. The cold core concept makes the topology easy to understand:
both the superconducting field winding and the field cores are located inside the
cryostat, as sketched in Fig. 3.3a. The cryostat walls are located at both the inner
and outer sides of the field winding and the field cores.
The warm core concept consists of two options: cylindrical cryostats or modular
cryostats. The former option still uses a tube-shaped cryostat, but the inner cryostat
wall separate the field pole core and the field back core. As a result, the field pole
core is cold while the field back core is warm, as illustrated in Fig. 3.3b. For topology
studies, it is not necessary to separate the field pole core and the field back core
so they contact each other with an assumed infinitely thin cryostat wall. However,
space for vacuum and thermal insulation must be left between the field winding and
this infinitely thin inner cryostat wall.
The modular cryostat concept [23] can be considered as an extension of the
cylindrical cryostat concept, but space for vacuum and thermal insulation must be
left between one side of the field coil and its surrounding warm cores, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.3c. The field pole core can therefore be warm in the center of a field coil
and be made as close to the armature as allowed.
For simplification in topology studies, the warm core cylindrical concept is usually considered the same as the cold core concept. Thus, in both these cases, there
is not an air gap between the field pole core and the field back core and they contact
each other as a whole piece.

(a) Cold core

(b) Warm core: cylindrical

(c) Warm core: modular

Figure 3.3: Sketch of one pole for illustrating cryostat concepts. Brown: cryostat wall. Red: superconducting field winding. Green: cold core. Yellow: warm core.
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OMBINING ferromagnetic and non-magnetic cores in the field back core, field
pole core, armature tooth and armature yoke results in 12 applicable topologies (T1-T12) in total as listed and sketched in Fig. 3.4. In this list, nine topologies
T1-T3, T5-T7, and T9-T11 have a large effective air gap length due to space allocated to the wall, vacuum and thermal insulation of the used cylindrical cryostat.
The other three topologies T4, T8 and T12 with salient iron poles have significantly
reduced effective air gap length. Because in these three topologies, the cryostat is
made modular in the shape of a racetrack and the iron pole can go as close to the
stator as allowed [30, 120, 121]. Topologies T4, T8 and T12 can be regarded as the
extensions of topologies T3, T7 and T11, respectively.

C

(a) T1

(b) T2

(c) T3

(d) T4

(e) T5

(f) T6

(g) T7

(h) T8

(i) T9

(j) T10

(k) T11

(l) T12

Figure 3.4: Topologies to be compared. Red: superconducting field winding. Yellow: copper armature
winding. Brown: non-magnetic core. Grey: iron core.
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3.3.1. N ON - MAGNETIC ARMATURE CORE ( T1-T4)

3

The first four topologies T1-T4 are with a non-magnetic armature core, as sketched
in Figs. 3.4a-3.4d. Both the armature teeth and the armature yoke are non-magnetic.
The magnetic field has to be confined somewhere outer the non-magnetic armature yoke or these topologies are used for an inner-armature-outer-field layout. The
cooling for the armature winding could be difficult, since classic forced-air cooling
used in conventional machines would probably not be sufficiently effective. Direct
cooling methods would have to be applied with an increased complexity. Magnetic
fluxes go through the copper conductors in the armature slots. Eddy currents and
losses are therefore produced in the copper conductors. The copper conductors
must be specially twisted by, e.g. Litz wires, or transposed to reduce eddy current
losses. However, the non-magnetic armature teeth avoid slotting effects and therefore significantly reduce space harmonics in the air gap flux density. The most decisive fact is that these four topologies may demand a large amount of superconducting wires in the field winding to excite a sufficient flux linkage in the armature
winding.
The topology T1 has fully non-magnetic cores since its field pole core and field
back core are also non-magnetic. This topology is an extreme case since the magnetic circuit has no ferromagnetic part to reduce the magnetic reluctance. Thus,
T1 may demand the largest length of superconducting wires among all the twelve
topologies. The advantage is that the manufacturing of such non-magnetic cores
can be easy, because all the core materials are the same and there are no joints between different materials. Another advantage is that this topology may result in a
lightweight machine because of the lightweight non-magnetic cores.
The topologies T2 and T3 use ferromagnetic field cores instead of non-magnetic
ones. The reluctance of the magnetic circuit is reduced. However, due to the fact
that the armature core is purely non-magnetic, the reduction of reluctance is very
limited. The manufacturing of the field core pieces could be complicated for T2,
since the core has two different materials. The topology T3 is different from T2 because T3 is able to employ a whole piece of solid iron for the field core.
By using modular cryostats, the topology T4 with salient ferromagnetic poles
has become possible. This topology can be regarded as an extension of T3 but can
remarkably reduce the magnetic air gap length. As a result, the reluctance decreases
and the demanded amount of superconducting wires will become smaller, but the
effect may be very limited due to the absence of ferromagnetic cores in the armature.
These four topologies have hardly be applied in superconducting machine designs, since the ferromagnetic armature yoke which confines the magnetic flux and
reduces the reluctance is absent.
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3.3.2. N ON - MAGNETIC ARMATURE TEETH WITH IRON ARMATURE YOKE
( T5-T8)
The topologies T5-T8 have a ferromagnetic armature yoke to confine the magnetic
flux within the machine, as sketched in Figs. 3.4e-3.4h. The armature yoke is usually
made from silicon-steel laminates. The addition of a ferromagnetic yoke reduces the
reluctance of the magnetic circuit and a smaller amount of superconducting wires
is demanded for the field winding. These four topologies still have non-magnetic
armature teeth so the advantages and disadvantages of such teeth still hold. In addition, the manufacturing for contacting the non-magnetic teeth and the ferromagnetic yoke remains challenging.
The topology T5 looks much more realistic than T1. In many publications, T5 is
called "air core" topology. The topologies T6-T8 use ferromagnetic field cores and
can significantly reduce the reluctance of the magnetic circuit. Such topologies are
often applied to the designs called "air winding" machines, because the armature
teeth are non-magnetic and slotting effects disappear. Again, cooling of the armature winding could be challenging and would require extra design efforts. The topology T8 can be regarded as an extension of T7 and remarkably reduces the reluctance
of the magnetic circuit.
These four topologies have been more or less applied in superconducting machine designs. Taking wind energy for example, Abrahamsen [122] and Suprapower
[23] employed T5 and T8, respectively, to achieve a lightweight design with MgB2
superconductors for a 10 MW generator.

3.3.3. I RON ARMATURE CORE ( T9-T12)
The topologies T9-T12 have a fully ferromagnetic armature core as sketched in Figs.
3.4i-3.4l. These topologies therefore enable the direct use of silicon-steel laminates
from the stator core of conventional synchronous or induction machines. Classic
forced-air cooling can directly be adopted for the armature winding, which simplifies the armature cooling system. The downsides due to ferromagnetic teeth are
mainly slotting effects and resulting losses in the superconducting field winding and
the ferromagnetic cores. The losses in the superconducting wires must be carefully
examined, since this is about the survival of superconducting wires as well as the
budget for cryogenic cooling.
The four topologies keep the armature winding design similar to the stator in
conventional synchronous or induction machines. The design of the field cores are
therefore made flexible. A fully non-magnetic field core is used in T9 which can
provide a lightweight machine. If light weight is less important than the amount of
superconducting wires, T11 and T12 could be quite desirable. T10 could be an option to be considered if a balance between weight and superconducting wire usage
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is required.
The topology T12 with salient ferromagnetic poles minimizes the reluctance of
the magnetic circuit and may remarkably reduce the use of superconducting wires.
It looks the same as the topology of a conventional salient-pole synchronous machine. An added value of using salient poles is that the field coils can be moved farther off the armature winding in the radial direction. This feature enables reduction
of the influence of magnetic field harmonics from the armature winding and teeth
to the field winding. However, the losses in the superconducting wires still need to
be examined for the purpose of locating the field coils at an appropriate position.
In terms of application of these four topologies, GE [20] reported a 10 MW superconducting generator design with LTS based on the topology T9, which was aiming
at light weight. Xu [120] investigated the topology T12 with 2G HTS at different cryogenic temperatures for 10 MW wind turbines.

3.4. B ASIC G ENERATOR D ESIGN PARAMETERS
HE superconducting generator for topology comparison is designed for 10 MW
direct-drive wind turbine with a rated speed of 9.6 rpm. The employed superconductor is magnesium diboride (MgB2 ). This type of superconductor can operate
superconductingly at higher cryogenic temperatures than LTS, e.g. NbTi, Nb3 Sn. It
is also less expensive than HTS. e.g. YBCO, BSSCO.
Only the field winding is superconducting with MgB2 while the armature winding is still with copper conductors at an ambient temperature. This use of superconductivity has already been defined as partially superconducting. The basic generator design parameters are summarized in Table 3.2. These basic parameters are
fixed for the upcoming topology comparison, which means their effects on the comparison results are considered insignificant.
The required torque Tn is 6% higher than the nominal torque calculated from the
nominal power of 10 MW. The root-mean-squared (RMS) armature current density
of 3 A/mm2 follows the current density range recommended for large synchronous
machines [123]. The armature winding fill factor is 0.6 since this is a typical number
for rectangular copper conductors with consideration for appropriate twisting or
transposing.
For only comparison purposes, the air gap diameter of the generator is of no
importance but it should be selected in such a way that the generator can be well
placed in the nacelle of a 10 MW wind turbine. For the conceptual INNWIND.EU
nacelle introduced in Chapter 2, the generator diameter is considered not too large
so that the hub and generator sizes fit. Here the air gap diameter of 6 m is used
and assumed to accomplish such compactness. The mechanical air gap is then set
to 6 mm (0.1% of the air gap diameter as a role of thumb). The distance from the
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Table 3.2: Basic generator design parameters.
Basic parameter

Value

Required torque

Tn = 10.6 MNm

Air gap diameter

ds = 2 · r s = 6 m

Number of phases

m=3

Number of slots per pole per phase

q =4

Armature current density

J s = 3 A/mm2

Distance from outer field winding to air gap

h f g = 40 mm

Mechanical air gap length

g = 6 mm

Armature winding fill factor

k f i l =0.6

Cryogenic temperature

20 K

outer field winding to the air gap contains a cryostat wall, vacuum and multi-layer
thermal insulation.
The cryogenic temperature for operating the MgB2 superconductor is 20 K which
is sufficient far from the critical temperature of 39 K for MgB2 . This temperature
allows for easier cryogenic cooling, compared to the operating temperature of 4 K
for low temperature superconductors.
The number of slots per pole per phase q is selected based on the concerns of
slot pitches and slotting effects, although its effects will not change the topology
comparison results. Due to the minimum bending radius of a superconducting wire,
the pole pitch should be sufficiently large. A large pole permits a relatively large
number of q. However, a large number of q may result in a too small slot pitch
within the fixed air gap diameter of 6 m. A small number of q can lead to more
slotting effects which are not wanted by the superconducting field winding due to
AC losses. The number of q = 4 is expected to satisfy both of the concerns. However,
determining the number of q needs other studies, which is out of the scope of this
chapter.
The generator has an outer armature winding and an inner field winding. This
structure can be reversed and the topology comparison results will still hold. Either
the armature winding or the field winding can be rotating. The superconducting
field winding is operated with a 25% safety margin to its in-field critical current density. The generator axial length is obtained in such a way that the required torque is
fulfilled when the air gap diameter is fixed to 6 m. The chosen material for the nonmagnetic cores is glass fiber G10 whose main properties have been summarized in
Table 3.1.
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3.5. C OMPARISON C RITERION : C APITAL C OST OF E NERGY
3.5.1. W HY COST OF ENERGY ?
OST of energy is the key performance indicator for wind energy conversion. For
a new technology, like superconducting generator, cost of energy is used to evaluate its feasibility of commercialization. If the cost of energy is too high, industry
will not be interested.
For the purpose of topology comparison, cost of energy is also used to eliminate
those too expensive or too inefficient topologies. The rest topologies can then be
chosen for further investigation. Therefore, we use cost of energy as the criterion for
topology comparison.

C
3

3.5.2. D EFINITION OF COST OF ENERGY
A levelized cost of energy of a wind turbine is defined by [124, 125]
LC oE =

CC APE X
C O&M C Decom (1 + r )−TLT
+
+
a · E AE P · TLT
E AE P
a · E AE P · TLT

(3.1)

Where CC APE X is the total capital expenditure of a wind turbine, C O&M is the annual
operation and maintenance expenditures of a wind turbine, C Decom is the decommissioning expenditure in the year of shutting down the wind turbine, E AE P is the
annual energy production, a is the annuity factor assuming an interest rate of r , and
TLT is the design life time of the wind turbine. In this thesis, we assume a = 0.564,
r = 5% and TLT = 25 years.
Although the operation and maintenance expenditures are important, CC APE X is
much more sensitive for designing a superconducting drive train. There have been
no experience of operating and maintaining a superconducting generator system
in a wind turbine. Feasibility assessment of applying superconducting machines to
wind turbines highly depends on the level of CC APE X . We can only consider CC APE X
at this moment for feasibility studies, after which the operation and maintenance
expenditures can be estimated and added to the calculation of cost of energy.

3.5.3. C APITAL EXPENDITURE
A capital expenditure of a wind turbine consists of the cost of the generator system
and the total cost of the other parts of the wind turbine. The generator system cost
consists of the cost of the generator’s active material C ac t , the cost of the generator’s
supporting structure C st r , the cost of the generator’s cryogenic system C cr yo and the
cost of the power electronic converter C PE . Now the LCCoE can be written as
LCC oE =

C ac t +C st r +C cr yo +C PE +C ot her
CC APE X
=
a · E AE P · TLT
a · E AE P · TLT

(3.2)
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Choice of topologies changes C ac t . The other costs of the wind turbine in Eq.
(3.2) is assumed to be constant since they can hardly be changed by topology choice.
Thus, the LCCoE can now be written as
LCC oE =

0
C ac t +C ot
her

a · E AE P · TLT

(3.3)

A CTIVE MATERIAL COST
Here the active materials under consideration are
• Superconducting wires for the field winding,
• Copper conductors for the armature winding,
• Ferromagnetic material for the core, and
• Non-magnetic material for the cores.
To evaluate the level or feasibility of capital cost of energy, the first step is usually
to check if the active material cost of the generator goes too high due to expensive
superconducting wires. If the active material cost stays in an acceptable level, the
study on other costs as well as the energy production can follow up. If the active
material cost turns out to be too high, the value of using superconductivity will become questionable. Thus, we must have a range or level of the active material cost
of a superconducting generator before going to evaluate the cost of energy of a wind
turbine.
In this chapter, we assume the following unit costs for the active materials:
• MgB2 superconductor: 4 e/m (based on currently available wires),
• Copper conductor: 15 e/kg,
• Iron core: 3 e/kg, and
• Non-magnetic core (glass fiber G10): 15 e/kg.
The cost of each component of the wind turbine considered in the LCCoE is
given in Table 3.3. The cryogenic system cost depends on a particular cryogenic
design and can hardly be estimated by electromagnetic analyses, and the cost estimation for supporting structures needs detailed mechanical analyses. Here these
two costs are estimated based on a 13.2 MW LTS superconducting generator in [33].
The cost model from the INNWIND.EU project defines a reference 10 MW wind
turbine and estimates the cost of each wind turbine component [11]. The balance
of plant is the cost of all infrastructural and facilities of a wind farm with an exception of the turbine and all its elements. The balance of plant therefore mainly
comprises of foundations, crane pads/hard standing, cabling to substation and grid,
transformers and miscellaneous costs. Here this balance of plant is averaged to one
turbine. The total cost excluding C ac t is roughly 27,000 ke which is given to Eq. (3.3)
0
as C ot
. The costs of the turbine tower and the turbine foundation are assumed to
her
be constant in Table 3.3, because the wind loads are the main design drivers. This
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Table 3.3: Estimation of the other costs of the 10 MW INNWIND.EU reference wind turbine.

3

Parameter

Cost

Reference

Wind turbine (excl. gen. system)

7,500 ke

Cost model in [11]

Balance of plant

17,000 ke

Cost model in [11]

Power electronics C PE

800 ke

Cost model in [11]

Cryogenic system C cr yo

600 ke

LTS SCSG in [33]

Generator supporting structures C st r

880 ke

LTS SCSG in [33]

0
Total C ot
her

26,780 ke

-

assumption neglects the influence of generator topologies on the costs of the supporting structures of the wind turbine. Therefore, the results of this paper, especially
the size and mass of different topologies, need to be exported to structure designers
to assess the structural costs for each generator topology. In this paper, the resulting
active material masses of the topologies will be compared with a reference mass in
Section 3.7 to check if they reach low weight.
The definition of Eq. (3.3) can be applied for optimizing the electromagnetic design of a superconducting generator for the minimum LCCoE of a wind turbine. In
0
such an application, it is not correct to eliminate the constant cost C ot
in Eq. (3.3),
her
even if only C ac t can vary and C ac t is in fact relatively very small. Because the minimum point will be different between the LCCoEs with and without C ot her . The
0
constant C ot
added to the numerator of Eq. (3.3) changes the minimum point
her
of LCC oE .

3.5.4. C ALCULATION FOR ACTIVE MATERIAL COST
The procedure of calculating the active material cost follows the flow diagram in
Fig. 3.5. When determining the operating current density and the electromagnetic
torque per unit length, 2D FE models are used, taking into account the non-linear
B-J load curve of the field coil and the non-linear B-H magnetization curve of the
magnetic iron.
F INITE ELEMENT MODELING
The 2D FE model of the superconducting generator is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. Only one
pole is needed for this model. The boundary condition ddAnz = 0 is used for both sides
of the pole to model the periodicity. The outer boundary is the Dirichlet boundary
A z = 0 which means that no magnetic flux can leave this boundary. The domains of
air are necessary since the magnetic flux can leave the domains of core. Only half
of the phase coils is needed for this model and follows the order described in this
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Given values
of variables

Calculate magnetic
field distribution for
the geometry (FE)

Calculate the load
line of the SC field
winding (FE)

N

3

Is the intersection of
the load line and the
critical characteristic
found?
Y
Set the safety margin
to the current density
at the intersection

Genetic algorithm
Calculate toque per
unit length (FE)

Calculate generator
axial length

Calculate SC wire
length, copper mass
and core mass
Calculate annual
energy production
Calculate SC wire cost,
copper cost, iron cost and
composite cost

Capital cost of energy

Is the capital cost of
energy minimum?

N

Y
Stop and output
optimal variables

Figure 3.5: Flow diagram for calculating the capital cost of energy and implementing genetic algorithm
for optimization.
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figure. The material for the iron core is silicon steel NGO M-14 and its B-H curve
used in the FE program (COMSOL Multiphysics) is shown in Fig. 3.7.

3

Figure 3.6: Finite element model of the generator. Only one pole needs modeling with boundary conditions.
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Figure 3.7: B-H curve (silicon steel NGO M-14) used in the FE simulations. Reproduced from COMSOL
Multiphysics v4.4.

O PERATING FIELD CURRENT DENSITY
The operating current density of an superconducting field coil must stay below the
critical current density of the superconductor wires, otherwise the wires will enter
their non-superconducting states. The critical current density J E as a function of the
magnetic flux density B and the temperature T is normally provided by the superconductor wire supplier. The machine topology determines the so-called load line
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which is defined here as the maximum flux density of an superconducting coil with
respect to the current density flowing in an superconducting wire.
In Fig. 3.8 the critical point is indicated at which the load line (the red line)
crosses the critical characteristic (the blue line with dots). The intersection is at the
boundary of the superconducting state which does not tolerate small increases of
the current density. A margin of 25% is therefore introduced to obtain the operating
point for safe operation.

Magnetic flux density B [T]

5

3

Critical characteristic
Load line

4
3

Critical point
2
Operating point

1
0

25%

0

50

100

150

200

Current density JE [A/mm 2 ]

250

300

Magnetic flux density B

Figure 3.8: Definition of the operating point of the field current density by crossing the load line and the
critical characteristic at the temperature of 20 K.

Critical characteristic
Load line
First searching
Second searching
Third searching
Last searching
A
E
X

C
D

B

Current density JE

Figure 3.9: Illustration of iteratively finding the critical point of the superconducting field winding by
several steps of FE computation, considering a non-linear load line.

The load line may, however, not be linear, depending on the saturation of the
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iron core parts of the machine, so we cannot simply find one point on the load line
and extrapolate it to the origin linearly. It would also be too time consuming to find
all the points on the load line by finite element computations. Here a method is
proposed to iteratively find the critical point by a small number of computations
with FE models.
First of all, we must distinguish the current density in a wire J E ,wi r e and the current density in a coil J E ,coi l . This is because the critical characteristic given in Fig.
3.8 does not use J E ,coi l but J E ,wi r e as the current density, whereas we apply J E ,coi l
in the SC field coils in the FE model and compute the magnetic field. We use the
corresponding J E ,wi r e to establish its correlation to the maximum magnetic field B
in the SC coil. With a filling factor of k f i l ,sc for the superconducting coil, the relation
can be written as
J E ,coi l = k f i l ,sc · J E ,wi r e

(3.4)

As illustrated in Fig. 3.9, the unknown load line in red is not linear. The critical
characteristic in blue crosses the load line at point X, which needs to be found right
now by a searching process. At the beginning of searching for the intersection point
X, we set a uniform coil current density J E ,coi l ,A , which is far higher than needed, to
the superconducting field coils. The computed maximum flux density in the superconducting coils is at point A which must be located on the load line. We connect
point A to the origin linearly and this connecting line crosses the critical characteristic at point B. Here the current density at point B is the wire current density J E ,wi r e,B .
Then we give the coil current density J E ,coi l ,B of point B (using the relation in
Eq. (3.4)) uniformly to the superconducting coils and compute the maximum flux
density of the superconducting coils which must be at point C on the load line. We
connect point C to the origin linearly and this connecting line crosses the critical
characteristic at point D. We iterate this process a few times, and the computed maximum flux density will finally reach point E which is close enough to point X, judged
by a pre-set tolerance ε given by
B (k + 1) − B (k) ≤ ε,

k = 1, 2, 3, ...

(3.5)

where B (k + 1) is the maximum flux density of the superconducting coils for the
computation k + 1 and B (k) is the maximum flux density of the superconducting
coils for the previous computation k. Here we use the tolerance of ε = 0.02 T which
is roughly 1% of the maximum magnetic field in the field coils.
This final intersection of point E is the critical point of the superconducting field
winding (as seen in Fig. 3.8), which is limited by the strongest magnetic field in the
superconducting field coil. The current density at point E should then be reduced
by the factor of 25% to become the operating field current density, considering a
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reasonable margin for safe operation. This searching process for the operating point
requires only 4 to 6 iterative FE computations.
E LECTROMAGNETIC TORQUE
The electromagnetic torque obtained in a 2D FE model is the torque per unit length
T z . The generator axial length can then be calculated by
l s = Tn /T z

(3.6)

The torque T z is an average value calculated from two stationary FE simulations.
These two simulations differ in the relative position between the rotor and stator,
and the phase angle of the armature current. From the first position to the second,
as illustrated in Fig. 3.10, the rotor rotates with an angle of 1/(4mq) of a mechanical cycle while the phase current shifts by a time of 1/(4m) of an electrical cycle.
Choosing these two positions is under the assumption that the 6t h time harmonic
of the magnetic field contributes to the force ripples most. Then, an electrical cycle has 6 cycles of force ripples. Compared with a complete transient simulation of
the torque, the error resulted from this averaging method is less than 5% and this
accuracy is acceptable for this comparison study.

(a) The first position

(b) The second position

Figure 3.10: Two positions in the FE model for calculating the average torque. The phase current density
for the corresponding position is provided. Tel ec is the time period of one electrical cycle.
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3.5.5. E NERGY PRODUCTION
The energy production of a wind turbine is determined by energy losses. Here only
the electrical energy exported from the generator system is considered as energy
production. The losses after the generator system, e.g. cable losses, transformer
losses, are not taken into account.

0.1

0.08

Probability density

3

W IND S PEED D ISTRIBUTION
The wind condition for designing 10 MW wind turbines is defined by the INNWIND.EU
project [11]. The wind speed follows Weibull distribution with the following parameters:
• Average wind speed: v w,av g = 9.2 m/s,
• Shape factor k = 2, and
• Scale factor A = 10.39.
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Figure 3.11: Weibull distribution of wind speed.

O PERATION OF THE W IND T URBINE
The operation of the wind turbine is characterized by power and speed.
Power The input power to the generator system P i n is the shaft power from the
hub of a wind turbine. This power is determined by the aerodynamic power from
wind:
3
(3.7)
P ad = 0.5ρ ai r C p πr t2r v w
where ρ ai r is the mass density of air, C p is the power coefficient of a wind turbine,
r t r is the turbine rotor radius, and v w is the wind speed.
The reference wind turbine has a rotor radius of r t r = 89 m. Its cut-in wind speed
is v w,cut −i n = 4 m/s and its cut-out wind speed is v w,cut −out = 25 m/s. Note that the
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Figure 3.12: Rotor speed and power with wind speed.

rotor rotates at a constant speed of 6 rpm at the wind speed between v w,cut −i n =
4 m/s and 7.5 m/s.
When the wind speed is smaller than the cut-in speed, the mechanical power to
the drive train is zero: P i n = 0.
When the wind speed is between the cut-in and cut-out speeds and the aerodynamic power is lower than the rated power of the wind turbine PW T,N = 10.6 MW,
the mechanical power to the drive train follows Eq. (3.7). Now the power coefficient
is set to its maximum C p = C p,max = 0.476.
When the wind speed is between the cut-in and cut-out speeds but the aerodynamic power is higher than the nominal power of the wind turbine PW T,N = 10.6 MW,
the blade pitch control takes action and the power coefficient drops to keep a constant rated power into the drive train:
P i n = PW T,N

(3.8)

Speed The generator’s rotational speed is given by
n=

60λv w
2πr t r

(3.9)

with a tip-speed ratio of λ = 7.9 and a rated speed of n N = 9.6 rpm. The speed follows
the operation as follows:
• If 0 < n < n N , then n = 0,
• If n > n N and v w < v w,cut −out , then n = n N ,
• If v w,cut −i n < v w < 7.5 m/s, then n = 6 rpm,
• If n > n N and v w < v w,cut −i n , then n = n N , and
• If v w > v w,cut −i n , then n = 0.
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According to this wind turbine operation, the profiles of wind distribution, aerodynamic power and rotational speed with respect to wind speed are plotted in Fig.
3.12.

3

O PERATING P OINT OF G ENERATOR
The generator is operated under the phasor diagram given in Fig. 3.13, which is
fully controlled by the power electronic converter. The control strategy is zero d-axis
control with which the d-axis current of the generator remains zero and the torque
is proportional to the q-axis current. The major advantage of this control strategy is
relatively low copper losses in the armature winding.

Figure 3.13: Phasor diagram of the generator operating point.

P OWER L OSSES
The power flow of a superconducting drive train is sketched in Fig. 3.14. Assuming
that mechanical losses, e.g. bearing and windage losses, are neglected, all the aerodynamic power reaches the generator P i n = P ad . In a superconducting generator,
the total power loss consist of
• Joule copper losses in the armature winding PCu,cond ,
• Eddy current losses in the armature winding copper PCu,ed d y , and
• Iron core losses P F e .
The losses, both DC and AC losses, in the superconducting winding are negligibly small, according to the study in [121]. Thus, these losses are not considered.
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In addition, the refrigeration for cooling the cryogenic environment for superconducting wires demands a power at an ambient temperature, which can also be
considered as a power loss P cr yo .
As a part of a generator system, a power electronic converter also produces a loss
P conv , which reduces the efficiency of a generator system.
The output power from a generator systems can be calculated by
P out = P ad − P Loss

(3.10)

3

where P Loss is calculated by
P Loss = PCu,cond + PCu,ed d y + P F e,s + P cr yo + P conv

(3.11)

Joule copper losses in the armature winding The I2 R copper loss PCu,cond as a function of wind speed is given by
PCu,cond (v w ) = 3I s2 (v w )RCu

(3.12)

where I s (v w ) is the phase current as a function of wind speed, RCu is the electrical
resistivity per phase of the armature winding at the operating temperature of about
120 ◦ C.

Figure 3.14: Power flow and losses in a superconducting wind turbine drive train.

Eddy current losses in the armature winding The copper loss PCu,ed d y due to induced eddy currents can be effectively reduced by stranding the copper conductors.
Due to heavy saturation in a superconducting machine, special attention must be
paid to the stranding of copper conductors. There are models which can estimate
the eddy current loss in copper strands if the dimension of a strand is known. Here
we use the model given in [126]:
PCu,ed d y (v w ) =

1
ω2 (v w )(a 2 B r2 + b 2 B t2 )VCu,s
24ρCu e

(3.13)

where ωe (v w ) is the angular electrical frequency as a function of wind speed, B r
and B t are the radial and tangential components of the flux density (amplitude) in a
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copper conductor (or an armature slot), VCu,s is the copper volume only in the stack
length, and a and b are the height and width of a copper strand. In this chapter, we
use fine strands for the copper conductors with a = b = 5 mm.
Iron core losses Iron core losses exist in iron cores but does not in non-magnetic
cores which are also non-conductive. Iron core losses come from hysteresis losses
and eddy current losses both of which are functions of flux density and frequency.
The total iron loss per unit mass can be modeled by

3

P F e (v w ) = 2[(

f (v w )
f (v w ) 2
Br 2 B t 2
) +
) ][k h (
) + ke (
) ]
1.5
1.5
50
50

(3.14)

where k h = 2 W/kg and k e = 0.5 W/kg are respectively the hysteresis loss and the
eddy current loss per unit iron mass with the field of 1.5 T and the frequency of 50
Hz. B r and B t are respectively the radial and tangential components of the flux density (amplitude) in the iron core, and f (v w ) = ωe (v w )/2π is the electrical frequency
as a function of wind speed. The factor of 2 is included in Eq. (3.14) because the
flux densities do not change sinusoidally and they are not sinusoidally distributed,
which increases the iron losses. In addition, manufacturing of steel laminates into a
core increases the iron losses [127].
Cryogenic cooling power The cryogenic cooling power is estimated as 0.5% of the
rated power of the superconducting generator. This estimation is based on the technical report by GE for a low-temperature superconducting generator design [20],
which calculated the cryogenic cooling power at different wind speeds. This report
shows that the cryogenic cooling power is constant with wind speed and it value is
22.5 kW. Here we assume a constant cryogenic cooling power of 50 kW at all wind
speeds. This power value is more than doubled 22.5 kW to consider a margin.
Converter losses The loss of the power electronic converter is modeled based on
the current flowing in the power electronic switches [127] and given by
P conv (v w ) =

I g2 (v w )
I g (v w )
I 2 (v w )
P convm
I s (v w )
(1 + 10
+5 s 2
+ 10
+5 2
)
31
I sm
Ig m
I sm
Ig m

(3.15)

where P convm is the loss in the converter at rated power (assuming 2% of the rated
power of the converter), I s is the generator side converter current, I sm is the maximum generator side converter current, I g is the grid side converter current, and I g m
is the maximum grid side converter current.
A SSUMPTIONS FOR C ALCULATING E NERGY P RODUCTION
A few assumptions apply to the calculation of losses:
• In an iron tooth and an iron armature yoke, only the fundamental radial and
tangential components of the flux density are considered.
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• Iron losses in the iron field core back and the iron pole cores are neglected.
• In copper conductors of an armature winding, only the fundamental radial and
tangential components of the flux density are considered.
• For reducing eddy current losses in the armature winding, the copper conductors are only stranded with small filaments. Transposing or other means is not used.
• Iron losses and copper eddy current losses are both calculated at no load.

3.5.6. O PTIMIZATION
For the purpose of fair comparison, each of the twelve topologies need to be optimized for its lowest LCCoE. This optimization will find out how low the LCCoE can
achieve in each topology. Optimization usually starts with a design which may not
be optimum regarding a certain objective. Here we start optimization with a random set of design variables and the initial value of these design variables makes
sense. Then the optimization program will search the whole space between the upper and lower limits of the design variables, being constrained by a few geometrical
conditions.
O BJECTIVE FUNCTION
The objective function of optimization is the LCCoE which has already been defined
by Eq. (3.3)
0
C ac t +C ot
her
C oE 0 =
(3.16)
a · E AE P · TLT
where the active material cost C ac t is changeable by varying the design variables and
defined by
C ac t (V) = C SC +CCu +C f y +C f pc +C at +C a y

(3.17)

where V is the variables to be optimized, C ac t , C SC , CCu , C f y , C f pc , C at and C a y are
the costs of active materials, superconductor wires, field back core, field pole cores,
armature teeth and armature yoke, respectively. The costs are determined from the
unit usage of materials of the 2D FE model and multiplied by the unit cost. The
length of the end winding of field and armature coils has been taken into account.
The superconducting field coil is in the shape of racetrack and thus its end winding
is modeled as semi-circles. The shape of the armature coil follows the conventional
copper coil shape for a three-phase distributed winding.
This objective function is minimized by a generic algorithm NSGA-II [128], [129]
which has been modified to this single-objective application. The optimization starts
from a random set of variables [130] and takes 50 individuals and more than 100
generations to converge.
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Table 3.4: Variables for optimization.

3

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8

Variable
Number of pole pairs p
Start angle of field coil α (elec. deg)
End angle of field coil β (elec. deg)
Height of field coil h f (mm)
Height of armature slot h s (mm)
Height of armature yoke h s y (mm)
Height of field back core h r y (mm)
Tooth width/slot pitch b t /τs

Boundary
[2, 30]
[10, 90]
[10, 90]
[10, 400]
[10, 400]
[10, 400]
[10, 400]
[0.3, 0.7]

VARIABLES AND CONSTRAINTS
The variables to be optimized are summarized in Table 3.4 with their upper and
lower limits. The definition of these variables can be found in Fig. 3.15. The angles
α and β define the dimension and the position of a superconducting field coil. The
ratio of the tooth width to the slot pitch b t /τs defines the width of the armature
teeth, which cannot be too large or too small.
Besides the upper and lower limits, five linear constraints are imposed to the
variables:
α−β < 0

(3.18)

which ensures a positive dimension of the field coils,
hs − hs y < 0

(3.19)

which makes the armature yoke sufficiently thick,
b t ,mi n − πr s b t /τs /(mpq) < 0

(3.20)

which ensures that the armature tooth width is no less than b t ,mi n = 2 cm,
k f i l ,ar m J s h s (1 − b t /τs ) − K a < 0

(3.21)

which limits the specific electrical loading below K a = 75 kA/m for applying forcedair cooling to the armature winding [123], and
r bend ,mi n − πα(r s − g e f f − h f )/(180p) < 0

(3.22)

which limits the bending radius of the superconducting wires above the specified
minimum bending radius r bend ,mi n = 100 mm. The effective air gap length is the
sum of the distance from the outer field winding to the air gap and the mechanical
air gap length: g e f f = h f g + g .
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Figure 3.15: Geometrical variables and constants of the generator cross section. The symbols are defined
in Table 3.2 and Table 3.4.

For the topologies T4, T8 and T12 which can employ modular cryostat, space
around a superconducting field coil must be given and this space brings other linear
geometrical constraints, depending on the size of the modular cryostat.

3.6. S CENARIO S TUDY
3.6.1. W HY IS SCENARIO STUDY NEEDED ?
INCE superconductor technology is fast developing and superconducting generators for wind energy will take much time to become mature, only using the
unit cost and performance of currently available MgB2 superconductors could be
too limited to provide long-term trends of topology comparison. Thus, three scenarios for the unit cost and performance of MgB2 superconductors are taken into
the comparison of PIs.

S
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3.6.2. S CENARIO DESCRIPTION
The three scenarios to be studied are:
• Scenario 1 (S1): The unit cost of MgB2 is reduced from 4 e/m to 1 e/m. This
scenario considers the possible reduction of the price of MgB2 in near future. Reduction of the price to a quarter is expected by MgB2 suppliers (Columbus Superconductors) for certain mass production [57].

3

• Scenario 2 (S2): The critical current density of MgB2 is increased to 4 times the
currently available one. This scenario considers the possible enhancement of the
critical characteristic of MgB2 . The order of 4 times is an assumption since MgB2
suppliers can hardly predict it.
• Scenario 3 (S3): Both of the above. This scenario integrates both the unit cost
and the critical current capability of MgB2 , which seems difficult to achieve in near
future. It is an extreme case which can provide an insight of the topology comparison for future design.
As a reference, the original case (OR) based on currently available commercial
MgB2 wires (supplied by Columbus Superconductors) is used to show the present
performance of the superconducting generator.
Each topology is optimized for its minimum CoE and has four sets of optimization results. The three scenarios will then be compared with each other and with the
original one (OR).
The current density capabilities used in the original case and in Scenario 2 and
3 are plotted in Fig. 3.16.

3.7. R ESULTS AND C OMPARISON
3.7.1. O PTIMUM VARIABLES
H e LCCoE and a few resulting generator characteristics, such as the AEP, active
material cost, active generator length, superconductor length and active material mass, are obtained from the twelve optimized topologies in the original case and
the three scenarios.

T

The optimum value of the design variables is given in Table 3.5. The geometry
and magnetic flux density of the optimized topologies in the original case (OR) is
shown in Fig. 3.17. The topologies with more iron (T9-T12) have more pole pairs
(18-24 pole pairs) than the other topologies (12-16 pole pairs). Different scenarios
do not change much the number of pole pairs. The topologies with salient poles
(T4, T8 and T12) have field coil pitches smaller than the pole pitches (β < 90◦ ) since
the modular cryostat occupies fixed space between two adjacent field coils.
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Figure 3.16: Critical current density of MgB2 wires with respect to magnetic flux density used for the
scenario study. The curve Je is the critical current density of the MgB2 supplied by Columbus Superconductors, reproduced from [122]. The curve 4 x Je increases the original curve of Je to 4 times. Hypertech
Je is reproduced from [25] and this curve was a short-term prediction in [25]. The curve of 4 x Je fits well
the predicted curve of Hypertech Je.

3.7.2. C OMPARISON
According to the optimization results for each of the twelve topologies for the three
scenarios, the LCCoE, AEP, active material costs, active axial length, superconductor
length, and active material masses can be obtained. These quantities are compared
among the twelve topologies for the three scenarios, respectively, in Figs. 3.18-3.23.
L EVELIZED CAPITAL COST OF ENERGY
The LCCoE is compared among the twelve topologies for the four cases (the original
case plus the three scenarios) in Fig. 3.18. In the original case, The general trend
of LCCoE from T1 to T12 is decrease. The exception is T9 which has a fully ferromagnetic armature core but a fully non-magnetic field core. The topologies T1-T5
and T9 are relatively expensive in LCCoE, and T1 is the most expensive one. These 6
topologies have generally more non-magnetic cores than the other 6 topologies. The
topologies T6-T8 and T10-T12 are relatively cheap in LCCoE, and T12 is the cheapest one. These six topologies have generally more ferromagnetic core than the other
six topologies.
In the scenario study, all the three scenarios effectively reduce the LCCoE, especially for the topologies T1-T5 and T9 which have more non-magnetic cores. The
reduction of LCCoE for T6-T8 and T10-T11 is limited. The effect is negligible for
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Table 3.5: Optimum design variables resulting in lowest LCCoE for the scenarios: original (OR), 1/4 wire
cost (S1), 4 times critical current density (S2) and combined S1 + S2 (S3).
T1

3

T2

T3

OR

S1

S2

S3

OR

S1

S2

S3

OR

S1

S2

S3

p

12

12

12

12

12

12

14

12

14

12

14

12

α (◦ )
β (◦ )

24

24

24

24

24

24

28

24

28

28

30

24

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

h f (mm)

16

36

10

18

14

28

10

18

16

30

10

18

h s (mm)

60

60

60

40

74

58

64

42

68

58

64

42

h s y (mm)

60

60

60

40

74

58

64

42

68

58

64

42

h r y (mm)

60

60

60

40

162

182

182

62

158

190

180

58

0.31

0.31

0.31

0.31

0.44

0.31

0.36

0.31

0.39

0.31

0.36

0.31

OR

S1

S2

S3

OR

S1

S2

S3

OR

S1

S2

S3

p

12

12

12

12

14

14

14

14

12

14

16

14

α (◦ )
β (◦ )

38

40

40

26

28

28

28

28

34

28

42

30

80

80

80

80

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

h f (mm)

18

38

10

18

14

32

10

18

10

16

10

12

h s (mm)

60

58

58

44

66

66

64

50

58

56

66

52

h s y (mm)

62

58

58

44

92

114

120

52

240

228

226

206

b t /τs

T4

T5

T6

h r y (mm)

142

174

174

122

92

114

120

52

240

210

180

116

b t /τs

0.31

0.31

0.31

0.31

0.37

0.37

0.36

0.36

0.31

0.36

0.41

0.36

OR

S1

S2

S3

OR

S1

S2

S3

OR

S1

S2

S3

p

14

14

16

14

12

14

14

14

18

20

20

22

α (◦ )
β (◦ )

36

30

46

30

54

50

56

28

36

40

40

44

90

90

90

90

80

78

78

78

90

90

90

90

h f (mm)

10

16

10

12

10

24

10

12

14

34

10

18

h s (mm)

58

56

64

52

52

54

56

50

78

100

94

100

h s y (mm)

218

226

216

206

228

198

210

204

84

100

102

100

h r y (mm)

222

210

178

116

222

178

196

124

84

100

102

100

b t /τs

0.36

0.36

0.41

0.36

0.31

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.47

0.59

0.56

0.59

OR

S1

S2

S3

OR

S1

S2

S3

OR

S1

S2

S3

p

22

20

24

20

22

24

24

20

20

22

24

18

α (◦ )
β (◦ )

48

40

58

40

56

48

64

42

66

64

66

46

90

90

88

90

90

90

88

90

74

72

70

74

h f (mm)

10

18

10

10

10

14

10

12

10

34

18

14

h s (mm)

130

82

108

72

118

108

108

74

102

108

116

64

h s y (mm)

134

156

124

172

130

122

122

174

122

128

126

158

T7

T8

T10

T9

T11

T12

h r y (mm)

134

156

118

92

136

128

124

94

118

106

106

110

b t /τs

0.68

0.53

0.62

0.53

0.65

0.62

0.62

0.53

0.65

0.62

0.65

0.47

T12. The scenarios are closing the difference of LCCoE among the topologies. The
topologies T1-T5 and T9 become comparable to T6-T9 and T10-T12. However, the
topologies with more ferromagnetic core are still cheaper in LCCoE for Scenarios 1
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(a) T1

(b) T2
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(c) T3

(d) T4

3

(e) T5

(f) T6

(g) T7

(h) T8

(i) T9

(j) T10

(k) T11

(l) T12

Figure 3.17: One pole of the optimized geometry and the corresponding distribution of magnetic flux
density of the twelve optimized topologies in the original case (current unit cost and current density
capability of the MgB2 wire).

and 2, which are more suitable for wind energy conversion. Note that, however, the
difference of topology is vanishing for Scenario 3. The topologies with more nonmagnetic cores (T1-T5 and T9) will become competitive in Scenario 3.
A NNUAL ENERGY PRODUCTION
The AEP is compared among the twelve topologies for the four cases in Fig. 3.19. The
information of AEP is extracted from and contained in CoE. In the original case, the
general trend of AEP from T1 to T12 is increase. The exception is T9 which has a fully
ferromagnetic armature core but a fully non-magnetic field core. The topologies T6T8 and T10-T12 produce more AEP, and T12 produces the most. These 6 topologies
have generally more ferromagnetic core than the other 6 topologies.
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of capital cost of energy for twelve topologies.

In the scenario study, all the three scenario increase the AEP, especially for the
topologies T1-T5 and T9 which have more non-magnetic cores. The effect is limited
for T6-T8 and T10-T11 and negligible for T12. Like the result of CoE, the scenarios
are closing the difference of AEP among the topologies. The topologies T1-T5 and
T9 become comparable to T6-T9 and T10-T12. However, the topologies with more
ferromagnetic core produce more energy for Scenarios 1 and 2, which are more suitable for wind energy conversion. Note that, however, the difference of topology is
vanishing for Scenario 3.
A CTIVE MATERIAL COST
It is very interesting to study the active material costs for electromagnetic design of
an electrical machine. Therefore, besides CoE we also compare the active material
costs among the twelve topologies in Fig. 3.20. In the original case, the general trend
of the total active material cost from T1 to T12 is decrease. The exception is T9 which
has a fully ferromagnetic armature core but a fully non-magnetic field core. The
topologies T1-T5 and T9 are relatively expensive regarding the total active material
cost, and T1 is the most expensive one. These 6 topologies have generally more nonmagnetic cores than the other 6 topologies. The topologies T6-T8 and T10-T12 are
relatively cheap as contrast, and T12 is the cheapest one. These 6 topologies have
generally more ferromagnetic core than the other 6 topologies. The fraction of the
four active materials contributing to the active material cost is also shown in this
figure. In most topologies, the MgB2 superconductor takes up the majority or nearly
half of the total active material cost. The cost of MgB2 is minimized in T12 which
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of annual energy production for twelve topologies.

makes most use of ferromagnetic cores.

Figure 3.20: Comparison of active material costs for twelve topologies. From the left to right within a
topology are original case, Scenario 1, Scenario 2 and Scenario 3.

In the scenario study, the result of active material cost is quite similar to that of
CoE. The main drive of the cost reduction is the lower cost of MgB2 since the cost of
the other active materials remains with a slight difference.
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A CTIVE AXIAL LENGTH
Since the air gap diameter of the generator is fixed to 6 m, the active axial length of
the generator can be obtained for sizing the generator as shown in Fig. 3.21. In the
original case, the topologies T6-T8 and T10-T12 result in a relatively short generator
compared to the other six topologies. The shortest topology is T6 but actually the
differences of length among T6-T8 and T10-T12 are very small. We can say all of the
six topologies provide small generator lengths.
In the scenario study, the scenarios take effect in reducing the active axial length.
Similarly, the topologies with more non-magnetic cores (T1-T5 and T9) are much
more affected. Differently, Scenario 3 is not effectively closing the difference of
topology in this case. The topologies with more ferromagnetic cores (T6-T8 and
T10-T12) provide shorter machines.

Figure 3.21: Comparison of active axial length for twelve topologies.

S UPERCONDUCTOR LENGTH
Not only does the length of used superconductor determine the active material cost,
but it also indicate the difficulty in manufacturing the superconducting wire. A
longer superconducting wire requires more complicated manufacturing technology
and thus the manufacturing cost and wire quality may be significantly affected by
the length of wire. The comparison of superconductor length in Fig. 3.22 shows
clear trend.
In the original case, the topologies T6-T8 and T10-T12 require smaller superconductor lengths compared to the other 6 topologies. T12 requires the smallest length
and thus has remarkable performance in reducing the length of superconductor.
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Figure 3.22: Comparison of superconductor length for twelve topologies.

In the scenario study, the result of superconductor length comparison is different from that of the above-mentioned quantities, because the unit cost or critical
current density capability determines the amount of used superconductor. For example, Scenario 1 assumed a cheaper MgB2 so the length of used MgB2 goes much
larger, but the difference is not as large as 4 times. Comparing Scenarios 1 and 2,
a larger critical current density reduces the length of MgB2 which makes sense, because less use of superconductor is needed to produce the same magnetic field intensity. From manufacturing difficulty point of view, Scenario 2 is more desirable
since it results in a smaller length of superconductor.
A CTIVE MATERIAL MASS
Active material masses are also interesting for electromagnetic design. The comparison result is given in Fig. 3.23. In the original case, the topology T8 has the
heaviest active material, because T8 uses a large amount of ferromagnetic iron. The
trend from T2 to T12 is not so clear anymore, since the optimization has only dealt
with cost and efficiency issue but the mass was not taken into account at all. From
this sense, it is not correct to simply say that using ferromagnetic iron will increase
the active material mass. Some topologies with more non-magnetic cores are also
heavy, such as T2-T4, because they need a larger generator length to obtain the same
power or torque, which brings more active materials and then a larger active material mass.
In the scenario study, the three scenarios effectively reduces the total active material mass. The comparison does not show a general trend from T1 to T12 for dif-
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of active material mass for twelve topologies. From the left to right within a
topology are original case, Scenario 1, Scenario 2 and Scenario 3. Reference low weights are shown by the
red and blue lines.

ferent scenarios, but the topologies with more ferromagnetic cores tend to still be
heavier than the other topologies. In addition, Scenario 3 is not effectively closing
the difference of topologies.
A few reference generator masses can be introduced to define what a low weight
is. One is the total mass of a 10 MW permanent magnet generator: m P M ≈ 325 ton
[131]. One is the INNWIND.EU reference turbine drive train mass consisting of a
medium speed gearbox and generator as well as the main shaft: m i nnwi nd ≈ 227
tons. [132]. The third is a reference total mass for a 10 MW SCSG design given in
[133]. This reference mass indicates that a generator mass above 273 ton will significantly challenge the main bearing of the wind turbine rotor. The mass of 273 ton is
about the average of m P M and m i nnwi nd . Therefore, this mass is used as a reference
of low weight to evaluate the active material mass in Fig. 3.23. The active material
mass could approximately be 1/3 to 1/4 of the generator mass (91 ton to 68 ton).
This region of active material mass is also indicated in Fig. 3.23. In the original case,
T1, T5 and T9 satisfy or almost satisfy 91 ton while only T1 satisfies 68 ton. None
of the low-LCCoE topologies (T10-T12) meet these low weights. The scenarios result in more lightweight topologies. For example, T4, T6, T7, T10-T12 satisfy 91 tons
and T1-T3 and T5 satisfy 68 ton in Scenario 3. However, the low-LCCoE topologies
(T10-T12) are still far from 68 ton. The topologies that have a low LCCoE may not
be good options for low weight. If low weight is essential, the topologies with more
non-magnetic cores that have higher LCCoE should be considered.
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3.8. D ISCUSSIONS
3.8.1. L OSSES AND EFFICIENCY
REVIOUSLY , we assumed a constant cryogenic cooling power of 50 kW, being
0.5% of the rated generator power. If sweeping this power from 0 to 1% of the
rated generator power for the topology T12 in the original case, we obtain a series
of generator system efficiency curves with respect to wind speeds in Fig. 3.24. The
effect of the cryogenic cooling power on the efficiency mainly takes place at low
wind speeds, i.e. partial load operations. If this power decreases, the partial load
efficiency becomes higher. When the wind speed goes higher than the rated wind
speed, the differences of efficiency become small. Due to the fact that wind turbines
run at partial load most of the time, the energy production could be significantly increased by reducing the cryogenic cooling power.

P

1

Efficiency

0.95
0.9
P cryo from 0 to 100 kW

0.85

(from 0 to 1%P N )

0.8
Generator, with Pcryo

0.75

Generator system

0.7
5

10

15

Wind speed (m/s)
Figure 3.24: Effects of cryogenic cooling power on efficiency.

3.8.2. C ONSIDERATION FOR REDUCING THE ACTIVE MATERIAL MASS
In the optimization for a minimum LCCoE, we did not consider any constraints on
the active material mass. The optimization resulted in a large active material mass
in some topologies with ferromagnetic cores (e.g. T6-T8). As explained before, the
cost of energy is the first priority for the design of superconducting generators and
the generator mass or the top head mass of the wind turbine may not be of major
importance. In large wind turbines of 10-20 MW, the rotational speed of the rotor
is quite low (below 10 rpm) which may cause mechanical stability issues on the turbine due to resonance. A large generator mass or top head mass may help decrease
the natural frequency of the turbine and reduce the possibility of resonance.
In electrical machine design engineering, however, generator mass is always an
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Figure 3.25: Trend of active material mass with variation of cost of energy for the twelve topologies.

important PI. The active material mass is indicative for the total generator mass,
which needs consideration for evaluating an electromagnetic design. Here, we take
into account the active material mass and find the conflicting relation between the
total active material mass and the LCCoE for all the twelve topologies in the original
case. These relations were obtained by a dual-objective optimization which uses
both the total active material mass and the LCCoE as the objective functions.
The result is plotted in Fig. 3.25. This figure has the following indications:
• It shows the reachable boundaries of LCCoE and active material mass for each
of the twelve topologies. For example, it is too hard for T12 to reach the total active
material mass of 70 ton. The lower limit of LCCoE of T11 is about 45 e/MWh.
• With the same total active material mass, the difference or ranking of the LCCoE of the twelve topologies can be clearly observed. With the same LCCoE, the
heavier or lighter topologies can be identified.
• It shows how much the LCCoE needs increasing to achieve certain reduction
of the total active material mass, or how much active material mass need increasing
for a lower LCCoE. For example, the total active material mass of T12 can be reduced
from 160 ton to 120 ton by increasing the LCCoE by less than 1%. Some topologies
have a very steep change of active material mass near the minimum LCCoE region,
and a small increase of LCCoE can result in a large reduction of the active material
mass. This relation in Fig. 3.25 will be useful as a design reference if the generator
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mass is also critical. In this chapter, we only focus on designing for a low LCCoE and
the generator mass is considered less important.

3.9. C ONCLUSION
HIS chapter compared twelve topologies for superconducting generator design,
regarding the key performance indicator of LCCoE for a 10 MW wind turbine.
Some other generator characteristics resulting from the capital-CoE-based optimal
designs are also shown. The LCCoE was estimated and modeled. Each topology
was optimized for its minimum LCCoE. The LCCoE and other generator characteristics of the optimum design were then compared. With the commercial MgB2 wire
in the field winding and based on the its current unit cost and characteristic, the
topologies with more iron have lower LCCoEs than the other topologies with more
non-magnetic cores. The fully iron-cored topology with salient poles is most advantageous regarding the LCCoE as well as the resulting AEP, active material cost and
superconductor length.
As indicated in the scenario study, reducing the unit cost to a quarter or enhancing the current density capability to 4 times of the MgB2 wire can effectively lower
the LCCoE for all the topologies, especially those with more non-magnetic cores.
If both these scenarios are combined as a long-term scenario, the difference of the
LCCoE between the topologies will become very small. Then the topologies with
more non-magnetic cores will become comparable to those with more iron. Aiming at a lower LCCoE, however, those topologies having the most iron are still the
most promising candidates for both now and the long term, although they could result in large generator masses. If low weight is required, the topologies with more
non-magnetic cores should be taken into account.
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Study in this chapter has been published in:
- D. Liu, H. Polinder, N. Magnusson, J. Schellevis and A. B. Abrahamsen, "Ripple field AC losses in 10MW wind turbine generators with a MgB2 superconducting field winding," IEEE Transactions on Applied
Superconductivity, vol. 26, no. 3, pp. 1-5, April 2016.
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4.1. I NTRODUCTION
A rtially superconducting (SC) generators have SC windings in the DC field winding and copper windings in the AC armature winding. This configuration aims
at avoiding excessive AC losses appearing in presently available superconductors
under AC conditions [25, 26, 67].

P

4

However, the DC field winding will also be exposed to a certain AC magnetic field
ripple due to time and space harmonics. In the generator design phase the AC loss
caused by this ripple field needs to be evaluated to assure both the avoidance of local overheating and the operation at a tolerable overall AC loss level. Consider that
the power input to the cryogenic system, as a rule of thumb, should not exceed 1% of
the power rating of the turbine to ensure an overall drive train efficiency around 95%
[15]. The proportion of the power for cooling the ripple field loss cannot exceed one
tenth of that, corresponding to 10 kW for a 10 MW generator. This is roughly estimated based on the fact that the majority of the cooling power consumption comes
from other sources, e.g. conduction and radiation of heat. The ripple field loss,
which is considered as a minor heat contributor, must be kept sufficiently small.
From the ripple field point of view there are several machine designs to consider.
The use of ferromagnetic or non-magnetic armature teeth is of particular interest.
Whereas non-magnetic teeth require more SC wires, ferromagnetic teeth introduce
slotting effects which contribute significantly to the level of the magnetic field ripple [29], [119]. From the conclusions of Chapter 3, we see fully iron-cored topologies
with iron teeth show better overall performance especially lower capital CoEs. However, their iron teeth could lead to unacceptable AC losses in the SC field winding,
which needs to be evaluated in this chapter.
Another important design aspect to be studied in this chapter is the possibility
to use an electromagnetic (EM) shield to reduce the influence of space harmonics
on the field winding. Time harmonics in the armature currents are not considered
in this study, because the power electronic converter with its filters can be independently designed for a very small harmonic content.
The objective of this chapter is to determine the applicability of different design solutions in terms of AC losses by estimating the AC loss level of 10 MW wind
generator designs employing an MgB2 SC field winding. The effects on AC losses
are compared between non-magnetic and ferromagnetic teeth with different numbers of slots per pole per phase. The feasibility of the fully iron-cored topology with
salient poles is evaluated from the AC loss perspective. The necessity of an EM shield
is also evaluated based on the obtained loss levels.
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Table 4.1: Basic generator design parameters based on the optimized topologies T8 and T12 from Chapter 3.
Parameter

NMT design

IT design

Nominal power P N

10 MW

Nominal torque T N

10.6 MN·m

Rated speed n N

9.6 rpm

No-load line voltage VN l

3300 V

Specific electrical loading K

75 kA/m

Mechanical air gap length g

6 mm

Distance from field coil to air gap

50 mm

Cryogenic temperature

20 K

Armature bore diameter d s
Axial length l s

6m
2.34 m

2.56 m

Pole pair number p

12

20

Frequency at rated speed f N

1.92 Hz

3.22 Hz

Field current density J f

150 A/mm2

175 A/mm2

Field coil side dimension h f ×w f

10×111 mm2

10×20 mm2

Specific magnetic loading B

1.00 T

0.96 T

Number of turns per field coil

462

85

Armature slot height h s

52 mm

102 mm

Ratio tooth width to slot pitch b t /τs

0.31

0.65

MgB2 wire length in slots l SC

72.05 km

21.77 km

4.2. G ENERATOR D ESCRIPTION
4.2.1. G ENERAL DESIGN
H e 10 MW three-phase generator to be studied is based on the optimized topologies T8 and T12 from Chapter 3. The generator has an MgB2 SC field winding
and employs a salient iron core for the field poles with an iron field back core. The
armature yoke is also made from iron to confine the magnetic field inside the generator. Using iron cores can significantly reduce the cost and size of the generator [30],
even if the iron is heavily saturated. Using salient iron poles maximally shortens the
effective air gap length. The SC field coils are accommodated in modular cryostats
around the salient poles. Each cryostat has only one field coil and this allows for easy
maintenance and replacement of one module. Such a topology minimizes the cold
mass and to some extent frees the position of the field coils in the radial direction
[23].
The armature tooth material can be ferromagnetic or non-magnetic. The de-
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signs with non-magnetic teeth (NMT) and iron teeth (IT) have been optimized for
minimizing the capital cost of energy (CoE) of a 10 MW reference wind turbine in
Chapter 3. In Chapter 3, the corresponding topologies are T8 and T12 for the NMT
and the IT designs, respectively. The magnetic properties of the used armature core
for the IT design are similar to those of M14 steel laminates [134]. The maximum
flux density in the armature teeth for the IT design is 2.1 T. The basic design parameters of the two optimized designs are summarized in Table 4.1, and the optimal
geometry of one pole of each design is plotted in Fig. 4.2 with no load flux densities.
Compared with non-magnetic teeth, ferromagnetic teeth introduce slotting effects which produce field harmonics in the field winding. However, the use of ferromagnetic teeth significantly reduces the reluctance of the machine, and therefore
the generator length can become smaller [30]. To obtain a comparable generator
length with non-magnetic teeth instead, much longer SC wires have to be used, as
indicated in Table 4.1.
The number of slots per pole per phase q is an important factor for ferromagnetic teeth. A larger q means less slot effects but narrower teeth. The original machine design has q = 4 which is then modified to q = 2, 3 and 5 for analyzing its
effects on AC losses. The number of q does not change the parameters shown in
Table 4.1.
An EM shield can be used for screening the field harmonics from the armature.
Usually this shield is part of a cryostat and made from a conductive metal, e.g. copper, aluminum. At the same time of screening harmonics, however, eddy current
losses are induced by these harmonics. There should thus be a trade-off between
the shielding effect and the eddy current loss production if an EM shield is required.
The placement of the EM shield is illustrated in Fig. 4.1.

4.2.2. M AGNETIC FIELD
The magnetic field is computed without an EM shield in a 2D finite element model
as shown in Fig. 4.2. This model applies a uniform current density in the field winding and the armature winding has a rated three-phase current to obtain the maximum torque. The field is a superposition of a DC field and AC field harmonics.
The DC field determines the critical current density of an SC wire and the AC fields
determine the AC losses. This machine model does not model the wires’ superconductivity properties but only computes the external fields transverse to an SC wire.
For instance, the AC field components of the NMT design and the IT design with
q = 5 at one point (Point M) in the field coil are illustrated in Fig. 4.3, in the form of
time variation and frequency spectrum. In the NMT design only the 6th (11.52 Hz)
and the 12th (23.04 Hz) harmonic appear, whereas in the IT design the 18th (57.60
Hz), 24th (76.80 Hz) and 30th (96.00 Hz) harmonics also contribute with the 6th
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4
Figure 4.1: Sketch of the EM shield between the rotor and stator of a superconducting generator (taking
the topology with non-magnetic rotor core as an example).

(a) NMT design

(b) IT design

Figure 4.2: Generator geometries with non-magnetic teeth (a) and ferromagnetic teeth (b). Magnetic flux
density [T] in no load is shown by colorbar.

(19.20 Hz) and 12th (38.40 Hz) harmonics. In both of the designs the 6th harmonic
dominates.

4.2.3. S UPERCONDUCTING WIRE
The cross-section of the employed MgB2 wire (supplied by Columbus Superconductors [57]) is shown in Fig. 4.4a. The SC wire has 19 MgB2 filaments embedded, and
arranged approximately elliptically, in a nickel matrix. The fill factor is 21.5% and
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Figure 4.3: AC component of flux density in one cycle and its frequency spectrum of the harmonics at
Point M (marked in Fig. 4.2) in the field winding (q = 5).

the twist pitch is 0.3 m. The dimension is 0.5 mm x 3 mm with an additional 0.2
mm thick copper strip soldered to one longer side of the wire. The critical engineering current density for the NMT design is J e = 200 A/mm2 and for the IT design is
J e = 239 A/mm2 . The wires are operated with a safety margin of 25% to the critical
engineering current density [122].

4.3. AC L OSS M ODELING
4.3.1. A PPROACH
H e models consider the AC losses produced in the SC field winding. Other losses
within the cryogenic environment, i.e. losses in electrically conductive structures, are not considered.

T
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 4.4: Modeling of the SC wire. (a) Cross-section (3 mm wide). (b) Definition of the dimensions for
the elliptical filament core region in an applied field B. B appear as perpendicular for α < 1 and parallel
for α > 1 [32].

To estimate the AC losses due to ripple magnetic fields we apply 2D analytical
hysteresis and coupling loss models as outlined below. The models are generally
non-linear in magnetic field and valid for one frequency only. For the generator
case, with one or a few contributing ripple frequencies, a good approximation is obtained by considering the harmonic(s) with the largest amplitude. This approximation can be supported by the following reasoning. When the ripple field is partially
penetrating the superconductor, the hysteresis loss is proportional to the frequency
but roughly proportional to the cube of the amplitude of the ripple field. With such
partial field penetration, the coupling loss for long twist pitches is irrelevant to the
frequency but proportional to the square of the amplitude of the ripple field. The
AC losses are therefore much more sensitive to the amplitude than to the frequency.
To check the validity of this approximation, the AC losses will not be presented in
the form of a value but a range. The loss due to the harmonic with the largest amplitude (one frequency only) is considered as the lower boundary of the loss range, and
the loss due to all the most contributing frequencies are summed as the upper limit.
If the range of losses turns out to be small, the harmonic with the largest amplitude
can be used for estimating the AC losses.
In addition to wire dimensions and properties, the frequency and transverse
magnetic field from Section 4.2 are used as input parameters to the AC loss models.
As the magnetic field varies over one field coil, the cross-section of one coil is divided equally into 64 segments in which the AC loss is calculated individually. Then
the results are summed to obtain the loss over the entire field coil and the entire field
winding, assuming that the 2D analysis is identical along the generator length.
In our calculations we omit the end field winding, since in end winding regions
longitudinal fields also exist but the slotting effect due to iron teeth becomes much
weaker.
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4.3.2. H YSTERESIS LOSS
Hysteresis losses are commonly modeled based on the critical state model [135],
[136] and analytical expressions are available for simple geometries [137], [138].
Here we base our model on the work in [32], which in turn was based on the work
by ten Haken et. al [139]. The model considers elliptical cross-sections of the filament region with arbitrary aspect ratios (see Fig. 4.4b). By setting the aspect ratio α
above or below unity, magnetic fields parallel or perpendicular to the wire face are
considered.
In the low field range (agreeing with this study), the loss becomes proportional to
the cube of the ripple field and it becomes independent of the DC current, whereas
the DC magnetic field influences the loss by its influence on the critical current (density). The hysteresis loss per unit length is:

4

P h0 = f AM p B p (α)Q(B ac ),

(4.1)

where f is the frequency, A is the conductor area as given in Fig. 4.4b, M p is the
magnetization of the fully penetrated ellipsis, B p is the field of full penetration depending on the aspect ratio α, and Q is the normalized energy loss per cycle of the
AC magnetic flux density B ac [32], [139].
The loss is calculated for parallel and perpendicular magnetic fields separately
using the respective field components. These losses are then summed as an approximation which gives good accuracy in most of the winding [32].

4.3.3. C OUPLING LOSS
Carr [137] developed a coupling loss model for a round wire in slowly changing magnetic fields. This model takes into account the case with a relatively long twist pitch,
and therefore it can be applied to the MgB2 wires in this study. To adapt to the shape
of the wire for the model, the filament core region is approximated to be round by
keeping the same cross-sectional area of the filament region. This approximation
can be justified since the filaments operate in the fully coupled and low field region,
where the coupling loss becomes determined by the full screening current passing
the matrix twice every twist pitch (and the degree of coupling do not change with
wire dimensions). The loss per unit length is given by
P c0 =

2
8π3 R 02 B ac

µ20 σ⊥ l t2

,

This is only valid for the frequency f of the ripple field fulfilling
4π
,
l t2 µ0 σ⊥

(4.2)
1
2πσ⊥ µ0 R 02

≥ f ≥

where l t is the twist pitch, R 0 = 0.463 mm is the equivalent radius of the

filament core region and σ⊥ = 12.8 × 107 S/m is the transverse conductivity with no
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contact resistance at 20 K. In this special case, the coupling loss is independent of
frequency. The frequencies of the NMT and IT designs meet this range, so we can
use Eq. (4.2) to estimate the coupling loss for the both designs.

4.4. R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION
S ing the models Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), the hysteresis loss and the coupling loss are
calculated for the case with non-magnetic or ferromagnetic teeth and different
q numbers. An EM shield is absent in all the cases. The distribution of the obtained
hysteresis loss and coupling loss is plotted in Fig. 4.5 for the IT design with q = 2
for instance. It can be observed that one field coil side has more AC losses than the
other and that more losses are produced in the regions closer to the armature.
The range of total AC losses with different numbers of q is shown in Fig. 4.6a,
compared for the NMT and IT designs. The total AC loss is the sum of the hysteresis
and coupling losses. Higher AC losses result from ferromagnetic teeth, but they are
very small especially when q increases. The ranges of total AC losses are very small
except for the IT design with q = 2. This proves the validity of the approximation for
AC losses with a large q by using the field harmonic with the largest amplitude.
If the cryogenic cooling penalty factor at the temperature of 20 K is assumed
as 1000, the required power at room temperature to cool the amount of AC losses
for the IT design with q = 2 (the worst case in this comparison) will be no more
than 9.1 kW. The currently available cryogenic refrigeration technology is capable
of handling this power. Moreover, the reduction of generator efficiency due to this
cooling power demand is negligibly small (less than 0.1% of 10 MW).
The employed analytical models for calculating the AC losses may not be sufficiently accurate since some assumptions and simplifications are used. If we assume
a huge error of the models which increases the total AC loss by an order of magnitude, the required cryogenic cooling power for the IT design with q = 2 will be 91 kW
which is almost 1% of the rated generator power. This cooling power may be too
high. Then the number of slots per pole per phase can be increased to q = 4 and the
cooling power will drop to only 31 kW which is about 0.3% of the rated generator
power. This level of cooling power is considered acceptable in terms of both cooling
system capability and sufficient efficiency.
The results also imply that it is not necessary to place an EM shield for reducing
AC losses in normal operation. Firstly, with an EM shield the AC losses cannot be
beneficially reduced, since the AC losses have already been very small. Secondly,
placing an EM shield will introduce eddy current losses which could be much higher
than the power demand for cooling the AC losses.
For testing purposes, a 10 mm thick copper shield is placed 10 mm far from the
air gap, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The width of the shield occupies the width between two
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Figure 4.5: AC loss distribution in a field coil for the IT design, along the radial position and the circumferential angle of the generator, with q = 2.

adjacent poles. After adding this EM shield, the amplitudes of the five dominant
field harmonics are all reduced. However, as indicated in Fig. 4.6b, the IT design
with q = 4 and an EM shield produces an 8 kW loss in the shield, which is more
than 2 times the power for cooling the corresponding AC loss (assuming a cryogenic
cooling penalty factor of 1000).
Apparently, a larger q also reduces the loss in an EM shield because of less slotting harmonics. In terms of cryostat design, if conductive parts are inevitable between the field winding and the armature, the eddy current loss in such conductive
parts can be reduced by using a larger q or non-magnetic teeth [119]. It is possible
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Figure 4.6: Total AC losses and EM shield losses as a function of q.

to design an optimal EM shield for both low eddy current losses and good shielding
effects, but this issue is beyond the scope of this chapter.
This low level of AC losses is obtained from the specific generator design described in Section 4.2. This design has a relatively large distance between the field
winding and the armature because of the limitation of cryostat dimensions. If this
distance is made smaller, the field harmonic contents will become higher and more
AC losses will occur. Moreover, this design also has relatively wide teeth due to the
fact that the machine optimization has found a balance between the saturation of
teeth and the minimization of capital CoE.

4.5. C ONCLUSION
H e models of hysteresis losses and coupling losses in a multi-filamentary strip
MgB2 wire were described and then applied to calculate the AC losses in two 10
MW SC wind generator designs. The results show
• that this generator design has a very small amount of AC losses with ferromagnetic teeth and without an EM shield, and
• that a larger number of slots per pole per phase q results in lower AC losses.
The results provide two important machine design suggestions. One is that the
amount of AC losses produced by ferromagnetic teeth can be very small for an SC
machine design, which implies that the fully iron-cored topology is feasible from
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the perspective of AC loss production in the SC field winding. The other suggestion
is that an EM shield can be unnecessary for AC loss reduction in normal operations.
Conductive parts should thus be avoided as much between the field winding and
the armature to minimize the induced eddy current losses. If conductive parts are
inevitable, ferromagnetic teeth with a large q or non-magnetic teeth can be considered.
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5.1. I NTRODUCTION
U perconducting machines usually have larger magnetic air gaps than conventional generators because of space for a cryostat or use of non-magnetic cores.
As a result, the inductance becomes lower and then the short circuit torque can become as high as more than 10 times the rated torque which is too high for wind
turbine constructions.
A few approaches can be considered to reduce the short circuit torque. Since
the sub-transient reactance of a synchronous generator determines the peak short
circuit current, an electromagnetic (EM) shield between the rotor and stator could
play a role to reduce the short circuit torque. An EM shield being part of the cryostat wall, as sketched in Fig. 4.1, is recommended to be used in a superconducting
(SC) machine to attenuate harmonic magnetic fields from the armature to the field
winding [118]. In an EM shield which is electrically conductive, eddy currents are
induced during an armature winding short circuit. The eddy currents then excite
magnetic fields to oppose the change of the air gap field. This reaction determines
the sub-transient reactance X d00 of an SC synchronous machine and then the shortcircuit current and torque. In general, the larger the sub-transient reactance X d00 , the
smaller the short-circuit current.
In addition, ferromagnetic core or multiple armature windings could be useful to
reduce the short circuit torque [33]. Using ferromagnetic core increases the inductance. Using multiple armature windings assumes that not all the armature winding
but only part of it is shorted since the chance of shorting all the armature segments
at the same time is too low.
Multiple or, as we call it, segmented armature windings can be realized in a wind
turbine by being connected to multiple back-to-back power electronic converters,
as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Each armature winding segment is connected to an individual converter. This generator system has been proposed in the INNWIND.EU
project and performance indicators are evaluated in [140].
This chapter aims at assessing the effects of EM shields and armature segmentation on reducing the short circuit torque of SC synchronous generators (SCSGs).
These SCSG designs have different topologies which change the combination of iron
and non-magnetic cores. The calculation of short circuit torque uses FE methods
(FE) methods which can model saturation changes during a short circuit.

S
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5.2. F OUR G ENERATOR D ESIGNS
O ur of the twelve topologies discussed in Chapter 3 have been proposed for 10
MW SCSGs in a few recent research projects. This chapter studies four 10 MW
generator designs employing these four topologies, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
Design A (based on the optimized topology T5 from Chapter 3) is considered

F
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of multiple power electronic converters for a 4-segments generator. [140]

as an air-core concept since all the cores but the armature yoke are non-magnetic.
This concept is proposed in [122] for a 10 MW SCSG design. The advantage of this
topology is low weight and no slotting effects. However, a large amount of SC wires
is required to excite sufficient magnetic fields. Due to the non-magnetic core for the
field winding, it is not possible to use salient poles.
Design B (based on the optimized topology T9 from Chapter 3) is considered as
an air-rotor concept since the cores for the field winding are all non-magnetic while
the cores for the armature winding are all made of steel laminates. This concept
is proposed in [20] for a 10 MW SCSG design. The advantage of this topology is
that laminate cores used in conventional generators can directly be used. However,
a large amount of SC wires is also demanded and slotting effects exist due to iron
teeth. This concept cannot use salient poles either.
Design C (based on the optimized topology T8 from Chapter 3) is considered
as an air-winding concept since only the armature teeth are non-magnetic while
all the other cores are made of iron. Salient poles can be used in this topology to
minimize the distance between the field winding core to the armature winding. To
apply this topology, modular cryostats have to be used as proposed by [23]. The
main advantages of this topology are a small magnetic air gap and no slotting effects.
The use of SC wires is effectively reduced compared to the designs A and B. However,
non-magnetic teeth require special cooling methods since non-magnetic materials,
e.g. glass fiber G10, are bad at thermal conduction.
Design D (based on the optimized topology T12 from Chapter 3) is considered as
a fully iron-cored concept since all the cores are made of iron. This topology looks
like conventional synchronous generators but the copper field winding is replaced
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(a) Design A (T5)

(b) Design B (T9)

(c) Design C (T8)

(d) Design D (T12)

5

Figure 5.2: Sketch of one pole of the topology of the SCSG designs. Red: SC field winding. Yellow: copper
armature winding. Gray: iron core.

by an SC winding. The steel laminates can directly used for the armature cores.
Modular cryostats also have to be used to enable the salient poles. The amount of
SC wires is significantly reduced compared to the designs A, B and C. The cost of
this topology is thus not very high. However, this topology may be very heavy and
slotting effects may cause high torque ripples. This concept has been studied in
[30, 120] and Chapter 4 of this thesis from different perspectives.
Each design using MgB2 field windings has been optimized for the minimum
capital cost of energy in a 10 MW reference wind turbine as presented in Chapter 3.
The optimal geometry of one pole is shown in Fig. 5.2. The design parameters are
summarized in Table 5.1. The cryogenic temperature for the MgB2 field winding is
still 20 K. The electrical loading of the designs is still limited to 75 kA/m to enable
forced-air cooling on the armature winding [123]. The chosen number of slots per
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pole per phase q = 4 is both to avoid significant slotting effects and to have the armature teeth sufficiently wide.
Table 5.1: Main Parameters of Four Superconducting Generator Designs
Design

A

B

C

Nominal power P N

10 MW

Rated speed n N

9.6 rpm

No-load voltage Vn

1905 V

Number of phases m

D

3

Armature bore diameter d s

6m

Mechanical air gap length g

6 mm
3 A/mm2

Rated armature current density J s
Slot number per pole per phase q

4

Axial length l s (m)

4.08

3.75

2.34

2.57

Pole pair number p

16

20

12

20

Foil coil height h f (mm)

14

14

10

10

Foil coil side width w f (mm)

200

139

111

20

Armature slot height h s (mm)

66

78

52

118

Tooth width/slot pitch b t /τs

0.37

0.47

0.31

0.65

Operating field current I f (A)

206.6

197.5

239.4

280.3

Number of turns per phase N a

128

128

110

128

Number of turns per field pole N p

1163

810

463
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5.3. M ODELING OF S HORT C IRCUIT
H ree-phase short circuits are modeled by 2D FE methods to calculate the short
circuit torque. No damper winding is used outer the field winding. The model
couples the computation of magnetic fields and the generator’s equivalent circuit
and is called field-circuit-coupled model. The field model computes the induced

T

dλf

dλ

voltage ddλta , d tb and ddλtc over the three phases and d t over the field winding due
to the resultant air gap magnetic field (including every flux leakage). The circuit
model is used to calculate the current flowing in each phase i a , i b and i c and in the
field winding i f . The circuit model can be written as
ua =

d λa
d ia
− R s i a − L ew s
dt
dt

(5.1)

ub =

d λb
d ib
− R s i b − L ew s
dt
dt

(5.2)
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uc =

uf =

d λc
d ic
− R s i c − L ew s
dt
dt
dλf
dt

+ R f i f + L ew f

(5.3)

di f

(5.4)

dt

where L σew s is the end winding inductance per phase of the armature winding,
L σew f is the end winding inductance of the field winding, u f is the terminal voltage of the field winding which is very small, R s is the resistance per phase and R f is
the resistance of the field winding.
The end winding inductance per phase of the armature winding is calculated
with analytical models given by [123]:
L ew s =

5

4m
q N s2 µ0 l w λw
Q

(5.5)

where is the total number of slots, N s is the number of turns per phase, and l w λw is
calculated by
l w λw = 2l ew λl ew + Wew λW

(5.6)

where l ew is the axial length of the end winding measure from the end of the stack,
and Wew is the coil span. λl ew and λw are the corresponding permeance factors
estimated in [123]. When the number of armature winding segments is N seg , L ew s
and R s should be reduced to 1/N seg time.
The end winding inductance of the field winding L ew f is calculated by subtracting the inductances from 3D FE models by the inductance from 2D FE models. The
resistance and the end winding inductances are summarized in Table 5.2. The field
winding resistance R f is caused by the small resistance in the current leads which
are not superconducting [118].
Table 5.2: Resistances and End Winding Inductances
Design

A

B

C

D

End winding inductance L ew s (mH)

1.23

0.78

1.61

0.78

End winding inductance L ew f (H)

15.2

10.2

8.6

2.4

Resistance R s (mΩ)

54.1

48.1

34.7

36.4

Resistance R f (mΩ)

20

20

20

20

The short circuit torque can be so high that the speed of an SCSG drops fast
during a short circuit. The rotation of the generator is governed by
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Tm − Te = J

d ωm
dt

(5.7)

where Tm is the mechanical torque driving the generator by the wind turbine. Since
before the short circuit is there no load, this torque can be assumed to be Tm = 0
during the short circuit. Te is the electromagnetic torque produced by the generator,
and ωm is the rotational speed of the generator. The moment of inertia J is estimated
with a scaling function given in [141]:
J=

14500 1.2 2
PN Rt r
9

(5.8)

where P N is the nominal power of the wind turbine in MW and R t r m is the radius
of the wind turbine rotor. In this chapter, we use a 10 MW reference wind turbine
with a rotor diameter of 178 m [11].
The short circuit occurs in such a way that the generator’s three phases are shorted
at the terminal by applying zero voltages to u a , u b and u c after a no-load operation of one electrical cycle. For assessing the effects armature winding segmentation
on the short-circuit torque, no-load operation is sufficient which also simplifies FE
modeling.

5.4. E FFECTS OF EM SHIELD
N EM shield is electrically conductive and usually the outer part of a cryostat
wall. It cannot be placed too close to the SC field winding since it will introduce
significant increase of thermal loads to the 20-K temperature dewar of the cryostat.
Furthermore, the thickness of the EM shield cannot be too large. Otherwise the
cryostat wall will push the field winding farther away from the armature winding
to remain the same thermal insulation performance. This increase of distance of
the field winding may not too much affect the topologies with salient iron pole but
it will significantly affect the other topologies. As a result, four cases regarding the
EM shield are compared:
- Case 1: the EM shield is placed just next to the 6-mm mechanical air gap and
its thickness is 10 mm.
- Case 2: the EM shield is placed just next to the 6-mm mechanical air gap and
its thickness is 20 mm.
- Case 3: the EM shield is placed 10 mm off the 6-mm mechanical air gap and its
thickness is 10 mm. This case is chosen for comparison but it is less practical since
the EM shield may go to the space of a lower temperature. The generated heat in the
EM shield may significantly increase the thermal loads within the cryostat.
- Reference case: no EM shield is used.
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The material of the EM shield is copper. Its conductivity is set to be 42.9 MS/m,
assuming a working temperature of 120 ◦ C. Using this conductivity assumes that the
outer cryostat wall operates in a room-temperature environment since it is close to
the mechanical air gap.

10
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8

8

Torque (per unit)

5

Torque (per unit)

R ESULTS
Designs A and B are investigated. The electromagnetic torques during the short circuit (five electrical cycles of rated frequency) in the four cases for Designs A and B
are shown in Fig. 5.3. The effects of EM shield on reducing the peak torque are compared in Fig. 5.4. The effects of EM shield in Cases 1 and 3 on reducing the peak
torque are both very small. Case 2 with a thicker EM shield shows better effects
which are however still quite insufficient if a peak torque of about 3 p.u. is required.
From these results, using an EM shield does not effectively reduce the peak torque
during a short circuit. A thinker EM shield may be more effective but a much thicker
shield is not realistic due to space limitation.
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Figure 5.3: Effects of EM shield on short circuit torque of Designs A and B during the short circuit for five
electrical cycles of rated frequency in four cases.

5.5. A RMATURE S EGMENTATION
5.5.1. C HOSEN SCHEME OF ARMATURE SEGMENTATION
N this chapter, the armature winding is segmented in such way that certain pole
pairs belong to each segment and these pole pairs of one segment are evenly distributed along the generator circumference. The numbers of pole pairs of the four
SCSG designs allow the number of segments to be 2 or 4. The segmentation way
for the design D is sketched in Fig. 5.5 for 2 and 4 segments, for example. The pole
pairs with S1 is connected to an individual converter and the pole pairs with S2 is
connected to another individual converter, and so on.
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Figure 5.4: Effects of EM shield on peak torque of Designs A and B in four cases.

Evenly distributing the segments and their own pole pairs makes sure symmetry
along the generator circumference. The purpose is to avoid significant unbalanced
forces during a short circuit.
Short circuits at the armature winding terminals are usually caused by the failure of power electronic switches used in the converters. By dividing the armature
winding into a few identical segments, the chance of a three-phase short circuit on
the whole generator is greatly reduced. Since the probability of a three-phase short
circuit in a non-segmented generator is small, the probability of three-phase short
circuits occurring in all segments of a segmented generator at the same time is much
smaller [33]. Thus, this chapter only examines the case when a three-phase short
circuit only occurs to one of the armature winding segments, since the chance for it
to happen is higher than the other cases.

5.5.2. F INITE ELEMENT MODELING OF ARMATURE SEGMENTATION
This chapter aims at assessing the feasibility of applying armature segmentation to
reduce the short circuit torque. A 2D FE model is used to simulate the armature
segmentation with two assumptions that simplify the problem.
A SSUMPTIONS
In this chapter, two assumptions are made for modeling the armature segmentation
by FE methods:
• The armature winding has a single layer. This means that the overlapping of
armature coils between adjacent segments is neglected in the slots.
• The end winding is neglected. This means that the overlapping of armature
coils between different segments is neglected at the winding end.
These two assumptions result in independent armature segments and enable 2D
transient FE modeling of short circuits. However, large practical power generators
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Figure 5.5: Sketch of segmentation and pole pair distributions for Design D. P- pole pair numbering. Sarmature winding segment numbering.

5

usually apply double-layer windings. In addition, armature coils at the end winding have overlapping. In future work, these practical issues should be taken into
consideration in the model. This chapter is just a starting point for studying the feasibility of armature segmentation for reducing the short circuit torque. If this study
with these assumptions did not give effective reduction of the short circuit torque,
it would not be needed to take further steps to assess this method. This is because
dependent armature segments will introduce coupling of adjacent segments and
weaken the reduction of short circuit torque.
M ODELING
The FE model is illustrated in Fig. 5.6, using Design D with two armature segments
as an example. The healthy segment and the faulted segment are adjacent. Since
only one segment is faulted, the faulted segment is followed by a healthy segment as
seen from the SC field winding. If the number of segment becomes four, the faulted
segment will be followed by three healthy segments.

5.5.3. R ESULTS
The FE short circuit model simulates five electrical cycles of the rated frequency.
Figure 5.7 shows the current waveform of phase A of Design A, for instance, with
and without armature segmentation. The peak currents remain in the same level
in all the three cases. This result matches the rough estimation by I peak ∝ (E f /X l ),
where E f is the no-load voltage and X l is the leakage reactance. When the number
of armature segments is N seg , the no-load voltage and leakage reactance of each
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5
Figure 5.6: Modeling of armature segmentation in the FE model for short circuit simulation. Design D
with two segments is shown as an example.

segment become E f /N seg and X l /N seg , respectively. Therefore, the peak current
I peak remains almost the same. The change of frequency is due to the decrease of
rotational speed caused by the short-circuit torque.
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Figure 5.7: Current of phase A of Design A with N seg = 1, 2 and 4.

The electromagnetic torque Te of the four SCSG designs are calculated in the
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cases of non-segmented, 2-segments and 4-segments armature windings. The torque
during the short circuit in each case is shown in Fig. 5.8. The torque during the
whole short circuit process can effectively be suppressed by armature winding segmentation. In the cases with armature winding segmentation, the short circuit torque
has large ripples. This is a result of the field winding which is not segmented. p/N seg
of the field winding has to pass once the shorted segment every electrical cycle and
all field poles pass healthy and shorted segments alternately, where N seg is the number of segments. As a result, large ripples are induced in the field current, which then
produce torque ripples.
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Figure 5.8: Effects of armature segmentation on short circuit torque of Designs A, B, C and D during the
short circuit for five electrical cycles of rated frequency.

The peak torque is compared in Fig. 5.9. These results show that segmentation
of the armature winding effectively reduces the short-circuit torque. If the number
of segments is N seg , the peak torque of the segmented SCSG is even a bit lower than
1/N seg the peak torque of the non-segmented SCSG. Like the peak current, these results of peak torque match the rough estimation by Te,peak ∝ (E 2f /X l ). Normally, the
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mechanical constructions for a wind turbine drive train are designed to withstand
3 times the rated torque. As the results show, dividing the armature winding into 4
segments can meet this requirement. With 2 segments, the peak torque is still too
high.

Torque (per unit)

20
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Design B
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Design D

15
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5
0

1

2

4

Number of segments

Figure 5.9: Effects of armature segmentation on peak torque of Designs A, B, C and D with N seg = 1, 2
and 4.

Designs B and D with iron armature teeth show lower peak torques than Designs
A and C with non-magnetic teeth. Because of no damper winding, the peak torque is
only determined by the armature leakage inductance. Design C has a small leakage
inductance in the armature winding because the salient pole and the short armature
teeth together reduce the slot leakage flux. In Designs B and D, the saturated iron
teeth result in more slot leakage flux and their peak torques are therefore lower.
The speed change of the generator during the short circuit is shown in Fig. 5.10.
The speed is governed by Eq. (5.7) and determined by the electromagnetic torque
Te . With no segmentation, the speed decreases fast in Designs A and C. With segmentation, the speed decreases become much smaller. Using 4 segments results in
a very gentle deceleration.

5.6. C ONCLUSION
X cessively high short circuit torques could be suppressed in a few ways for SCSGs. This chapter assessed two approaches. One was making use of the EM
shield which is part of the cryostat. The other divided the armature winding into
a few identical segments. Four 10 MW SCSG designs differing in topologies were
examined: two for the approach of using EM shield while four for the approach of
armature segmentation. 2D finite element models were built to simulate the short
circuit. The results show that the peak torque was not effectively reduced by using
an EM shield if considering reasonable positions and thicknesses of the EM shield.
However, the peak torque can effectively be suppressed by armature segmentation
if one segment encounters a three-phase short at the terminal. Four segments are
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Figure 5.10: Speed change of Designs A, B, C and D during the short circuit for five electrical cycles of
rated frequency.

more effective than two segments. More segments may be needed to meet the requirement of mechanical constructions of a wind turbine drive train, although additional costs due to multiple converters would be introduced.
In this chapter, we assumed that each armature segment is independent of the
others by assuming a single-layer armature winding without the end winding. However, dependent segments with a double-layer armature winding with overlapping
end windings are more often in practice. Dependent segments could weaken the
effects of segmentation on reducing the short circuit torque. Dependent segments
will be modeled and studied in the future work.

6
C OMPARING S UPERCONDUCTING
G ENERATORS AND P ERMANENT
M AGNET G ENERATORS

Part of the study in this chapter has been published in:
- D. Liu, H. Polinder, A. B. Abrahamsen, X. Wang and J. A. Ferreira, "Comparison of superconducting generators and permanent magnet generators for 10-MW direct-drive wind turbines," International Conference on Electrical Machines and Systems (ICEMS), Chiba, Japan, 2016.
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6.1. I NTRODUCTION
R om Chapters 3, we found that the topology T12 with full iron cores and salient
iron poles have lower capital CoEs and better overall performance. From Chapter 4, we found that iron teeth used in T12 do not produce unacceptable AC losses
in the MgB2 field winding. From Chapter 5, we found that the short circuit torque
can effectively be suppressed by armature segmentation. Therefore, we can design
a superconducting synchronous generator (SCSG) based on the topology T12 since
T12 can now be considered most feasible for 10 MW direct-drive wind turbines. This
design should be compared with a permanent magnet generator (PMSG) for evaluating its competitiveness.
At this moment, however, the technology readiness level of SCSGs for large wind
turbines is so low that commercialization of such novel generators has not been realized yet. Comparing superconducting generators with technically mature PMSGs
may not be fully fair, but it will be very interesting to compare their performance
based on the same design and optimization method. Such comparisons are expected to provide feasibility insights for commercialization of SCSGs and to draw
attention from the wind energy industry.
The objective of this chapter is to compare SCSGs and a PMSGs for 10 MW directdrive wind turbines. Firstly we design an SCSG and a PMSG through the same design and optimization method for the minimum capital cost of energy (CoE) as developed in Chapter 3. Both the designed generators operate with the same wind
turbine, wind condition and phasor diagram, and the optimization combines finite
element (FE) and analytical models. Then this chapter compares the performance
and important characteristics of the two generator designs with each other and another PMSG design available in the literature [131]. This PMSG design is compared
as a reference since it employed a different design method established before. The
quantities for comparison are: generator sizes, capital CoE of the wind turbine, annual energy production (AEP), and generator active material costs and masses.

F
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6.2.1. G ENERAL PARAMETERS
N SCSG and a PMSG are designed under the same conditions for the 10 MW reference direct-drive wind turbine used in previous chapters. The rated rotational
speed is 9.6 rpm. The generator is directly connected to a back-to-back power electronic converter through a no-load line voltage of 3300 V. The generator parameters
are listed in Table 6.1.
The diameter of the generator is not easy to decide. It is always a question
whether to enlarge the diameter to around 10-m or to limit the diameter to a com-
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Table 6.1: General characteristics of the 10 MW generator.
Parameter

Value

Nonimal torque

Tn = 10.6 MNm

No-load line voltage

3300 V

Air gap diameter

D s = 6 m or 10 m

Armature winding type

Distributed

Rated RMS amature current density

J s = 3 A/mm2

Armature winding fill factor

k f i l =0.6

pact level (e.g. 6 m) for both the generator types. The diameter of 10 m or even larger
has been extensively proposed for 10 MW direct-drive PMSGs [131, 142, 143] while a
smaller diameter is considered to take more advantage of superconductivity for an
SCSG.
This chapter considers both 6 m and 10 m as the air gap diameter of the SCSG
and the PMSG. The diameter of 6 m may be too small for PMSGs, but it could indicate whether superconductivity is beneficial for reducing generator sizes and weights.
Accordingly, the air gap length is set to 0.1% of the diameter, which is 6 mm for 6 m
diameter and 10 mm for 10 m diameter.
The electrical loading of the armature winding is constrained below 75 kA/m to
enable the use of forced air cooling for the stator. Direct cooling is costly and water
cooling is complex for the wind turbine nacelle.
Two PMSG designs were proposed in [131] (for pitch control and active speed
stall control, respectively) for a slightly different 10 MW wind turbine. The air gap
diameter was 10 m. We select the pitch control design for the comparison in this
chapter since most new wind turbines adopt pitch control nowadays. The generator
design can be found in [131] in great detail.

6.2.2. O PERATION OF WIND TURBINE AND GENERATOR
The operation of the wind turbine and the phasor diagram for the generator operation have been introduced in Chapter 3. This chapter applies the same operations
as described in Section 3.5.5.
6.2.3. SCSG
The SCSG design comes from the optimization results in Chapter 3 based on the
unit cost and performance of currently available MgB2 wires (the original case). The
optimized topology T12 is chosen since it provide the best overall performance especially a lowest capital CoE. In Chapter 4, this SCSG design refers to as the IT de-
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sign. In Chapter 5, this SCSG design refers to as the Design D. This SCSG design has
an air gap diameter of 6 m. By using the same design and optimization method, we
obtained the SCSG design with an air gap diameter of 10 m. One pole of the SCSG
with the notation of optimization variables is sketched in Fig. 6.1.

6

Figure 6.1: Sketch of one pole of an SCSG with the notations of the optimization variables. The gray
blocks are the superconducting field coil accommodated in a modular cryostat. The space left around
the field coil is fixed and occupied by the modular cryostat.

6.2.4. PMSG
The PMSG has surface-mounted permanent magnets on the rotor. The remanent
magnetic flux density of the magnets is B r = 1.2 T. The number of slots per pole
per phase in the stator is set to q = 2 to allow for smaller pole pitches and achieve
low losses in the magnets. One pole of the PMSG with the notation of optimization
variables is sketched in Fig. 6.2.
The PMSG optimized in this chapter is referred to as PMSG-O and the referenced
PMSG designed in [131] is referred to as PMSG-R. The PMSG-R design from [131]
has an armature slot filling factor of 0.65 instead of 0.60. To constrain the electrical
loading no higher than 75 kA/m and the armature tooth no narrower than 2 cm
(bt ≥ 20 mm), we adjust the original design a bit: the slot height increases from 80
mm to 106 mm, and the ratio of armature tooth width to slot pitch increases from
0.50 to 0.61. The armature filling factor is changed to 0.60. Other design parameters
remain the same. This adjustment makes sure that all the generator designs to be
compared comply with the same conditions and constraints.
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Figure 6.2: Sketch of one pole of a PMSG with the notations of the optimization variables. The gray block
is the permanent magnet.

O PTIMIZATION
The optimization for the PMSGs is almost the same as that for the SCSGs except the
following points:
• The objective function of the capital CoE now becomes
C oE =

CC APE X
C ac t (X ) +C st r (X ) +C PE +C ot her
=
a · E AE P · TLT
a · E AE P · TLT

(6.1)

where the cryogenic cooling power C cr yo has disappeared, and X is the set of optimization variables. For optimizing the SCSGs, the structural mass C st r is assumed to
be a constant (as explained in Chapter 3). For optimizing the PMSGs, C st r is no more
a constant but can be roughly estimated by scaling functions. The scaling function
used in this chapter is based on the PhD thesis by Shrestha [27]. This PhD thesis
developed scaling functions for structural mass as a function of the rated power and
the aspect ratio of PMSGs. Since the 10 MW PMSG design in [131] is used as the
reference for the scaling function, only the aspect ratio is taken into account in the
scaling. In this chapter, the single bearing concept is chosen for the PMSG. The mechanical structure of this concept consists of beams and cylinders in the rotor and
stator. Since the cost of the structure is proportional to the mass of the structure, the
mass in the original scaling function is now replaced by the cost.
The scaling function for the cost of beams is given by
k asp,r e f 1
C beam
)3
=(
C beam,r e f
k asp

(6.2)

where C beam and C beam,r e f are the structural beam costs of the PMSG to be optimized and the reference PMSG, respectively, and k asp and k asp,r e f are the aspect
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ratios of the PMSG to be optimized and the reference PMSG, respectively.
The scaling function for the cost of beams is given by
Cc y
C c y,r e f

=(

k asp,r e f
k asp

)0 = 1

(6.3)

where C c y and C c y,r e f are the structural cylinder costs of the PMSG to be optimized
and the reference PMSG, respectively.
In this PhD thesis, Shrestha also estimated the ratio of the beam mass to the
cylinder mass for the single bearing concept for different generator power ratings.
For 10 MW, this ratio is about 4.5. Therefore, the ratio of the beam cost to the cylinder cost is also about C beam /C c y = 4.5. As a result, the scaling function for the structural cost for a 10 MW PMSG can be given by
C st r
C st r,r e f

6

= 0.818(

k asp,r e f
k asp

1

) 3 + 0.182

(6.4)

where C st r,r e f is the structural cost of the reference PMSG. The reference PMSG-R
has a structural cost of c st r,r e f = 780 k€ and an aspect ratio of k asp,r e f = 0.16 [131].
In this chapter, we assume that the unit cost of permanent magnet (NdFeB) is
50 €/kg. The cost of components of the 10 MW reference wind turbine for calculating C ot her is estimated in Table 6.2. The energy production is obtained through
calculating the power losses in the PMSGs. Compared to SCSGs, PMSGs do not have
the cryogenic cooling power P cr yo and the eddy current loss in the armature copper
conductors PCus,ed d y (as given in Eq. (3.13)).
Table 6.2: Cost estimation for the 10 MW reference wind turbine with SCSGs and PMSGs.
Component
Generator type

Estimated cost
SCSG

PMSG-O

Wind turbine (exl. generator)

7,500 ke

Balance of plant

17,000 ke

PMSG-R

800 ke

Power electronics C PE
Cryogenic system C cr yo

710 ke(6 m), 600 ke(10 m)

n/a

Generator structural material C st r

500 ke(6 m), 700 ke(10 m)

To be optimized

780 ke

Generator active material C ac t

To be optimized

To be optimized

620 ke†

† The unit cost of permanent magnets is adapted from 25 e/kg to 50 e/kg.

n/a
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Table 6.3: Optimization variables and their optimal values.
SCSG

PMSG-O

PMSG-R†

Air gap diameter D s (m)

6

10

6

10

10

Generator active length l s (m)

2.56

1.15

4.67

1.53

1.74

x1

Pole pair number p

20

38

74

94

160

x2

Inner pole span angle α (electrical degree)

66

66

62

72

73

x3

Outer pole span angle β (electrical degree)

74

72

n/a

n/a

n/a

x4

Field coil height h f or magnet length l m (mm)

10

10

18

28

20

x5

Armature slot height h s (mm)

102

114

98

118

80

x6

Armature yoke height h s y (mm)

122

114

50

60

40

x7

Field yoke height h r y (mm)

118

108

26

38

40

x8

Ratio of armature tooth width to slot pitch b t /τs

0.65

0.65

0.58

0.65

0.61

† These variables are not from optimization but from the design parameters provided in [131]. The generator

active length and the ratio of tooth width to slot pitch are adapted to the electrical loading of 75 kA/m.
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H e optimal values of the optimization variables are listed in Table 6.3. The benefit of using superconductors to reduce the generator size can be observed but
is small for the same diameter. The SCSGs need thicker stator and rotor yokes to
reduce the capital CoE while the PMSGs show a feature of smaller outer diameters.
With the optimized geometry, the SCSGs use resulting field current densities in the
MgB2 wire of 175 A/mm2 for both D s = 6 m and 180 A/mm2 for D s = 10 m.
The optimal SCSG and PMSG-O have had their respective minimum capital CoEs
and are compared in Fig. 6.3 with each other and with the PMSG-R design. The
capital CoE of the PMSG-R design is calculated with the identical assumptions and
conditions for the SCSG and PMSG-O designs. For the same generator diameter, the
SCSGs have higher capital CoEs than the PMSGs. For the SCSGs and the PMSGs,
respectively, the larger diameter reduces a bit the capital CoE.
The AEP, used to indicate the capacity factor (CF) of a wind turbine, is extracted
from the capital CoE and compared in Fig. 6.4. All the generators have CFs over
0.5. For the diameter of 6 m, the SCSG and the PMSG-O have almost the same AEP.
When the diameter increases to 10 m, both the PMSG-O and PMSG-R produce more
energy than the SCSG.
The total generator material cost is compared in Fig. 6.5 which breaks down the
total cost into the active material, structural material and cryostat costs. The PMSGs
have almost the same generator cost for both the diameters. For the SCSG, the larger
diameter slightly reduces the generator cost. Compared with the PMSGs, the SC-
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Figure 6.3: Capital CoE for SCSGs, PMSG-Os and PMSG-R.

6
Figure 6.4: AEP for SCSGs, PMSG-Os and PMSG-R. The resulting capacity factors are 0.507, 0.507, 0.510,
0.514 and 0.511, respectively.

SGs have higher generator costs. The 10-m SCSG even has a higher generator cost
than the 6-m PMSG. Further cost breakdown for the generator’s active material cost
shows the reason in Fig. 6.6. The SCSGs show their great advantage of reducing the
active material cost as the required amount of permanent magnets for the PMSGs
is rather costly. However, the cryostat used for the SCSGs significantly increases the
total generator cost.
The generator’s active material mass, resulting from the optimization merely for
the capital CoE, is compared in Fig. 6.7. Due to the great amount of iron used to
reduce the capital CoE, the SCSGs are rather heavy in this comparison, especially
with the air gap diameter of 6 m. The SCSGs do not show effective mass reduction
which should have benefited from using superconductors. Using lightweight core
materials may help as discussed in Chapter 3. The PMSGs have small weights with
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Figure 6.5: Generator material costs for SCSGs, PMSG-Os and PMSG-R.

6
Figure 6.6: Active material costs for SCSGs, PMSG-Os and PMSG-R.

small pole pitches as expected.

Figure 6.7: Active material masses for SCSGs, PMSG-Os and PMSG-R.
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6.4. C ONCLUSION
H is chapter aimed to compare novel SCSGs and conventionally employed PMSGs
for 10 MW direct-drive wind turbines. The method of modeling the costs and
losses have been presented with certain assumptions and constraints. Regarding
the capital CoE and the total generator cost, the SCSGs are still more expensive than
their PMSG counterparts. If installation, operation and maintenance costs and reliability issues related to (cooling) superconductors are taken into consideration, the
SCSGs will become even more expensive. Furthermore, the SCSGs do not have the
advantages of low weight over the PMSGs when the capital CoE is considered as the
primary design objective. In summary, the SCSGs seem not competitive yet at the
moment. It is needed to look for significant advantages which will make SCSGs sufficiently attractive in the wind energy industry.
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7.1. I NTRODUCTION
H is chapter aims at assessing the potential of partially superconducting (SC)
generators for 10 MW direct-drive wind turbines. Partially SC generators can
be designed based on the properties of currently available SC materials, like what
have been done in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6. However, the designs proposed in
the literature have been facing various challenges, such as large amounts of costly
SC materials [20, 122], low efficiencies [20, 23, 120–122], large diameters [23, 120]
or large active material weights (Chapter 6 of this thesis and [23]). These designs
partly or entirely use iron cores, which tend to increase the generator weight [20, 23,
120, 121]. Large air gap diameters with more poles can be adopted to reduce the
weight [23, 120]. However, this approach increases the generator and nacelle sizes
and challenges the mechanical construction [27]. To reduce the diameter, higher
electrical loadings may be used but the results are higher copper losses and lower
efficiencies [23, 120]. As concluded in Chapter 6, the partially SC generators are not
competitive yet if the cost or cost of energy is chosen as the primary design objective. Other design objectives are therefore needed to show the advantages of SC
generators.

T

7

A partially SC generator has a much wider range of field excitation than permanent magnet and copper-field-winding generators. Moreover, the superconductor
technology is developing rapidly. Thus, it does not make sense to base SC generator
designs only on the properties of currently available superconductors. It is therefore
interesting to evaluate the potential performance of an SC generator by disregarding
the superconductor type, eliminating the limitation of critical characteristics and increasing the current density capability of the superconductors. We can then find out
the required superconductor types that meet the magnetic field level and required
current density for achieving certain high generator performance.
The objective of this chapter is to find the potential of partially SC generators.
Such generators can only be attractive if they have significant advantages over permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSGs). Typically, a PMSG has shear stresses
in the order of 53 kPa and efficiencies of 96%. Therefore, it is investigated what excitation is required to obtain a doubled shear stress of 106 kPa and an efficiency of
98%. Other generator characteristics, such as normal stress, stack length and active
material mass, are also investigated to show the effects of increasing the excitation.
Commercial superconductors, i.e. low- and high-temperature superconductors and
MgB2 superconductors are evaluated to meet the magnetic field and field current
density resulted from the required excitation.
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(a) T1

(b) T2

(c) T3

(d) T4

(e) T5

(f) T6

(g) T7

(h) T8

(i) T9

(j) T10

(k) T11

(l) T12

Figure 7.1: Twelve topologies to be compared. Red: SC field winding. Yellow: copper armature winding.
Brown: non-magnetic core. Gray: iron core. The dashed boxes are the contours for a larger coil.

7.2. G ENERATOR TO BE S TUDIED
H e partially SC generator for the study in this chapter is the same one as used
in Chapter 3: a 10 MW direct-drive wind turbine with a rated speed of 9.6 rpm.
The rated torque is therefore about 10 MN·m [11].

T

7.2.1. T WELVE TOPOLOGIES
The topologies to be studied in this chapter are the same as the twelve topologies
studied in Chapter 3. The sketch of these topologies is repeated here in Fig. 7.1 with
dashed red boxes indicating a larger coil area to be studied in this chapter.
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7.2.2. D IMENSIONING
One pole of the SC generator is dimensioned as illustrated in Fig. 7.2. Then this
single pole can be applied to different generator diameters. The size of the generator
is then determined by the number of poles according to specific requirements.

τs

hsy

bs
hs
wcrw

wcrw

g

20

hfpc

20

wfpc
hry

τp
Figure 7.2: Sketch of dimensioning parameters of one pole.

7

The basic generator design and pole dimensioning are rough but generalized
for all the topologies. The design parameters are set to achieve realistic designs although they may affect each topology a bit differently. Since the purpose of topology
comparison is to show trends with the excitation currents and then no optimization
is involved, the basic design which provides the same conditions is considered acceptable for performance comparison.
The pole pitch is set to τp = 0.4 m and three reasons support this choice:
• According to the design proposals available in the literature, pole pitches between 0.379 m [20] and 0.660 m [23] are all possible.
• The comparison study in Chapter 3 for a low cost of energy has shown that
the pole pitch lies between 0.4 m and 0.7 m for different topologies. The generator
design resulting in the lowest cost has a small pole pitch about 0.4 m.
• The pole pitch should be larger than the minimum bending diameter of the
superconductor which differs from type to type. It is thus not allowed to wind an SC
field coil with a very small pole pitch.
The mechanical air gap length of the machine is g = 10 mm which is roughly
around 0.1% of possible air gap diameters. In the rotor, the pole core width is assumed to be w f pc = 0.5τp = 0.2 m. The heights of the rotor back core and the stator yoke are thus equally set to h r y = h s y = 0.5w f pc = 0.1 m. The pole core height
is h f pc = 60 mm for topologies T1-T3, T5-T7 and T9-T11, and h f pc = 100 mm for
topologies T4, T8 and T12 (the difference of 40 mm is due to the extension of the
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pole core). The cryostat wall thickness with thermal insulations occupies w cr w =
40 mm, which makes the effective air gap length of T1-T3, T5-T7 and T9-T11 become g e f f =g + w cr w = 50 mm.
In the stator, the number of phases is m = 3. The number of slots per pole per
phase is q = 4. The ratio of slot width to slot pitch is b s /τs = 0.5 (an equal fraction
for a slot and a tooth). The slot height of h s = 84 mm is determined for achieving
an electrical loading of 75 kA/m for forced-air cooling [123], with the rated current
density in the stator winding being J s = 3 A/mm2 (RMS value). The armature current
density of J s = 3 A/mm2 is usually a starting point for designing a large electrical machine [144]. Many designs of SC generators for wind turbines in the literature have
used this current density or slightly lower [20, 23, 120, 122]. However, the efficiency
of these designs may not be high. A lower current density could be used to improve
the efficiency. Therefore, this study will also investigate J s = 2 A/mm2 and compare
it with J s = 3 A/mm2 . Accordingly, the slot height is adjusted to h s = 126 mm for
J s = 2 A/mm2 to maintain the electrical loading of 75 kA/m.
The excitation or excitation current N I is calculated by the current density J f
multiplied by the cross-sectional area of the field coil A f . In this paper, the crosssectional dimension of one side of an SC field coil is fixed to 20 mm by 20 mm. As a
result, the excitation is only determined by the current density applied in the SC field
winding. However, only the excitation, which is equal to the area of A f = 400 mm2
multiplied by the current density J f , takes effect for calculating the performance
indicators and generator characteristics. Therefore, we do not need to know specifically either the current density or area until the feasibility of superconductors is
evaluated, which will be presented in Section 7.6.

7.2.3. M ODELING METHODS AND GENERATOR OPERATION
The performance indicators and generator characteristics are modeled and calculated regarding their relation with the excitation current for the twelve topologies.
2D finite element (FE) models have to be used to calculate the magnetic field because this study involves the linear low field region, the non-linear medium field
region and the linear high field region of the B-H curve of iron (Fig. 3.7). Then these
quantities are calculated with analytical equations.
For calculating all these quantities, the generator is operated in such a way that
the armature magnetic field is perpendicular to the excitation field. In the d -q reference frame, this operation corresponds to the zero d -axis current control.
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The shear stress and efficiency (or total loss) are performance indicators for assessing a generator.
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7.3.1. S HEAR STRESS
The shear stress σt is used for sizing an electrical machine by
Te =

π
σt D 2s L s ,
2

(7.1)

where Te is the electromagnetic torque, D s is the air gap diameter, and L s is the stack
length. The shear stress needs to be calculated first of all. In 2D FE models, the shear
force per unit length on one pole F t is calculated with the Maxwell stress tensor by
l 2 =τp

1
Ft =
µ0

7

Z
Br B t d l

(7.2)

l 1 =0

where τp is the pole pitch, and B r and B t are the radial and tangential components
of the air gap flux density.
The shear force F t is an average value calculated from two stationary FE simulations. These two simulations differ in the relative position between the rotor and
stator, and the phase angle of the armature current. From the first position to the
second, the rotor rotates with an angle of 1/(4mq) of a mechanical cycle while the
phase current shifts by a time of 1/(4m) of an electrical cycle. Choosing these two
positions is under the assumption that the 6t h time harmonic of the magnetic field
contributes to the force ripples most. Then, an electrical cycle has 6 cycles of force
ripples. Compared with a complete transient simulation of the shear force, the error
resulted from this averaging method is less than 3%. Since the aim of this study is
just to find trends, this accuracy is acceptable. This method is the same as used in
Section 3.5.4 in Chapter 3.
Then the shear stress σt is obtained by averaging F t over the pole pitch τp :
σt =

Ft
τp

(7.3)

The effects of excitation currents on the shear stress of the twelve topologies are
shown in Fig. 7.3. At low excitation, the shear stress increases fast when the excitation increases. Saturation starts to play a role with a higher excitation and the
increase of shear stress becomes slow. Finally, the relative permeability of iron becomes µr ≈ 1 with a significantly high excitation, and the shear stress varies linearly.
The twelve topologies, in general, follow the trend: the shear stress becomes
higher from T1 to T12. With a very high excitation, the shear stress of all the topologies finally becomes parallel with each other. This result implies that using iron
cores can effectively increase the shear stress even though it is saturated.
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Figure 7.3: Shear stress with respect to excitation currents of the topologies T1-12. Dashed horizontal
lines indicate the typical shear stress of a PMSG (lower) and twice the PMSG generator level (upper).

The typical shear stress of a PMSG generator is about 53 kPa which is also plotted
in Fig. 7.3. This number is estimated by considering an air gap magnetic field of 1 T
(amplitude) and an electrical loading of 75 kA/m (RMS). If we want to achieve a
doubled shear stress, i.e. 106 kPa, as indicated in Fig. 7.3, the excitation must be
sufficiently high. However, the difficulty in reaching 106 kPa is quite different for
the twelve topologies. The topologies with more iron show higher shear stresses
than the others. The topology T12 achieves 106 kPa much more easily than T1. For
106 kPa, T12 requires the excitation of 200 kAt while T1 requires 800 kAt. The other
topologies lie in between.

7.3.2. E FFICIENCY AT RATED LOAD ( SIMPLIFIED LOSS MODEL )
An efficiency is actually dependent on the torque, speed and machine size. However, calculation of efficiency can be simplified if armature copper Joule losses are
dominant and other losses, such as iron losses and copper eddy current losses, are
neglected. Such simplification can facilitate basic observation of how efficiency is
related to the key variables.
The total loss primarily comes from the copper loss in the armature winding
and the core loss in the iron, if the cooling power consumption is not taken into
account. The copper loss consists of Joule losses and eddy current losses. For the
purpose of making an efficiency independent of the power rating, the iron loss can
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be assumed to be negligible due to the low frequency of the direct-drive generator.
The copper eddy current loss can also be assumed to be negligible by assuming very
fine stranding of copper filaments. Therefore, only the Joule loss is left in efficiency
calculation. Then the efficiency η can be calculated by:
η = 1−

C · J s2 (1 + LLews )
σt v

(7.4)

where L ew is the length of one end of an armature winding turn, L s is the stack
length, J s is the RMS current density in the armature winding, σt is the shear stress
calculated from Eq. (7.3), and v is the relative linear speed between the generator
rotor and stator. The constant C is defined as
C = ρCu h s k f i l (

7

bs
)
τs

(7.5)

where ρCu is the resistivity of copper, k f i l is the fill factor of the armature slots, and
h s , b s and τs have been defined in Section 7.2.2. From Eq. (7.4), it is clear that the
efficiency can be increased by reducing the armature current density J s or the ratio
of end winding length to stack length L ew /L s , or by increasing the linear speed v.
The efficiencies at rated load with an armature current density of J s = 3 A/mm2
are plotted in Fig. 7.4, assuming the end winding length is much smaller than the
stack length whereby the term L ew /L s is neglected in Eq. (7.4). The topologies T1
and T12 are shown as two extreme cases (fully non-magnetic compared with fully
iron-cored with salient poles). In Fig. 7.4, T12 is much more efficient than T1 in the
excitation region lower than e.g. 1000 kAt. With a higher excitation, the differences
become small. This result matches the comparison of shear stress σt in Fig. 7.3
since T12 has much higher shear stresses than T1. This result also implies that using
more iron cores can effectively increase the generator efficiency, especially when the
excitation is limited.

7.3.3. L OSSES AT RATED LOAD ( DETAILED LOSS MODEL )
For calculating all the losses, we use the rated torque of Te = 10 MN·m and the rated
angular speed of n N = 9.6 rpm. Three air gap diameters D s = 6.11 m, 10.19 m and
14.26 m are compared which cover the range of commonly applied diameters proposed in the literature. These diameters contain 48, 80 and 112 poles, respectively,
as a result of the fixed pole pitch of τp = 0.4 m defined in Section 7.2.2.
Three types of losses are usually considered and calculated in an electrical machine:
• Copper Joule loss (I2 R loss)
• Copper eddy current loss
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Figure 7.4: Efficiency of topologies T1 and T12 with J s = 3 A/mm2 , when only armature copper Joule
losses are considered and L ew /L s → 0 is assumed in Eq. (7.4).

• Iron loss
In Section 7.3.2, the first loss has been calculated and the latter two losses were
neglected, because the power rating and the generator size were both assumed unknown. In this section, we have set a rated power and three air gap diameters so we
can then calculate all these three losses.
A few assumptions are made for calculating these losses:
• Iron will saturate when the excitation becomes high. Under heavy saturation,
the hysteresis loop can be illustrated in Fig. 7.5. We may increase the excitation to
such a high level that iron is fully saturated. Thus, the most important assumption for iron losses is that the relative permeability of iron becomes µr = 1 after
the magnetic flux density is over a particular value. Here we assume this value to
be B h y s = 2.5 T. This assumption also implies that the area of the hysteresis loop
reaches its maximum at B h y s = 2.5 T at point U (also point X). With a higher magnetic field, the area of the hysteresis loop will not expand anymore.
• The copper eddy current loss is calculated only in the stack length without the
end winding. This allows for 2D analyses with an acceptable accuracy. For calculating the copper Joule loss, the end winding is included.
• The rotor iron is assumed to be loss free, so iron losses only occur in the stator
iron cores.
• In the calculation of losses due to an alternating magnetic field, only the fun-
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Figure 7.5: Hysteresis loop of iron with heavy saturation. The area of hysteresis loop become maximum
and constant when the magnetic field is above B h y s at the point of U (also X). The relative permeability
becomes µr = 1 from U to V and from X to R.

damental components of the field are used.
C OPPER LOSSES
The copper Joule loss PCu, j oul can easily be calculated. However, the calculation for
the copper eddy current loss is a bit complicated since it is a function of the magnetic flux density and the fineness of stranding or transposing. Here only stranding
is employed and modeled while the transposing is not. The copper eddy current loss
can be expressed by [126]
PCu,ed d y =

7

1
2
2
ω2 (a 2 Bˆr + b 2 Bˆt )VCu,s
24ρCu

(7.6)

where ω is the angular electrical frequency, Bˆr and Bˆt are the radial and tangential
components of the flux density (amplitude) in the copper conductor respectively,
VCu,s is the copper volume only in the stack length, and a and b are the height and
width of a copper strand. We assume very fine strands for the copper conductors
with a = b = 1 mm.
I RON LOSSES
The eddy current loss per unit iron mass is basically calculated by [127]
P F e,ed d y = 2k e (

Bˆr 2
Bˆt 2
f
)2 [(
) +(
) ]
50 Hz
1.5 T
1.5 T

(7.7)

where k e = 0.5 W/kg is the eddy current loss per unit iron mass with the field of 1.5
T and the frequency of 50 Hz, B r and B t are the radial and tangential components
of the flux density (amplitude) in the iron core respectively. Equation (7.7) applies
to both the stator iron teeth and the stator iron yoke.
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The hysteresis loss per unit iron mass is calculated by
P F e,h y s = 2k h (

f
B nor m 2
)(
)
50 Hz 1.5 T

(7.8)

where k h = 2.0 W/kg is the hysteresis loss per unit iron mass with the field of 1.5 T
and the frequency of 50 Hz, B nor m is the norm of the flux density (peak value) in
the iron core. Equation (7.8) applies to both the stator iron teeth and the stator iron
yoke.
The factor of 2 is included in Eqs. (7.7) and (7.8) because the flux density distribution contains harmonics, which increases the iron losses. In addition, manufacturing of steel laminates into a core increases the iron losses [127]. This factor is
approximated to range from 1.6 to 2.0 according to [123].
The hysteresis loss per unit volume is the area of the hysteresis loop multiplied
by the frequency. When the applied magnetic field exceeds the upper field of the
maximum hysteresis loop (e.g. B h y s ), the hysteresis loss per unit volume per electrical cycle will become constant as the area of the maximum hysteresis loop. This
maximum loop implies that the hysteresis loss has an upper limit even if a higher
magnetic field can be imposed on the iron.
This upper limit also leads to the fact that it is not convenient anymore to separate the field into two orthogonal components because it is hard to define the upper
limit in either of the orthogonal components. By using the norm of the flux density,
the upper limit can be assumed to be B h y s = 2.5 T, above which the hysteresis loss
remains maximum and constant.
The total iron loss in the stator P F es is therefore given by
P F es = P F e,ed d y + P F e,h y s

(7.9)

T OTAL LOSS
The total loss P l oss is obtained by adding up the three losses:
P l oss = PCu, j oul + PCu,ed d y + P F es

(7.10)

The effects of excitation on the total loss are shown in Fig. 7.6 for two armature
current densities and three air gap diameters. The dashed lines of 3% and 2% of the
rated power of 10 MW are also plotted to indicate two reference loss levels for an SC
generator. A loss of 2% plus a cryogenic cooling power of roughly 0.5% results in a
higher efficiency (97.5%) compared to a PMSG (96%) [145].
Compared to the study on the efficiency in Section 7.3.2, the total loss here consists of not only copper Joule losses but also iron losses and copper eddy current
losses. The latter two losses are functions of the frequency or the number of poles
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and the amplitude of magnetic fields according to Eqs. (7.6)-(7.8). As a result, a
larger air gap diameter, i.e. a larger linear speed v, does not definitely mean a lower
total loss anymore. For the case of D s = 14.26 m as shown in Fig. 7.6, the total loss
turns reversely to go higher when the excitation reaches a very high level, e.g. 1000
kAt with J s = 2 A/mm2 . This is mainly a result of a higher copper eddy current loss
together with a higher iron loss due to such a high excitation and frequency. For the
same diameter of D s = 14.26 m, the total loss cannot even reach the 2%-loss level
with J s = 3 A/mm2 no matter how far the excitation increases. Reducing the armature current density to J s = 2 A/mm2 makes it possible to achieve 2% but only in
a small range of excitation. This result implies that reducing the armature current
density apparently reduces the total loss while increasing the air gap diameter may
not.
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Figure 7.6: Total loss of topologies T1-T12 with respect to excitation currents for diameters of 6.11 m,
10.19 m and 14.26 m as well as current density of J s = 3 A/mm2 and J s = 2 A/mm2 . The horizontal
dashed lines indicate loss levels of 2% and 3%, respectively.

The topologies with more iron cores, e.g. T9-T12, reach the 2%-loss level more
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easily than the topologies with more non-magnetic cores, e.g. T1-T4. The other
topologies lie in between. At low excitation, e.g. below 200 kAt, the total loss of
the topologies is considerably different. The topologies of T11 and T12, are much
more efficient than the other topologies. However, the difference becomes much
smaller when the excitation increases significantly, since heavy saturation makes
the magnetic circuit similar for all the topologies and produces more iron losses in
the topologies with iron stator cores.

7.4. G ENERATOR C HARACTERISTICS
H e generator characteristics, such as normal stress, stack length and active material mass, are calculated to show the trend of increasing the excitation current.
For calculating the normal stress, it is not needed to know the rated torque, rated
speed and air gap diameter. For calculating the other generator characteristics, we
use the rated torque of Te = 10 MN·m and the rated angular speed of n N = 9.6 rpm.
Three air gap diameters D s = 6.11 m, 10.19 m and 14.26 m are compared.

T

7.4.1. N ORMAL STRESS
The normal stress σr indicates the attractive force between the rotor and stator and
influences the structural mass which contributes to the total generator mass. Here
we only estimate the normal stress at no load, because the armature load current
contributes much less to the normal stress than the field current in a partially SC
generator. For example, the fraction is only about 1% for the topology T12. This no
load means that no force is produced by armature currents and the normal force is
only produced between field currents and stator iron cores.
Firstly we calculate the resultant normal force on one pole F r with the Maxwell
stress tensor by
l 2 =τp
Z
1
Fr =
(B r2 − B t2 )d l
(7.11)
2µ0
l 1 =0

Although not uniformly distributed over one pole, the normal stress σr can be
calculated by averaging F r over one pole:
σr =

Fr
τp

(7.12)

The average normal stress between the rotor and stator is plotted in Fig. 7.7 with
respect to the excitation current, assuming an unchanged air gap length. As an example, the normal stress of a PMSG (200 kPa) is also indicated in both of the subfigures for comparison [27]. The topologies with iron stator teeth (T9-T12) have
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higher normal stresses than the topologies with non-magnetic stator teeth (T5-T8).
In the topologies with an ironless stator (T1-T4), the normal stress is σr = 0.
14
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Figure 7.7: Average normal stress (attractive force density) per pole between the rotor and stator with
respect to excitation currents. The horizontal dashes line indicates the typical level of a PMSG.
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With a higher excitation, the normal stress becomes much greater in the topologies with iron stator teeth (T9-T12) or iron stator yoke (T5-T8). These normal stresses
are much higher than those of a PMSG machine. As a result, the mechanical structure must be designed to support the rotor and stator under such high normal stresses.
High normal stresses will thus be a significant challenge if a higher excitation has to
be used for a high shear stress and a low total loss.

7.4.2. S TACK LENGTH
The stack length L s is calculated from the sizing equation Eq. (7.1):
Ls =

2 Te
π σt D 2s

(7.13)

if we set the torque to Te = 10 MN·m for a 10 MW direct-drive wind turbine. The
results of stack length obtained with J s = 3 A/mm2 are shown in Fig. 7.8. In general, the stack length decreases when the excitation increases. The stack length of
the topologies with more non-magnetic cores decreases very fast, whereas that of
the topologies with more iron cores decreases slowly. However, the fact is that the
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topologies with more iron cores already have much smaller stack lengths at low excitation.
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Figure 7.8: Stack length with respect to excitation currents for diameters of 6.11 m, 10.19 m and 14.26
m. Dashed horizontal lines indicate the typical stack length of a PMSG (upper) and half the PMSG level
(lower).

The reference stack length of a 10 MN·m PMSG is also indicated by the dashed
lines in this figure. This stack length is obtained by assuming a shear stress of 53 kPa.
A half of this stack length is also shown for the shear stress of 106 kPa. This stack
length will be achieved when the excitation is as high as 200 kAt for T12 and 800 kAt
for T1 for both the diameters. The other topologies lie in between. The topologies
with more iron require lower excitation currents.
If the excitation increases to about 4000 kAt, the difference of stack length for the
topologies becomes minuscule. This vanishing difference is because the completely
saturated iron behaves like a non-magnetic material, and then all the topologies
have the same magnetic reluctance.

7.4.3. A CTIVE MATERIAL MASS
The active material mass consists of the core mass and the copper mass, neglecting
the insignificant mass of the SC field winding. The iron mass density is 7650 kg/m3
and the non-magnetic core material (i.e. glass fiber G10) has a mass density of
1850 kg/m3 . The copper mass density is 8900 kg/m3 .
The active material mass is not fully but nearly proportional to the stack length.
It thus follows a trend similar to the stack length, as shown in Fig. 7.9. A larger
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diameter reduces the active material mass, but it does not change the ranking of the
compared twelve topologies. Also, with a high excitation, e.g. above 300 kAt, the
difference between the active material mass of all the topologies becomes small.
With the same excitation in the region of low excitation (e.g. lower than 100 kAt),
using iron cores can provide a lower active material mass. Using lightweight nonmagnetic core materials, e.g. composites, is thus not the only choice to reduce the
active material mass. For a higher excitation over 100 kAt, however, using either iron
cores or non-magnetic cores with the same excitation does not make big differences.
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Figure 7.9: Active material mass with respect to excitation currents for diameters of 6.11 m, 10.19 m and
14.26 m, with J s = 3 A/mm2 .

7.5. D ISCUSSION ON D ESIGN E XAMPLES IN L ITERATURE
N the literature, a few designs have been proposed for partially SC generators for
10 MW direct-drive wind turbines. Four available design examples which provide
sufficient design details are summarized in Table 7.1. They use different excitation
currents (Exci.), superconductor types (SC type), cryogenic temperatures (Temp.),
armature current densities (J s ), shear stresses (σt ) and air gap diameters (D s ), resulting in the different stack length (L s ), active material mass (M ac t ) and rated-load
efficiency (only considering copper and iron losses in the generator). Each of these
designs originates from one of the twelve topologies listed in Fig. 7.1 and their corresponding topologies are also indicated in Table 7.1. The fifth design is from this
thesis. This design is the optimized topology T12 from Chapter 3, the IT design in
Chapter 4, the Design D in Chapter 5 and the 6-m SCSG design in Chapter 6 (they
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are the same design). This design is referred to Liu’s design in this section.
• GE design employing NbTi at 4 K has already obtained a competitively small
size (4.34 m diameter) and active material mass with a very high excitation of 928 kAt.
The resulting shear stress is as high as 179 kPa. Its efficiency is only 96% and can
not comply with the efficiency demand of 98%. It is also observed that no further
efficiency increase can be obtained by increasing the excitation. However, the efficiency could be improved by, for example, enlarging the air gap diameter or reducing the armature current density.
• Abrahamsen’s and Liu’s designs both have small diameters of 6 m but the generators are both long due to relatively low shear stresses of 75 kPa. Abrahamsen’s
design is lightweight because of its non-magnetic cores, but it employs the topology T5 which results in a bulky and costly SC field winding [122]. On the contrary,
Liu’s design using the topology T12 has heavy active materials due to a large amount
of iron, but it uses much less superconductors and then could have a lower active
material cost. This large active material mass needs to be reduced by increasing the
excitation.
• Tecnalia’s and Xu’s designs have higher shear stresses compared to Abrahamsen’s and Liu’s designs. Tecnalia’s design based on the topology T8 also uses a large
air gap diameter (10.10 m) as well as a high electrical loading (120 kA/m) to achieve
its axial length (0.74 m) and active material mass (118 tons). Xu’s design also based
on the topology T12 uses an even larger air gap diameter (13.40 m) as well as a high
electrical loading (120 kA/m) to achieve a lightweight generator design (49 tons).
However, these two designs both have efficiencies below 97% and their high electrical loadings increase the complexity of cooling the armature winding.
None of the five designs in Table 7.1 provide an efficiency of over 98% (or the 2%loss level) without considering the cryogenic cooling power. Reducing the armature
current density or increasing the air gap diameter together with a much higher excitation current can be considered to address this challenge.

7.6. F EASIBILITY OF C OMMERCIAL S UPERCONDUCTORS
O t all SC wires can achieve the high excitation for a shear stress of 106 kPa and a
2%-loss level, because the current density is limited by the critical engineering
current density J e as shown in Fig. 7.10 for different SC wires. When evaluating the
superconductors, we need to know the magnetic flux density B which the superconductors are exposed to. The magnetic flux density is produced by the excitation of
SC field windings.

N

The four topologies (T5, T8, T9 and T12) of the five design examples shown in
Table 7.1 will be used to evaluate the feasibility of superconductors.
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7
HTS

T9
T12
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MgB2

MgB2

20

50

4

20

20

Temp.
(K)

25

31

928

230

470

Exci.
(kAt)

0.471

0.438

74

†††† 109

3.0

3.0

0.379

179

††† 2.5

0.660

0.536

τp
(m)

112

75

σt
(kPa)

3.0

3.0

Js
(A/mm2 )

6.00

13.40

4.34

10.10

5.46

Ds
(m)

2.56

0.31

1.88

0.74

3.10

Ls
(m)

149

49

†† 70

118

52

M ac t
(ton)

96.9%

96.8%

This thesis

[120]

[20]

[23]
95.7%

[122]

†96.7%

Reference

†† 96.2%

Efficiency

††

Estimated with the copper Joule loss of 2.3% given in [122], considering an additional copper eddy current loss of roughly 1%.
Estimated with the parameters provided in [20].
† † † Estimated with the overall efficiency of 95.2% provided in [23], plus assumed 1% for cryogenic cooling and auxiliary components.
†††† Estimated with the generator size and torque provided in [120].

†

NbTi

T8

Tecnalia

MgB2

T5

Abrahamsen

SC
type

Topology

Design

Table 7.1: Design examples of partially SC generators for 10 MW direct-drive wind turbines.
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Figure 7.10: Critical engineering current density J e of commercial superconducting wires. References:
NbTi from [20], Nb3 Sn from [146], MgB2 from [147], HTS 2G SuperPower 2012 from [148] and HTS 2G
SuperPower 2016 from [149]. The base MgB2 is the production wire in 2013. MgB2 Exp is an experimental
wire reported in 2013. MgB2 INNWIND.EU is from the deliverable report for the INNWIND.EU project.

7.6.1. R EQUIRED EXCITATION
By comparing Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.6, it is seen, that it is harder to reach the 2%-loss
level than reaching the shear stress of 106 kPa for J s = 3 A/mm2 . If the armature
current density is reduced to J s = 2 A/mm2 , the 2%-loss level will be fulfilled before
the shear stress demand of 106 kPa is reached. Therefore, the criteria for selecting
the required excitations are to achieve the 2%-loss level for J s = 3 A/mm2 and to
achieve the shear stress of 106 kPa for J s = 2 A/mm2 .
Table 7.2 shows the excitations required by the four topologies. Three air gap diameters (6.11 m, 10.19 m and 14.26 m) and two armature current densities (3 A/mm2
and 2 A/mm2 ) are investigated. The other parameters of the generator design are
identical to those used in the studies of Sections 7.3 and 7.4 and have been described
in Section 7.2.2. For J s = 3 A/mm2 , the required excitations are obtained when the
total loss equals 2%. As a result, the shear stresses with these excitations are much
higher than 106 kPa. For J s = 2 A/mm2 , the required excitations are obtained when
the shear stress equals 106 kPa. As a result, the total losses with these excitations are
a bit lower than 2%.
As shown in Fig. 7.6c, none of the four topologies can achieve the 2%-loss level
for the air gap diameter of D s = 14.26 m with J s = 3 A/mm2 . For J s = 3 A/mm2 and
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D s = 6.11 m, T12 requires as high as 580 kAt and the other topologies require even
higher. Reducing J s = 3 A/mm2 to J s = 2 A/mm2 makes the required excitations
much lower as shown in Table 7.2. Then, the topology T12 requires only 200 kAt for
the three diameters. With J s = 2 A/mm2 , the three diameters of 6.11 m, 10.19 m and
14.26 m have the same required excitation for the same topology. The diameters
make no difference of the require excitation so it is not needed to select a specific
diameter for this evaluation of superconductors.
Also note that the required excitations listed in Table 7.2 are obtained from the
design dimensioned in Section 7.2.2 for a pole pitch of τp = 0.4 m. This design was
not optimized. Thus, the numbers of required excitations listed in Table 7.2 may not
apply to other designs but are used as reference numbers.
Table 7.2: Required excitation (kAt) for different topologies to achieve the shear stress of 106 kPa and the
2%-loss level
† 3 A/mm2

Js

†† 2 A/mm2

D s (m)

6.11

10.19

14.26

6.11

10.19

14.26

T5

910

1370

n/a

550

550

550

T8

680

1250

n/a

310

310

310

T9

820

1280

n/a

450

450

450

T12

580

1050

n/a

200

200

210

† The loss level is just equal to 2% while σ is higher than 106 kPa.
t
†† σ is just equal to 106 kPa while the loss level is lower than 2%.
t
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7.6.2. R ESULTING MAGNETIC FIELDS
The maximum magnetic flux density in the SC coil winding produced by the required excitation is calculated in 2D FE models. These fields depend on the crosssectional area of the field coil. Thus, we set two realistic areas for this evaluation:
20×20 mm2 and 40×40 mm2 . The contour of the larger field coil is sketched by the
dashed boxes in Fig. 7.1. Figure 7.11 shows the maximum flux density perpendicular
to the SC wires B mp and the maximum norm flux density in the SC wires |B m | as a
function of excitation currents (with no armature current). The perpendicular field
B mp is used for evaluating the SC wires which are tapes, such as HTS and MgB2 .
The norm field |B m | is used for evaluating the round SC wires such as NbTi and
Nb3 Sn. By looking up the required excitations in Table 7.2 and the field-excitation
relations in Fig. 7.11, the values of B mp and |B m | for the four topologies are identified and given in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4. These two tables show sixteen cases (C1a,
C1b ...C8a, C8b) of combining the maximum field and current density in the SC field
coil.
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Figure 7.11: Maximum magnetic field at the surface of the SC field winding with respect to excitation
currents for selected topologies.

The combination of J s = 3 A/mm2 and D s = 6.11 m is a starting point. However,
the maximum fields seem too high compared to Fig. 7.10 in most of the cases as
indicated in Table 7.3. Thus, we could use J s = 2 A/mm2 instead to effectively lower
the maximum fields as shown in Table 7.4. From this point of view, J s = 3 A/mm2
may not be a good option. The armature current densities of the design examples in
Table 7.1 could be reduced for higher generator performance. In addition, a larger
cross-sectional area of the field coil produces a lower maximum field in the field coil,
as indicated in Fig. 7.11, Table 7.3 and Table 7.4.

7.6.3. R EQUIRED FIELD CURRENT DENSITIES
The required current density in the SC field winding J f is calculated by dividing the
required excitation in Table 7.2 by the cross-sectional area of the field coil. The values of J f are shown in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4 for the two cross-sectional areas of the
field coil and for J s = 3 A/mm2 and J s = 2 A/mm2 , respectively. The cross-sectional
area of the SC field coil plays an important role in determining the current density.
A larger area results in a lower current density and thus a looser requirement to the
superconductor. However, a larger area means a higher cost of the SC field winding.
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Table 7.3: Required surface magnetic flux density and current density for different topologies to achieve
the 2%-loss level and a shear stress of over 106 kPa (J s = 3 A/mm2 , D s = 6.11 m)
20×20 mm2
Topology

Case

B mp (T)

|B m | (T)

J f (A/mm2 )

T5

C1a

15.7

17.8

2275

T8

C2a

11.1

13.3

1700

T9

C3a

14.5

16.3

2050

T12

C4a

9.8

11.6

1450

Topology

Case

B mp (T)

|B m | (T)

J f (A/mm2 )

T5

C5a

8.3

9.8

569

T8

C6a

5.6

7.3

425

T9

C7a

7.8

9.1

513

T12

C8a

5.0

6.4

363

40×40 mm2

Table 7.4: Required surface magnetic flux density and current density for different topologies to achieve
the shear stress of 106 kPa and a loss level lower than 2% (J s = 2 A/mm2 )
20×20 mm2

7

Topology

Case

B mp (T)

|B m | (T)

J f (A/mm2 )

T5

C1b

9.5

10.8

1375

T8

C2b

4.8

6.2

775

T9

C3b

8.1

9.1

1125

T12

C4b

3.2

4.1

500

40×40 mm2
Topology

Case

B mp (T)

|B m | (T)

J f (A/mm2 )

T5

C5b

5.0

5.9

344

T8

C6b

2.3

3.5

194

T9

C7b

4.4

5.1

281

T12

C8b

1.6

2.3

125

7.6.4. F EASIBLE SUPERCONDUCTORS
To evaluate the feasibility of superconductors, we compare the sixteen cases with
the critical engineering current density J e of the superconductors in Fig. 7.10. Note
that B mp is used for HTS and MgB2 while |B m | is used for LTS. The feasibility of
these superconductors for the sixteen cases and the four topologies is summarized
in Table 7.5.
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Table 7.5: Feasibility of Different Superconducting Wires
Superconductor

Feasible case

Feasible topology

MgB2 20 K

None

None

MgB2 INNW. 20 K

None

None

MgB2 10 K

C8b

T12

MgB2 Exp 20 K

C6b, C8b

T8, T12

2G HTS-2012 22 K

C6b, C8b

T8, T12

2G HTS-2016 20 K

C8a, C4b, C5b

T5, T8,

C6b, C7b, C8b

T9, T12

C8a, C4b, C5b

T5, T8,

C6b, C7b, C8b

T9, T12

C6a, C7a, C8a,

T5, T8

C2b, C4b, C5b,

T9, T12

NbTi 4 K
Nb3 Sn 4 K

C6b, C7b, C8b

Compared with the other SC materials, the LTS, i.e. NbTi and Nb3 Sn, are more
feasible to achieve the shear stress of 106 kPa and the 2%-loss level for a partially SC
generator. All the four topologies can employ the LTS. However, LTS operates at 4.2 K
and thus requires rigorous cooling. The HTS-2012 (SuperPower) is feasible for fewer
cases than the LTS but the newly developed HTS-2016 (SuperPower) is comparable
to the NbTi. However, they have to be cooled down to 20 K, although they have
critical temperatures of TC = 93 K. The MgB2 reported in [147] is not yet feasible for
any of the four topologies at 20 K but feasible for T12 at 10 K with the larger field
coil of 40 × 40 mm2 . A much lower temperature, such as 4 K, could be an option but
this will drastically reduce the advantage of MgB2 intended for 10-20 K. The MgB2
used in the INNWIND.EU project seems infeasible at 20 K either if a realistic safety
margin of current density, e.g. 20%, is considered. The new lab-tested MgB2 shows
its potential at 20 K to be feasible for T8 and T12 with the field coil of 40 × 40 mm2 .
However, this lab-tested MgB2 is not commercially available yet.

7.7. C ONCLUSION
H e attractive performance of a shear stress of 106 kPa and a 2%-loss level can be
achieved in all the twelve topologies by significantly increasing the excitation.
The topologies with more iron, especially the fully iron-cored topology with salient
poles, reach this performance more easily than the other topologies. Four of the
twelve topologies are particularly investigated and they require excitations ranging
from 200 kAt to 550 kAt with the armature current density of 2 A/mm2 . A higher ar-

T
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mature current density, e.g. 3 A/mm2 , may not be a good option since it significantly
increases the required excitations and challenges the superconductors.
The four topologies with such high excitations have different maximum magnetic fields in the superconducting field coil and the superconducting wires carry
different current densities. By examining the critical engineering current density of
commercial superconducting wires, the LTS, i.e. NbTi and Nb3 Sn, are capable of
many of these magnetic fields and current densities at 4 K and thus feasible for all
the four topologies. Some of the topologies may need a larger cross-sectional area
of the field coil. The HTS may need to be cooled down to a relatively low temperature, e.g. 20 K, to increase its current density capability. At 20 K, the HTS is feasible
for fewer topologies than the LTS but the newly developed HTS is comparable to the
NbTi. The currently available MgB2 is not feasible yet for any of the four topologies at 20 K but only feasible for the fully iron-cored topologies with salient poles at
10 K. MgB2 superconductors, which are proposed for temperatures of 10-20 K, need
further development to carry sufficient current densities in high magnetic fields.

7

8
C ONCLUSION
N 2012, the INNWIND.EU project initiated this research to investigate superconducting generators for 10-20 MW direct-drive offshore wind turbines. Superconducting generators are expected to be compact and lightweight because of the high
magnetic field produced by superconducting windings. This technology is facing
a few key feasibility challenges, such as high costs of superconducting wires, AC
losses in superconductors and high short circuit torque. If these challenges are not
solved, the feasibility of superconducting generators will remain low. Moreover, superconducting generators must have significant advantages over the mature conventional generators to enable commercialization. Another interesting issue is that
many different electromagnetic designs have been proposed for superconducting
generators. Each of them has its own advantages and disadvantages. There has not
been an agreement on how to make the most feasible electromagnetic design for
superconducting generators.

I

8.1. S OLVED R ESEARCH P ROBLEM
This thesis aims at increasing the feasibility of superconducting generators for 10 MW
wind turbines and identifying the most feasible generator designs. This research
problem is solved by answering the five research questions.
QUESTION 1
The first research question is: Which topologies result in the lowest cost of energy,
based on currently available superconductors?
149

150
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To answer this question, this thesis starts with looking into a wide range of electromagnetic designs by comparing as many generator topologies in Chapter 3. The
purpose is to find the most feasible topologies from this large design space. The
levelized cost of energy (LCoE) is considered as the key performance indicator for
evaluating the feasibility of a new wind turbine technology. Due to the fact that
10 MW wind turbines do not exist yet, however, the simplified form of LCoE: the
levelized capital cost of energy (LCCoE) is chosen as the criterion for a first comparison of generator topologies. In this LCCoE model, only the capital costs are considered. Moreover, the capital cost of the other wind turbine components except the
active material cost of the superconducting generator are assumed to be constants.
These assumed costs are based on a 10 MW reference wind turbine provided in the
INNWIND.EU project and the superconducting generator designs proposed in the
literature. Partially superconducting generators are chosen since their feasibility
regarding AC losses is much higher than fully superconducting generators. Magnisium diboride (MgB2 ) superconducting wires are employed in the field winding.
They are less expensive than high temperature superconductors (HTS) while they
require less rigorous cooling than low temperature superconductors (LTS). Twelve
most applicable radial-flux generator topologies are optimized for the minimum
LCCoE and then compared. A program using the genetic algorithm is developed
in Chapter 3 for this optimization task.
In this comparison, not only are the current unit cost and current density capability of the MgB2 wire used, but three scenarios are also studied by assuming a
lower unit cost (1/4) and a higher current density capability (4 times). Such scenarios are to take into account the influence of the development of the superconductor
technology on the comparison results. The comparison shows that the generator
topologies with more iron in the core result in a lower LCCoE than the topologies
with more non-magnetic cores, based on the current MgB2 wire. When the MgB2
wire becomes cheaper or capable of higher current densities, however, the topologies with more non-magnetic cores will become close to the topologies with more
iron in the core regarding the LCCoE. This result implies that using iron cores will always be an effective option to reduce LCCoE for both now and far future. Required
magnetic loadings can be produced in these topologies by using a small amount of
costly superconducting wires.
The needed length of superconducting wires in these iron-core based topologies is more feasible than that in the other topologies in terms of fabrication and
winding technologies. At present, manufacturing and winding very long superconducting wires (e.g. hundreds of kilometers) without performance degradation are
very difficult. Therefore, although it is intended to use more superconducting wires
to increase the torque density of the generator, the costs and manufacturing technology still make shorter wires more attractive. However, generators using these
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iron-core based topologies tend to be heavy and thus, lightweight generator designs
may not be obtained. When superconducting wires become sufficiently cheap compared to the other active materials of the generator, more non-magnetic cores can
be employed if both a low generator weight and a low LCCoE are desired.
QUESTION 2
The second research question is: What are the levels of AC losses in the superconducting winding of different electromagnetic designs due to ripple magnetic fields? Are the
AC losses acceptably small or not?
From the comparison in Chapter 3, the fully iron-cored topology with salient
iron poles is found to be most feasible regarding LCCoE at present. Its AC loss level
is examined in Chapter 4 since its iron stator teeth may cause high AC losses in
the MgB2 superconducting field winding. This topology is also compared with the
topology with non-magnetic teeth. The result shows that using iron stator teeth in
this topology does not lead to excessive AC losses. Using large numbers of slots per
pole per phase (e.g. 4 or 5) can further reduce the AC losses. Therefore, this topology is considered most feasible and chosen for further comparison with the mature
technology of permanent magnet generators.
QUESTION 3
The third research question is: How can the short circuit torque be effectively suppressed by electromagnetic design?
In partially superconducting generators, the large magnetic air gap leads to excessive short circuit torque. Such high torque challenges the mechanical construction of the wind turbine drive train. It is considered that the short circuit torque of
the generator should be sufficiently low to adapt to the mechanical construction. In
Chapter 5, three approaches are investigated to reduce the short circuit torque to
no higher than 3 times the rated torque. Using an electromagnetic shield or more
iron in the core is not effective. Using segmented armature winding with multiple power electronic converters can be an effective option when four segments are
used for a 10 MW generator and only one segment is shorted. This approach needs
further investigation since the model used for the armature winding segmentation
assumed independent segments which simplified the winding construction in the
model. However, the result implies that armature winding segmentation is a possible way to effectively reduce the short circuit torque of a superconducting generator.
QUESTION 4
The fourth research question is: How competitive is a superconducting generator
compared with a permanent magnet generator?
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In Chapter 6, the LCCoE-optimal generator design based on the fully iron-cored
topology with salient poles is compared with 10 MW permanent magnet generators.
However, this superconducting generator design does not have significant advantages over permanent magnet generators regarding the LCCoE and the generator
cost, size and weight.

8

QUESTION 5
The fifth research question is then: What is the potential of a superconducting generator for large wind turbines? What are the design parameters and suitable superconductors required to achieve high generator performance?
Since the LCCoE at present is not yet the performance indicator that makes superconducting generators competitive, high generator performance from other perspectives must be achieved instead. Such high generator performance should be so
attractive to the wind energy industry that the resulting high generator costs and
added complexities of cryogenic systems can be considered worthwhile. For this
purpose, shear stress and efficiency are chosen as the evaluating performance indicators since they are expected to be the breakthroughs by applying superconducting
generators.
In Chapter 7, it is shown that increasing the excitation of the field winding to
a high level can achieve high shear stresses and rated-load efficiencies. As an example, it is investigated what excitation is needed to reach both a shear stress as
twice as that of a typical permanent magnet generator and a rated-load efficiency
of 98%. The twelve generator topologies are again compared. All the topologies
can achieve this high performance with a low armature current density of 2 A/mm2 .
The topologies with more iron in the core reach this performance more easily than
the topologies with more non-magnetic cores. The fully iron-cored topology with
salient iron poles is again most feasible. Besides, to achieve such high generator
performance, the required high excitation leads to a high current density and a high
magnetic field in the superconducting wire. By examining current commercial superconducting wires, LTS and HTS are more feasible than MgB2 wires to withstand
the required high current density and high magnetic field. Although MgB2 wires can
be considered for the fully iron-cored topology with salient iron poles, they still need
further development to be capable of the higher magnetic fields in the other topologies. In contrast, LTS and HTS are suitable for more generator topologies. However,
LTS require 4-Kelvin operation and HTS are quite expensive, which also limits their
feasibility.
A NSWER TO THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
In summary, from the perspective of electromagnetic design, this thesis points out
a direction to increase the feasibility of superconducting generators for large direct-
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drive wind turbines:
• Aiming at a lower LCCoE, iron-core based generator topologies are more feasible than the other topologies and the used lengths of superconducting wires are
shorter. The fully iron-cored topologies are most feasible and their AC loss level is
acceptably low. If a low generator weight and a low LLCoE are both desired, however,
the topologies with more non-magnetic cores will become competitive once the superconducting wire is much cheaper and capable of much higher current densities.
• Currently, the superconducting generators do not show significant advantages
of LCCoE over permanent magnet generators. To make superconducting generators
attractive to wind energy industry, the shear stress and efficiency of the generator
should be much higher than those of permanent magnet generators. Such advantages may offset the disadvantages of high generator costs and complicated cryogenic cooling.
• To achieve competitive shear stresses and efficiencies, the excitation of the superconducting field winding should be increased to a high level. To realize such
high excitation, LTS and HTS are more feasible than MgB2 wires at present. In addition, iron-core based generator topologies are again more feasible than the other
topologies to reach high shear stresses and efficiencies, especially the fully ironcored topology with salient poles.
• Aiming at an acceptable short circuit torque, armature winding segmentation
with multiple power electronic converters can be considered.
This direction may not be the only one. However, it takes into account the key
feasibility issues at the moment from the electromagnetic design perspective. Prototypes can be built following this direction to demonstrate and prove this technology.

8.2. S CIENTIFIC C ONTRIBUTIONS
This thesis has two scientific contributions. The first contribution is finding the superconducting generator topology having the lowest LLCoE. This finding provides a
design guideline to reduce the LLCoE of superconducting generators for wind turbine applications. Unlike the conclusions in the other literature, however, this finding from this thesis is not only using the current cost and properties of the superconducting wire (i.e. MgB2 in this thesis) but also based on a scenario study which
looks for future trends. This finding will thus be valid for both now and long terms.
The other contribution is finding the generator design requirements to achieve
an attractive shear stress and generator efficiency. These requirements include field
excitation, generator topology, armature current density and superconductor type.
These required design parameters form another design guideline for superconducting generators to compete with permanent magnet generators in direct-drive wind
turbine applications.
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To evaluate a wind turbine technology, the most complete way is to use LCoE as the
criterion. An LCoE contains all the effects of size, weight, efficiency, cost, reliability
and availability of the generator and the correlations among them. In this thesis,
only the superconducting generator’s active material cost and the resulting capital
cost are variable in the the LCoE model. The other costs of the wind turbine components are assumed to be constants. In fact, some costs are hardly influenced by
the electromagnetic design while the other costs more or less depend on the electromagnetic design. As 10 MW wind turbines are emerging in the near future, these
dependences will be found and the LCoE and LCCoE models need to become more
accurate.
As concluded in this thesis, the generator topologies with more iron in the core
shows the advantages of reducing the LCCoE and achieving high shear stresses and
efficiencies. However, they may have large magnetic forces between the rotor and
stator because of the iron core in the stator. Such large magnetic forces will challenge the generator’s structural support to maintain the air gap. It is interesting to
evaluate the effects of iron-based generator topologies on the magnetic force and
the design of the generator structure. This effect combined with the effect of active
material mass can then be used to improve the LCCoE model and the assumed constant structural cost will become dependent on the topology. The advantage of the
iron-based topologies to have a lower LCCoE may then be reduced. Moreover, the
large magnetic force may also reduce the advantage of iron-based topologies that
have high shear stresses and efficiencies to compete permanent magnet generators.
Therefore, structural models of a superconducting generator are needed as future
work to improve the LCCoE model and the evaluation of the potential generator
performance.
By increasing the performance of the superconducting wire, the difference between the LLCoE of the generator topologies with iron core and non-magnetic core
becomes small, while weight differences become significant. We neglected the influence of weight in the LLCoE model. However, in situations where weight is important, e.g. floating wind turbines, more radical superconducting generator concepts
may be interesting, including fully superconducting generators.
Effectively reducing the short circuit torque of a superconducting generator is
always an interesting topic. Using armature winding segmentation shows its potential in this thesis as a starting point. In future work, this approach needs further
development. For example, a model with fewer assumptions needs to be developed
with the consideration of the winding segmentation construction. This model then
needs experimental validation.
This thesis makes a step of contribution to increase the technology readiness
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level of superconducting generators for large direct-drive wind turbines. Efforts are
still going on to achieve a mature superconducting generator design that is compact,
lightweight, efficient, reliable and affordable. As 8 MW wind turbines using conventional direct-drive permanent magnet generators or geared induction generators are
available in the market, superconducting generators will face more challenges from
these conventional generators at the 10 MW power level. It is therefore urgent now
to prove the superconducting generator technology. Besides theoretical studies and
magnet pole demonstrations in various ongoing projects, construction and testing
of full-scale superconducting generators seem highly demanded at the moment. It
is hoped that the design direction or guidelines concluded from this thesis can help
such work.
However, it cannot be ignored that the limited security of supply of permanent
magnet materials may change the prospect of permanent magnet generators. Therefore, superconducting generators will stay as an interesting alternative for future
large wind turbines and keep developing.
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